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Foreword

The preliminary findings of the Inclusive Wealth Report (#(+) ini-
tiative are presented in this publication: they provide for policy-
makers an initial analysis towards a broader and comprehensive 
way of measuring inclusive progress within their economies.

There has for some time been a shared recognition that con-
ventional indicators such as gross domestic product (/%&) or 
the Human Development Index ($%#) are failing to capture the 
full wealth of a country. These limitations may be in part fuel-
ing environmental decline and degradation because changes in 
natural or “nature-based” assets are not factored into national 
accounts, rendering those accounts less useful as an indicator of 
changes in human well-being.

This report, produced by the !" University International 
Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental 
Change and !"'&, builds on the findings of the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment of 2005. It echoes, too, the conclusions of 
the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission of 2009 which argued that 
measuring well-being requires a shift from conventional produc-
tion indicators to metrics that incorporate non-economic mar-
kets-based aspects of well-being, including sustainability issues. 

The preliminary #(+ gives an overview on the evolution of some 
relevant categories of natural capital, such as forests, for a range of 
countries over a 19-year period, comparing their decline or increase 
against two other areas: produced capital, such as roads and factories; 
and human capital, including levels of education, knowledge, and 
creativity. The preliminary findings indicate that it is possible to trace 
the changes of the components of wealth by country and link these 
to economic growth, including highlighting the impact of declines or 
increases in natural capital as an economic productive base. 

While many economies do appear to be getting wealthier, it is 
happening often at the expense of the natural capital base which, 
in the future and over generations, may move the Inclusive 
Wealth Index (#(#) from the black into the red.

Achim Steiner

UN Under-Secretary-General and UNEP Executive Director
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Preface

Although there have been a number of successes in creating a more 
sustainable global economy, a new report by the United Nations 
Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel on Global Sustainability — 
Resilient People, Resilient Planet: A future worth choosing — recog-
nizes the current global political-economic order’s failures, even 
inability, to implement the drastic changes necessary to bring 
about true “sustainability.”

The Panel’s report presents a vision for a 
“sustainable planet, just society, and growing 
economy,” as well as 56 policy recommenda-
tions for realizing that goal. It is arguably the 
most prominent international call for a radical 
redesign of the global economy ever issued.

But, for all its rich content, Resilient People, 
Resilient Planet is short on concrete, practical 
solutions. Its most valuable short-term recom-
mendation — the replacement of current devel-
opment indicators (gross domestic product or 
variants thereo0) with more comprehensive, inclusive metrics for 
wealth — seems tacked on almost as an afterthought. Without 
quick, decisive international action to prioritize sustainability 
over the status quo, the report risks su1ering the fate of its 1987 
predecessor, the pioneering “Brundtland Report”, which intro-
duced the concept of sustainable development, called for a para-
digm shift, and was then largely ignored. Resilient People, Resilient 
Planet opens by paraphrasing Charles Dickens: the world today 
is “experiencing the best of times, and the worst of times.” As 
a whole, humanity has achieved unparalleled prosperity; great 
strides are being made to reduce global poverty; and technologi-
cal advances are revolutionizing our lives, stamping out diseases, 
and transforming communication.

That said, inequality remains stubbornly high, and is increas-
ing in many countries. Short-term political and economic strate-
gies are driving consumerism and debt, which, together with a 
growing global population — set to reach nearly nine billion by 
2040 — is subjecting the natural environment to growing stress. 
By 2030, notes the Panel, “the world will need at least 50 percent 
more food, 45 percent more energy, and 30 percent more water — 
all at a time when environmental limits are threatening supply.” 

Despite significant advances in 
the past 25 years, humanity has 
failed to conserve resources, 
safeguard natural ecosystems, or 
otherwise ensure its own long-
term viability. 
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Despite significant advances in the past 25 years, humanity has 
failed to conserve resources, safeguard natural ecosystems, or 
otherwise ensure its own long-term viability.   

Can a report — however powerful — create change? Will the 
world now rally, unlike in 1987, to the Panel’s call to “transform 
the global economy”? Perhaps, in fact, real action is born of crisis 

itself. As the Panel points out, it has never been 
more clear that we need a paradigm shift to 
achieve truly sustainable global development. 

But who will coordinate an international 
process to study how to encourage such a shift, 
and who will ensure that scientific findings lead 
to meaningful public-policy processes?

The 2010 Report by the Commission on 
the Measurement of Economic Performance 

and Social Progress, commissioned by French President Nicolas 
Sarkozy, echoed the current consensus among social scientists 
that we are mis-measuring our lives by using per capita /%& as a 
yardstick for progress. 

The United Nations University’s International Human 
Dimensions Programme (!"!-#$%&) and the United Nations 
Environment Programme (!"'&), together with other partners, 
have been working to find these indicators for this Inclusive 
Wealth Report (#(+), which proposes an approach to sustain-
ability based on measuring natural, manufactured, human, and 
social forms of capital. The #(+ aims to provide a comprehensive 
analysis of the di1erent components of wealth by country; their 
links to economic development and human well-being; and poli-
cies that are based on social management of these assets.

The #(+ represents a crucial first step in transforming the 
global economic paradigm, by ensuring that we have the correct 
information with which to assess our economic development 
and well-being — and to reassess our needs and goals. While it 
is not intended as a universal indicator for sustainability, it does 
o1er a framework for dialogue with multiple constituencies from 
the environmental, social, and economic fields. 

The report might su1er from incompleteness in data but it 
presents a valuable framework for tracking sustainability. This 
report also highlights where more work is needed in plugging 
the data gaps and adding more information incrementally as it 
becomes available. But rather than wait for complete accuracy, 
the report makes a bold attempt to illustrate with the available 
data whether countries are sustainable and, if not, where they are 
under-performing and where interventions are needed to rectify 
the situation. The framework also o1ers a useful tool for mac-
roeconomic planning agencies as it pays equal attention to all 
three pillars of sustainable development (social, environmental, 

We need new indicators that tell 
us if we are destroying the pro-
ductive base that supports our 
well-being.
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and economic). It also talks the language of economic and social 
institutions and not just the language of the environmental 
community. 

Our situation is critical. As Resilient People, Resilient Planet 
aptly puts it, “tinkering around the margins” will no longer suf-
fice—a warning to those counting on renewable-energy technol-
ogies and a green economy to solve our problems. The Panel has 
revived the call for far-reaching change in the global economic 
system. Our challenge is to follow words with action this time.

Partha Dasgupta   Anantha Duraiappah

Science Advisor to the Inclusive 

Wealth Report 2012, and Frank 

Ramsey Professor Emeritus of 

Economics at the University of 

Cambridge

Report Director to the Inclusive 

Wealth Report 2012, and 

Executive Director of the 

International Human Dimensions 

Programme on Global 

Environmental Change
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Executive summary

This Inclusive Wealth Report (#(+) is the first of 
a biennial series of reports on the sustainability 
of countries. The report looks at the produc-
tive base of economies, based on capital assets 

– produced or manufactured capital; human 
capital; and natural capital. This first report of 
the series is focused on natural capital and will 
be released at the Earth Summit 2012 (Rio+20) 
to be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 2012. 
The two main themes of Rio+20 will be the 
green economy and international environmen-
tal governance. The United Nations Secretary-
General’s high level panel report on global sus-
tainability – Resilient People, Resilient Planet: A 
Future Worth Choosing – was released in April of 
2012 to inform the discussions and negotiations 
at the summit. The report highlights the poten-
tial of a green economy and also calls for new 
ways of measuring progress in a green economy. 
The #(+ provides such a measure.

The #(+ is a joint collaboration between the 
United Nations University International Human 
Dimensions Programme (!"!-#$%&) and the 

United Nations Environment Programme 
(!"'&). The group of authors for the report was 
selected based on their expertise in inclusive 
wealth and environmental economics, and an 
extensive publication record in the area of natu-
ral capital, human well-being, social welfare, and 
valuation, among others. A review process was 
also established and each chapter was reviewed 
by a minimum of two external referees using 
standard academic criteria. The reviewers were 
chosen again based on their expertise in the 
field, strong academic credentials, and a good 
publishing record in the relevant fields covered 
by this report. 

The goals of the Inclusive Wealth Report 

The primary objective of the Inclusive Wealth 
Report is to provide quantitative information 
and analysis that present a long-term perspec-
tive on human well-being and measures of sus-
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tainability. In addition, the main objectives of 
the IWR are:

to undertake a preliminary analysis of 
whether countries were on a sustainable 
path, and provide national governments 
with a metric to assess transitions to-
wards the so-called “Green Economy”;
to carry out a comprehensive analysis 
of the various components of wealth by 
country and their link to economic de-
velopment, highlighting in particular the 
importance of natural capital;
to become an indicator of progress to-
wards sustainable development with the 
production of biennial reports monitor-
ing the well-being of countries. In the 
long-term, we expect inclusive wealth to 
become an important criterion in assess-
ments of societal progress;
to help countries formulate and stimu-
late policies based on the notion of asset 
portfolio management, wherein nations 
follow plans to comprehensively man-
age diverse assets – natural, manufac-
tured, and human – to create productive 
and sustainable economic bases for the 
future, and emphasize how an inclusive 
wealth report can be used by nations to 
guide their investment strategies for sus-
tainability; and
to highlight where extra research is need-
ed to make the Inclusive Wealth Index 
and the report a useful tool for economic, 
environmental and social planning.  

Structure and content of the report

The primary audience of the Inclusive Wealth 
Report will be governments. More broadly, 
the report will be of use to development prac-
titioners as well as researchers and the wider 
development community. The inclusion of 
environmental damage in the accounts – as 
well as damages from global environmental 
change such as climate change – can be useful 
in determining cross-country compensations 

and a guide for international negotiations on 
the consideration of transboundary assets. The 
report will also be useful for national economic 
planning agencies when considering macroeco-
nomic fiscal policies. Changes in the various 
capital assets and their contribution towards the 
inclusive wealth of a country can provide infor-
mation on where to target future investments 
in order to get the best returns for increasing 
the productive base of the country. 

The report is presented in two parts. Part # 
(Chapters 1–5) introduces the concept of inclu-
sive wealth and provides the first results for a 
set of 20 countries used as a pilot in the 2012 
report. 

In Part ## of this report (Chapters 6–11), we 
present some key insights on developing eco-
system services accounts and the challenges 
faced when attempting to value the changes in 
the capital stocks over time.

Each chapter presents a number of “key mes-
sages,” as presented in the next pages.
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Key Messages

PART I

CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1

Well-being and wealth

The true achievement of sustainable devel-
opment must focus on human well-being. 
When we talk about human well-being, we 
cannot only talk about today. The defini-
tion of human well-being – and, indeed, our 
e1orts to achieve it – must entail the well-
being of future generations.
Studies on sustainable development perfor-
mance evaluate societal change over time. 
To be complete, these studies must e1ec-
tively evaluate a society’s productive base. 
Wealth is the social worth of an economy’s 
assets: reproducible capital; human capi-
tal; knowledge; natural capital; population; 
institutions; and time.
Shadow prices are key to understanding 
inclusive wealth. The shadow price for many 
market-traded goods is the market price, but 
these should be used with caution as many 
prices do not take account of externalities.

CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 2

Accounting for the inclusive wealth 
of nations

This chapter analyzes changes in the inclu-
sive wealth index (#(#) and its components 
for 20 countries for the period from 1990 
to 2008. Wealth is primarily assessed here 
as the value of manufactured, human, and 
natural capital stocks. The Index is addition-
ally adjusted for population changes by pre-
senting per capita measures. 

6 out of the 20 countries analyzed decreased 
their #(# per capita in the last 19 years. In 5 
out of 20 countries, population increased at 
a faster rate than inclusive wealth, resulting 
in negative changes in the #(# per capita. 
The majority of the countries in our sam-
ple have had an increase in their stocks of 
manufactured capital per capita. In China, 
India and Chile, the positive changes in #(# 
has been mainly driven by manufactured 
capital. Russia, Nigeria, and Venezuela saw a 
decrease in their manufactured capital base.
When the three capital forms measured 
are adjusted for total factor productivity – 
oil capital gains and carbon damages  the 
performance of some countries increases 
considerably, particularly for Nigeria, Saudi 
Arabia and Venezuela.
Human capital, being the prime capital form 
that o1sets the decline in natural capital in 
most of the economies, has increased in 
every country. 
This chapter demonstrates that the #(# 
provides a di1erent perspective for assess-
ing the performance of an economy - this 
by switching the focus of attention from 
flows (income) to stock metrics (wealth). 
This stresses the importance of preserving 
a portfolio of capital assets to ensure that 
the productive base can ultimately be main-
tained to sustain the well-being of future 
generations.

CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 3

The significance of the natural 
wealth of nations

This first #(+ focuses on quantifying com-
ponents of natural capital that are largely 
driven by those resources for which markets 
exist. It is easier to obtain physical invento-
ries and data on these stocks.
Shadow prices would be an e1ective tool for 
measuring an asset’s contribution to well-
being because they also reflect the relative 
importance of the di1erent capital forms 
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within the wealth accounting framework. 
The lack of such shadow prices presents a 
significant shortcoming. So instead, this 
analysis relies on rental prices, meaning 
market prices minus production costs of the 
resources.
We see that in almost all countries, poten-
tial gains in renewable resources were not 
enough to compensate for the depletion of 
exhaustible stocks, like fossil fuels. The fish-
ery is a specific illustration where, although 
a renewable resource, fish are being “mined” 
at a rate that challenges renewal of the 
stock.
The general trend is that population has 
been growing in most of the countries, exac-
erbating thereby the decline in natural capi-
tal growth rates, as resources are accounted 
for among a larger number of people.  

Readers are encouraged to review the 
Methodological Annex and the Data Annex at the 
end of the publication. These annexes shed light on 
the processes used to arrive at the information in 
Chapters 2 and 3.

CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4

Measuring inclusive wealth at a 
sub-national level: lessons from the 
United States

This chapter is the first attempt to construct 
an accounting of the capital assets of each of 
the 48 contiguous !.-. states. 
The study looks at four types of capital: 
exhaustible natural capital (mainly coal, oil, 
and natural gas); land; physical capital (like 
buildings, homes, and equipment); and 
human capital (based on education, wages, 
and number of working years remaining). 
Despite the limitations in data availability, 
using housing and stock market data to 
value physical capital is an important contri-
bution to the literature on sustainability. 
The results show a very low level of wealth 
inequality across states. The Gini coe2-

cient is 0.09, which represents a fairly equal 
distribution of wealth.
The study demonstrates that the rate of 
economic growth as measured by inclusive 
wealth can be quite di1erent than the rate of 
economic growth suggested by /%& figures. 
Data show that those states with high /%& 
growth rates tend to have much lower rates 
of inclusive wealth growth.
It is essential that governments collect capital 
stock data so that inclusive wealth account-
ing can become increasingly accurate, com-
prehensive, and useful. More complete data 
would enable states to measure their rate of 
inclusive investment. Such data would also 
make it clear to policy-makers whether cur-
rent /%& growth rates are sustainable in the 
long-run.
An important conclusion drawn here is that 
if states with an inclusive wealth per capita 
annual growth rate that is less than their 
/%& per capita annual growth rate want to 
sustain higher /%& growth rates for the long 
term, increased inclusive investment will 
be required. This means that state govern-
ments would have to encourage education, 
reduce the extraction of natural resources, 
and increase the construction of public 
infrastructure.

CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 5

Are national economies (virtually) 
sustainable?: an empirical analysis 
of natural assets in international 
trade

This chapter explores the impact of interna-
tional trade on sustainable development and 
the measurement of genuine (or adjusted 
net) savings at both the global and domestic 
levels. 
The chapter draws crucial distinctions 
between production- and consumption-
based approaches to measuring changes 
in inclusive wealth, as well as between the 
notions of domestic and global sustainability, 
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where the latter is defined in terms of the 
global genuine savings rate.
By looking only at per-country inclusive 
wealth accounting, we potentially weaken 
our understanding of global performance. 
The chapter addresses this by examining how 
changes in resource wealth are embodied in 
internationally traded goods and services.
Specifically, the chapter uses a disaggregated 
multi-regional input-output model (3+#5) 
to measure the value of resource depletion 
and the social costs of carbon emissions in 
the context of international trade.
The term “virtual sustainability” is intro-
duced here as a way to consider the implica-
tions of trade and the role of consumption 
in understanding a country’s contribution 
to global sustainability. 
Our empirical findings indicate that the 
magnitudes of the (change in) natural assets 
embodied in trade can be substantial, both 
in dollar value terms and in relation to 
national economies. This could challenge 
both the conventional thinking on sustain-
ability and the claims of progress made on 
this front by individual countries.

PART II

CHAPTER 6CHAPTER 6

Natural capital as economic assets: 
a review

In calculating total wealth, depleting a type 
of natural capital and substituting it with 
another form of natural capital or with 
manufactured capital is frequently uneco-
nomical in most countries. The assumption 
of absolute substitutability is not a realistic 
one. 
Externalities are the e1ects of activities 
on the well-being of people who have not 
been parties to the negotiations that led to 
those activities. An example is the impact 

of upstream deforestation on downstream 
farmers. Without correction, the use of nat-
ural capital is implicitly subsidized by people 
who su1er from the externalities.
A large part of what nature o1ers is a neces-
sity and not a luxury. There are options for 
some level of substitutability, but in consid-
eration, caution must be taken for irrevers-
ible processes that might cause a decrease in 
well-being.
The social worth of natural resources can be 
divided into three parts: use value, intrin-
sic value, and option value – in varying 
proportions.
Property rights are currently focused on 
individual ownership. However, many of 
nature’s services are public and therefore it 
is di2cult to assign property rights to them. 
Moreover, if those rights are assigned, they 
are typically assigned without due accord 
to social justice. Ill-specified or unprotected 
property rights typically prevent markets 
from forming or make markets function 
wrongly when they do.

CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 7

The road to wealth accounting

It is clear that human activity has had a pro-
found e1ect on our environment, and that 
these e1ects, in turn, have had an impact on 
human well-being. While the importance 
of this relationship is appreciated, there are 
still few reliable indicators of the value to 
people of biosphere change.  
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
was able to quantify the physical changes in 
ecosystem services that had occurred in the 
previous half century, but it was unable to 
assign a value to the loss of non-marketed 
ecosystem services.
This chapter considers the issues involved 
in developing metrics of the social impor-
tance of biosphere change. What is needed 
is a measure of the impact of biosphere 
change on wealth and wealth distribution. 
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The chapter discusses the welfare-theoretic 
foundations of wealth accounting, and the 
steps taken so far to build wealth accounts. 
It then considers what is required to evolve 
wealth accounts from the current system of 
national accounts (-"6).
The -"6 provides an incomplete picture of 
wealth because it includes only property 
that generates private claims to future ben-
efits. It therefore excludes parts of natural 
capital that is essential to human well-being 
but cannot be privately held (e.g., the atmo-
sphere or the open oceans).
Two major e1orts to advance our under-
standing of wealth are discussed here: the 
World Bank’s idea of adjusted net savings, 
and the System of Environmental and 
Economic Accounts (-''6). Both are impor-
tant steps on the road to wealth accounting, 
but neither fully address the issues of what 
environmental stocks should be included, 
and how they should be measured and 
valued (the double counting caused by the 
-''6’s inclusion of ecosystems is particularly 
problematic).
Ultimately, country wealth measurements 
should include all natural assets that are 
under a country’s jurisdiction and that con-
tribute to human well-being, whether those 
assets are privately owned or not. 
More work is still required on understand-
ing and measuring the relationship among 
assets, environmental externalities, and 
poverty in an e1ort to advance human well-
being.

CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 8

Ecosystem services and wealth ac-
counting

Ecosystems should be treated as an impor-
tant asset in an economy and, in principle, 
ecosystem services should be valued in 
a similar manner as any other form of 
wealth. Quantifying these services is very 
challenging.

The purpose of this chapter is to review 
progress in economics and ecology in assess-
ing ecosystem services and their values, and 
to discuss the resulting implications for 
including such services in a wealth account-
ing framework.
Understanding the relationship between 
ecosystems, their structure and functions, 
and the ecological services they generate is 
essential to determining how the structure 
and functions of an ecosystem provide valu-
able goods and services to humans. 
Since the purpose of new investment is to 
increase the quantity and quality of the 
economy’s total capital stock, or wealth, 
adjusting gross domestic product (/%&) for 
depreciation in this stock would measure 
more accurately whether net additions to 
capital are occurring. 
If net domestic product ("%&) is to serve as a 
true measure of the changes in an economy’s 
wealth, it must include any appreciation or 
depreciation to human and natural capital 
as well.
The approach developed here requires, first, 
recognizing ecosystems as a component of 
natural capital, or ecological capital; and 
second, measuring these important assets 
in terms of the land area, or ecological land-
scape, which defines their boundaries.

CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 9

Inclusive wealth accounting for 
regulating ecosystem services

Studies that have sought to value natural 
capital have typically focused on “provision-
ing” services or natural resource stocks such 
as oil and natural gas, minerals, timber, and 
fisheries. Other than the cost of )52 emis-
sions vis-à-vis climate regulation, regulating 
services have not been considered in any 
great depth. 
An important first step for including regulat-
ing services in an inclusive wealth framework 
is to have well-defined individual services. 
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The present typology of regulating services 
does not lend itself well to wealth accounts 
because multiple services are embedded 
within common regulating service category. 
Identifying individual services also simpli-
fies the valuation process.
It is important to identify servicesheds in 
order to estimate the value of ecosystem ser-
vices. A serviceshed is the area that provides 
a specific benefit to a specific individual or 
group of people. It is further characterized 
by three factors: (1) ecosystem supply; (2) 
institutions; and (3) physical access.
Due to the high degree of uncertainty in 
estimating the value of regulating services, 
it will be useful for policy-makers to see a 
range of values with lower and upper bound 
estimates. We provide such uncertainty 
analyses for climate regulation through car-
bon sequestration. 
The marginal net benefit of regulating ser-
vices is large enough to justify undertaking 
future research in identifying servicesheds, 
unbundling regulatory services into explicit 
benefits, and producing value estimates for 
inclusion in wealth accounts.

CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 10

Accounting for water: stocks, flows, 
and values

As water becomes increasingly scarce, as sec-
toral competition for water intensifies, and 
as humanity increasingly interferes with 
nature’s hydrological cycle, the need to mea-
sure and  value water flows and stocks has 
increased.
Such evaluation must proceed in two dis-
crete steps: first, the construction of physical 
water accounts, designed to figure out how 
much water there is, where it is, when it is 
available, how accessible it is, and with what 
reliability; and second, when the accounts 
are in place, the analysis can proceed towards 
placing a value on these resources. 

The !"’s System of Environmental-
Economic Accounting for Water (-''6() is 
an important step forward in understand-
ing the flows and stocks of water. The flows 
comprise abstraction, consumption, and 
return flows; the stocks, which are harder to 
assess, look at groundwater resources, lakes, 
snowpack, and the like.
-''6( has important strengths. It is multi-
sectoral; it clearly distinguishes between 
consumptive and non-consumptive uses of 
water; it is hydrologically consistent with 
the law of conservation of mass; and it can 
be applied at various scales (project, sector, 
region, country, and basin).
While -''6( has been promoted for a few 
years, Australia is the only country for which 
detailed implementation plans and progress 
seem to be available. The process has been 
lengthy and detailed and has resulted in 
many reports, reviews, and studies.
-''6( accounts should be expanded to 
include the “unmanaged” natural landscape; 

“managed” areas; and rainfed agriculture.

CHAPTER 11CHAPTER 11

Safeguarding the future of the 
wealth of nature: sustainabil-
ity, substitutability, measurement, 
thresholds, and aggregation issues 
in natural capital accounting for hu-
man well-being

Nature is very di1erent from human, social, 
and manufactured capital stocks in that it 
predates humanity and it operates through 
its own complex laws and systems.
Most accounting for natural capital involves 
assigning monetary values to the flows 
of benefits from that capital. A monetary 
measure suggests that one capital stock can 
be substituted for another when trying to 
measure a country’s total wealth in a multi-
capital model. For natural capital, there 
is an emerging body of opinion that such 
substitutability is not complete, therefore 
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accounting for it in this way could be seri-
ously misleading. 
The assumption of more or less complete 
substitutability between natural capital and 
other capital stocks is sometimes referred 
to as the “weak sustainability” assumption; 
while an assumption of limited substitut-
ability is termed the “strong sustainability” 
assumption. 
The assumption of strong sustainability 
in respect of certain important aspects of 
natural capital would seem more consistent 
with the scientific evidence. Starting with 
this assumption when trying to understand 
the interactions between di1erent forms of 
capital allows substitutability to be consid-
ered to the extent appropriate. Starting with 
an assumption of complete substitutability 
(the weak sustainability perspective), and 
proceeding directly to monetary valuation, 
tends to obscure those situations where this 
assumption is not valid.
While consumption is important to well-
being, it is also a1ected by a number of other 
crucial factors. The contribution of natural 
capital to well-being has not been widely 
recognized in the literature, but that has 
started to change in recent years as diverse 
contributions have been revealed through 
ecosystem assessments.
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Overall lessons,  
findings, and  
recommendations

Lessons learned

A number of key lessons emerge from this first 
report, including: 1. substitutions among the 
di1erent capital assets vary and in many cases 
become uneconomical; 2. the importance of not 
just one capital but the emphasis on a basket of 
inter-dependent capital assets; 3. population 
changes and their impact on the returns to a 
nation’s productive base; 4. interconnected 
externalities that accrue, particularly from the 
degradation and decline of the natural capital 
base; and 5. estimation of shadow prices, which 
are so critical in computing the inclusive wealth 
of a country. These are elaborated upon in the 
Conclusion. 

Key findings

KEY FINDING 1KEY FINDING 1

70 percent of countries assessed in the 2012 
Inclusive Wealth Report present a positive 
Inclusive Wealth Index (#(#) per capita growth, 
indicating sustainability.

KEY FINDING 2KEY FINDING 2

High population growth with respect to #(# 
growth rates caused 25 percent of countries 
assessed to become unsustainable.

KEY FINDING 3KEY FINDING 3

While 19 out of the 20 countries experienced a 
decline in natural capital, six of them also saw a 
decline in their inclusive wealth, thus following 
an unsustainable track.

KEY FINDING 4KEY FINDING 4

Human capital has increased in every country, 
being the prime capital form that o1sets the 
decline in natural capital in most economies. 

KEY FINDING 5KEY FINDING 5

There are clear signs of trade-o1 e1ects among 
di1erent forms of capital (manufactured, human, 
and natural capital) as witnessed by increases 
and declines of capital stocks for 20 countries 
over 19 years.

KEY FINDING 6KEY FINDING 6

Technological innovation and/or oil capital 
gains outweigh declines in natural capital and 
damages from climate change, moving a num-
ber of countries from an unsustainable to a sus-
tainable trajectory. 

KEY FINDING 7KEY FINDING 7

25 percent of assessed countries, which showed 
a positive trend when measured by /%& per 
capita and the $%#, were found to have a nega-
tive #(#.

KEY FINDING 8KEY FINDING 8

The primary driver of the di1erence in perfor-
mance was the decline in natural capital.

KEY FINDING 9KEY FINDING 9

Estimates of inclusive wealth can be improved 
significantly with better data on the stocks of 
natural, human, and social capital and their val-
ues for human well-being. 
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Recommendations

Inclusive wealth o1ers policy-makers a compre-
hensive accounting tool for measuring the assets 
available in the economy. The understanding 
of such asset portfolios and their changes over 
time has important implications for sustaining 
the consumption needs of present and future 
generations. 

RECOMMENDATION 1RECOMMENDATION 1

Countries witnessing diminishing returns 
in their natural capital should build up their 
investments in renewable natural capital to 
increase their inclusive wealth and the well-
being of their citizens. 

RECOMMENDATION 2RECOMMENDATION 2

Countries should mainstream the Inclusive 
Wealth Index within their planning and devel-
opment ministries so that projects and activi-
ties are evaluated based on a balanced portfolio 
approach that includes natural, human, and 
manufactured capital. 

RECOMMENDATION 3RECOMMENDATION 3

Countries should support/speed up the process 
of moving from an income-based accounting 
framework to a wealth accounting framework.

RECOMMENDATION 4RECOMMENDATION 4

Governments should move away from /%& per 
capita and instead evaluate their macroeco-
nomic policies – such as fiscal and monetary 
policies – based on their contribution to the #(# 
of the country.

RECOMMENDATION 5RECOMMENDATION 5

Governments and international organizations 
should establish research programs for valuing 
key components of natural capital, particularly 
ecosystem services.

The conclusion to the #(+ elaborates upon 
the findings and recommendations identified 
here, and discusses the prospects for future for 
future work on inclusive wealth.
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This is the first of a series of biennial reports on the sustainability 
of countries. The report looks at the productive base of econo-
mies, based on capital assets – produced or manufactured capital; 
human capital; social capital; and natural capital. This first report 
of the series is focused on natural capital and will be released at 
the 2012 Earth Summit (Rio+20) to be held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 
in June 2012. The two main themes of the Rio+20 summit will be 
the green economy and international environmental governance. 
The report of the United Nations Secretary-General’s High-level 
Panel report on Global Sustainability – Resilient People, Resilient 
Planet: A future worth choosing – was released in April of 2012 to 
inform the discussions and negotiations at the Rio+20 summit. 
The report highlights the potential of a green economy and also 
calls for new ways of measuring progress in a green economy. 
This report provides such a measure. 

The #(+ is a joint collaboration of the United Nations 
University International Human Dimensions Programme (!"!-
#$%&) and the United Nations Environment Programme (!"'&). 
The group of authors for the report was selected based on their 
expertise in inclusive wealth and environmental economics, and 
an extensive publication record in the area of natural capital, 
human well-being, social welfare, and valuation, among oth-
ers. A review process was also established and each chapter was 

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Inclusive wealth: 

an overview
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reviewed by a minimum of two external referees using standard 
academic criteria. The reviewers were chosen again based on their 
expertise in the field, strong academic credentials, and a good 
publishing record in the relevant fields covered by this report. 

Context

The congruence of economic, social, and 
environmental crises over the past decade has 
forced political, business, and civil society lead-
ers – as well as the general public – to question 
whether our present model of fostering human 
well-being is sustainable or even ideologically 
correct. The focus on material wealth as the key 
constituent of well-being and economic growth 

– and the only way to understand prosperity – is 
being increasingly questioned. We have forced 

ourselves to believe that we can grow ourselves out of the mul-
tiple crises we face today. There is no doubt economic growth 
is an important determinant of well-being. But it is not the only 
determinant and not should not be seen as an end in and of itself, 
but simply as one of many means to improving human well-being. 
Social and ecological factors are also important determinants of 
well-being, and in some cases, are direct constituents of well-being 
(36 2005; %6-/!&76 2001; -7#/.#78 '7 6.. 2010). Examples are 
education, health, clean air and water, and spiritually significant 
ecological landscapes, among others. These things not only help 
us achieve well-being, they are elements of well-being in and of 
themselves.

In addition to broadening the measurement of well-being, 
there is also the issue of addressing the well-being of future gen-
erations. Some would say that focusing only on the present gen-
eration’s pursuit of well-being – however defined – is unethical. 
The exact composition of the well-being of future generations is 
hard to determine as we have little idea of what the aspirations 
and desires of future generations will look like. But that does 
not exempt us from leaving a productive base from which these 
future generations can determine the type of lives they would 
value and pursue. 

This report begins the unpacking of the various constituents 
and determinants of well-being and explores the productive 
base a country needs to ensure well-being is maintained and/
or improved for future generations. The report provides such 
an analysis for a group of 20 countries selected for their variety 
of geographical, social, economic, and ecological characteristics. 
The results reported should be seen as an exploratory exercise 

The primary objective of the The primary objective of the 
Inclusive Wealth Report is to pro is to pro--
vide quantitative information and vide quantitative information and 
analysis that present a long-term analysis that present a long-term 
perspective on human well-being perspective on human well-being 
and measures of sustainability.and measures of sustainability.
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into the empirical estimations of many capital assets that do not 
have market prices – and in fact exist outside of the market – but 
are still critical for the maintenance and improvement of well-
being. 

What we measure and what we manage

Traditional indicators such as gross domes-
tic product (/%&) per capita and the Human 
Development Index ($%#) have been the main 
determinants used to measure the progress of 
nations. /%& per capita was developed just after 
World War ## by economist Simon Kuznets. It 
was constructed by Kuznets to measure the 
level of economic production and to provide 
guidance to policy-makers on which sectors of 
the economy are growing and which are slow-
ing, and the throughput that is used by the 
economy. It was, therefore, always meant to 
be used strictly as an indicator for economic 
production. But somewhere along the line, /%& 
came to be used by policy-makers to measure the overall progress 
and performance of a nation, and that implied the well-being of 
its citizens. This caused some fundamental problems, not with 
the indicator itself, but with the way it has been used. Increases 
in total economic production do not translate into improve-
ments in well-being. They might increase employment and might 
increase the income of individuals, but all these are just possible 
outcomes and not automatic consequences of economic growth.  

In an attempt to broaden the perspective of well-being beyond 
economic growth and income, the Human Development Index 
($%#) was developed. The $%# added literacy and mortality to the 
equation of income. Although an improvement over just using 
income to measure well-being, it has a number of internal incon-
sistencies that make it problematic to use to determine whether 
the well-being of a country’s citizens has really improved or not. 
We shall not go into details of these inconsistencies, as that is not 
the main purpose of this report. Readers can refer to Sagar and 
Najam (1998) and others for a detailed discussion of the short-
comings of the $%#.

Putting aside the breadth of coverage of well-being and meth-
odological issues, neither /%& nor the $%# reflect the state of the 
natural environment and both focus on the short-term, with no 
indication of whether current well-being can be sustained. The 
flagship development reports of the international institutions 
(the Human Development Report of !"%&; the World Economic 

The flagship development reports The flagship development reports 
of the international institutions of the international institutions 
share a common weakness when share a common weakness when 
it comes to measuring social it comes to measuring social 
progress: they are all focused progress: they are all focused 
on current, short-run measures on current, short-run measures 
with little or no consideration with little or no consideration 
of the natural capital base of an of the natural capital base of an 
economy.economy.
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Outlook of the #34; and the World Development Report of the 
World Bank) share a common weakness when it comes to mea-
suring social progress: they are all focused on current, short-run 
measures with little or no consideration of the natural capital 
base of an economy. 

There have been recent advances in addressing the weak-
nesses in contemporary measures of welfare that are used to 
judge the progress of nations. The World Bank’s Where is the 
Wealth of Nations? (2006) and the more recent, The Changing 
Wealth of Nations (2010) are two such initiatives. Using a wel-
fare framework as the basis of computing the comprehensive 
wealth of an economy, these reports provide for the first time an 
accounting of the use of the natural capital base. However, there 
are some strong assumptions behind the underlying model that 
might weaken its usefulness as a measure of sustainability. Some 
of these are discussed further in Chapter 1. 

The main message is that important elements of a wealth 
report do already exist, but there are significant gaps where 
research and analysis will be required to increase the depth and 
breadth of the wealth estimates. This report draws on the World 
Bank measures of comprehensive wealth but goes beyond them 
by revising the theoretical framework and the methodology of 
computing the various capital asset bases. These are clearly elab-
orated in the data and methodological annexes presented at the 
end of this report.

What we need to manage and what we need to measure

The call for going beyond material wealth to gauge our well-being 
and make sure that well-being is achievable and sustainable for 
future generations has long appeared in much of the sustainable 
development, environmental, and ecological economics litera-
ture, significantly less in economics and development literature. 
The present pre-occupation with the Green Economy, we fear, 
will not provide the change we seek if we do not address the fun-
damental problem of what precisely we are measuring and the 
indicators we need to develop. 

The concept of, if not the actual term, “sustainable develop-
ment” has been around for centuries, but the most recent modern-
day expression can be traced back to 1983 (%!+6#6&&6$ 2003). In 
1983, then Secretary-General of the United Nations, Javier Pérez 
de Cuellar, appointed Gro Harlem Brundtland from Norway to 
head a special commission to address the rapid deterioration of 
the human and ecological environments. The resolution estab-
lishing the commission by the General Assembly in 69+'-9389161 
in 1983 stipulates the following terms of reference: 
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 (a) To propose long-term environmental strategies for achiev-

ing sustainable development to the year 2000 and beyond;

(b) To recommend ways in which concern for the environ-

ment may be translated into greater co-operation among devel-

oping countries and between countries at di1erent stages of eco-

nomic and social development and lead to the achievement of 

common and mutually supportive objectives which take account 

of the interrelationships between people, resources, environ-

ment and development;

(c) To consider ways and means by which the international 

community can deal more e1ectively with environmental con-

cerns, in the light of the other recommendations in its report;

(d) To help define shared perceptions of long-term envi-

ronmental issues and of the appropriate e1orts needed to deal 

successfully with the problems of protecting and enhancing the 

environment, a long-term agenda for action during the coming 

decades, and aspirational goals for the world community.

In 1987, the commission published Our Common Future. The 
report emphasized the notion of sustainable development and 
defined it as “development that meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the needs of future generations to meet 
their own needs” ((5+.% )533#--#5" 5" '":#+5"3'"7 6"% 
%':'.5&3'"7 1987). Although the terms of reference given to 
the Commission might, at first sight, seem to have been nar-
rowly confined to the environment, the Commission’s members 
had the foresight to understand the importance of addressing 
these issues within an integrated framework bringing together 
the social, economic, and environmental spheres to address the 
notion of sustainability. At the end of the day, it is the welfare 
of humans about which we are concerned, not just the present 
generation but future generations as well. 

The Commission called for a new era of economic growth 
that was socially and environmentally sustainable. The report 
did an excellent job of informing us of the state of the planet, 
emphasizing the need for urgent action, and advising on what 
needed to be done and where action was required both across 
regions as well as in key focus areas. But the report fell short on 
providing guidance on how to quantify progress in a way that 
could provide support to policy-makers in considering interven-
tions and responses. The call for a new era of economic growth 
without any suggestion for new metrics for evaluating progress 
left countries with little choice but to continue using /%& to track 
progress. 

The situation has changed in the follow-up to Rio+20. The 
report of the High-Level Panel Global Sustainability of the !" 
Secretary-General, Resilient People, Resilient Planet: A future worth 
choosing, as emphasized earlier, calls for not just a new form of 
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economic growth that works within ecological boundaries while 
pursuing social equity, but also for new measures to track prog-
ress. And it calls explicitly for going beyond our present genera-
tion of indicators, such as /%& and the $%#. This report provides 
such a metric and presents the strengths of the inclusive wealth 
measure but also its weaknesses and ways to improve the mea-
sure over time.

The inclusive wealth framework

The inclusive wealth framework proposed in this report is a theo-
retical framework based on social welfare theory to consider the 
multiple issues that sustainable development attempts to address. 
First, the inclusive wealth framework moves away from the arbi-
trary notion of needs and redefines the objective of sustainable 
development as a discounted flow of utility which, in this case, 
is consumption. The framework is flexible enough to allow con-
sumption to include not just material goods, but also elements 
such as leisure, spiritual aspirations, social relations, and envi-
ronmental security, among others.

The elegance of the inclusive wealth framework comes from 
the equivalence theorem whereby the framework allows the 
move from the constituents of well-being to their determinants. 
In this case, we refer to the various capital assets a country is able 
to accumulate. This asset base is called the productive base of 
the nation. The productive base forms the basis for sustainable 
development and provides a tangible measure for governments 
to use and track over time. But, more importantly, the frame-
work provides information for policy-makers – particularly plan-
ning authorities – on which forms of capital investment should 
be made for ensuring the sustainability of the productive base of 
an economy. 

The IWR 2012: natural capital

The report will be produced every two years. Each edition will 
focus on a specific thematic area. In the case of this first report, 
the focus is on natural capital and, in particular, “ecosystem ser-
vices.” The concept of ecosystem services is relatively new and 
there is a significant gap between using the term ecosystem ser-
vices and accounting for these services within wealth accounts. 
It was therefore felt that a first report focusing on natural capi-
tal and ecosystem services would serve to highlight the impor-
tance of natural capital, but also illustrate the work required to 
ensure a near complete accounting of this critical capital for the 
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productive base of an economy – a task that has been ignored by 
most planning strategies and tools. The #(+ series will progres-
sively increase the coverage of asset values over time, particularly 
with respect to ecosystem assets (and their associated services) as 
well as the impacts of climate change and other environmental 
impacts on these assets. Underpinning this progressive increase 
in coverage will be a research program on these 
and wider topics in asset accounting.

Audience and structure of report

The primary audience of the Inclusive Wealth 
Report will be governments. More broadly, the 
report will be of use to development practitio-
ners as well as researchers and the wider devel-
opment community. The inclusion of environmental damage 
in the accounts – as well as damages from global environmen-
tal change such as climate change – can be useful in determin-
ing cross-country compensations and a guide for international 
negotiations on the consideration of transboundary assets. The 
report will also be useful for national economic planning agen-
cies when considering macroeconomic fiscal policies. Changes 
in the various capital assets and their contribution towards the 
inclusive wealth of a country can provide information on where 
future investments should be targeted to get the best returns for 
increasing the productive base of the country. 

The report is presented in two parts. Part I introduces the 
concept of inclusive wealth and provides the first results for a 
set of 20 countries used as a pilot in the 2012 report. This sec-
tion of the report has a total of five chapters. In Chapter 1, the 
concept of sustainable development is revisited and the redefini-
tion of sustainable development and sustainability from needs 
to well-being is presented. This chapter also provides the theo-
retical framework wherein the link with well-being and wealth 
is made through a welfare theoretic conceptual framework. In 
this chapter, the notion of the productive base of an economy, 
the foundation for this productive base, and the maintenance of 
well-being are developed and introduced. The chapter also lays 
down the necessary definitions and equations to make the link 
with well-being and the di1erent forms of capital that consti-
tute the productive base of the economy and the role of shadow 
prices. Some of the key di1erences between the wealth accounts 
presented in this report and the wealth accounts developed by 
the World Bank are also discussed in Chapter 1. The final section 
of the chapter presents the key assumptions and caveats underly-
ing the inclusive wealth framework.

The framework emphasizes not The framework emphasizes not 
only the importance of maintainonly the importance of maintain--
ing any one particular asset base, ing any one particular asset base, 
but also of maintaining the total but also of maintaining the total 
capital asset base.capital asset base.
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Chapter 2 presents the empirical computations of wealth 
across 20 countries for the period of 1990–2008. The countries 
were chosen in a manner to distinguish di1erences in stages of 
development, natural resource bases, population dynamics, and 
geographical locations. It is hoped that this list will be expanded 
in future reports. Particular attention is paid to the changes in 
inclusive wealth and the respective changes across human, natu-
ral, and produced capita. Comparisons to /%& are made for all 
countries to provide a comparative analysis between the inclusive 
wealth and /%& accounts. A key component of this chapter is the 
di1erences between absolute changes in inclusive wealth and the 
respective capital asset bases with changes on a per capita basis 
to demonstrate the role population growth plays in sustainability. 
This chapter also provides some key policy guidance on where to 
focus investments in order to improve the inclusive wealth of a 
country. Chapter 3 follows with a more detailed analysis of the 
natural capital accounts. The drawdown or build-up of the vari-
ous assets within natural capital are analyzed, paying particular 
attention to forests and their role in the decline or increase of 
natural capital. Chapter 4 provides a more detailed analysis of 
the wealth accounts of the United States of America and pro-
vides some key insights on how inclusive wealth accounts can be 
used at a sub-national level. Chapter 5 follows with an overview 
of how trade influences wealth accounts and provides some pre-
liminary findings on the dynamic role trade plays in determining 
the inclusive wealth of nations. 

In Part II of this report, we present some of the key lessons 
learned on developing ecosystem services accounts and the chal-
lenges faced when attempting to value the changes in the capi-
tal stocks over time. Chapter 6 provides an overview of the role 
natural capital plays within wealth accounts and sets the foun-
dations of computing the value of natural capital. The chapter 
discusses ecosystem services and the various ways shadow prices 
can be computed for the various components of natural capital. 
Chapter 7 makes the distinction between flows and stocks and 
their relevance to wealth accounts. In this chapter, the relevance 
of the system of environmental accounts and the way ecosystem 
services can be reflected in these accounts are discussed. The 
primary objective of this chapter is to lay the groundwork for 
future work in national accounts in order to capture the value of 
ecosystem services. In Chapter 8, a more detailed description of 
valuing non-market ecosystem services is discussed. The use of 
ecological production functions is expanded and the complexi-
ties of these functions are explored. 

The next two chapters focus on regulating ecosystem ser-
vices. Chapter 9 provides an overview of the three regulating 
services of soil erosion control, water purification, and carbon 
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sequestration. Tools used to value these services such as #n:'-7 
are described and some examples of valuation of these services 
using these tools is provided. Chapter 10 provides an overview 
of water services and describes the complexities of accounting 
changes in water-related ecosystem services. The focus in this 
chapter is on the physical accounts and leaves the valuation of 
these stocks as a research question for future studies. 

Chapter 11 completes part two of the report by highlighting 
some of the issues relating to substitutability among the various 
categories of capital and discusses the notion of strong and weak 
substitutability. The chapter goes on to provide some informa-
tion on ecological thresholds and the complexities of deriving 
tipping points in both the social and ecological spheres expand-
ing on issues discussed in Box 1 in Chapter 1. The chapter pro-
vides a discussion on the unique characteristics of natural capital 
and the complexities of using the inclusive wealth accounting 
framework from an empirical perspective. 

The reader is encouraged to review the data and method-
ological annexed at the end of the report to get a more detailed 
discussion of the methods used to get the results presented in 
Chapters 2 and 3 of Part I. 

The report ends with a concluding chapter, in which key les-
sons, findings, and recommendations are o1ered. In addition, a 
brief description of the next report is presented.
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CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1

Well-being and wealth

Partha Dasgupta and Anantha Duraiappah

The true achievement of sustainable 
development must focus on human well-being. 
When we talk about human well-being, we 
cannot only talk about today. The definition of 
human well-being – and, indeed, our e1orts to 
achieve it – must entail the well-being of future 
generations.

Studies on sustainable development per-
formance evaluate societal change over time. 
To be complete, these studies must e1ectively 
evaluate a society’s productive base. 

Wealth is the social worth of an economy’s 
assets: reproducible capital; human capital; 
knowledge; natural capital; population; institu-
tions; and time.

Shadow prices are key to understanding 
inclusive wealth. The shadow price for many 
market-traded goods is the market price, but 
these should be used with caution as many 
prices do not take account of externalities.

KEY MESSAGES
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1. Introduction

Economic development is customarily evalu-
ated in terms of its contribution to human well-
being. Well-being should not just be considered 
for people living today, but for future popula-
tions as well. This inter-generational perspec-
tive on well-being is essential and is intended 
in this chapter with the use of the term “well-
being.” The term refers to today and tomorrow.

Economic development is evaluated for 
two purposes: prescribing and assessing. The 
purpose of policy evaluation, including project 
evaluation, is to arrive at policy prescriptions – 
for example, when a government project evalu-
ator carries out a study to determine whether a 
wetland should be drained to build a housing 
estate. The idea is to evaluate a society at a point 
in time before and after a hypothetical change 
(the policy change) has been made. In principle, 
policy evaluation, including project evaluation, 
can be used to identify optimum development, 
which is a development path a society would 
ideally wish to follow.

In contrast, the literature on sustainable 
development studies ways to assess an econo-
my’s performance. That literature has grown in 
response to the realization that the development 
process of nations and regions has been accom-
panied by deterioration of a number of key envi-
ronmental characteristics. Sustainability analysis 
is about evaluating societal change over time. 

We will call the person doing the evaluation 
the social evaluator. The social evaluator could 
be a citizen (thinking about things before cast-
ing his or her vote on political candidates); he or 
she could be an ethicist hired to o1er guidance 
to the government; she or he could be a govern-
ment decision-maker, and so on. In what follows, 
modern convention is adopted by replacing the 

“social evaluator” with “society.”
Although the idea of optimum development 

dominated development economics from the 
1950s through the 1970s ()$6,+6:67'+= 1969; 
.#77.' 6"% 3#++.''- 1968, 1974), interest has 
shifted in recent years to the notion of sus-
tainable development. The literature on the 

latter subject is now vast. The theory underly-
ing the concept was presented by Hamilton and 
Clemens (1999) and Dasgupta and Mäler (2000), 
and reviewed with extensions by Dasgupta 
(2001 @2004A, 2009). Empirical studies on 
whether in recent decades economic develop-
ment has been sustainable in various countries 
have been conducted by Hamilton and Clemens 
(1999), Dasgupta (2001 @2004]), Arrow et al. 
(2004), World Bank (2006, 2010), and Arrow et 
al. (2010).

The literature on sustainable development 
grew in response to the concern that humanity’s 
use of environmental natural resources is not 
taken adequately into account in economic deci-
sions. But writings on what one may call “natural 
capital” are scattered in journals and books. This 
chapter o1ers an organized view of how envi-
ronmental natural resources can be introduced 
seamlessly into sustainability analysis and con-
tains an account of the way natural capital should 
be included in the calculations that are necessary 
for studies of sustainable development.

2. The idea of sustainable development

In their pioneering work, World Commission 
on Environment and Development (1987: 70) 
defined sustainable development as “... develop-
ment that meets the needs of the present with-
out compromising the ability of future genera-
tions to meet their own needs.”

What should we make of it?
Notice that the definition makes no specific 

reference to human well-being. Similarly, it 
makes relatively weak demands about justice 
among the generations. In the Commission’s 
view, sustainable development requires that 
future generations have no less of the means 
to meet their needs than we do ourselves; it 
requires nothing more. As needs are the austere 
component of well-being, societal development 
could be sustainable in the Commission’s sense 
without having much to show for it.

Notice also that the Commission’s definition 
is directed at sustaining the factors that satisfy 
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needs (food, clothing, shelter, personal relation-
ships, leisure activities). But those factors would 
be available only if the society in question had 
an adequate productive base to produce them. 
So, in the Commission’s view, sustainable devel-
opment requires that relative to their popula-
tions, each generation should bequeath to its 
successor at least as large a quantity of what 
may be called a society’s productive base as it 
had itself inherited from its predecessor. That 
raises another problem with the Commission’s 
reasoning: it doesn’t explain how the produc-
tive base should be measured.

The requirement that an object should be 
sustained over a period of time means that it 
shouldn’t diminish over the period. In accor-
dance with the recent literature on sustainable 
development, we have

Definition 1. By sustainable development we 

mean a pattern of societal development along 

which (inter-generational) well-being does 

not decline.

A comparison of Definition 1 with that of 
the Brundtland Commission suggests therefore 

that we should seek an aggregate measure of a 
society’s productive base with the property that 
it moves through time in the same manner as 
does well-being. In other words, we should seek 
a measure of a society’s productive base that 
increases during any specified period of time if 
and only if well-being in that society increases 
during that same period of time.

3. Capital assets

It is intuitive that the elements comprising a 
society’s productive base are not only the capi-
tal assets to which people there have access, but 
also the social infrastructure that influences the 
way those assets are put to work for human use, 
now and in the future as illustrated in Figure 
1. The conceptual framework we use for the 
report begins with human well-being as the 
end. Well-being is to a large extent governed by 
the evolving cultural norms and policy which 
in turn influence the way societies use the dif-
ferent forms of capital assets. The capital asset 

FIGURE 1FIGURE 1
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base is, according to the conceptual framework, 
the foundation for the economic production 
process which then goes on to produce the 
goods and services which feed back into the 
norms and policy before influencing well-being. 
Ecosystems are critical in supplying the natural 
capital asset base. The drawdown of natural 
capital, subsequently impacting the way ecosys-
tems are used, is heavily influenced by the evolv-
ing cultural norms and policy. The way the dif-
ferent capital assets are used is determined, to a 
large extent, by the shadow prices of the various 
capital assets and their respective components. 
The foundational base for the economic pro-
duction system is therefore the di1erent form 
of capitals and their respective shadow prices 
governing their use. It therefore makes sense 
then to invoke a broad notion of assets. We do 
that here and discover that the list includes at 
least two categories of assets whose appearance 
could seem quixotic. Several categories, how-
ever, are familiar.

3.1 Familiar assets

They include:
(1) Reproducible or also called manufactured 

capital or produced capital in this report (roads, 
buildings, ports, machinery, equipment). In com-
mon parlance, including national accounts, this 
category pretty much exhausts the list of capital 
assets. When national income accountants and 
international organizations speak of invest-
ment, they usually mean the accumulation of 
reproducible capital.11 Reproducible capital is 
frequently called “manufactured capital.”

(2) Human capital (education, skills, tacit 
knowledge, health). This category is embodied in 
people. As teachers are painfully aware, human 
capital is not transferable without cost from one 
person to another. Education, skills, and health 
are ends as well as means. They have intrinsic 

1 See, for example, the Tables on National 
Investment at the end of the World Bank’s annual 
World Development Report.

worth, but are also of indirect value (investment 
in human capital raises a person’s productivity).

(3) Knowledge (science and technology). This 
category includes such items as nature’s laws, 
abstract theorems, formulae, and algorithms. 
Once discovered, they are in principle there for 
all to use. But for someone to be able to apply 
knowledge, three conditions must be met: (i) a 
recognition by that person that the knowledge 
exists; (ii) the person should have the relevant 
skills (human capital!); and (iii) there should be 
no legal or social barrier to applying the knowl-
edge. What one should broadly call “research 
and development,” or R&D, are the investments 
required to advance codified knowledge, unless 
of course that knowledge can be obtained freely 
from external sources.

(4) Natural capital (local ecosystems, biomes, 
sub-soil resources). Today it has become com-
monplace that nature should enter explicitly in 
economic calculations. But because nature has 
been neglected for so long in the literature on 
social and economic development, natural capi-
tal is the focus of this report.

(5) Population (size and demographic profile). 
Conceptually, this category raises the deepest 
problems; in as much as people are both the 
reason well-being should occupy the core of 
sustainability analysis and the means to the 
realization of well-being.

3.2 Institutional capital

Categories (1)–(5) are not exhaustive. Today it 
is not uncommon for people to refer to “reli-
gious capital,” “social capital,” “cultural capital,” 
and, more broadly, “institutional capital” when 
trying to understand the progress or regress 
of societies. So, we have a further category of 
assets to consider:

(6) Institutions. By “institutions” we mean the 
myriad of formal and informal arrangements 
among people (the rule of law, social norms 
of behavior, habitual social practices) that 
influence the allocation of resources both at a 
moment in time and over time. Institutions are 
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“enabling” assets. Access to institutions should 
be (i) non-rivalrous in character and should be 
(ii) freely open to all. Institutions are often seen 
as public goods.

How do institutions enter sustainability anal-
ysis? They do so by influencing the value of other 
capital assets. Suppose the state apparatus in a 
country is corrupt, implying that the judicial sys-
tem is unreliable. Because people find it di2cult 
to protect their property rights, the value of their 
capital assets is small, other things being equal. 
Corruption reduces the social worth of assets.22

Institutions influence the composition of 
consumption and saving and the character of 
future institutions. There are institutions that 
foster progress by having in place a structure 
of incentives that encourage people to allocate 
goods and services in their most productive 
uses. But institutions aren’t enough. If they 
are to progress, people must trust one another 
and have confidence in their institutions. Well-
developed competitive markets, tight social 
norms and codes of conduct, and good gover-
nance together can help create and maintain 
trust and confidence. But mutual trust and 
the cooperation that can result from it cannot 
be guaranteed even, under sound institutions. 
Opportunistic behavior can beget opportunistic 
behavior. Institutions can break down under a 
cascade of opportunism unless there are checks 
and balances in place.33

In contrast, there are institutions that are 
a hindrance from the start. Under weak, mis-
guided, or corrupt governance, goods and 
services end up in unproductive (even wrong) 
places. When vested interests govern social 
decisions, neither e2ciency nor more gener-
ally justice gets much of a look-in. A society’s 
capacity to flourish shrinks when its institu-
tions deteriorate (owing to civil wars, ethnic 

2 No doubt the purpose of corrupt practice could be 
to enhance the market worth of assets owned by the 
practitioner. In the text we are referring to the social 
worth of assets.

3 On the role of trust in sustainable development, 
see Dasgupta (2011).

strife, increased corruption) and its other assets 
don’t accumulate su2ciently to compensate for 
that deterioration. Likewise, a society’s capacity 
to flourish shrinks when its material assets (e.g., 
natural capital) depreciate and its institutions 
aren’t able to improve su2ciently to compen-
sate for that depreciation or turn behavior so 
that the assets begin to accumulate. 

3.3 Time as an asset

We haven’t quite yet covered the myriad of 
assets that comprise a society’s productive base. 
Consider a small oil-exporting country. Being 
small, the country has no control over interna-
tional oil prices. Meanwhile, or so let us imag-
ine, an oil cartel, of which our country is not a 
member, raises the price of oil on a continual 
basis. Our country therefore enjoys capital 
gains on its reserves without having to engage 
in any form of capital accumulation. Its produc-
tive base expands.44 Similarly, it could be that the 
country enjoys an expansion of its knowledge 
base by deploying scientific advances elsewhere 
without having to pay for that privilege. In both 
circumstances our country enjoys an expansion 
of its productive base simply by waiting. That 
tells us we should include time in a society’s 
productive base.

The suggestion could seem perverse. We 
usually regard a commodity to be an asset 
only if it is durable, whereas time is fleeting. 
Moreover, unlike assets in categories (1)–(6), 
which can be accumulated or decumulated at 
will, time moves at a constant pace, namely, 
the pace it has set itself. But classifications are 
meant to serve a purpose, they are not cast in 
iron in some Platonic universe. A chief aim of 
sustainability analysis is to construct a measure 
of a society’s productive base that can be used 
to judge whether it is pursuing a sustainable 

4 The same logic says that, other things being equal, 
an oil-importing country would find its productive 
base to shrink as the international price of oil rose over 
time.
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development path. If that aim can only be 
achieved if we include time in the society’s pro-
ductive base, we should regard it as an asset. So 
we now have one further capital asset on our 
list, namely,

(7) Time!

4. The social value of capital assets: 
shadow prices

Goods and services are of value because they 
contribute to human well-being. What are the 
contents of a person’s well-being? Here we note 
that they include the engagements that are 
open to a person; and that those in turn centre 
on the person’s relationships with others, the 
consumption of goods and services involving 
herself and those to whom she relates, and her 
ability to meet her obligations to others, and 
to pursue her projects, purposes, and the many 
mundane things that define her life.55 Many of 
those engagements we care about directly, oth-
ers are of indirect value to us. That said, every 
engagement requires goods and services if 
they are to be carried out. It follows that in its 
reduced form, individual well-being, and there-
fore human well-being, is a function of the con-
sumption and use of goods and services.

Capital assets in categories (1)–(6) are the 
means by which consumption goods and ser-
vices are produced. Several are ends as well 
(health, education). At any given date, (inter-
generational) well-being is determined by (a) 
the assets a society has inherited from the past, 
(b) the society’s subsequent development (which 
in turn will be shaped by that inheritance), and 
(c) chance.

We consider the role of chance in sustainabil-
ity analysis in Box 1. Here we focus on (a) and (b).

Excepting for time, assets are durable goods. 
Some are tangible (roads, wetlands), while oth-
ers are not (knowledge, institutions, time). No 
doubt capital assets depreciate (machines and 

5 Williams (1985) is a classic study of the content of 
human well-being.

equipment undergo wear and tear even when 
left unused, fisheries are destroyed when over-
harvested, and societies have been known to 
forget their traditional knowledge), but they 
o1er a flow of services over time. A desk o1ers 
the scholar an object on which she is able to 
read, write, and type. The value of the desk is the 
worth of the contribution it is expected to make 
to scholarly activity. In order to assess that worth, 
we need to estimate the value of the scholarly 
activity itself. The latter’s value will include the 
enjoyment the scholar experiences from the 
activity and the benefits others enjoy from the 
fruits of that activity. Of course, it could be that 
she is fully compensated for the benefits others 
enjoy from her work, the compensation being, 
say, higher earnings and increased adulation. But 
it may be that the higher earnings and increased 
adulation, when taken together, are less than the 
totality of benefits others enjoy from the fruits 
of her scholarly activity. In the latter case we 
should estimate not only the value of the desk 
to the scholar – that would be the desk’s private 
value to the scholar – but also that part of the 
value to others that does not get reflected in her 
increased emoluments and social esteem. In 
short, we should be interested in the desk’s social 
worth. But the desk in question is one among 
(hopefully!) many writing desks. That particular 
desk can therefore be viewed as a marginal unit 
of the totality of all writing desks. The social 
worth of a marginal unit of an asset is called its 
shadow price. So we have

Definition 2. The shadow price of a capital 

asset is the contribution a marginal unit of 

it is forecast to make to human well-being. 

For example, watersheds are known to pro-

vide water purification ecosystem services 

for human health. The shadow price of these 

watersheds is then the net benefit an addi-

tional unit area of a watershed conserved will 

contribute towards well-being which, in this 

case, will be the constituent of health. 

An asset’s shadow price depends on its future 
use, which is to say that it is a function of the 
forecast of the asset’s use. That is an inevitable 
feature of the worth of anything. A writing desk 
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that is forecast to rest unused and unrecognized 
is value-less. In contrast, if it is forecast that the 
desk will be used to good e1ect, its shadow price 
would be positive. Social evaluators who agree 
on everything but their forecasts would impute 
di1erent shadow prices to the desk.

Forecasts are not mere guesses. If they are to 
carry conviction, forecasts must be based on a 
defendable theory of the social and natural pro-
cesses that shape a society’s future. That means 
shadow prices are based on counter-factuals: 
they are determined not only by the forecast 
of the shape of things to come, but also by the 
forecasts of future development had the cur-
rent stocks of capital assets been otherwise. To 
put it another way, if they are to carry convic-
tion, forecasts have to be based on a defendable 
theory of the evolving political economy shap-
ing the society under study. Estimating shadow 
prices involves counter-factuals. Shadow prices 
contain an enormous quantity of information.

The inclusion of population change in sus-
tainability analysis raises technical problems 
that are best excluded here.66 The account of 
institutions as a category of “enabling” assets 
suggests that it will prove useful to keep them 
separate from the other categories of assets. 
Presently we will see why it proves useful to 
keep time separate as well. That leaves us with 
reproducible capital, human capital, natural 
capital, and knowledge (categories (1)–(4)). But 
each of those four is itself a broad category of 
goods, requiring disaggregation. In theory, the 
disaggregation can be as fine as we care to make 
it, but in empirical work it is inevitably coarse. 
For example, it is common in government 
and international publications to present esti-
mates of investment in “industry,” the sector 
being one that includes any number of capital 
assets (factories, machines, automobiles, and so 
on). A similar form of aggregation is involved 
in “mining” and “agriculture.” Of course, if 
you are studying the automobile industry in 
an advanced industrial country, you will want 

6 See Dasgupta (2001, [2004]) and Arrow, Dasgupta, 
and Mäler (2003) for a detailed analysis.

to disaggregate some more and distinguish 
various brands of automobiles and the ancil-
lary assets (repair and maintenance shops, gas 
pumps) that go to provide for the industry. Here 
we do not need to specify the extent to which 
the assets have been disaggregated to form our 
list. So we take it that capital assets in categories 
(1)–(4) are indexed by i and number N; that is, i 
ranges from B to N. The lack of specification of 
the category to which any particular i belongs 
means we can arrive at a measure of a society’s 
productive base without prior presumptions 
about the relative importance of various capital 
assets that comprise that base.

Let t denote time. For convenience, we sup-
pose t is a continuous variable such that t C 0. 
Suppose t is the date at which sustainability 
analysis is being conducted. We denote the 
evolving political economy by M and by V(t) 
inter-generational well-being at t. Let Ki(t) 
be the stock of asset i at time t and K(t) the 
N-vector of the stocks of capital assets (that is, 
K(t) = {K!(t),..., Ki(t),..., KN(t)}. An economic 
forecast at t is a prediction of the future devel-
opment path, based on K(t), M, and possibly t 
itself. Thus we have:

 EQUATION 1 

V(t) = V(K(t),M,t)
Let DKi(t) be a small increase in asset i at time 

t. We may interpret DKi as a gift some external 
source makes to the economy. The gift “per-
turbs” the economy. Other things remaining the 
same, let DV(t) be the small change in V(t) con-
sequent upon that gift. Let Pi(t) be the shadow 
price of asset i at time t. From Definition 2 and 
'E!67#5" ;1< it follows that

 EQUATION 2 

Pi(t) = "V(t) "Ki(t) i = B,F,...,N

In very exceptional (i.e., idealized) circum-
stances, an asset’s shadow price would equal 
its market price. Thus market prices of natural 
capital are rarely equal to their shadow prices. 
Those reasons have to do with the presence 
of “externalities,” an ubiquitous phenomenon 
that is linked to the weak property rights that 
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Accommodating chance in sustainability analysis 
is to invite the language of probabilities (be they 
subjective probabilities or empirical probabilities, 
or a combination of the two). Unless we need to 
consider chance explicitly in our discussion, we 
will embed it in our analysis without mention. For 
example, readers could, should they wish, read 
“expected well-being” when we write “well-being,” 
and the expectation could be thought of as being 
constructed out of an implicit set of probabilities. 
Here, we study the way to introduce uncertainty 
explicitly into sustainability analysis. 

In defining shadow prices (Definition 2), it was 
assumed that a small increase or decrease in the 
stock of asset i(DKi) leads only to a small change 
in human well-being (DV). That amounts to sup-
posing that human well-being (V) is a smooth 
function of the stocks of capital assets (Ki). The 
requirement would appear to go against a general 
finding, that the dynamics of natural systems (e.g., 
ecosystems, climate systems) are non-linear, har-
boring thresholds that have the property that if a 
system would undergo discontinuous changes if it 
were to cross one. Formally, thresholds are known 
as separatrices.11

Thresholds are loci of points on the space of 
capital stocks that divide a dynamical system into 
distinct regions. Dynamical systems are confined 
to the region they happen to be in unless and until 
external forces “tip” them into another region. 
Classic examples of such tipping phenomena 
include the destruction of previously thriving fish-
eries. Over-harvesting can reduce fish populations 
to below their thresholds, tipping them into sizes 
that spell doom. 

1 Scheffer (2009) and Steffen et al. (2004) offer excel-
lent accounts of the abrupt changes that nature and 
society are prone to in the face of non-linearities in the 
dynamics that drive them.

Bifurcations are di1erent from thresholds. Earth 
systems operate at spatial scales ranging from the 
“miniscular” to the entire globe and running at 
speeds that range from the “near-instantaneous” to 
the “glacial.” Suppose the social evaluator is study-
ing the ecology of a grassland. Although it is embed-
ded in the climate system, the speed with which the 
grassland’s cover responds to changes in the (local) 
climate is at least an order of magnitude faster 
than the speed with which the local climate (as an 
expression of, say, global climate change) shifts. So, 
for all intents and purposes the social evaluator 
can regard climate as one of the parameters defin-
ing the grassland system. But it is a parameter that 
changes slowly and inexorably. 

Bifurcations in a dynamical system are critical 
loci of points on the space of the system’s param-
eters. They are “critical,” in the sense that the loci 
divide the system’s space of parameter values into 
separate regions, with the property that its dynam-
ics di1er from region to region. So it can be that 
a long-established grassland “tips” into a shru-
bland when the climate crosses a bifurcation. The 
existence of both thresholds and bifurcations call 
into question the assumption that V is a smooth 
function of (i) asset stocks and (ii) those relatively 
constant parameters that characterize the society 
under study. Let us see how we should respond to 
the doubt. 

Of the pair, (i) is of particular interest because 
shadow prices have been defined on its basis 
(Equation [1]). In Equation (1) we assumed that V is 
a smooth function of K. How do we justify that in 
the presence of thresholds? Note first that the loca-
tion of a threshold is never known with certainty. 
The social evaluator may know there is a threshold 
for, say, a population, but she or he would never 
know what it is. There are far too many particu-
larities of the system the social evaluator will never 
understand, which is why the location of thresholds 

BOX 1

Chance, thresholds, bifurcations, and potential catastrophes
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remains uncertain. Interestingly, that uncertainty 
smoothes V.

As illustration, consider a fishery. Its stock is 
denoted by K. We suppose the social evaluator has 
studied fisheries well enough to know that there is 
a threshold population size, call it Kc, such that the 
fishery would be doomed if the population were to 
drop below it, but would survive indefinitely if the 
population remained above it. To formalize the loss 
that would be su1ered if the fishery were to cross 
the threshold, imagine that V(Kc) is the value of the 
fishery if K is marginally in excess of Kc, but would 
be a small fraction, !, of V(Kc) if K were marginally 
less than Kc. Crossing the threshold would result 
in a discrete loss in well-being, amounting to (B– 
!) V(Kc). That means V(K) is discontinuous at Kc. 
Obviously, Equation (1) is meaningless at Kc. What 
could the fishery’s shadow price mean in such a 
situation?

Suppose that, even though the social evaluator 
does not know the true value of  Kc, she knows that 
it is not above K** and not below K*. So she knows 
that Kc lies somewhere in the range [K*, K**]. To 
have an interesting problem, imagine that the stock 
is currently above K** but that there are signs of 
over-fishing, which is why the social evaluator has 
been called upon to study the fishery.

Let us imagine that the social evaluator con-
structs a discrete analogue of the fishery by divid-
ing the interval [K*, K**] into N equal sub-intervals 
of length D. So, D = (K**–K*)/N. For simplicity of 
exposition we imagine that the social evaluator 
believes that Kc lies in one of those N sub-intervals 
with equal probability. Currently the fishery’s size 
is just above K**. Suppose under business-as-usual 
the fish population at time t would drop to (K**–D). 
The expected loss in well-being would be (B–!)
V(Kc)/N. If N is large, the expected loss is small, 
meaning that the expected value of V is a smooth 
function of K at Kc. But that means the shadow price 
of a marginal unit of fish, P(Kc), is well-defined.

Imagine that a policy analysis persuades the 
social evaluator that the risk to the fishery under 

business as usual is worth it. She or he recom-
mends business to remain as usual and the fishery 
enters the interval [K** D),K**]. There are now two 
possibilities: 

(a) It is discovered that the threshold did in fact 
lie in the interval [K**–D,K**]. As the fishery is now 
known to be doomed, society will have entered a 
new accounting regime. All shadow prices will have 
to be recomputed. But Proposition 1 (on page 55) 
would continue to hold from that moment. 

(b) The fishery is discovered to be safe. The 
social evaluator realizes that the threshold lies in 
the interval [K*,K**–D]. But now there are (N–B) 
sub-intervals left. So, the social evaluator, being a 
good Bayesian probabilist, concludes that the prob-
ability that Kc lies in any of them is B/(N–B). That’s 
still a small number, so the previous argument 
continues to hold. And it will continue to hold so 
long as the probability that Kc lies in the next sub-
interval remains small. But once that probability 
becomes appreciable, the fishery’s “shadow price” 
becomes a meaningless term. Both policy analysis 
and sustainability analysis would require the social 
evaluator to estimate the discrete loss in human 
well-being that would result from the fishery cross-
ing its threshold.
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prevail over environmental resources. Both sus-
tainability analysis and policy analysis require 
the use of shadow prices. Shadow prices are the 
link between capital assets and the human well-
being they are forecast to protect and promote.

It is customary to regard an asset as a “good” 
if its shadow price is positive, and as a “bad” if 
its shadow price is negative. The estimation 
of shadow prices involves “values” (the par-
ticular conception of human well-being that 
is deployed); “theories” (the character of the 
social and natural processes on the basis of 
which forecasts are made); and “facts” (the size 
distribution of various capital assets, the extent 
of their substitutability among one another, 
the determinants of the demand and supply of 
goods and services, and so forth). So it should be 
no surprise that even reasonable people could 
disagree over the magnitude of shadow prices. 
In recent years, those disagreements have 
been sharpest over the social worth of natural 
resources such as carbon and nitrogen concen-
trations (which at current levels are “bads”) and 
the oceans (which taken together are a “good” 
in a multitude of ways).

Shadow prices are not Platonic objects, nor 
can they be plucked from air on mere whim 
and prejudice. We will never get shadow prices 

“right,” but we can try to narrow the range in 
which they are taken by reasonable people to 
lie. The social evaluator estimates shadow prices, 
but recognizes that others may question her esti-
mates. In democratic societies those di1erences 
are resolved through the ballot box. Chapters 
presented in Part II of this report provide an 
overview of many of methods that can be used 
to estimate shadow prices and the challenges we 
face when estimating the shadow prices of the 
many components within natural capital. 

5. Wealth and the productive base

How is a society’s productive base to be mea-
sured? We are interested, remember, in an index 
that tracks human well-being over time. Below 
we show that the required index is the society’s 

wealth. Let us see how wealth should be mea-
sured if it is to have the property we want it to 
have.

In empirical work, it has proved impos-
sible to disaggregate assets to the extent we 
have done in Equation (2). For example, when 
environmental economists have recommended 
that the shadow price of a ton of carbon in the 
atmosphere is of the order of 150 international 
dollars today, they haven’t distinguished rich 
people from poor people, nor people in the trop-
ics from people in temperate zones. The figure 
has been taken to be the shadow price of a ton 
of carbon in the atmosphere, period. In empiri-
cal work (6++5( '7 6.. 2004; %6-/!&76 2001 
@2004A; $63#.75" 6"% ).'3'"- 1999; (5+.% 
*6", 2006), distributional issues were ignored 
as a first cut into what is a new and very di2cult 
exercise. The shadow prices the authors esti-
mated were of capital assets, not person-specific 
capital assets.

Definition 3. Wealth is the social worth of an 

economy’s capital assets.

Let Dt denote a small passage of time follow-
ing t and let Q(t) be the shadow price of asset 
time; that is,

 EQUATION 3 

Q(t) = "V(t) "t

If W(t) denotes wealth at t, Definition 3 says 
that

 EQUATION 4 

W(t) = Q(t)t + i#Pi(t)Ki(t)

Wealth is a weighted sum of a society’s 
assets. Because the Index aggregates the 
society’s entire productive base (institutions 
are reflected in the Pis via M, remember), W 
is referred to as inclusive wealth by some 
(%6-/!&76 2001 @2004A; (5+.% *6", 2006) 
and comprehensive wealth by others (6++5( '7 
6.. 2010). In what follows, we continue to refer 
to W simply as “wealth.”

Equation (4) is an expression for wealth, not 
well-being. However, the two are synchronous 
in time. Formally, we have:
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Proposition 1: Inter-generational well-being 

increases over a short period of time if and 

only if wealth at constant shadow prices 

increases over that same period of time.

To prove Proposition 1, we return to 
Equation (1). Di1erentiating both sides of the 
equation with respect to t and using Equations 
2 and 3 yields

 EQUATION 5 

dV(t) dt = i#Pi(t)dKi(t) dt + Q(t)

From Equation (5) it follows that

 EQUATION 6 

dV(t) dt $ % 

if and only if i#Pi(t)dKi(t) dt + Q(t)$ %

The condition expressed in Equation (6) is 
Proposition 1. 

Proposition 1 has become the basis for sus-
tainability analysis. As it identifies wealth as the 
appropriate index of an economy’s productive 
base, it is as well to illustrate its significance 
with the help of a numerical example.

Imagine a closed economy. In a given year 
it invests !-$5 billion in reproducible capital, 
human capital, and research and develop-
ment. Assume too that time does not enter V 
exogenously, implying that Q = G. GDP would 
be recorded as increasing, as would the United 
Nations’ Human Development Index; but 
suppose that natural capital is depleted and 
degraded that year by !-$6 billion. Equation (6) 
would record that the country was becoming 
poorer in wealth by !-$1 billion, implying that 
development was unsustainable that year.

But for such exceptions as carbon in the 
atmosphere, forest as sources of timber, and 
sub-soil resources, natural capital is usually 
ignored in national statistics. In Chapter 6, we 
look closely at the content of natural capital 
and review the methods that are available 
for estimating shadow prices for its various 
constituents.

6. Inclusive wealth and comprehensive 
wealth

Many researchers working on wealth accounts 
have used the terms inclusive wealth, compre-
hensive wealth, and just wealth interchangeably. 
In this report, we use the terms inclusive and 
comprehensive wealth to describe the wealth 
accounts produced for this report. However, for 
the purpose of this section only we refer to the 
wealth accounts developed by the World Bank as 
comprehensive wealth accounts. In this section, 
we highlight some of the key di1erences between 
the inclusive wealth accounts we present in this 
report and the comprehensive wealth accounts 
developed by the World Bank. The comprehen-
sive wealth accounts and the genuine savings 
indicator, also called adjusted net savings, were 
developed by World Bank researchers in the late 
1990s in an attempt to track the sustainability of 
economies. The World Bank acknowledging the 
limitations of /%& began developing compre-
hensive wealth accounts together with genuine 
savings and have published estimates of these for 
countries in a series of publications beginning 
with the 1997 publication, Expanding the Measure 
of Wealth ((5+.% *6", 1997). There are similari-
ties between the comprehensive wealth accounts 
and the inclusive wealth accounts. They both 
come from an economic welfare model. However, 
there are some key di1erences between the two 
worth highlighting here to give the reader a clear 
understanding of the information each of the 
wealth accounts provide for policy-making and 
their underlying assumptions.

6.1 Comprehensive wealth accounts and 
the genuine savings (GS) 

There are a number of significant di1erences 
between comprehensive wealth and inclusive 
wealth accounts on two fronts. The first is at 
the theoretical level while the second is at the 
empirical computation of some of the assets 
components within the wealth accounts. Let us 
begin with the theoretical framework. 
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First, the World Bank computes compre-
hensive wealth in the following manner. It 
begins by making the assumption that wealth 
is the discounted flow of consumption. The 
formulation inadvertently assumes that con-
sumption is always on a sustainable path. This 
then implies that savings will be su2cient to 
o1set the depreciation of capital that might 
occur. In years where the adjusted net savings 

– gross national savings minus depreciation of 
produced capital plus expenditures on educa-
tion minus natural resource depletion minus 
damage from pollutants and carbon emissions 

– is negative, then the negative adjusted net 
savings is subtracted from consumption to get 
a level of consumption which would have kept 
the capital stock intact ((5+.% *6", 2006). 
This adjusted level of consumption is called the 
sustainable consumption level. In the compre-
hensive wealth accounts framework, the three 
main capitals computed were primarily natural, 
human, and produced capitals. The remaining 
capital category was called intangible and was 
treated as a residual in the computation of the 
capital asset base. 

In the case of the inclusive wealth accounts, 
no assumption of sustainability of consumption 
is assumed. In the inclusive wealth framework 
Proposition 1 in the previous section makes it 
clear that inter-generational well-being increases 
over a short period of time if and only if wealth 
at constant shadow prices increases over that 
same time period of time. And following defini-
tion three which explicitly states that wealth is 
the social worth of an economy’s capital asset 
base. Therefore, in the inclusive wealth accounts, 
changes in wealth are measured directly from 
the changes in the asset base. It therefore can 
and will reflect unsustainable trajectories and 
highlight which capital assets are in decline and 
where investments might be needed to improve 
the overall well-being of a country. 

There are a number of important points to 
highlight between the theoretical frameworks 
used for comprehensive wealth and inclusive 
wealth. In the case of comprehensive wealth, 
wealth is defined as the present value of an 

exogenously defined flow of consumption. In 
the case of inclusive wealth, wealth is defined as 
the shadow value of all capital assets a country 
owns. This implies that in the case of compre-
hensive wealth, sustainability is assumed while 
in the case of inclusive wealth, sustainability is 
analyzed. Arrow et al. (2012) highlight some of the 
key problems policy-makers might face if using 
comprehensive wealth as a measure of sustain-
ability. Summarizing their main points: (i) if per 
capita consumption is taken to be known to be 
growing at a positive rate, the sustainability of 
economic development in their list of countries 
is assumed, not studied; (ii) there is, and really 
can be, no empirical basis for estimating future 
consumption without measuring the present 
basis for it, namely, comprehensive wealth; and 
(iii) the identification of comprehensive wealth 
with the present value of consumption is valid 
only under the (stringent) assumptions that the 
economy under study is following an optimal 
path and the production structure there exhib-
its constant returns to scale.

At the empirical level, the inclusive wealth 
accounts presented in this report follows the 
methods used by Arrow et al. (2012) to compute 
the shadow values of four categories of capital. 
These are the human, natural, produced, and 
health. Unlike comprehensive wealth account-
ing, where a major part of the wealth values are 
embedded in the intangible capital category, 
the inclusive wealth accounts try to capture as 
much as possible of the wealth within distinct 
capital categories. This was done for two rea-
sons. First, as illustrated above, the inclusive 
wealth accounts do not assume a sustainable 
flow of consumption. Second, to provide as 
much information for policy-makers on changes 
in actual identifiable capital assets and therefore 
provide guidance on future investments. 

One of the critical advantages of using the 
wealth accounts is the direct accounting of envi-
ronmental damages. The comprehensive wealth 
and inclusive wealth accounts account for these 
damages. However, the computation of carbon 
emissions damage was fundamentally di1erent. 
In the case of comprehensive wealth, carbon 
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emissions damage was computed using a damage 
estimate from climate change studies and then 
multiplied by the carbon emission for each coun-
try. In the case of the inclusive wealth accounts, 
the damage accruing from carbon emissions was 
computed based on the global emission damages 
and then using a formula developed by Nordhaus 
and Boyer (2000) who appropriate proportion-
ately the damage for each country. The basic 
di1erence between the two is that in the case of 
inclusive wealth, the assumption is that damages 
to a country are not dependent on the actual 
emission of that country but is based on global 
emissions. We acknowledge that there is much 
room for improving the methodology and esti-
mates for carbon emission damages across coun-
tries. The Nordhaus and Boyer estimates are now 
quite outdated and new study figures will need 
to be incorporated. 

The inclusive wealth report has taken a first 
step to untangle the ecosystem services typol-
ogy and to provide a basis for including regulat-
ing and cultural ecosystem services in addition 
to the present provisioning services. In this first 
report, an attempt was made to include fisher-
ies in the actual estimates presented in Chapter 
3 while Chapters 9 and 11 reflect on the chal-
lenges in including water-related ecosystems 
services in future reports. 

Last but not least, population has to be 
acknowledged as a critical factor in sustainability. 
Although the comprehensive wealth accounts 
do provide per capita figures, the underlying 
assumption is that population is kept constant. 
In the case of the inclusive wealth estimates, 
population growth is intrinsically captured in 
the framework and the growth rate has been 
factored in the analysis. Not surprisingly, results 
show significant di1erences between estimates 
with and without population growth. 

7. Key assumptions and caveats

We complete this chapter with an explanation 
of some of the key assumptions adopted in the 
inclusive wealth accounts presented in this 

report and also some caveats underlying the 
framework that the reader should be aware. 

First, shadow prices are key to inclusive 
wealth. The shadow price for many market-
traded goods is the market price. However, 
even these have to be cautiously used as market 
prices of many traded goods do not take into 
account of the externalities they might have 
caused in the production process. Examples 
would include prices of agricultural products 
that might have caused pollution of water bod-
ies and degradation of soil. This however is not 
to say that the methodology and framework 
underlying the inclusive wealth accounts is 
flawed. What it highlights to us is the need to 
start doing better at internalizing these exter-
nalities within the production process. 

Second, valuing of non-market goods and 
services poses a more serious problem. These 
will include in particular the regulating and cul-
tural services provided by ecosystems. Ecologists 
and ecological economists consider many of 
these regulating services as services or goods 
that cannot be substituted with other forms of 
capital. In the case of inclusive wealth, much 
of this criticism is deflected, in a theoretical 
sense by the use of shadow prices. The shadow 
prices capture the substitutability of the capital 
assets not just in the present period but also in 
the future. Therefore, as some of the regulating 
services reach thresholds, the shadow prices 
of these services becomes exceedingly high 
making it uneconomical to further draw down 
these assets. These high shadow prices will in 
fact point to the need for reinvestment in these 
capital assets. The key challenge however is to 
get the shadow prices of these ecosystem ser-
vices. For example, the shadow price of the cli-
mate regulation service is extremely di2cult to 
compute, but a first order approximation based 
on the damages occurring from a change in that 
specific service might su2ce for our needs. 

Third, the issue of non-linear process and 
in particular ecosystem processes where incre-
mental changes might not result in any sub-
stantial changes in welfare till a threshold is 
reached whereby sudden shifts are observed. 
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Can the inclusive wealth framework accom-
modate these non-linear properties of natural 
systems and provide the warnings early on in 
the process to avert such thresholds from being 
reached? The quick response to this factor is in 
the shadow prices used in the computation. If 
shadow prices are estimated using the produc-
tion function approach whereby shadow prices 
of many life-supporting systems are captured 
through a production function, then a shadow 
price function dependent on the level of natural 
capital can be estimated and used in the compu-
tation of changes in natural capital and inadver-
tently changes in inclusive wealth. But we are 
far from having these prices schedules and it is 
an area where much research is required. But 
until those shadow price schedules are com-
puted, the next best solution is to use the will-
ingness to pay shadow prices. Then based on a 
dual observation of the quantity and value of 
assets available, expert opinions can be used to 
evaluate if thresholds are being reached in each 
asset base and prudent measures can be taken 
to re-invest in these asset categories.

Fourth, is the dichotomy between the scales 
at which natural systems occur and at which 
the inclusive wealth is computed. The unit of 
analysis at the moment is the national level. 
However, many ecosystem services a country 
enjoys are dependent on the use of natural 
capital in neighboring countries but in some 
cases, in countries across the world. Therefore, 
the shadow price of a ton of carbon is now 
computed as the damage that a country occurs 
because of the global pollution. But the onus of 
responsibility is left wanting. For example, the 
countries emitting the most carbon will have 
a larger part of their inclusive wealth reduced 
because of the role they have on the inclusive 
wealth of other countries. This is an important 
extension of the framework that can be carried 
out as a future feature of the framework. The 
information released could be useful in com-
puting the compensation countries might have 
to pay for destroying a global natural capital, 
the global common inclusive wealth, which is 
also part of country national accounts.
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Accounting for the  

inclusive wealth of nations:  

empirical evidence

Pablo Muñoz, Elorm Darkey, Kirsten Oleson, and Leonie Pearson

This chapter analyzes changes in the inclu-
sive wealth index (#(#) and its components for 
20 countries for the period from 1990 to 2008. 
Wealth is primarily assessed here as the value 
of manufactured, human, and natural capital 
stocks. The Index is additionally adjusted for 
population changes by presenting per capita 
measures. 

6 out of the 20 countries analyzed decreased 
their #(# per capita in the last 19 years. In 5 out 
of 20 countries, population increased at a faster 
rate than inclusive wealth, resulting in negative 
changes in the #(# per capita. 

The majority of the countries in our sample 
have had an increase in their stocks of manu-
factured capital per capita. In China, India and 
Chile, the positive changes in #(# has been 
mainly driven by manufactured capital. Russia, 
Nigeria, and Venezuela saw a decrease in their 
manufactured capital base.

When the three capital forms measured are 
adjusted for total factor productivity – oil capital 
gains and carbon damages  the performance of 
some countries increases considerably, particu-
larly for Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.

Human capital, being the prime capital form 
that o1sets the decline in natural capital in 
most of the economies, has increased in every 
country. 

This chapter demonstrates that the #(# 
provides a di1erent perspective for assessing the 
performance of an economy - this by switching 
the focus of attention from flows (income) to 
stock metrics (wealth). This stresses the impor-
tance of preserving a portfolio of capital assets 
to ensure that the productive base can ulti-
mately be maintained to sustain the well-being 
of future generations.
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1. Introduction11

The aim of this chapter is to analyze changes 
in “inclusive wealth” and its components for 20 
countries from 1990 to 2008. Wealth is primar-
ily assessed here as the value of manufactured, 
human, and natural capital stocks22 for each 
nation (as discussed earlier) with the next chap-
ter focusing specifically on the role and signifi-
cance of natural capital. In wealth accounting, 
these forms of capital are crucial pillars that are 
passed down from generation to generation to 
sustain future needs. Thus, the wealth-based 
measure at hand can be used to determine 
whether a nation is on a sustainable develop-
ment path and whether its wealth is growing. If 
so, then it can be said that the nation is devel-
oping sustainably. This condition would reflect 
that we are passing on at least the same produc-
tive base that we use today to the next genera-
tion, in order to allow them to fulfill their own 
needs. Conversely, a decline in the productive 
base would compromise the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs. 

This chapter draws to a large extent on the 
method outlined in Arrow et al. (2012), but also 
goes beyond it by carrying out a more com-
prehensive assessment of natural capital. The 
new assets included here are coal and fisheries. 
Moreover, one of the important contributions 
of the #(+ wealth accounts refers to the elapsed 
time span. While most of the studies built up 
their accounts every five years (e.g., (5+.% *6",  
@2011] or 6++5( '7 6.. @2012]), the #(+ covers 19 
years presenting annual wealth estimates from 
1990 to 2008, thereby enriching substantially 
the empirical evidence available so far. The 
length of this period additionally corresponds 
to almost one generation, shedding light on the 
productive base down to the next generation. 
This also facilitates the comparison of inclusive 

1 We are most grateful to Kevin Mumford for very 
valuable guidance and comments.

2 These capital forms are also adjusted by environ-
mental externalities (particularly carbon damages) and 
oil capital gains (see Section 2).

wealth with other common income-based mea-
sures of national progress, for example, the 
gross domestic product (/%&) and the Human 
Development Index ($%#).

We investigate the change in wealth for 20 
countries (see Figure 1), covering about 58 per-
cent of the world’s population and 72 percent of 
the world’s /%& in 2010. As natural capital is the 
major focus in this first Inclusive Wealth Report, 
we selected countries where nature plays an 
important role for their economies, as with oil 
in Ecuador, Nigeria, Norway, Saudi Arabia, and 
Venezuela; minerals in Chile; and forests as in 
Brazil. We also sought to include major econo-
mies on all of the continents. 

There are many challenges concerning an 
inter-country wealth-based analysis, not least 
the fact that no government currently col-
lects capital stock data. The ultimate target is 
to provide empirical insights to policy-makers 
when determining whether a country is on a 
sustainable development path. As much of this 
chapter is based on incomplete data, it should 
not be read as a definitive assessment of wealth 
accounting, but as a major step in the right 
direction.

The rest of this chapter is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 discusses the empirical construc-
tion of the wealth accounts for each capital form. 
On methodology, we largely follow Arrow et al. 
(2012). We refrain from presenting the compu-
tation of each capital category in detail. Instead, 
this section highlights the basic assumptions, 
the extensions to existing work in this field, and 
some of the challenges in the construction of 
wealth accounts. We then move to the analysis 
of the results in Section 3. In Section 4 we take 
the analysis further by including three deter-
minants (namely carbon damages, oil capital 
gains and total factor productivity), which a1ect 
the size of the productive base of a nation. In 
Section 5 we compare the #(# to /%& and $%#, 
while Section 6 serves as our conclusion.
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2. Methodology

The Inclusive Wealth Index (#(#< o1ers a capi-
tal approach to sustainability. The Index seeks 
to measure the social value of capital assets of 
nations by going beyond the traditional eco-
nomic concept of manufactured (or produced) 
capital. Indeed, the Index is inclusive in the 
sense that it also accounts for other key inputs 
as important components of the productive 
base of the economy, such as natural capital 
(")), human capital ($)) and, ideally, social cap-
ital (-)) (excluded here due to the lack of empiri-
cal measures).33 As it has been previously shown 
(see Chapter 1), the basket of assets (or produc-
tive base) is concretely measured by adding up 
the social worth, which acts as a weight in the 
Index, of each capital type of a country, result-
ing in the Inclusive Wealth Index, or wealth (see 
Equation 1).

3 See Chapter 1 for a comprehensive list of different 
capital forms.
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  EQUATION 1 

Wealth = Pmc x Manufactured Capital (MC) 
+   Phc x Human Capital (HC) + Pnc x Natural 
Capital (NC)

Moreover, the Index emphasizes changes 
in wealth (or per capita wealth) over the time 
period studied. Thus, changes in wealth – or 
inclusive investment – are directly measured by 
assessing the changes in the physical asset base 
of a nation over time, and subsequently adjust-
ing by population:

 EQUATION 2 

"Wealth = Inclusive Investment = Pmc x " MC  
+ Phc x " HC  + Pnc x "NC

It is worth highlighting that changes in #(# 
are solely driven by changes in the physical side 
of the economy, since prices (or the weights in 
the Index) are assumed to be constant and repre-
sented by the average price of the time span under 
evaluation. In this way, changes in wealth are 
induced by real changes in the physical amount 
of the various capital forms, and not simply by 
price fluctuations that could be subject to con-
tingent situations (e.g., market bubbles). From an 
environmental sustainability viewpoint, assess-
ing the physical change in natural capital tends 
to provide a more meaningful indication of the 
ecological changes. Over the long run, however, 
price changes may be important, and could influ-
ence inclusive wealth estimates.

2.1 Capital assets in the IWR 

We measure wealth in our accounts by study-
ing various assets that can be grouped into the 
following four categories: human capital; man-
ufactured capital; natural capital; and health 
capital. The later capital is treated separately 
from the other capital forms as modest changes 
in health capital would outweigh any changes 
in the other three assets. There are additionally 
three adjustments made to these accounts: (1) 
the potential damages that climate change may 
cause on the wealth of a nation; (2) the study of 
how increases in oil prices may benefit (harm) 

some countries in building other capital forms; 
and (3) the role of technical progress as reflected 
by the change in total factor productivity. While 
the rest of this section aims at sketching the 
approach used to measure each of these capital 
forms and how they break down, Box 1 provides 
an overview of the key variables involved in the 
computation of the #(#. 

2.1.1. Human capital44

To calculate human capital, we followed the work 
of Arrow et al. (2012), who based their method 
upon Klenow and Rodríguez-Clare (1997). In 
this former study, human capital is primarily 
captured by measuring the population’s educa-
tional attainment and the additional compensa-
tion over time of this training, which is assumed 
to be equivalent to the interest rate (8.5 percent 
in this case). As the interest rate is constant over 
time, changes in human capital are basically 
caused by either the change in number of people 
educated or an increase (decrease) in the years 
of education. It is additionally assumed that the 
amount of human capital per person increases 
exponentially with the interest rate, and with 
the average educational attainment per person. 
The shadow price per unit of human capital is 
obtained by computing the present value of the 
labor compensation received by workers over 
an entire working life. Notice that these latter 
estimates are subject to various demographic 
parameters such as birth or mortality rates as 
well as other parameters related to the labor 
market, like the participation of the population 
in the labor force by age and gender. In our case, 
for each nation we computed these shadow 
prices for every year within the 1990–2008 
time period, and then used the average of this 
rental price of one unit of human capital over 
time as the representative weight for entering 

4 While both education and health can be consid-
ered as components of human capital, we refer here 
to human capital as the contribution of education to 
the productive base only, and we use the term health 
capital for the study of the progress made in the life 
expectancy of the population.
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human capital into the wealth account-
ing framework. 

2.1.2. Manufactured capital

With regard to manufactured capital, we 
follow the method developed in King and 
Levine (1994), who based their calcula-
tions on the Perpetual Inventory Method 
(&#3) by setting an initial capital estimate. 
Indeed, one of the big di2culties in the 
manufactured capital computation con-
cerns the fixing of the initial amount of 
capital available at the beginning of the 
accounting period. Once this departure 
point is obtained, changes over time are 
captured by using the net capital forma-
tion reported every year in the system of 
national accounts. Regarding the initial 
estimate, steady-state estimates are used, 
thus assuming that the capital-output 
ratio of the economy is constant in the 
long-term (for details on this method, see 
,#"/ 6"% .':#"' @1994]). Once this ratio 
is measured, it is subsequently multiplied 
by the final output (/%& in this case) of the 
economy under study, in order to obtain a 
first estimate of the manufactured capital 
stock. This approach can only give a rough 
estimation of the fixed capital assets 
available in a specific period. In order to 
minimize errors in the time period under 
study (1990–2008), we carried out our 
initial estimate in 1970; as capital depre-
ciates over time (we assumed an annual 
depreciation rate of 7 percent) the initial 
capital estimate retained in 1990 would 
be of about 22 percent and only 5 percent 
in 2008. This means that any potential 
error in the departure point (year 1970) 
would be minimized during the relevant 
period under analysis. Subsequently, the 
perpetual inventory method allows cap-
turing the dynamics in the manufactured 
capital accumulation by looking at the 
annual changes in investment. Finally, 
regarding the lifetimes of the assets, we 
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have assumed indefinite depreciation periods 
(see methodological annex for further details).  

2.1.3. Natural capital

Natural capital assets are primarily measured in 
this report by the following five categories: (1) 
forests, represented by timber and non-timber 
forest benefits ("74*); (2) fisheries (only for four 
countries); (3) fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, and 
coal); (4) minerals (bauxite, copper, gold, iron, 
lead, nickel, phosphate, silver, tin, and zinc); 
and (5) agricultural land. The way of valuing 
each capital asset shares a relatively common 
accounting method, where total wealth is esti-
mated by multiplying the physical amount avail-
able of the asset under study by its correspond-
ing resource rent. As previously mentioned, the 
resource rent is represented by the average mar-
ket value of one unit of natural capital over the 
years 1990–2008. While the key variables used 
in each category are presented in Box 1, those 
readers specifically interested in natural capital 
should refer to Chapter 3 where these accounts 
are elaborated in further detail.

2.1.4. Health capital 

Our health capital estimates also rely on the 
study of Arrow et al. (2012). In this work, posi-
tive (negative) changes in this capital form 
are essentially captured by extensions (reduc-
tions) in the individual’s life expectancy. Such 
changes are basically analyzed by calculating 
the years of life remaining of a given popula-
tion in di1erent time periods, with the popu-
lation age distribution and the people’s prob-
ability of death being therefore the key inputs 
into the model. As far as the shadow price of 
health capital is concerned, it is measured 
by the multiplication of discounted years of 
remaining life of a person with the value of 
an extra year of life (6++5( '7 6.. 2012). The 
shadow price is constant over time and taken 
from the Value of the Statistical Life estimated 
by United States Environmental Protection 
Agency ('&6). Therefore, it is primarily the 

changes in people’s life expectancy that trans-
late into changes in health capital.

2.2 Adjustments to the IWI

We shall refer to “Adjusted Inclusive Wealth 
Index” (#(#adj hereafter) when countries’ capi-
tal assets are corrected for specific factors that 
further a1ect the size of the productive base of 
a nation. In the following, we briefly describe 
the three components that we will take into 
account: (1) carbon damages; (2) oil capital 
gains; and (3) total factor productivity.

2.2.1. Carbon damages

Some of the adjustments needed to be done to 
the countries’ wealth relate to those stemming 
from environmental externalities. In particu-
lar, one of the issues that arises is how climate 
change can a1ect countries’ inclusive wealth. In 
these wealth accounts, we introduce this cor-
rection of the indicator by following the method 
developed by Arrow et al. (2012), where in a first 
step, the total annual carbon emissions are esti-
mated and subsequently multiplied by its social 
cost (!-$50 per carbon tonne55 - Ct). For calculat-
ing the distribution of these social damages that 
each region will su1er we refer to Nordhaus and 
Boyer (2000). This study presents the distribu-
tion of damages as a percentage of the regional 
and global /%&. By using information on each 
country’s /%&, we recovered the total global 
damages in absolute level, and then derived 
the share of each nation in this total. We used 
this proportion to allocate the total social cost 
previously estimated, that is !-$50 per Ct mul-
tiplied by the total global annual emissions (for 
additional details see 6++5( '7 6.. @2012A). 

5 The damages per ton of carbon released to the 
atmosphere are estimated US$50 per tonne of carbon 
(Tol 2009).
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2.2.2. Oil capital gains

Rental prices have been kept constant over time 
as we previously mentioned. However, in this 
section we explore potential wealth gains that 
may stem from continuous price increases in 
a particular natural resource type. Some coun-
tries with large endowments of some specific 
natural resources (e.g., oil in Nigeria or cop-
per in Chile) may also want to compute this 
change in prices as one further category in their 
wealth accounts, as these wealth gains may be 
beneficial for building other capital forms, for 
example, human capital. In this report, we con-
cretely explore gains stemming from a change 
in oil prices. In line with Arrow et al. (2012), we 
assume an annual increase in the rental price 
of 5 percent over the period 1990–2008.66 These 
changes in the rental price are multiplied by the 
stock of oil available in each subsequent period. 
While some countries enjoy higher rental prices 
for their oil asset, other countries, which depend 
on oil imports, may be negatively a1ected, since 
their capacity to build other capital forms is 
diminished by these higher prices. We therefore 
redistribute those capital wealth gains obtained 
by oil extractive economies to those nations that 
consume this commodity. There are, of course, 
some countries that extract large amounts of 
oil at the world level (for example the United 
States, which is the second largest producer in 
the world), but at the same time are an impor-
tant consumer of this material. This fact leads 
us to compute the “net” oil capital gains as the 
di1erence between oil capital wealth gains and 
losses. See methodological annex and Arrow et 
al. (2012) for additional details.

2.2.3. Total factor productivity 

Total factor productivity (74&) growth measures 
the change in aggregate output that cannot be 
explained by the growth rate of observable inputs 

6 This 5 percent corresponds to the annual aver-
age oil price increase during the years 1990–2008 (BP 
2011).

(*6++5 6"% -6.6-#-36+7#" 1995). This residual in 
growth accounting can be understood as a proxy 
variable of technological progress, which is hard 
to measure directly. Given the empirical evidence 
that 74& growth accounts for a substantial part of 
the overall growth rate in real /%& (see, for exam-
ple, )$+#-7'"-'" '7 6.. @1980]), it is important 
to consider this variable in wealth accounting as 
well. Adjusting for 74& in this context means that 
the same productive base can lead to an increase 
in aggregate output over time because technical 
change renders each capital asset more produc-
tive. For further details see Arrow et al. (2012).

2.2 Data limitations 

We have measured four capital forms here, plus 
carbon damages, oil capital gains, and total fac-
tor productivity. There are, however, other capi-
tal stocks not accounted for yet; a clear example 
of this is social capital. Even more, within some 
natural resource categories, for example fisheries 
and minerals, we still lack data among the coun-
tries under study. This renders the comparison 
between countries quite di2cult. Other caveats 
to bear in mind relate to the annual changes in 
wealth; with regard to several variables, the data 
points used to construct the accounts represent 
points at the end of a decade. For example, some 
parameters in our models are obtained from 
the Life Tables ((5+.% $'6.7$ 5+/6"#867#5" 
2012), which report information only for the 
years 1990, 2000, and 2009. This implies that we 
needed to fill the years in between by carrying 
out linear interpolations. We therefore caution 
readers about these interpolations when taking 
conclusions from inter-annual variations (see 
methodological annex for more details). 

3. The wealth of nations 

This section gives an overview of the results 
for our country sample over the 1990–2008 
period. All variables are measured at constant 
!.-. dollars for the year 2000. The analysis is 
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FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

Average annual growth rates (per capita) disaggregated by capital form

organized as follows: First, we will discuss the 
Inclusive Wealth Index based on three types of 
capital assets: human, manufactured, and natu-
ral capital. Since health capital dominates the 
total capital asset base, we have treated these  
computations separately from the other capital 
forms (see Box 2). 

The key variables we shall address in this 
chapter are: (i) the average annual growth rates 
in Inclusive Wealth Index (#(#) over the time 
period 1990–2008 as shown in Table 1 and 
Figure 2 respectively; (ii) the percentage change 
in #(# and the three capital assets per capita as 
presented in data annex; and (iii) the composi-
tion of the productive base of the economy in 
relative and absolute terms shown in Figure 4 
and Appendix 2 respectively. In addition, we 
provide estimates of the #(# but adjusted for oil 
capital gains, carbon damages, and total factor 
productivity. In Section 5 of this chapter, we 
shall also provide a comparative exercise of the 
#(# against /%& and the $%# to illustrate the 

di1erences across these three indices for the 20 
countries. 

Given the enormous amount of information 
available, we restrict ourselves to summarizing our 
main findings. The interested reader can also find 
the entire data set in data annex of this chapter.

3.1. How has each country been doing 
in the last two decades from an inclusive 
wealth perspective?

The desired output would be positive growth 
rates for the #(#. Countries with positive growth 
rates of #(# would ideally demonstrate that 
their productive base is not being eroded and 
they have maintained the asset base to produce 
the same level of output for consumption of 
future generations. Table 1 shows that all coun-
tries have positive #(# growth rates except for 
Russia. China, Kenya, India, and Chile exhibit 
the highest growth among all countries studied. 
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However, the figures presented in column (1) of 
Table 1 have only limited explanatory power in 
the scope of an inter-temporal analysis, simply 
due to the fact that population changes over 
time. This has to be borne in mind when we 
talk about sustainable consumption paths of a 
country. An increase in total wealth does not 
necessarily indicate that future generations 
may consume at the same level as the present 
one; as population grows, each form of capital 
is more thinly spread over the society, so that 
productivity growth based on capital accumu-
lation alone might eventually cease. Therefore, 
we need to extend the analysis by considering 
per capita values of total wealth.

Column (2) in Table 1 shows the demographic 
development of the countries under study. In 
this regard, Kenya, Saudi Arabia, and Nigeria 
top the list with average annual growth rates of 
population of at least 2.4 percent. The status of 
some countries change drastically when popu-
lation growth is taken into account.  We see a 
major shift of countries with respect to their #(# 
growth rates when population is factored into 
the analysis, as shown in Figure 3.

Kenya for example which returned a rela-
tively high #(# rate of 2.85 only managed to 
have a growth rate of 0.06 #(# per capita. This 
demonstrates that the rate of return of its capi-
tal asset base per person is very low and either 
it improves on its #(# or reduces its population 
growth rate. The picture is worse in the case 
of Saudi Arabia and Nigeria who move into a 
non-sustainable position, as they depict nega-
tive #(# per capita growth rates. But these are 
not the only countries switching from positive 
to negative #(# growth: Colombia, South Africa, 
and Venezuela also moved in the same direction  
because of higher population growth rates than 
their #(# growth rates. These countries have, at 
least, two options to reverse this trend. They 
either have to reduce their population growth 
rates or reinvest in the di1erent capital asset 
bases to increase the rate of #(# growth. The 
question on which capital asset base to focus 
will be addressed in the following section. 

BOX 2

Health Capital

Health capital of a nation’s population reflects the 

expected discounted value of years of life remain-

ing. This is, understandably, a large number; indeed, 

we find that health capital makes up more than 90% 

of the capital base for all countries in the study. In the 

nations under study, the amount of health capital that 

each person owns outweighs all other forms of capital 

combined. Given a population, slight changes in mor-

tality rates result in more or less health capital each 

year. Most countries in the study experienced gains in 

per capita health capital over the period 1990–2010. 

The exceptions were South Africa, Russia, and Kenya, 

which lost health capital; and Japan, Australia, and 

Venezuela, which remained stable. Most nations saw a 

slight but persistent increase in per capita health over 

the entire period, but in some nations recent health 

improvements are accruing health capital after earlier 

stagnation (Nigeria) or recovering health capital losses 

suffered during the 1990s (Kenya). Differences between 

the countries’ rates of change in per capita health 

reflect national policy choices as well as demographic 

differences. Improvements in mortality rates in an older 

population (e.g., Japan) will not affect per capita health 

capital as much as those same mortality gains in a 

younger population (e.g., Kenya).

Because health capital constitutes such a large por-

tion of the capital base, its change renders insignificant 

any other capital changes. It is obviously a key point to 

consider that health capital is as important as it is, and 

to direct policy attention to reducing mortality to con-

tinue to increase that component of wealth. In theory, 

these gains in the productive base can substitute for 

declines elsewhere. However, policy-makers also need 

to know the relative rates of change in human, natu-

ral, and reproducible capital. It is to gain resolution fine 

enough to speak to these changes that our analysis in 

this chapter omits health capital.
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The situation is slightly reversed in Russia: 
although the country’s #(# growth rate per 
capita is still negative, the situation has been 
slightly alleviated, because population had 
decreased steadily since 1993. The impact of 
high population growth rate is again high-
lighted by comparing India and China. Both 
countries showed strong #(# of 2.66 and 2.92 
respectively. However, after including popula-
tion growth rate, the #(# per capital of India 
fell to 0.91 while that of China dropped to only 
2.07 because of the slower population growth 
rate in China. In the case of Venezuela, South 
Africa, Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, and Colombia, the 

population growth rates were higher than the 
growth rate of the #(# thus pushing these coun-
tries on a unsustainable trajectory. 

3.2  What is the contribution of the dif-
ferent capital forms to per capita wealth 
creation?

Figure 2, as mentioned before, illustrates the 
average contribution of the di1erent capi-
tal types to the development of the average 
Inclusive Wealth Index per capita for each of 
the 20 countries. It is interesting to note that 
among the top five performing countries appear 
three middle-income economies – China, India, 
and Chile – where wealth changes are driven by 
high growth rates of manufactured capital. In 
the case of France and Germany, the other two 
of the five top countries, much of the growth 
in average #(# per capita came from the growth 
in human capital. Note also the low change in 
natural capital for Germany and France in com-
parison to the rest. 

Turning to the bottom five countries in 
average annual #(# growth per capita, we see 
that it is in fact the decline in natural capital 
that explains the negative wealth trend.77 The 
only exception is Russia, where the negative 
#(# growth is triggered by the steady decline 
of manufactured capital. For the bottom 
three countries (Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, and 
Nigeria), natural capital and in particular fossil 
fuels represent the main component of wealth 
as will be shown in Chapter 3. Since the natural 
capital accounts in these countries are based 
to a large extent upon exhaustible resources, 
these results come as no surprise. As the basis of 
renewable natural resources is too small to o1-
set this decline, the advisable rule would be to 
invest and achieve higher returns in other types 
of assets, namely manufactured and/or human 
capital. In this context, Norway, despite being 
an important oil extracting country, depicts 

7 Those readers interested in more information 
about natural capital are referred to Chapter 3.

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Measuring countries’ progress. Average 
annual growth rates, period 1990-2008.

Countries/ 
Indicators

1

IWI

2

Population 
growth rate              

3

IWI per 
capita         

Australia 1.41 1.29 0.12 

Brazil 2.30 1.38 0.91 

Canada 1.41 1.03 0.37 

Chile 2.56 1.35 1.19 

China 2.92 0.83 2.07 

Colombia 1.62 1.70 -0.08-0.08

Ecuador 2.14 1.76 0.37 

France 1.95 0.51 1.44 

Germany 2.06 0.23 1.83 

India 2.66 1.74 0.91 

Japan 1.10 0.19 0.91 

Kenya 2.85 2.79 0.06 

Nigeria 0.53 2.44 -1.87-1.87

Norway 1.33 0.67 0.66 

Russia -0.50-0.50 -0.19-0.19 -0.31-0.31

Saudi Arabia 1.57 2.72 -1.12-1.12

South Africa 1.57 1.64 -0.07-0.07

UK 1.26 0.38 0.88 

United States 1.74 1.04 0.69 

Venezuela 1.70 1.99 -0.29-0.29
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FIGURE 3FIGURE 3

Inclusive wealth index
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positive growth of the #(# and a relatively mod-
est decline in natural capital (see Figure 3).

Health capital of a nation’s population 
reflects the expected discounted value of years 
of life remaining. This is, understandably, a 
large number; indeed, we find that health 
capital makes up more than 90 percent of the 
capital base for all countries in the study. In 
the nations under study, the amount of health 
capital that each person owns outweighs all 
other forms of capital combined. Given a 
population, slight changes in mortality rates 
result in more or less health capital each year. 
Most countries in the study experienced gains 
in per capita health capital over the period 
1990–2008. The exceptions were South Africa, 
Russia, and Kenya, which lost health capital; 
and Japan, Australia, and Venezuela, which 
remained stable. Most nations saw a slight but 
persistent increase in per capita health over 
the entire period, but in some nations recent 
health improvements are accruing health 
capital after earlier stagnation (e.g., Nigeria) or 
recovering health capital losses su1ered during 
the 1990s (e.g., Kenya). Di1erences between the 
countries’ rates of change in per capita health 
reflect national policy choices as well as demo-
graphic di1erences. Improvements in mortal-
ity rates in an older population (e.g., Japan) will 
not a1ect per capita health capital as much as 
those same mortality gains in a younger popu-
lation (e.g., Kenya).

Because health capital constitutes such a large 
portion of the capital base, its change renders 
insignificant any other capital changes. It is obvi-
ously a key point to consider that health capital is 
as important as it is, and to direct policy attention 
to reducing mortality to continue to increase that 
component of wealth. In theory, these gains in the 
productive base can substitute for declines else-
where. However, policy-makers also need to know 
the relative rates of change in human, natural, and 
reproducible capital. It is to gain resolution fine 
enough to speak to these changes that our analy-
sis in this chapter omits health capital.

So far, we have looked at the average annual 
change of the Inclusive Wealth Index over 

the entire time span. This approach, however, 
excludes details about how per capita wealth 
has evolved within the reference period. The full 
trend line is presented in data annex.  Note that 
the relative change of each capital form over 
time relates to one common base year, that is to 
say that per capita wealth of 1990 is indexed to 
0 for all countries under study.88

In general, the various capital categories have 
contributed di1erently to the #(# growth per 
capita. The highest cross-country discrepancies 
can be observed with manufactured/produced 
capital. As expected, most of the countries in our 
sample have increased their stocks, in particu-
lar the more recently industrialized countries 

– China, Chile, and India – feature the highest 
rise in manufactured capital (China more or 
less quintupled its stock of manufactured capi-
tal while Chile and India show an increase by 
183 percent and 168 percent, respectively). The 
human capital on the other hand in these three 
countries increased at a much lower rate while 
natural capital declined. The key question we 
need to ask ourselves is if this trend is sustain-
able? To answer this question we need to look 
at the composition of the asset base in these 
countries. In all three countries, the weight of 
produced capital was approximately 17 percent 
versus human and natural capital weights of 37 
percent and 46 percent respectively on average. 
This implies that although these countries wit-
nessed the largest increases in produced capital, 
its overall weight within the inclusive wealth 
index is the lowest. In other words, we might 
interpolate this as every single unit increase in 
produced capital contributes less towards the 
#(# than a single unit decline in natural and 
human capital. 

However, not all countries have increased 
their produced capital. Russia, Nigeria, and 
Venezuela actually show negative growth in 
manufactured capital (with the stock decreasing 

8 Notice that the IWI path cannot be simply com-
puted as the sum of each of these trajectories as they 
are weighted differently within the wealth accounting 
framework. 
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by 37 percent, 42 percent, and 12 percent respec-
tively). Russia was the only country in the 
sample of 20 countries had a decline in its #(# 
caused largely by a decline in produced capital. 
Most other countries witnessing decline in #(# 
were caused either by declines in natural capital 
or high population growth rates as in Venezuela. 
Three countries, Brazil, Ecuador, and Kenya, 
reported a more or less constant stock of manu-
factured capital until 2005.

The changes in inclusive wealth in Brazil, 
Germany, and Saudi Arabia were driven pri-
marily by rapid growth in human capital of 48 
percent, 46 percent, and 43 percent respectively.  
The increase in human capital was found to be 
the prime factor that o1sets the decline in nat-
ural capital that occurred in almost all nations. 
In most cases, human capital is accumulated by 
between 20 and 36 percent over the years under 
study. The lowest growth in human capital since 
1990 was experienced by highly industrialized 
countries such as Australia and the !.-. with 
8 percent within 20 years, Japan with 12 per-
cent, the United Kingdom with 14 percent, and 
Norway with 15 percent. All of these economies 
had already accumulated a high stock of human 
capital before 1990. This result was driven pri-
marily by the variable we used in this report, 
which is the years of total schooling of the 
population. A key lesson to be learned from this 
result for the developing countries is the dimin-
ishing returns on human capital as the years of 
schooling reaches a maximum. The continued 
decline of natural capital in countries where the 
human capital has reached diminishing returns 
suggests a strategy to reinvest in natural capital. 

Most countries with the exception of Japan 
saw a decline in their natural capital asset base at 
a per capita level. The biggest declines occurred in 
the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia,  where the 
decrease was caused by a decline in the fossil fuels 
asset base. The countries, which saw a fall in their 
#(# because of declines in natural capital were 
Colombia, Kenya, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and South 
Africa. The precise information of which compo-
nents of the natural capital played a key role in the 
overall decline are presented in Chapter 3. 
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The configuration of the capital portfolio 
indicates which capital plays a predominant role 
in the respective countries. Figure 4 shows the 
capital composition of the 20 countries as an 
average between 1990 and 2008. Manufactured 
capital represents on the average only 17 per-
cent of the wealth portfolio, with little variance 
among countries. While it is not surprising that 
manufactured capital is being overshadowed 
in every country by human capital, its share 
in the composition of wealth is also less than 
the share of natural capital; only in the highly-
industrialized countries of this sample – France, 
Germany, Japan, Norway, United Kingdom, and 
United States – as shown in Figure 5 do fixed 

capital assets contribute more to the productive 
base than natural resources. 

However, among the countries with rela-
tively low shares of produced capital, Nigeria, 
Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom have even 
lower shares of produced capital. The United 
Kingdom has a particularly disproportional 
share structure with human capital dominating 
with a 90 percent share with the United States 
following closely with a share of 78 percent. 
Natural capital, on the other hand, tends to be 
more relevant in developing countries such as 
Venezuela and Colombia and is the prevailing 
factor in those economies whose /%& is largely 
driven by oil extraction, such as Nigeria, Russia, 
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Change in productive base for China, Chile, India, and Kenya (US$, year 2000)
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and Saudi Arabia. The countries with the lowest 
share of natural capital as a share of the total 
capital asset base were France, Japan, and the 
United Kingdom where natural resources con-
stitute only 1 percent of total capital value. 

3.4 What is the absolute wealth level of the 
country in terms of manufactured, human, 
and natural capital?

Again, the average capital composition over the 
entire time span does not give insights into the 
dynamics behind wealth accumulation; for this, 
we need to know in which way the stock of each 

capital form has changed in absolute terms. 
Data annex depicts the evolution of the di1er-
ent capital forms within the reference period, 
this time without correcting scale e1ects due 
to population growth. Thus, we are dealing 
with the question of how rich a country has 
performed overall in terms of manufactured, 
human, and natural capital. In this regard, total 
wealth has been increasing for all countries 
except for Russia. 

India, Chile, Kenya, and China shown in 
Figure 6 produce the highest rate of change 
in their productive base with China increasing 
its productive base by about 70 percent in the 
time span under analysis, with manufactured 
capital being the primary growth engine. As one 
can see from the comparison of the diagrams, 
human capital served as the main driver of 
capital accumulation. Conventionally defined, 
developing countries starting from a low level of 
human capital such as Kenya and Brazil shown 
in Figure 7, have been clearly catching up to the 
more industrialized economies in the sample. 
Manufactured capital remained relatively stable 
in Brazil, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, and the !.,., 
while for Russia and Nigeria, manufactured 
capital has even declined in absolute terms. This 
trend, primarily caused by falling saving/invest-
ment rates, has led to an overall decrease in 
total wealth in the case of Russia. The diagrams 
in Appendix 2 also give a clear picture of the 
availability of natural resources in the countries 
under study: Nigeria, Russia, and Saudi Arabia 
thereby present the highest stock in natural cap-
ital (driven by oil reserves), in comparison to the 
other assets, whereas the productive base of the 
industrialized economies, as already mentioned, 
depends on relatively few natural resources. 
While this overall picture is unambiguous, we 
need to be careful with interpreting the exact 
numbers, since data availability concerning the 
di1erent subcategories of natural capital varies 
highly among the countries. For example, we 
do not possess data about Japan’s fishery stocks, 
which is an important natural resource for this 
economy. Improving on the value of the natural 
capital asset base will provide us with a more 
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realistic understanding of the weight of natural 
capital within the productive base of a country. 
However, it should be noted that the relatively 
high weighting associated with natural capital 
already informs us of the relative importance 
natural capital plays in a country’s sustainabil-
ity tract.

4.  Adjusted Inclusive Wealth Index

In this subsection we take the analysis one step 
further, by including three determinants that 
somewhat alter a country’s productive base or 
its aggregate output. These are: carbon dam-
ages, accounting for the potential damages of 
climate change in the country’s wealth; oil capi-
tal gains, capturing how changes in oil prices 
may benefit (frustrate) the construction of other 
capital forms; and total factor productivity 
(74&), measuring the extent to which the capital 

stock, ceteris paribus, became more (less) pro-
ductive in the generation of goods and services. 
When these factors are taken into account the 
resulting indicator will be called the “Adjusted 
Inclusive Wealth Index” (#(#adj). 

We have added these adjustments to the 
average annual growth rates per capita pre-
sented in Figure 3. Results show that while 
China and Germany still remain in the top 
five countries in terms of growth rate, Nigeria, 
Venezuela, and Russia  appear as new members 
in this group (see Figure 8). This huge jump in 
the ranking from the bottom to the top five 
economies is primarily attributed to 74& growth 
as well as oil capital gains, as Nigeria and 
Venezuela have large endowments of this natu-
ral resource. After adjusting the #(#, not only 
did Nigeria, Venezuela, and Russia moved away 
from unsustainable consumption paths, so did 
Saudi Arabia, another oil-based economy, due 
to the steady increase in the price of crude oil 
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over the last decade. However, for other nations 
that depend on oil imports, the reported #(# 
growth was reduced by the adjustments, as in 
Kenya, for example, where oil price fluctuations 
severely hit the economy, reinforced by the 
decline of total factor productivity. In compari-
son to Figure 3, Colombia and South Africa still 
have negative growth rates, because oil prices 
and 74& mainly accentuate the negative wealth 
growth. The impact of climate change on the 
total value as measured here seems to be of con-
siderable relevance in Kenya. 

5.  A comparison of IWI, GDP, and HDI

So far we have studied the composition and 
evolution in total wealth, taking into account 
demographic development. However, societal 
progress (regress) can be also assessed from 
other angles, most typically, by the relative 
change in the gross domestic product (/%&) 
and the Human Development Index ($%#) over 
time. The former measures the value of all final 
goods and services, manufactured in an econ-
omy within one year, while the latter entails 
a broader concept of societal development, 
extending gross national income per capita by 
other determinants of social well-being, as evi-
denced by life expectancy as well as expected 
years of schooling. These indicators generally 
lead to di1erent empirical findings concerning 
the progress of a nation. Table 2 compares #(#, 
/%&, and $%# for our sample of 20 nations for 
1990–2008.99 The #(# column in this table sum-
marizes results based on the average annual per 
capita change within the reference period. The 
numbers presented in column two depict the 
rate of change of the $%# while those in column 
three show the rate of change of /%& per capita. 
Let us begin evaluating countries by looking at 
their $%# and #(# rate of change. 

9 We again revert to the unadjusted IWI, since we 
are interested in the role of the capital categories 
under study for socio-economic development, being 
aware that other factors (such as technical change) 
may offset deteriorations in the productive base.

If countries are purely evaluated on the $%#, 
then all countries except South Africa have 
seen an improvement in their $%# over the 
time period. South Africa returned an average 
growth rate of 1.3 percent of /%& over the same 
time period, but also saw a negative growth 
rate in the #(#. The three low ratings for South 
Africa suggest that urgent interventions should 
be made that might include improving all three 
types of capital, particularly human and natural 
capital. 

There are five other countries that had 
positive growth rates in the $%# and /%& per 
capita but had negative growth rates for the #(#: 
Colombia, Nigeria, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and 
Venezuela. Most of these have large reserve of 
fossil fuels. They have basically been drawing 
down their oil reserves but yet not increasing 
their produced and human capital bases as fast 
as they should to ensure an overall positive 
growth in #(#. Although all five would have 
posted positive /%& per capita growth rates, the 
negative #(# growth rates suggest an unsustain-
able track and most of the /%& growth has come 
at the expense of the natural capital base. 

India and China warrant special attention 
because of the size of their populations and 
economies. Although China demonstrated 
the highest #(# growth rate, earlier discussion 
had already highlighted the need for China to 
re-evaluate its development strategy and begin 
increasing its investment in natural capital and 
get higher returns on its produced and human 
capital. India faces a more dire situation as its 
inclusive wealth has only growth by 0.9 percent 
over the past 19 years compared to China’s 2.1 
percent. These results might suggest that India 
will need to improve its rate of build up of 
human capital as it decreases its natural capi-
tal even further to maintain a positive inclusive 
wealth growth rate. This again brings us back 
to the contribution to the #(# from a single 
unit increase or decrease of the respective capi-
tal assets. But the question of critical levels of 
natural capital comes into play and these results 
suggest a more detailed investigation of the nat-
ural capital categories in India and to the extent 
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they have been destroyed and the level at which 
this decline can continue. 

If we use the $%#, Colombia and Nigeria are 
in the top five, although they are among the 
bottom countries from an #(# perspective. The 
explanation may be largely based on the fact 
that $%# does not consider in its computation 
the depletion of natural capital, which acts as 
the main driver behind the negative growth 
rates in these countries. 

Turning now to /%&, the traditional tool for 
judging the performance of economies, a dif-
ferent picture is drawn altogether. According 

to this approach, all economies have enjoyed 
at least some progress. Let us discuss the rela-
tionship between our Inclusive Wealth Index 
and the traditional income-based measure in 
greater detail. In this regard we look at Chapter 
4, which undertakes a very similar analysis of 
inclusive wealth for 48 of 50 !.-. states from 
1990 to 2000 and compares the capital accu-
mulation rate to the /%& growth rate. The 
comparison gives information about whether 
the respective economy is over- or under-con-
suming. Accordingly, if the capital stock cannot 
keep pace with the growth in /%&, less and less 
capital will be available to feed the production 
system. We have a situation where we consume 
more than we could produce in the future 
(assuming no changes in technology). Reverting 
to our country sample, Table 2 displays large 
di1erences between /%& and #(# growth rates 
at a per capita level. In fact, in most of the cases 
/%& growth rates tend to be larger than those 
based on an inclusive capital approach (except 
for France and Germany), casting some doubts 
on the sustainability of such /%& records in the 
long run for the economies under analysis.

6. Conclusion

This chapter o1ers an analysis of the inclusive 
wealth of nations and its changes over time in 
terms of several relevant assets for 20 coun-
tries, over a time period of 19 years. We showed 
that the #(# provides a di1erent perspective for 
assessing the performance of an economy, by 
switching the focus of attention from flows to 
stock metrics (contrary to /%&). The preserva-
tion of such stocks is essential for ensuring 
that aggregate output can be sustained in the 
long run, therefore enriching the measures by 
which economic development can be captured. 
On the empirical grounding, we found that the 
annual average growth rates in #(# per capita in 
six out of 20 nations report a decline in wealth. 
This result has, in fact, been exacerbated by 
rapid population change. Figures, however, 
improve for some countries, when considering 

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Comparing average growth rates per 
annum in IWI per capita, GDP per capita 
and HDI.

Countries/ 
Indicators

IWI per 
capita HDI 

GDP per 
capita

Australia 0.1 0.3 2.2

Brazil 0.9 0.9 1.6

Canada 0.4 0.3 1.6

Chile 1.2 0.7 4.1

China 2.1 1.7 9.6

Colombia -0.1-0.1 0.9 1.7

Ecuador 0.4 0.6 1.8

France 1.4 0.7 1.3

Germany 1.8 0.7 1.5

India 0.9 1.4 4.5

Japan 0.9 0.4 1.0

Kenya 0.1 0.4 0.1

Nigeria -1.8-1.8 1.3 2.5

Norway 0.7 0.6 2.3

Russia -0.3-0.3 0.8 1.2

Saudi Arabia -1.1-1.1 0.5 0.4

South Africa -0.1-0.1 -0.1-0.1 1.3

United Kingdom 0.9 0.6 2.2

United States 0.7 0.2 1.8

Venezuela -0.3-0.3 0.8 1.3
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adjustments to the three accounted-for capitals. 
For example, Saudi Arabia could move into a 
sustainable consumption path, not because of 
the building of the capital base, but due to the 
increase in oil prices which in fact triggered the 
move in that direction.  

The global picture that can be drawn from 
the discussion makes evident that natural 
capital has been steadily declining in per capita 
terms. Even though this development could be 
o1set by the accumulation of other assets, it is 
important to have in mind that whereas manu-
factured and human capital are reproducible 
factors, natural capital has limited substitut-
ability with respect to the other capital forms 
(see Chapters 3 and 11). 

On a methodological level, the inclusive 
wealth framework o1ers a comprehensive 
accounting tool covering various socio-ecologi-
cal aspects, which allows policy-makers to track 
the changes in countries’ physical assets port-
folio. In this study, we additionally accounted 
for the e1ects of oil prices, an approach that 
can be extended to other relevant commodities 
depending on the country under study. Other 
adjustments considered within the tool regard 
the carbon damages on the economy. This anal-
ysis could also be expanded to the study of the 
impact of climate change on other capital assets, 
in particular natural capital. We do not yet have 
a way to apportion the damages across capital 
forms, but this should clearly be a point of dis-
cussion when measuring countries’ wealth, in 
order to keep gaining accuracy over previous 
estimates. 

Some of the aspects that still need to be 
addressed are: the accounting for social capi-
tal that has been excluded due to the lack of a 
methodological and empirical framework; the 
absence of shadow prices which have been here 
substituted by rental prices; and the limitation 
of our study to the analysis of some specific nat-
ural capital components. The wealth accounts 
that we have established in this study can be 
certainly extended to other categories such as 
regulating services (see Chapter 9) or water (see 
Chapter 10) as well. 

Besides the sound theoretical foundations of 
the Inclusive Wealth Index, one should bear in 
mind the uncertainties and restrictive assump-
tions inherent in these empirical calculations, 
which are mainly subject to data availability. 
These results should therefore be understood as 
rough trends in wealth accumulation. However, 
even with this strong caveat, our findings war-
rant further investigation. Thus, the current 
analysis represents a relevant step towards 
illuminating the significance of the inclusive 
wealth approach for long-term economic 
development.
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Percentage change in IWI per capita and the 

three capital forms: human, manufactured, and 

natural capital, 1990–2008.
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APPENDIX 2

Composition of the productive base by form of capital, 1990–2008.
(US$, year 2000). 
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This first IWR focuses on quantifying com-
ponents of natural capital that are largely driven 
by those resources for which markets exist. It is 
easier to obtain physical inventories and data 
on these stocks.

Shadow prices would be an e1ective tool for 
measuring an asset’s contribution to well-being 
because they also reflect the relative impor-
tance of the di1erent capital forms within the 
wealth accounting framework. The lack of such 
shadow prices presents a significant shortcom-
ing. So instead, this analysis relies on rental 
prices, meaning market prices minus produc-
tion costs of the resources.

Empirical findings show that almost all the 
selected countries (19 out of 20) experienced 
a decline in natural capital per capita over the 
period of study.

We see that in almost all countries, potential 
gains in renewable resources were not enough 
to compensate for the depletion of exhaustible 
stocks, like fossil fuels. The fishery is a spe-
cific illustration where, although a renewable 
resource, fish are being “mined” at a rate that 
challenges renewal of the stock.

The general trend is that population has been 
growing in most of the countries, exacerbating 
thereby the decline in natural capital growth 
rates, as resources are accounted for among a 
larger number of people.

The growth in population explains more 
than half of the changes in natural capital per 
capita in 13 out of 20 countries.

CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 3 

The significance of the  

natural wealth of nations

Leonie Pearson, Pablo Muñoz, and Elorm Darkey
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1. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate the role 
and significance of natural capital in the mea-
sure of inclusive wealth. The analysis builds on 
Chapter 2 using the same data set – a 20-country 
analysis of wealth from 1990 to 2008. Natural 
capital in this report can be classified into the fol-
lowing two main categories: (i) non-renewable 
resources; and (ii) renewable resources. Coal, 
oil, natural gas, and 10 minerals are included 
in the non-renewable resource group while 
agricultural land, forest resources, and fisheries 
are included as renewable resources. We were 
not able to use the ecosystem services typol-
ogy developed by the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (36) in this study due to the lack of 
data and the inconsistency of the 36’s typology 
with economic valuation and accounting. 

The report adds to the broader understand-
ing of national wealth accounting by focusing 
on natural capital within wealth estimates, and 
by expanding the scope of natural capital as used 
by Arrow et al. (2012). New stocks in this capital 
form are fisheries in the renewable resource 
category – although, data for these resources 
was available for only four countries - and coal 
in the non-renewable resource category. In the 
case of coal, the data were quite extensive and 
the key role coal plays for many of the countries 
in this pilot report were significant to warrant 
inclusion in the wealth accounts.11 Thus, it is 
intended that figures in this chapter provide 
a better understanding of how capital assets 
contribute to the sustainability of a country 
and where investment might be needed if some 
capital asset is being depleted to levels that can 
cause the overall wealth portfolio to decrease.

1 The inclusion of coal in this report will allow com-
puting the environmental and health damage caused 
by the use of coal in future reports.

2. Methodology

This section builds upon Chapter 2 and pro-
vides further insights into the measurement 
of natural capital. Natural capital is defined in 
Chapter 11 as “everything in nature (biotic and 
abiotic) capable of contributing to human well-
being, either through the production process 
or directly.” Indeed, nature supplies every year 
multiple benefits to human beings that, in one 
way or another, influence people’s well-being. 
This continuous flow of natural resources and 
services stemming from them largely justify the 
mainstreaming of nature as a form of capital. 
Within the wealth accounting framework, nat-
ural capital is defined as the sum of the worth 
of all natural assets in a given country (6++5( 
'7 6.. 2012). 

This first Inclusive Wealth Report (#(+), 
focuses on quantifying components of natural 
capital that are primarily  (although not only) 
driven by those resources for which markets 
exist, since it is easier to obtain physical invento-
ries and data on these stocks. The natural assets 
considered in this work are shared in Chapter 
2, Box 1, where we also explore the inclusion of 
fishery stocks and their changes over time. This 
is a new natural resource category considered 
when compared to previous studies in wealth 
accounting, including Arrow et al. (2012); and 
World Bank (2011);. Note also that Chapters 9 
and 10 of this report explore methodologically 
and empirically wealth accounts for three regu-
lating ecosystem services and water account-
ing, respectively. However, the high degree 
of incompleteness of the estimates which is 
required for the wealth accounts made the use 
of presently available data problematic. 

Turning the focus onto the valuation side 
of the assets, a key element in this regard is 
shadow pricing where externalities play a par-
ticularly important role. Shadow prices not only 
measure the asset’s marginal contribution to 
human well-being, but also reflect the relative 
importance of the di1erent capital forms within 
the wealth account framework, acting therefore 
as a “weight” within the Inclusive Wealth Index 
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(6++5( '7 6.. 2012). Constructing the Index in 
this way facilitates the conversion of di1erent 
asset forms into a common measure. However, 
the limited availability of such shadow prices 
presents a significant shortcoming. While there 
seems to be a growing literature on the social 
prices of the carbon emissions (e.g., 75. 2009), 
applications to other assets are rather scarce. 
This points to a significant gap in our knowledge 
base and highlights an area where a systematic 
and comprehensive research e1ort should be 
taken to begin compiling these missing shadow 
prices for many of the non-market ecosystem 
services. Due to this important limitation, we 
confine our empirical work to the use of rental 
prices, meaning market prices minus produc-
tion costs of the resources, assuming that they 
provide a first rough guidance on the relative 
contribution of the di1erent assets to sustain-
ing social well-being. 

One important step in the computation 
of the Index relates to the changes in market 
prices over time. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
this study takes a static approach to these prices, 
that is, keeping them constant over time and 
representing them by the average price over the 
period under study, being the only exception 
manufactured capital. This is similar to other 
works in wealth accounting, for example Arrow 
et al. (2012) and Chapter 2 in this report. From 
an environmental sustainability viewpoint, esti-
mating the indicator in this way underpins the 
analysis of physical changes in natural capital 
over time, and in the overall productive base 
of the economy. However, this also excludes 
shadow prices being used as warning systems 
when critical capital assets are approaching 
thresholds and tipping points. If averages are 
used, this important element might be lost. 
This approach is taken in this study as a first 
approximation primarily because of the lack 
of shadow prices and the use of market prices. 
Fluctuations in the market prices of many com-
ponents of natural capital can be caused by a 
variety of reasons and not purely by increasing 
scarcity and externalities. 

Another important methodological issue is 
the ranking of countries based on the net wealth 
measures across countries. While one may tend 
to rank nations according to their net wealth, it 
is not in principle advisable. The reason is that 
we used market exchange rates in this study, 
and not international dollars based on countries’ 
purchasing power parity (&&&). In principle, this 
point can be resolved by using international dol-
lars. However, this would not a1ect the results 
of the changes in wealth estimates on an intra-
country level, as it would move up or down the 
estimates of wealth, reflecting an identical pro-
portional change in wealth over time.      

There is another reason that one should 
bear in mind before doing a final conclusion on 
these findings, which is the lack of an accepted 
uniform approach for collecting natural capital 
data, resulting in “missing data points” for some 
countries. In the case of minerals for example, 
where data from the !.-. Geological Survey 
(20116; 2011*; 2011)) were used, some nations 
report production (extraction) statistics for 
these accounts, but they do not supply infor-
mation on the corresponding reserves, leading 
us to exclude the respective mineral item in 
the accounts. Countries where we found poor 
data on mineral reserves are: Ecuador, France, 
Germany, Kenya, Nigeria, Norway, Saudi Arabia, 
South Africa, and the United Kingdom. In con-
trast, information on mineral reserves is quite 
comprehensive for Australia and Canada. A 
similar situation exists for fisheries. For the 
20 countries studied, we found data available 
in the +63 Legacy Stock Assessment Database 
(+#)$6+% '7 6.., #" &+'--) on biomass stocks for 
four of them. Even among these four countries, 
the number of species assessed varies consid-
erably. For the United States, for example, the 
+63 Legacy Stock Assessment Database reports 
information for 80 commercial species in the 
United States, but only about 10 species in the 
case of South Africa, Australia, and Canada. 
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3. The natural wealth of nations 

What is the role of natural capital in inclusive 
wealth?

Natural capital represents an essential pool of 
resources that can induce the building of other 
capital assets, such as education, health, or man-
ufactured capital. Trends in wealth accounting 
indicate that natural capital constitutes, on 
average, about 30 percent of national wealth 
estimates for the country sample analyzed here 
(see Chapter 2), but it ranges from 1 percent for 
France, Japan, and the !.,. to 65 percent, 66 
percent, and 73 percent in Saudi Arabia, Russia, 
and Nigeria respectively. In this section we start 
presenting the average annual growth rates in 
wealth and natural capital at a per capita level. 
To facilitate the understanding of these per 

capita growth rates, we classify the countries 
into four groups regarding the growth (decline) 
in wealth and natural capital (see Figure 1):

Increase in wealth and natural capital 
(quadrant # in Figure 1).
Decline in wealth and increase in natu-
ral capital stocks (quadrant ## in Figure 1).
Decline in wealth and natural capital 
stocks (quadrant ### in Figure 1).
Increase in wealth and decline in natural 
capital stocks (quadrant #: in Figure 1).

In general, the empirical findings show 
that most countries (13 of 20) experienced a 
decline in natural capital stocks over the period 
of study, while achieving a growth in wealth 
(see quadrant #: in Figure 1). Another group of 
countries composed of six nations (Colombia, 
Nigeria, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and 
Venezuela) present the least desirable situation, 
as they are experiencing a decline in wealth as 
well as in natural capital. It is worth highlight-
ing that all these countries have relatively large 
resource pools of fossil fuels. Most of these coun-
tries even with a high growth rate of human and 
produced capital were not able to have positive 
#(# rates because of the huge drawdowns of 
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their natural capital base. However it must be 
noted that population growth plus the high 
drawdown of natural capital caused many 
countries to fall into unsustainable trajectories. 
These results highlight the need to improve the 
transformation process of their natural capital – 
oil, in this case – to human, produced and even 
renewable forms of natural capital to achieve 
sustainability. 

Additionally, no country in this sample 
exhibits a decline in wealth while increasing its 
natural capital (i.e. quadrant ## in Figure 1). An 
inference from this early result might suggest 
that increases in natural capital will not 
come at the expense of a decline in over-
all inclusive wealth. This result might 
therefore refute the “environment at the 
expense of development” argument seen 
commonly in the climate change debate. 

China surprisingly experienced a 
somewhat lower decline in natural capi-
tal compared to India and Chile, coun-
tries whom, together with China, experi-
enced some very high GDP growth rates 
over the time period reported. China 
also showed a strong Inclusive Wealth 
Index (#(#) suggesting a positive sustain-
able track. However, caution should be 
shown as the rate of increase in human 
capital and produced capital has shown 
signs of slowing down, highlighting 
again diminishing returns of transforma-
tion and that its continued drawdown of 
natural capital cannot be sustained at 
the current rate. Interestingly, Russia, 
which showed a decline of -0.34 in natu-
ral capital in absolute terms, showed that 
the natural capital per capita decline is 
alleviated to -0.19 because of its declin-
ing population. 

 Japan depicts the most favorable 
situation, as it is experiencing wealth 
accumulation while at the same time 
increasing its natural capital stocks. This 
has been achieved primarily through 
investment in the forest sector. This 
position is also explained by a slower 

population growth rate in relation to other 
nations. This is to a large extent supported by 
the recent assessment of Japan’s ecosystem ser-
vices (%!+6#6&&6$ '7 6.. 2012). However, before 
any final conclusions can be made, it is worth 
mentioning that the role of trade related to this 
country may provide important insights into 
the understanding of Japan’s nature’s demands. 
Some key points on trade and natural resource 
depletion are explored in Chapter 5 (for further 
details on growth rates see Table 1). 

The analysis changes a bit if population 
growth is taken out of the calculations. First, 

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Measuring Changes in Natural Capital: Average Annual Growth 
Rates, 1990–2008

Countries/ 
Indicators

Natural 
Capital 
Growth 

(Decline) 
(%)

Population 
Growth 

(%)

Natural 
Capital Per 

Capita 
(%)

IWI Per 
Capita 

(%)

Australia -0.49-0.49 1.29 -1.78-1.78 0.12 

Brazil -0.26-0.26 1.38 -1.64-1.64 0.91 

Canada -0.21-0.21 1.03 -1.24-1.24 0.37 

Chile -0.36-0.36 1.35 -1.71-1.71 1.19 

China -0.24-0.24 0.83 -1.07-1.07 2.07 

Colombia -0.39-0.39 1.70 -2.09-2.09 -0.08-0.08

Ecuador -0.50-0.50 1.76 -2.26-2.26 0.37 

France 0.48 0.51 -0.03-0.03 1.44 

Germany -0.47-0.47 0.23 -0.70-0.70 1.83 

India -0.34-0.34 1.74 -2.08-2.08 0.91 

Japan 0.63 0.19 0.44 0.91 

Kenya 0.05 2.79 -2.74-2.74 0.06 

Nigeria -0.07-0.07 2.44 -2.51-2.51 -1.87-1.87

Norway -0.96-0.96 0.67 -1.63-1.63 0.66 

Russia -0.34-0.34 -0.19-0.19 -0.15 -0.15 -0.31-0.31

Saudi Arabia -0.08-0.08 2.72 -2.80-2.80 -1.12-1.12

South Africa -0.60-0.60 1.64 -2.24-2.24 -0.07-0.07

United Kingdom -2.50-2.50 0.38 -2.88-2.88 0.88 

United States -0.21-0.21 1.04 -1.25-1.25 0.69 

Venezuela -0.14-0.14 1.99 -2.13-2.13 -0.29-0.29
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France and Kenya move 
from quadrant IV to 
quadrant I. While the 
latter country presents 
the highest population 

growth rate (2.79 percent), France, has one of 
the lowest rates (0.51 percent), only after Japan 
(0.19 percent), Germany (0.23 percent), and the 
United Kingdom (0.38 percent). Kenya moving 
into quadrant I is not surprising and it illustrates 
very clearly how its high population growth 
rate is unsustainable and highlights the need 
for population policies to address this driver 
of unsustainability. The situation for France is 
slightly di1erent. The key message emerging 
from this analysis shows that France will need 
to increase its investment in natural and human 

capital to increase its overall inclusive wealth 
as the marginal contribution of a single unit 
increase in natural and human capital to #(# is 
greater than a single unit increase in produced 
capita. 

Colombia, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, and Venezuela move from quadrant ### 
to #: due to a positive turn in inclusive wealth. 
In these contexts, demographic development 
plays an important role in wealth change, an 
issue that will be addressed in answering the 
following questions. 

Which components explain the decline (increase) 
in natural capital?

We can further explore the growth rates in nat-
ural capital by investigating what determinants   
are influencing the previous results.  We start 
looking at the proportion that is attributed to the 
five aggregated categories of the natural capital 
accounts: agricultural and pasture land; forest 
resources; fisheries; fossil fuels (oil, natural gas, 
and coal); and minerals. By doing so, we also 
take into account changes in population over 
time. This is important insofar as a decrease in 
per capita natural wealth can be triggered either 
by depletion of the natural resources considered 
here, or because population grows faster than 
the change in natural capital, or both. Per capita 
measures are commonly used for comparing 
economies of di1erent scale; in our analysis, 
however, the per capita index of natural capital 
is used to primarily show the pace at which the 
natural resource endowment of each member 
of the society is changing.

These results are illustrated in Appendix 1, 
which indeed identifies demographic develop-
ment as the main driver behind the changes in 
natural capital. On the average for this country 
sample, population change explains 62 percent 
of the changes in natural capital. Moreover, the 
growth in population explains more than half 
of the changes in natural capital per capita in 
13 out of 20 countries. The demographic pres-
sure on natural capital is particularly evident 
for developing countries such as Kenya, Nigeria, 

FIGURE 2 (FIGURE 2 (leftleft))

Average annual growth rates disaggregated by 
natural capital and population change

FIGURE 3 (FIGURE 3 (rightright))

Average annual growth rates disaggregated 
by natural capital and population change in 
France and Kenya
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and India, accounting for more than 90 percent 
of per capita wealth change. Saudi Arabia, on 
the other hand, even as a high-income country 
due to its high population growth rate falls into 
the same category as Kenya, Nigeria, and India. 
Conversely, in two high-income economies – 
the United Kingdom and Japan – population 
growth rates in the range of 12 percent showed 
minor e1ects in the changes in natural capital 
as illustrated in Figure 2. In the light of these 
figures, it is not surprising that if we account 
for inclusive wealth without population adjust-
ments, Kenya and France move into a positive 
growth rate as shown clearly in Figure 3. There 
is, however, only one nation where demo-
graphic development contributed positively 
(about 33 percent) to the changes in natural 
capital per capita – Russia. Population growth 
in Russia has been decreasing over the past two 
decades; nevertheless, the relative decrease in 
population has not been enough to outweigh 
the overall decline in natural capital. Therefore, 
these findings empirically support the view that 
increasing population will place a higher bur-
den on a decreasing natural capital asset base. 

Turning to the contribution of the natural 
capital components, fossil fuels constitute the 
second main driver (21 percent) of changes in 
natural wealth. This can be attributed to the 
lack of data on many ecosystem services in 
this report. The proportion varies considerably 
depending on the natural resource composi-
tion of the countries. Fossil fuels explain, as 
shown in Figure 4, a large part of the negative 
growth rates in the United Kingdom (82 per-
cent), which has been triggered by the depletion 
of natural gas. Similar are the cases of Germany, 
Russia, and Norway, where in the former coun-
try the decline is caused by the decrease in coal, 
whereas in the two latter economies it is mainly 
due to natural gas. Interestingly, as a third driver 
in this sample appears a renewable resource, 
forests, explaining on the average about 11 per-
cent of the changes in natural capital on a per 
capita basis. 

Discrepancies, however, are big among 
countries. In economies such as Japan and 

France, forest resources contribute positively to 
the changes in per capita natural capital rates 
(65 percent and 49 percent respectively). The 
initial results would point towards learning les-
sons from France and Japan who have been able 
to increase forest cover. Other countries where 
forest resources are relatively important are 
China and the United States with rates in the 
range of 15 percent as shown in Figure 5. The 
other components play in general a minor role, 
with the exception of minerals in Chile (21 per-
cent), as well as agricultural and pasture land 
in Japan (18 percent). Fisheries, in comparison 
to the other components, are still at a very low 
level (less than 1 percent). In this context, it is 
important to bear in mind at least two aspects: 
(1) we account only for a few species due to data 
constraints, therefore, the figure could change 
once additional assessments of other species are 
added; and (2) despite the low contribution in 
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relative terms to natural wealth, it is of impor-
tance to have an understanding of this sort of 
wealth and how it has been changing (declin-
ing) over time. The evolution in the compo-
nents of natural capital is presented in the next 
subsection.

How have di'erent natural capital components 
been changing during the past two decades? 

In this section we exclude population from our 
analysis and observe movements in the natural 
capital categories. We present an overview of 
how each natural capital component, as well as 
the aggregated (weighted) natural capital index 
has been changing with respect to 1990 levels. 
This analysis, when looked at a resource compo-
nent level, provides us with information on the 
physical changes in the underlying assets under 
examination, as we used a constant rental price 
over time for weighting the Index (see meth-
odological annex). A first over view indicates 
that the Natural Capital Index (")#) has been 
mainly declining in the United Kingdom and 
Norway with a negative change of 36 percent, 
and 16 percent with respect to the 1990 lev-
els respectively. On the other hand, positive 
changes were experienced by Japan and France 
as previously mentioned, with increases of 12 
percent and 9 percent respectively (see Figure 
6). In Annex 2, we additionally grouped the 18 
natural resource types under study in the same 
categories previously presented: agricultural 
land, fisheries, forest resources, fossil fuels, and 
minerals. This analysis is presented in the fol-
lowing subsection. 

Agricultural land
This category comprises two land types, crop-
land and pasture land, as defined by the 465 
(2012). The major negative changes with respect 
to the base year (1990) can be observed in Japan 
(12 percent) and Australia (10 percent), although 
for di1erent reasons. In Australia, the current 
trend is explained by pasture land, while for 
Japan it is cropland. Conversely, Brazil experi-
enced positive changes in this asset, with agri-
cultural land expanding by 10 percent, with a 
balanced increase in both cropland and pasture 
land. However, the way in which these changes 
a1ect the total ")# depends on how important 
these changes are with respect to the total 
change worth of the natural assets. Agricultural 
land changes in Australia, Brazil, and Japan tend 
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to play a similar role in the natural capital index, 
contributing about 25 percent of the changes in 
the Index. In the case of Kenya, although crop-
land cover expanded by slightly over 2 percent 
which might seem small for the time span ana-
lyzed, these changes influence largely the Index 
as they explain about 70 percent  of the changes 
in natural capital.

Fisheries
Fisheries in this report, for reasons stated 
earlier, are a small part of the overall natural 
capital of the four countries for which we have 
data. However, there are expectations that this 
resource will become more critical as we collect 
more data on stocks and shadow prices of this 
valuable asset. In the present computations, the 
scarcity of fish resources and their impacts on 
food security are not captured explicitly in the 
accounts. It is an area for future research both 
at the methodological and empirical level. The 
data available for analysis were complex and 
while extensive in many areas, were limited to 
only four countries and one common fishing 
zone. Within each country there was enormous 
variation in the type of fish stocks assessed and 
how prices were provided. The final analysis, 
using data from 1990 to 2006, consisted of 
varying fish stocks: 12 from Australia; 9 from 
Canada; 10 from South Africa; and 40 from the 
United States. 

Fish stocks presented in Figure 7 show that 
all jurisdictions, except South Africa, have expe-
rienced declining fish stocks. South Africa’s fish-
ery stock is attributed primarily to the introduc-
tion of two new stocks – anchovy and sardine 

– which grew significantly, and then declined 
in 2003. While fish stocks can be managed as a 
renewable resource, the analysis shows that all 
countries use them as an exhaustible resource 
and fish stocks are “mined” over the period.

Forest resources
These accounts are built on the basis of two sub-
categories: the stock of timber commercially  
available in the country, and non-timber forest 
services provided by the proportion of forest 

stocks accessed by the population. Moreover, 
these two forest accounts move in the same 
direction as they are linked to the forest surface 
available. Empirical measures in forest wealth 
accounts depict an interesting evolution of 
this natural capital category over the last two 
decades. The forest accounts explain on aver-
age22 about a quarter (26 percent) of the changes 
in natural capital that occurred in this period, 
although with big fluctuations among coun-
tries. Interestingly, 10 out of 20 countries scored 
an increase in forest resources, of which six of 
them are high-income countries (see Annex 2). 
Forest accounts are of particular relevance in 
the case of Japan and France, as they lead an 
important part of the changes in natural capital 
accounts, explaining 75 percent and 81 percent 
of the changes, respectively. On the other hand, 
seven countries showed a decline in this account, 
five of them with the lowest performance in this 
regard are: Brazil (-7 percent), Ecuador (-26 per-
cent), Kenya (-7 percent), Nigeria (-41 percent), 
and Venezuela (-10 percent). These changes 
have been of major relevance for understand-
ing the changes in natural capital for Ecuador, 
Japan, and Brazil, where forest resources explain 
about 89 percent, 71 percent, and 66 percent 
respectively of the changes in the natural capi-
tal account when comparing with the 1990 lev-
els. Forest stocks have remained constant to the 
forest resources assessments in Canada, South 
Africa, and Saudi Arabia. 

Fossil fuels 
Before moving to the analysis of the exhaustible 
resources categories – fossil fuels and miner-
als – it is important to bear in mind that based 
on the method employed for the study of these 
components, non-renewable resources are by 
definition depleted if used and therefore can be 
expected to decline in all countries. The results 
suggest fossil fuels on the average, contribute 
to more than half (53 percent) of the changes 
in the Natural Capital Index. However, in 

2 This figure represents an average across countries, 
with all countries weighted equally. 
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the case of Saudi Arabia, Canada, the United 
Kingdom, and Russia, fossil fuels contributed 
99 percent, 92 percent, 91 percent, and 90 per-
cent of the changes in the ")# of these countries 
respectively. 

The decline in fossil fuels is by itself only 
part of the story. For example, the decline in 
fossil fuels in the United Kingdom accounted 
for about 59 percent of the decline with 
respect to the base year, while in the case of 
Saudi Arabia, the decline was only 1.5 percent. 
Venezuela and Nigeria show a decline of 2 
percent, and Ecuador a decline of 0.5 percent. 
These di1erences in magnitude across the 
countries indicate the size of reserves they have 
of the resource base. Canada and Russia, which 
have relatively large resource bases, su1ered a 
decline of about 10 percent with respect to the 
1990 level. On the other hand, there are other 
countries that showed large declines in fossil 
fuels such as France (69 percent) and Japan (40 
percent) during this time span. However, these 
large declines were of minor relevance within 
the indicator, as fossil fuel explains less than 
7 percent of the changes in natural capital in 
these countries.

Minerals
The impact of declines in minerals was great-
est for Chile which experienced a decline of 30 
percent over the time period causing a change 
of 79 percent to its ")#. This was caused pri-
marily by the drawdown of its copper resources. 
Canada, South Africa, and Australia were also 
drawing down heavily their mineral resources 
by approximately 47 percent, 27 percent, and 21 
percent respectively. These declines in the min-
eral base caused declines in the overall natural 
capital accounts by about 10 percent. Although 
the United States and Colombia saw relatively 
large declines in minerals by about 35 percent 
and 48 percent respectively, the overall changes 
in natural capital were substantially less at 
about 3 percent. 

Lessons learned for policy 

Inclusive wealth o1ers policy-makers with a 
comprehensive accounting tool for measur-
ing the assets available in the economy and its 
changes over time. In this chapter as well as in 
Chapter 2, we have analyzed several changes 
in the productive base of the economy. In this 
regard, natural capital tends to mostly exhibit 
negative trends even if the productive base 
of the economy increases. This is somehow 
expected due to the trade-o1s of, for example, 
across exhaustible resources and the other capi-
tal forms. Trend lines illustrating downward 
and upward movements in the various capital 
assets can be useful for providing an overview 
of how long can the drawdown of certain assets 
continue and how e2cient the transformation 
has been in the past. In this realm, some of the 
challenges regard investigating ways of getting 
higher returns on its drawdown of natural capi-
tal by improving the total factor productivity 
(74&), and the building up of higher levels of 
human capital through programs to increase 
literacy and employment rates in the country. 
The same goes for providing closer attention to 
achieving high returns to produced and human 
capital. This might indicate that thresholds are 
being approached, and that countries might be 
coming to a state where the transformation of 
natural capital is reaching diminishing returns 
to scale. This insight is useful to policy-makers 
in understanding the potential role and signifi-
cance that natural capital has when countries 
might  adopt a portfolio management approach 
to wealth, which is necessary for achieving sus-
tainable development. 

Let us take Kenya as an example. Although 
agricultural land expanded over the past 19 
years, the amount of this expansion was insuf-
ficient to account for the population increase 
Kenya had also witnessed over that same period. 
This calls for larger investment in expansion of 
agricultural land but also an increase in forests, 
which actually declined in Kenya over the same 
time period. Policies focusing on management 
of population growth, expansion of cropland, 
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and increased forest cover can be seen as build-
ing blocks for addressing the food security situ-
ation in the country. 

In the case of the United Kingdom, as 
another example, decline in its natural capital 
base, with an average negative rate of 2.5 per-
cent per annum, reaching the largest depleting 
rate in 2000 with a magnitude of 3.5 percent, 
suggests the need for intervention strategies to 
reverse this decline, as shown in Figure 8

The decline was primarily driven by draw-
down of its oil and natural gas resources. The 
negative Natural Capital Index illustrates that 
the rate of transformation of this drawdown 
of its natural capital assets, in this case its oil 
and gas, to human and produced capital were 
ine2cient and below par. However, a promising 
sign is the upward trend seen in the build up of 
its natural capital base through an increase in 
forest stocks. 

 Lessons can be derived from having a closer 
look at Norway, (see Figure 9) which also saw 
a decline in its natural capital asset base, again 
driven by its drawdown of oil and gas resources. 
But in spite of a larger population growth rate, 
Norway exhibits a positive #(#. This can be 
traced back to a larger increase in its human and 
manufactured capital base illustrating a higher 
rate of return on its natural capital base.  

What does a focus on natural capital tell us for 
wealth estimates?

This chapter has focused on the significance 
of natural capital in estimates of wealth using 
empirical insights. Understanding the constitu-
ent parts of the wealth estimate is critical in 
determining the “best” portfolio management 
approach for each country to achieve sustain-
able development (i.e., non-declining #(#). The 
analysis provides policy-makers guidance on 
which of the capital asset bases are declining 
and where investment is required. It does not 
necessarily always have to be investment in nat-
ural capital, and there might be instances when 
the #(# might suggest investments in human 
and produced capital. It must be acknowledged 

that countries must also have 
the critical levels for human 
and produced capital to 
improve the well-being of all 
its citizens. 

Essentially, the #(# has to be 
acknowledged as a measure of 
weak sustainability (Neumayer 
2010) and allows for the substi-
tution between di1erent capi-
tals stocks, such as produced 
and natural capital. On the 
other hand, strong sustain-
ability requires (broadly) that natural capital is 
non-substitutable with the other capital stocks 
(%6.= 1995). As shown through our analysis, few 
nations achieve this very strict criterion (see  
). Additionally, this strict criterion does not 
allow investment from one capital into another, 
the essence of the portfolio line of attack to 
wealth management as currently practiced (see 
$63#.75" 6"% ).'3'"- @1999A, 6++5( '7 6.. 
@2012A; %6-/!&76 @2008A). However, this might 
be a criterion that can be invoked once critical 
levels of each capital are reached beyond which 
un-sustainability becomes an endogenous prop-
erty of country’s development path.

FIGURE 8FIGURE 8

Transformation rate of 
capital assets in the United 
Kingdom
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What limitations and uncer-
tainties need to be resolved?

There are two key areas of 
limitation in the current 
chapter. First are concep-
tual issues related to natural 
capital in the #(#; second are 
methodological issues.

A key limitation of the 
#(# framework is its inability 
to address two key concepts 
in natural capital: first, how 

critical is a type of natural capital; and, second, 
the resilience of natural capital. As for “how 
critical,” there are some natural capital stocks 
that are so important to human well-being that 
they defy both measurement and substitution 
(',#"- 2003). These capital stocks are consid-
ered critical because they either contribute 
consequentially to human well-being and/or 
there is a moral obligation for society to pre-
serve them (&'6+-5" '7 6.. 2011). These natural 
capital stocks include: climate regulation, flood 
regulation, fertile soil, biodiversity, drinking 
water, etc. These have not been included in 
this measure of wealth. However, Chapters 9 
and 10 of the report address some of complexi-
ties related to their assessment. It is therefore 
important for policy-makers to understand that 

while the stocks of natural capital measured in 
this analysis are important, the #(# presented in 
this report does not account for fundamental 
functioning of the earth’s ecological systems 
and therefore other assessments are necessary 
to guide their management. 

The second issue is the resilience of natural 
capital, or the fact that natural capital and its 
underpinning ecosystems do not always behave 
in linear ways, exhibiting marginal change 
responses to large shocks. Natural capital stocks 
sometimes experience hysteric responses and, 
as such, the consequences of declining a natu-
ral capital stock past a threshold of no return 
is not a small change in value (+5,-7+53 '7 
6.. 2009). Conceptually, work by Walker et al. 
(2010) tried to bridge this gap by including resil-
ience of two critical capital stocks within the 
inclusive wealth measure for a small catchment. 
However the data and knowledge requirements 
are so large, it has yet to be implemented yet at 
the national level.

There are large methodological limitations 
to the current analysis as discussed in the meth-
odological annex. However this chapter has 
highlighted that there is a porosity in the type of 
data that are internationally comparable on nat-
ural capital stocks and ecosystem services. This 
results in not only “value” being derived from 
only tradeable goods, but also that the choice of 
which stocks to measure is limited, ensuring a 
bias or that a less-than-complete set of natural 
capital stocks can be accounted. For example, 
protected areas are assessed by the World Bank 
as the value of pastureland and crop land. This 
opportunity cost approach is at best a minimum 
proxy of these significant land parcels that, in 
some instances, house the last remaining habi-
tat for endangered species. These types of proxy 
measures and their associated capital stocks 
have been excluded from the wealth accounts. 
Although important, it was decided that they do 
not contribute directly to the productive base of 
the national economy, instead producing other 
goods and services that are best measured and 
managed by other means. This might be a matter 
that falls outside the realm of simple economic 

FIGURE 9FIGURE 9

Transformation rate of capi-
tal assets in Norway
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decision-making, but should exist in the domain 
of ethics and moral value theory. 

4. Conclusion

This initial investigation of natural capital 
within a wealth assessment has provided some 
useful insights for policy-makers trying to 
achieve sustainable development and research-
ers trying to measure it. 

Key findings are grouped into three areas. 
First, it was shown that most countries experi-
enced decreasing natural capital over the assess-
ment period, ensuring that potential gains in the 
renewable resources were not enough to com-
pensate for the depletion trend of exhaustible 
resources (e.g., fossil fuels). Second, countries can 
be broadly grouped into three categories – 1 out 
of 20 countries is in this category: (i) those expe-
riencing growth in wealth and natural capital; 
(ii) those experiencing growth in wealth while 
depleting natural capital – 13 out of 20 countries 
are in this category; and (iii) those experiencing a 
decline in both wealth and natural capital – 6 out 
of 20 countries are in this category. Third, popu-
lation has been growing in most of the countries, 
exacerbating thereby the declining in the natural 
capital growth rates, as resources are accounted 
for among a larger number of people. 

These findings assert that natural capital 
is central to the need to understand inclusive 
wealth. It is not enough for policy-makers to 
know that inclusive wealth is non-declining, as 
not all countries are satisfied with achieving a 
sustainable development path if it requires the 
depletion of natural capital stocks. However, 
for other countries, these natural capital stocks 
are exhaustible in any case, and their value may 
be invested into other forms of capital – for 
example, human capital (education) – to ensure 
a long-term sustainable future. This examina-
tion of natural capital has shown the strength of 
inclusive wealth as not only a leading indicator 
of national sustainability, but also for its ability 
to understand wealth at the level of each cat-
egory of capital stocks.

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Understanding How Change in Wealth and Natural Capital 
is Different When Considered in Absolute and Per Capita 
Rates

Changes in IWI and 
in natural capital

Per capita changes 
in IWI and natural 
capital.

Growth in wealth and 
natural capital 

France Japan

Japan

Kenya

Growth in wealth while 
‘mining’ natural capital

Australia Australia

Brazil Brazil

Canada Canada

Colombia Chile

Chile China

China Ecuador

Ecuador France

Germany Germany

India India

Nigeria Kenya

Norway Norway

Saudi Arabia U.K.

South Africa U.S.

U.K.

U.S.

Venezuela

Decline in wealth and 
natural capital

Russia Colombia

Nigeria

Saudi Arabia

South Africa

Russia

Venezuela
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APPENDIX 1APPENDIX 1

Average annual growth rates disaggregated by natural capital type
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APPENDIX 2APPENDIX 2

Annual growth rates disaggregated by natural capital type 
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This chapter is the first attempt to construct 
an accounting of the capital assets of each of 
the 48 contiguous !.-. states. 

The study looks at four types of capital: 
exhaustible natural capital (mainly coal, oil, and 
natural gas); land; physical capital (like build-
ings, homes, and equipment); and human capi-
tal (based on education, wages, and number of 
working years remaining). 

The results show a very low level of wealth 
inequality across states. The Gini coe2cient is 
0.09, which represents a fairly equal distribu-
tion of wealth.

The study demonstrates that the rate of 
economic growth as measured by inclusive 
wealth can be quite di1erent than the rate of 
economic growth suggested by /%& figures. 
Data show that those states with high /%& 
growth rates tend to have much lower rates of 
inclusive wealth growth.

It is essential that governments collect cap-
ital stock data so that inclusive wealth account-
ing can become increasingly accurate, compre-
hensive, and useful. More complete data would 
enable states to measure their rate of inclusive 
investment. Such data would also make it clear 
to policy-makers whether current /%& growth 
rates are sustainable in the long-run.

The study’s use of housing and stock market 
data to value physical capital is an important 
contribution to the literature on sustainability. 

An important conclusion drawn here is 
that if states with an inclusive wealth per capita 
annual growth rate that is less than their /%& 
per capita annual growth rate want to sustain 
higher /%& growth rates for the long term, 
increased inclusive investment will be required. 
This means that state governments would have 
to encourage education, reduce the extraction 
of natural resources, and increase construction 
of public infrastructure.

CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 4

Measuring inclusive wealth at the 

state level in the United States

Kevin J. Mumford

KEY MESSAGES
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1. Introduction 

Economic growth is usually defined as the 
increasing capacity to produce goods and ser-
vices and is often measured by the growth in 
gross domestic product (/%&) per capita. While 
/%& measures the value of the goods and ser-
vices produced, it is not a direct measure of the 
capacity to produce these goods and services. 
To directly measure a change in the capacity 
to produce goods and services would require 
a measure of the growth in a comprehensive 
accounting of all forms of capital (including 
human capital). /%& may still be useful as a 
measure of economic growth to the extent that 
it is similar to the growth in the capital stock. 
However, it turns out that these two measures 
are the same only if the economy is following an 
optimal growth path.11 If the economy is not on 
an optimal growth path, then an income-based 
measure like /%& could lead to qualitatively 
di1erent conclusions about economic growth 
than a direct measure of the growth of the capi-
tal stock.

Consider an economy that slows the rate 
of investment in capital and allows the capital 
stock to depreciate over time. This diminishes 
the economy’s capacity to produce goods and 
services. However, the reduction in investment 
allows for higher levels of consumption and 
thus /%& growth is not immediately influenced. 
A direct measure of the change in the capital 
stock would reflect this reduction in the capac-
ity to produce goods and services straight away. 
As a second example in which income-based 
measures and capital-based measures give dif-
ferent results, consider an economy in which an 
exhaustible resource is an input to production.22 

1 For the capital stock growth rate to be the same as 
the GDP growth rate in a simple model with an optimal 
growth path, the production function must also exhibit 
constant returns to scale.

2 An exhaustible resource is a commodity whose 
available stock cannot be increased. See Dasgupta and 
Heal (1974) for the derivation of the optimal consump-
tion path in a production economy with an exhaustible 
resource.

If the economy increased the amount of this 
exhaustible resource used in production each 
period, this would increase /%& but decrease the 
capacity to produce goods and services in the 
future, all other variables remaining the same. 

How di1erent the /%& growth rate is from the 
capital stock growth rate is an empirical ques-
tion. The purpose of this chapter is to construct 
an accounting of the capital assets of each of 
the 48 contiguous !.-. states. This capital-based 
measure is called “inclusive wealth” or “com-
prehensive wealth” and represents a complete 
accounting of all capital assets. The growth rate 
of the measure of inclusive wealth is computed 
for each !.-. state from 1990 to 2000 and com-
pared to the /%& growth rate. This comparison 
is useful as an indicator of whether a given state 
is over- or under-consuming. If the rate of /%& 
growth exceeds the rate of capital stock growth, 
the state is consuming at a rate where it will not 
be able to sustain the rate of /%& growth in the 
long term.

Though appealing as a measure of economic 
growth, directly measuring the capital stock 
is more di2cult than measuring /%& because 
there is no government collection of compre-
hensive capital stock data.33 Even when capital 
stock data are available, many forms of capital 
are not traded in markets and thus there is no 
market price at which to value these assets. 
Some of these empirical di2culties have been 
addressed in work by Hamilton and Clemens 
(1999), Dasgupta (2001), Arrow et al. (2004), 
World Bank (2004), Arrow et al. (2010), World 
Bank (2011), and Arrow et al. (2012). This chap-
ter is the first e1ort to apply the methodology 
developed in this literature to !.-. states. 

As this is an initial e1ort to use state-level 
data to calculate inclusive wealth growth rates, 
the empirical work is not comprehensive. This 
chapter focuses only on a few of the most 

3 Wealth accounting initiatives at the OECD, the 
World Bank, and the United Nations University are 
working to make inclusive wealth data available to 
researchers. However, none of these efforts are 
focused on measuring inclusive wealth at the state-
level within the United States.
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important forms of capital: human capital, 
physical capital, land, and exhaustible resources. 
The !.-. state-level data allow the incorporation 
of housing valuation and stock market mea-
sures that the prior literature has been unable 
to use in comparisons across countries due to 
a lack of data.

The results from this empirical exercise 
indicate that there are large and meaningful dif-
ferences between measuring economic growth 
through an income-based approach, like /%&, and 
measuring economic growth through an inclu-
sive- or comprehensive- wealth-based approach. 
The wealth-based growth rates are similar in 
magnitude to the income-based rates, though 
the correlation between them is negative.

2. Measuring inclusive wealth

While this paper does not expand on wealth 
accounting theory, it o1ers a new application. A 
short description of the theory is helpful before 
explaining the methods employed. Following 
Arrow et al. (2012), inclusive wealth at time t is 
defined as the value of all capital assets:

 EQUATION 1 

W(t) = M
i 
 pi(t) Ki(t)

where pi(t) is the shadow price or marginal value 
of asset i at time t and Ki(t) is the amount of 
asset i at time t. Non-decreasing wealth means 
that the economy has the capacity to produce 
at least as much as in the past and is consistent 
with the definition of sustainability that has 
been adopted in the wealth accounting litera-
ture (e.g. 6++5( '7 6.. 2012). Inclusive invest-
ment is defined as the change in the value of all 
capital assets holding prices constant:

 EQUATION 2 

I(t) = M
i 
 pi (t) (Ki (t+B)–Ki(t))

Inclusive investment can be defined over any 
time period (month, quarter, year, or decade) 
as the data allow. A positive value for inclusive 
investment in period t implies that the produc-
tive capacity of the economy is greater in period 

t+! than it was in period t. However, this does 
not mean that the economy will enjoy higher 
consumption indefinitely as future declines in 
inclusive wealth are possible if inclusive invest-
ment is negative in the future. 

Technological change can be regarded as 
yet another form of capital asset. As shown in 
Arrow et al. (2012), if the rate of saving is small, 
the shadow price for the usual measure of 
technological change, total factor productivity 
(74&), will be approximately one. Thus, the 74& 
growth rate, R(t), can be added directly to inclu-
sive investment:

 EQUATION 3 

I(t) = R(t) + M
i
 pi (t) (Ki (t+B)–Ki(t))

To calculate inclusive wealth and inclusive 
investment, one would need estimates of the stock 
of each capital asset at the beginning and the end 
of the time period being considered as well as the 
shadow prices for each asset. For a non-renewable 
resource such as oil, the change in the stock is 
simply the negative of the amount extracted dur-
ing the period. Ignoring externalities associated 
with the use, the shadow price corresponds to the 
rental value, which is the price less the marginal 
cost of extraction.44 Data on physical capital (build-
ings, machines, equipment) and land are generally 
reported in dollars making the task of finding a 
shadow price unnecessary. 

Human capital is more di2cult to measure 
directly. Following Klenow and Rodríguez-Clare 
(1997), the amount of human capital per worker 
is defined as exp(rT), where r is the appropri-
ate rate of interest, assumed to be 8.5 percent 
per annum as in Arrow et al. (2012), and T is the 
average number of years of educational attain-
ment. The stock of human capital is the human 
capital per worker multiplied by the number of 
workers. The shadow price of a unit of human 
capital is calculated as the total wage bill divided 
by the total stock of human capital.

Population growth is assumed to be exog-
enous, has no e1ect on prices, and enters the 

4 The average cost of extraction is generally used 
due to data availability.
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production function multiplicatively. Under 
these assumptions one can account for popu-
lation growth simply by measuring all capital 
assets in per capita terms.55 In this chapter, all 
forms of capital are ultimately valued in per cap-
ita terms by dividing by the state population for 
the appropriate year. The assumption of exoge-
nous population growth implies an assumption 
that all migration is also exogenous.

3. Data and empirical results

In this chapter, data are used from the period 
1990–2000 to analyze economic growth in the 
!.-. 48 contiguous states. Table 1 presents real 
/%& per capita by state in 1990 and 2000 and 
then calculates the annual growth rate. The 
state-level real /%& data were obtained from 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the 
state-level population data were obtained from 
the !.-. Census Bureau. Both data series are 
publicly available. Over this 10-year period, the 
annual growth rates range from 4.5 percent in 
New Mexico to under 1 percent in Louisiana. 
Though not reported in Table 1, note that each 
state experienced some population growth 
over this 10-year period. North Dakota had the 
smallest population annual growth rate at less 
than 0.1 percent and Nevada had the largest at 
5.2 percent. 

The remainder of this section focuses on the 
calculation of inclusive wealth. The methods 
and data used for each general type of capital 
asset are presented separately.

3.1 Exhaustible natural capital

Exhaustible forms of natural capital include 
non-renewable energy and mineral resources. 
This chapter focuses on three energy resources 

5 See Arrow, Dasgupta, and Mäler (2003) for a com-
plete discussion of how population growth enters the 
theory and the conditions under which per capita val-
ues can be used.

– oil, coal, and natural gas – as these are by far 
the most valuable forms of natural capital.66 The 
state-level data for these resources are publicly 
available from the !.-. Energy Information 
Administration. For each resource, proven 
reserves and quantity extracted are reported 
for every year. Proven reserves are the known 
quantity that is economically recoverable given 
current technology. While the estimated proven 
reserve is available in every year, only the most 
recent year’s data are needed. Proven reserves 
tend to increase over time as new resources are 
discovered and new methods of extraction are 
developed. This is true even after subtracting 
the amount extracted. However, the stock of 
energy resources is a non-renewable resource 
which means that it is non-increasing by 
definition.

Thus, the stock of the exhaustible resource, 
K(t), in year t is defined according to: 

 EQUATION 4 

K(t)=K(T)+M
T-B

 
j=t 

X(j)

where X(j) is the total extraction for the state in 
year j and the most recent measure of proven 
reserves is given by K(T). The most recent proven 
reserves data is for 2009, so extraction data 
for each state for years 1990–2008 are needed 
for the calculation. The extraction data for oil, 
coal, and natural gas is also obtained from the 
!.-. Energy Information Administration. The 
results are presented in Table 2.

The shadow price for each of these goods 
should be state-specific as the extraction cost 
for the resource di1ers by state. However, 
state-specific estimates of the extraction cost 
were unavailable and so a !.-. average extrac-
tion cost estimate from the World Bank (2006) 

6 Future work could investigate the availability of 
state-level reserves and extraction data for a large 
number of mineral types. Recent work by the World 
Bank (2011) and Arrow et al. (2012) has shown that 
minerals are not nearly as valuable as energy resources, 
so it is unlikely that the result would be very different, 
though this is just speculation that would need to be 
confirmed by a more comprehensive accounting of all 
forms of exhaustible natural capital.
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data appendix is used. This is an important 
limitation as the cost of extracting oil, coal, and 
natural gas in some states is far greater than in 
others. The World Bank (2006) extraction cost 
estimates are an average over various types of 
!.-. extraction methods, not marginal costs. As 
a simplification, each resource is assumed to 
be homogeneous and an average price is used 
for the 1990–2000 period. This yielded shadow 
prices (average resource price less the average 
extraction cost) of !-$2.4877 per barrel for oil; 
$1.90 per short ton for coal; and $0.19 per thou-
sand cubic feet for natural gas. 

Another important limitation in this study is 
the disregard for capital gains. As explained in 
Arrow et al. (2012), as non-renewable resources 
are extracted the shadow price should increase 
for the stocks that are still underground. Thus, 
future consumers of non-renewable resources 
should expect to pay higher prices and future 
exporters of non-renewable resources should 
expect to make higher profits. However, data 
on the consumption and extraction behavior 
of not only every state, but also of the rest of 
the world would need to be obtained in order 
to calculate the capital gains. This pursuit is left 
for future research.

3.2 Land

Land is clearly an important capital asset and, 
fortunately, high-quality data are available 
for land use by state. The !.-. Department of 
Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation 
Service conducts a survey of land use by state 
every five years. Developed urban land is ignored 
in this section as it should be captured in the 
value of housing and the value of physical busi-
ness capital considered in Section 3.3. All federal 
land is excluded from the present analysis as it 
is not clear that this land should be counted as 

7 All monetary values in this chapter are expressed 
in US$.

part of the wealth of the state.88 This leaves non-
federal rural land. Table 3 reports the amount of 
non-federal rural land by state in thousands of 
acres for 1990 and 2000.99

Across the 48 states considered in this study, 
non-federal rural land declined by about 21 mil-
lion acres from 1990 to 2000. Nearly 95 percent 
of this reduction in non-federal rural land was 
due to urbanization. The remaining 5 percent 
was due to expansion of federal land and the 
creation of new water areas. New water areas 
include ponds, lakes, reservoirs, and estuaries. 
These new water areas are excluded from the 
analysis because of the di2culty in valuation.

The average quality of rural land di1ers 
widely across states. The !.-. Department of 
Agriculture’s National Agricultural Statistics 
Service provides estimates of the average price 
of an acre of rural land in each state. Not all 
years are available, so rather than take an aver-
age price over the 1990–2000 period, this chap-
ter uses the 1995 values. Using the average price 
of an acre of rural land as the shadow price 
implies assuming that the land market is thick 
and that distortions from taxes and government 
subsidies are small.

The average value of an acre of rural land in 
each state, as well as the value of the change in 
the amount of rural land (primarily reductions 
due to development), are also reported in Table 
3. The loss in rural land wealth for states that 
experienced a great deal of development would 
likely be o1set by gains in housing wealth and 
physical capital, though this depends on the 

8 The inclusive wealth of a state is the wealth owned 
by all inhabitants of that state. Land owned by the 
state government should obviously be included, but it 
is not clear how land owned by the federal government 
should be treated in the accounting. One option is 
that the value of federal land could be divided equally 
among all inhabitants of the country and thus assigned 
to the states in proportion to the population. However, 
this is an enormous task that would likely have little 
influence on the overall results.

9 The Natural Resources Conservation Service 
reports land use in 1987, 1992, 1997, and 2002.  The 1990 
and 2000 land use reported here are linear approxima-
tions using the two adjacent land use values.
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value of the rural land and housing market 
prices.

It would be interesting to disaggregate the 
rural land measure into its various component 
types such as pastureland, cultivated cropland, 
non-cultivated cropland, and forest. Over time, 
there is a great deal of conversion of one land 
type to another within the rural land category. 
However, average land values by sub-type and 
state were unavailable. Conducting the analysis 
with this finer level of detail would likely lead to 
smaller total land value losses as states convert 
less valuable rural land types into more valuable 
types. This gain is likely small compared to the 
loss from urbanization. Another limitation in 
this study is that the value of various renew-
able resources, such as groundwater and fish-
eries, is not included. Though these renewable 
resources are also likely small in value compared 
to the forms of capital that are included, these 
limitations point to the need for additional 
empirical work.

3.3 Physical capital

Physical capital is the stock of all buildings, 
homes, equipment, etc. Some of the stock of 
physical capital in a state is owned by investors 
outside of that state. This notion of inclusive 
wealth is the productive capital stock owned 
by a given state’s residents.1010 So, where possible, 
this chapter allocates wealth based on owner-
ship rather than location of the physical asset. 
This implies that migration from one state to 
another could have an important impact on 
wealth calculations.1111

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (*'6) pub-
lishes an annual estimate of the stock of fixed 

10 This is similar to Arrow et al. (2012) where the 
physical capital wealth estimates depended on the 
ownership of physical capital, not the location of that 
capital.

11 Migration of people with higher than average 
wealth increases the wealth per capita of the destina-
tion state.

reproducible tangible wealth. This includes 
estimates of the value of housing, consumer 
durable goods, and financial assets owned by 
households and non-profit organizations less 
home mortgages and other household debt. 
Assets owned by the government are included 
in the estimates. The value of assets owned by 
firms is not estimated directly as this should 
be captured by the value of corporate equities, 
equity in non-corporate business, and corporate 
bonds. The *'6 constructs these estimates using 
the Federal Reserve Flow of Funds Accounts.  
Unfortunately, the *'6 only publishes physical 
capital estimates for the nation as a whole; no 
data are available at the state level.

There is a great deal of state-level data on 
housing wealth. This chapter uses the state-
level housing wealth series employed in Case, 
Quigley, and Shiller (2005). These estimates of 
housing wealth were constructed from repeat 
sales price indexes, state-level home owner-
ship rates, and the number of households in 
each state. To simplify the analysis, all homes 
are assumed to be owner-occupied. This is an 
important limitation as about 30 percent of 
homes and apartments are rented rather than 
owned by the resident. The home value data 
also includes the value of the land.

To value the physical capital contained in 
businesses, this chapter uses the stock market 
holdings of all residents of the state. This allows 
for businesses in one state to be owned by resi-
dents of another state. The state-level stock 
market wealth series again comes from Case, 
Quigley, and Shiller (2005). These stock market 
estimates were constructed from the Federal 
Reserve Flow of Funds Accounts. For equities 
held by pension and mutual funds, the Survey 
of Consumer Finances is used to distribute the 
wealth to households geographically. Checking 
the state-level estimates against other data 
would have been preferred, but no alternative 
sources were known to the author.

Table 4 reports the housing and stock market 
wealth value by state in 1990 and 2000. Note 
that the stock market boom in the last half of the 
1990s is likely responsible for an overvaluation of 
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the true value of the physical capital owned by 
businesses. Using the book value rather than the 
market value of companies may be a better mea-
sure, though this would neglect real increases in 
the value of a business that are not captured by 
the purchase price of physical capital. 

Housing and stock market wealth account 
for about 70 percent of the *'6 estimate of the 
stock of physical capital. The remaining wealth 
is due to durable consumer goods, savings 
deposits, equity in non-corporate businesses, 
and government assets. Because there is no 
state-level source for these data, these types of 
physical capital in the analysis are ignored. This 
is similar to the treatment of non-energy forms 
of natural capital in Section 3.1 and the treat-
ment of water areas in Section 3.2 and implies 
that the results here are underestimates.

The value of urban land used by businesses 
is included in the value of the business and thus 
it would be double counting to have included 
urban land data in the land calculations of 
Section 3.2. A potentially important limitation 
is the double counting of the value of some 
energy companies. To the extent that the state 
has transferred ownership of non-renewable 
resources to firms, there should be a reduction 
in the valuation of the non-renewable resource 
discussed in Section 3.1.

Despite the limitations, using housing and 
stock market data to value physical capital is an 
important contribution to the literature on sus-
tainability. In particular, the stock market data 
allow for wealth accounting by ownership rather 
than by location. This is not a feature of the most 
widely-used 5')% international capital stock data. 

3.4 Human capital

The measure of human capital used here follows 
methods developed by Klenow and Rodríguez-
Clare (1997) and Arrow et al. (2010). Using this 
method requires state-level data on the level of 
educational attainment and an assumed rate 
of return on human capital. The state-level of 
educational attainment data are obtained for 

1990 and 2000 from the !.-. Census Bureau. 
Following Klenow and Rodríguez-Clare (1997) 
and Arrow et al. (2010), the rate of return of 
0.085 is used for all states, though this could be 
made state-specific if there was empirical evi-
dence suggesting that the rate of return di1ered 
by state.

The stock of human capital per capita in a 
state is defined as exp(.%() x T), where T is the 
average number of years of educational attain-
ment in the state. The stock of human capital 
per capita is reported by state in Table 5 for 
years 1990 and 2000. The change in the stock of 
human capital over time comes only from the 
increase in the average level of education. Note 
that all states experienced an increase in the 
average level of education.

The shadow price of a unit of human capi-
tal is equal to the discounted sum of the wages 
it would receive (the rental price) over the 
expected number of working years remaining. 
To arrive at this shadow price, the first required 
step is to calculate the state-specific average 
annual wage as the total wage bill for the state 
divided by the number of workers. The total 
wage bill by state is obtained from the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis and the number of employ-
ees comes from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
The average annual wage reported in Table 5 is 
the average annual wage per worker (not per 
unit of human capital) in 1990. By dividing the 
average annual wage per worker by the average 
stock of human capital per worker, we arrive at 
the rental price for a unit of human capital.

This rental price for a unit of human capital 
is received each year over the number of working 
years remaining with the rental price for future 
years discounted at the same rate assumed to be 
the rate of return on education. The resulting 
shadow price of a unit of human capital ranges 
over states from about $120,000 to $200,000. 
The value of the change in the stock of human 
capital per capita is obtained by multiplying 
this shadow price of a unit of human capital by 
the di1erence in the stock of human capital per 
capita between 1990 and 2000. This value of 
the change in the stock of human capital is then 
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multiplied by the state population to arrive at 
the total change in the value of human capital 
for the state as a whole and is reported in the 
last column of Table 5.

3.5 Overall changes in capital: inclusive 
investment

Table 6 reports the value of aggregate changes 
in each of the forms of capital considered. 
Exhaustible natural capital is depleted in most 
states, but there is a great deal of heterogene-
ity with some states extracting trillions of dol-
lars worth of energy resources over the 10-year 
period and other states extracting nothing. 
There is less heterogeneity in the decline in land 
capital as nearly all states experienced some loss 
of rural land due to development with the larg-
est decline occurring in Florida. While there are 
large gains in human capital, the gains in physi-
cal capital are nearly an order of magnitude 
larger.

Table 7 reports the value 
changes in each form of capi-
tal per capita. This not only 
makes it easier to compare 
states of very di1erent sizes, 
but also removes the e1ect 
of population growth. Again, 
physical capital gains domi-
nate the other forms of capital. 
Somewhat surprisingly, the 
change in inclusive wealth per 

capita is found to be negative for Wyoming. This 
is because the gains in physical and human capi-
tal were not enough to overcome the !-$54,000 
per capita decline in natural resources over the 
10-year period.

The final column of Table 7 reports that 
annual total factor productivity (74&) growth 
rate over 1990-2000 from Sharma et al. (2007). 
As explained in Section 2, 74& can be thought 
of as another form of capital and because it has 
a shadow price of one, the 74& growth rate can 
be directly added to the growth rate of all other 
forms of capital in dollars. 

The annual growth rate for inclusive wealth 
is reported in Table 8. The first column reports 
the inclusive wealth annual growth rate with-
out accounting for population growth. The 
second column reports the inclusive wealth per 
capita annual growth rate. The third column 
adds the 74& growth rate to the inclusive wealth 
per capita annual growth rate reported in col-
umn (2). Finally, the fourth column reports the 
/%& per capita annual growth rate to serve as 

FIGURE 1FIGURE 1

Per capita inclusive wealth 
and GDP annual growth 
rates

Notes: The per capita inclusive wealth 

growth rate reported in Column (2) of 

Table 8 is plotted against the per capita 

GDP growth rate for each state along 

with the linear regression line.
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a comparison to the wealth 
growth rates reported in col-
umns (2) and (3).

The relationship between 
the inclusive wealth per capita 
annual growth rate and the 
/%& per capita annual growth 
rate is illustrated in Figure 1. 
This figure shows that there is 
a slightly positive relationship 
but a great deal of heteroge-
neity. In general, /%& growth 
exceeds inclusive wealth growth for all but a 
handful of states. In New Mexico, for example, 
the annual growth rate for /%& per capita is 4.5 
percent, the fastest growth rate in the !.-., while 
the annual growth rate for inclusive wealth per 
capita is less than 1 percent, one of the slowest 
growth rates. However, this does not necessar-
ily imply that states are under-investing because 
Figure 1 does not include productivity growth.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of the 
sum of the 74& annual growth rate and the inclu-
sive wealth per capita annual growth rate with 
the /%& per capita annual growth rate. The rela-
tionship is quite negative, implying that those 
states with the highest /%& growth rates tend to 
have lower inclusive wealth growth rates. 

3.6 State-level inclusive wealth inequality

The results can also be used to investigate state-
level wealth inequality. By ranking each state by 
its inclusive wealth per capita in 2000, a state-

level inclusive wealth Lorenz Curve is created 
(see Figure 3). In this figure, all inhabitants of 
a state are assumed to have the average level 
of inclusive wealth of that state. The 45-degree 
line represents the percentage of total inclusive 
wealth in the 48 contiguous states owned by that 
percentage of the total population if all states 
had the same inclusive wealth per capita. The 
darker curved line represents the actual distri-
bution of inclusive wealth over the population.

Figure 3 shows a very low level of wealth 
inequality across states. In fact, the Gini coef-
ficient is 0.09 which represents a quite equal 
distribution of wealth. Financial wealth in the 
!.-. over households is estimated to have a Gini 
coe2cient of 0.81, a very unequal distribution 
of wealth (*5:'+ 2010). It seems likely that the 
distribution of inclusive wealth would have a 
lower Gini coe2cient than 0.81, though this is 
just speculation. Regardless, it seems that only 
a small amount of inclusive wealth inequality 
is due to state-level di1erences. It is likely that 

FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

Inclusive wealth + TFP 
growth rate

Notes: The sum of the per capita inclu-

sive wealth growth rate and the TFP 

growth rate reported in Column (3) of 

Table 8 is plotted against the per capita 

GDP growth rate for each state along 

with the linear regression line.
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inclusive wealth inequality 
across individuals within a 
state is much larger.

4. Conclusion

This chapter has applied the 
inclusive wealth framework 
to !.-. states from 1990 to 
2000. The purpose is to apply 
this new approach of growth 
accounting to an environment 

with good data availability and reliability. One 
important lesson is that the rate of economic 
growth as measured by inclusive wealth can 
be quite di1erent than the rate of economic 
growth implied by /%& figures. The negative 
slope in Figure 2 is especially meaningful as it 
implies that those states with high /%& growth 
rates tend to have much lower rates of inclusive 
wealth growth. This does not imply that any 
state is currently on an unsustainable path as 
all have positive inclusive investment per capita. 
However, the negative slope in Figure 2 does 

imply that high /%& growth states are investing 
at much lower rates than low /%& growth states 
on average. 

There are significant data challenges which 
limit applying the inclusive wealth theory 
empirically, even in the !.-. where data reli-
ability and available are quite good. Data limita-
tions, particularly in the number of capital types 
considered in the analysis and in the aggrega-
tion of capital assets into broad categories, are 
described in the paper. One important policy 
recommendation is for state governments to 
collect capital stock data in order to perform 
this type of inclusive wealth accounting. This 
would enable states to measure their rate of 
inclusive investment. Easy access to this type 
of data would make it clear to policy-makers if 
current /%& growth rates are sustainable in the 
long-run.

Despite the data challenges, this exercise 
produced empirical estimates of inclusive 
wealth growth rates that provide meaningful 
insights. The most important implication is 
that states with an inclusive wealth per capita 
annual growth rate that is less than their /%& 
per capita annual growth rate should increase 
inclusive investment in order to sustain higher 
/%& growth rates in the long-run. State govern-
ments could increase inclusive investment by 
encouraging education, reducing the extraction 
of natural resources, and increasing the con-
struction of public infrastructure. 

It is hoped that other researchers will make 
improvements to the methods used here by 
including additional forms of capital, disaggre-
gating the forms of capital considered here, and 
by using more micro-data with the potential 
to reduce the need for broad aggregation over 
individuals. That the annual growth rates using 
these inclusive wealth figures are so di1erent 
from those using the /%& figures is an indica-
tion that there is great potential for important 
contributions in the area of growth accounting.
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State-level inclusive wealth 
Lorenz curve
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State

Real GDP
Per Capita

1990

Real GDP
Per Capita

2000

Real GDP
Per Capita

Change

Real GDP 
Per Capita

Growth Rate

Alabama $24,142 $29,794 $5,652 2.13%

Arizona $24,315 $34,695 $10,380 3.62%

Arkansas $22,330 $28,849 $6,518 2.59%

California $34,654 $43,254 $8,600 2.24%

Colorado $31,833 $45,089 $13,256 3.54%

Connecticut $43,245 $54,302 $11,057 2.30%

Delaware $52,008 $59,595 $7,587 1.37%

Florida $28,377 $34,198 $5,821 1.88%

Georgia $30,272 $40,062 $9,790 2.84%

Idaho $20,349 $30,329 $9,980 4.07%

Illinois $33,835 $43,186 $9,351 2.47%

Indiana $27,309 $36,429 $9,119 2.92%

Iowa $26,559 $35,957 $9,398 3.08%

Kansas $29,203 $36,359 $7,156 2.22%

Kentucky $25,253 $31,691 $6,438 2.30%

Louisiana $34,264 $37,597 $3,333 0.93%

Maine $27,092 $32,603 $5,511 1.87%

Maryland $34,122 $39,486 $5,364 1.47%

Massachusetts $35,288 $47,355 $12,067 2.98%

Michigan $29,386 $37,282 $7,896 2.41%

Minnesota $31,403 $42,801 $11,397 3.14%

Mississippi $20,722 $26,679 $5,957 2.56%

Missouri $28,675 $36,530 $7,855 2.45%

Montana $24,353 $28,547 $4,193 1.60%

Nebraska $29,558 $38,028 $8,469 2.55%

Nevada $37,398 $43,630 $6,232 1.55%

New Hampshire $26,578 $39,292 $12,713 3.99%

New Jersey $39,714 $46,647 $6,934 1.62%

New Mexico $20,669 $32,144 $11,475 4.51%

New York $38,207 $45,438 $7,231 1.75%

North Carolina $29,683 $39,155 $9,472 2.81%

North Dakota $24,201 $33,130 $8,930 3.19%

Ohio $29,153 $37,761 $8,608 2.62%

Oklahoma $26,597 $31,937 $5,340 1.85%

Oregon $23,155 $35,338 $12,183 4.32%

Pennsylvania $29,543 $36,828 $7,285 2.23%

Rhode Island $30,905 $36,504 $5,599 1.68%

South Carolina $26,173 $32,512 $6,339 2.19%

South Dakota $23,817 $35,533 $11,716 4.08%

Tennessee $26,931 $34,735 $7,803 2.58%

Texas $31,887 $41,659 $9,772 2.71%

Utah $26,386 $35,488 $9,102 3.01%

Vermont $26,273 $32,738 $6,465 2.22%

Virginia $34,069 $41,977 $7,908 2.11%

Washington $36,029 $43,839 $7,810 1.98%

West Virginia $21,455 $27,422 $5,966 2.48%

Wisconsin $28,088 $37,061 $8,973 2.81%

Wyoming $39,314 $46,844 $7,530 1.77%

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Real GDP per capita growth rate by state

Notes: GDP is in chained 2005 dollars. Data from the BEA and 

the U.S. Census Bureau. Calculations by the author.
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State
Oil

1990

Oil
Extracted
1990–2000

Coal
1990

Coal
Extracted
1990–2000

Natural Gas
1990

Natural Gas
Extracted
1990–2000

Alabama 180 90 4,546 247 9,046 3,057

Arizona 0   0 327 119 0 0

Arkansas 169 79 102 1 15,280 1,819

California 8,116 2,899 50 1 7,985 2,539

Colorado 716 251 16,585 240 39,100 4,676

Florida 95 56 0 0 97 58

Georgia 0 0 50 0 0 0

Idaho 0 0 50 0 0 0

Illinois 288 134 9,967 491 0 0

Indiana 44 18 9,967 320 0 0

Iowa 0 0 2,200 0 0 0

Kansas 1,029 429 406 4 13,322 6,059

Kentucky 69 30 32,062 1,563 4,251 657

Louisiana 1,973 1,007 471 33 48,956 14,771

Maryland 0 0 480 37 0 0

Michigan 206 115 50 0 6,683 1,777

Mississippi 632 202 128 1 2,869 1,016

Missouri 0 0 6,016 12 0 0

Montana 755 160 119,796 394 2,427 497

Nebraska 73 41 0 0 0 0

New Mexico 1,913 636 12,532 262 43,172 13,097

North Carolina 0 0 50 0 0 0

New York 0 0 0 0 771 189

North Dakota 0 0 9,507 304 2,089 468

Ohio 156 74 23,628 290 2,838 1,145

Oklahoma 1,935 780 1,533 17 55,746 16,976

Oregon 0 0 50 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 40 13 28,329 660 10,046 1,353

South Dakota 0 0 50 0 0 0

Tennessee 0 0 471 42 0 0

Texas 13,977 5,330 13,179 538 184,707 47,230

Utah 719 170 5,688 244 12,073 1,570

Virginia 0 0 2,167 380 4,487 433

Washington 0 0 1,383 48 0 0

West Virginia 52 19 35,140 1,627 9,679 1,709

Wyoming 1,750 724 68,148 2,491 59,387 7,959

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Exhaustible natural capital

Notes: Data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

Oil is measured in millions of barrels; natural gas is measured 

in billions of cubic feet; and coal is measured in millions of 

short tons. Calculations by the author.
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State
Rural Land 
Area 
1990

Rural Land 
Area 
2000

Average 
Value 
per Acre

Total 
Value of 
Change

Alabama 29,389.5 28,705.4 $1,613 -$1,103.2

Arizona 40,937.2 40,778.3 $1,075 -$170.9

Arkansas 28,799.3 28,434.4 $1,258 -$459.2

California 48,720.5 47,415.6 $282 -$367.5

Colorado 41,123.1 40,820.9 $666 -$201.1

Connecticut 2,157.6 2,064.5 $7,616 -$709.0

Delaware 1,030.2 980.8 $3,123 -$154.4

Florida 27,371.5 26,008.8 $2,701 -$3,680.5

Georgia 31,960.9 30,619.5 $1,613 -$2,163.5

Idaho 18,847.4 18,567.0 $1,075 -$301.5

Illinois 32,049.2 31,690.2 $2,330 -$836.3

Indiana 20,380.9 20,066.1 $2,074 -$652.8

Iowa 33,731.9 33,567.1 $1,728 -$284.9

Kansas 49,832.3 49,626.0 $685 -$141.3

Kentucky 22,706.8 22,175.0 $1,600 -$850.9

Louisiana 24,935.1 24,600.0 $1,382 -$463.2

Maine 18,940.7 18,751.8 $1,446 -$273.2

Maryland 4,967.6 4,685.1 $3,968 -$1,120.8

Massachusetts 3,607.4 3,273.3 $6,477 -$2,164.2

Michigan 29,812.5 29,102.7 $1,702 -$1,208.4

Minnesota 45,641.0 45,291.4 $1,216 -$425.1

Mississippi 26,768.1 26,304.2 $1,134 -$526.1

Missouri 39,596.8 39,166.0 $1,126 -$485.2

Montana 65,077.1 65,036.9 $355 -$14.3

Nebraska 47,377.0 47,270.2 $742 -$79.3

Nevada 10,214.1 10,049.9 $370 -$60.8

New Hampshire 4,451.8 4,316.9 $2,880 -$388.5

New Jersey 3,135.1 2,825.2 $8,960 -$2,777.2

New Mexico 50,556.9 50,129.7 $268 -$114.3

New York 26,897.9 26,349.9 $1,638 -$897.8

North Carolina 25,582.0 24,398.2 $2,240 -$2,651.7

North Dakota 41,601.0 41,444.4 $477 -$74.8

Ohio 22,486.1 21,847.6 $2,240 -$1,430.2

Oklahoma 41,004.2 40,701.6 $700 -$211.9

Oregon 29,079.4 28,796.3 $1,080 -$305.9

Pennsylvania 24,642.7 23,753.4 $2,816 -$2,504.3

Rhode Island 465.6 445.1 $8,320 -$170.6

South Carolina 16,483.8 15,823.5 $1,715 -$1,132.5

South Dakota 44,553.6 44,438.1 $387 -$44.6

Tennessee 22,959.3 22,218.2 $1,715 -$1,271.1

Texas 158,454.2 156,840.3 $672 -$1,084.5

Utah 17,549.4 17,618.0 $909 $62.4

Vermont 5,211.8 5,125.5 $1,856 -$160.2

Virginia 20,342.8 19,744.5 $2,202 -$1,317.2

Washington 28,791.7 28,318.7 $1,370 -$647.9

West Virginia 13,459.4 13,102.7 $1,178 -$420.0

Wisconsin 30,644.3 30,311.3 $1,331 -$443.3

Wyoming 32,855.9 32,784.5 $246 -$17.5

TABLE 3TABLE 3

Non-federal rural land 
value

Notes: Land is reported in thousands 

of acres. The value of the change in 

rural land is reported in millions of 2005 

dollars.
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State Housing Wealth 
1990

Housing Wealth 
2000

Stock Market 
Wealth 1990

Stock Market 
Wealth 2000

Alabama $59,507.7 $84,224.8 $50,004.4 $133,836.4

Arizona $77,664.9 $130,482.6 $90,729.0 $262,553.1

Arkansas $28,330.7 $37,328.6 $31,520.7 $71,681.1

California $1,327,167.8 $1,344,377.8 $742,211.8 $2,010,736.0

Colorado $74,425.9 $159,984.6 $152,113.5 $522,204.7

Connecticut $156,864.0 $141,777.2 $116,999.0 $423,787.2

Delaware $20,286.8 $23,382.2 $27,625.1 $68,840.9

Florida $285,305.0 $373,479.7 $351,464.3 $1,613,398.7

Georgia $121,092.1 $194,106.5 $101,459.6 $276,799.1

Idaho $14,933.9 $27,518.8 $22,017.6 $59,188.9

Illinois $262,500.6 $345,320.9 $314,871.4 $836,122.2

Indiana $88,394.7 $130,318.2 $103,464.3 $240,530.4

Iowa $35,738.1 $49,749.5 $83,855.9 $229,912.3

Kansas $37,551.2 $45,737.1 $90,522.1 $193,811.9

Kentucky $48,844.9 $74,839.6 $53,536.9 $96,028.2

Louisiana $60,281.6 $80,441.7 $59,790.1 $128,326.9

Maine $25,562.8 $25,689.5 $25,411.6 $60,588.7

Maryland $166,633.4 $186,286.0 $140,308.9 $326,424.2

Massachusetts $219,328.2 $237,960.5 $226,781.6 $1,023,827.5

Michigan $171,723.2 $252,387.7 $265,080.2 $721,585.0

Minnesota $90,747.9 $138,077.0 $185,931.4 $620,933.4

Mississippi $29,210.8 $41,121.3 $24,998.3 $81,407.9

Missouri $86,748.6 $116,565.6 $176,251.2 $426,377.5

Montana $10,185.0 $17,180.7 $22,388.0 $61,556.2

Nebraska $21,758.5 $31,234.9 $55,940.1 $129,394.9

Nevada $26,556.9 $51,321.9 $22,683.8 $88,132.4

New Hampshire $32,676.0 $34,157.9 $30,355.3 $77,861.0

New Jersey $318,604.7 $308,545.8 $577,153.3 $812,277.8

New Mexico $26,209.0 $42,290.3 $28,859.4 $77,076.2

New York $444,422.7 $442,301.0 $609,043.2 $1,996,242.9

North Carolina $117,904.9 $172,848.3 $111,551.8 $282,736.7

North Dakota $6,606.6 $8,403.9 $13,259.8 $53,275.0

Ohio $205,327.7 $277,324.5 $287,050.9 $653,173.7

Oklahoma $42,246.3 $53,825.9 $48,006.5 $118,799.3

Oregon $51,798.4 $98,752.5 $74,811.3 $208,450.4

Pennsylvania $273,139.5 $286,023.3 $314,506.8 $866,540.5

Rhode Island $32,431.2 $29,258.3 $22,153.5 $61,670.1

South Carolina $56,203.9 $80,698.6 $42,308.9 $104,826.6

South Dakota $6,911.8 $10,245.6 $19,402.9 $49,856.8

Tennessee $79,389.4 $118,926.5 $75,021.2 $198,577.0

Texas $266,619.0 $365,907.7 $301,788.2 $694,792.7

Utah $29,735.5 $69,962.9 $30,065.7 $83,887.6

Vermont $11,600.7 $11,702.0 $26,638.2 $37,763.1

Virginia $174,970.3 $194,299.9 $150,218.4 $324,737.7

Washington $136,665.6 $214,529.6 $138,605.6 $368,360.6

West Virginia $23,754.0 $30,513.2 $19,235.4 $47,028.6

Wisconsin $81,210.5 $121,490.9 $140,439.7 $418,154.2

Wyoming $6,315.1 $10,079.6 $16,364.8 $29,134.4

TABLE 4TABLE 4

Physical capital

Notes: The value is measured in mil-

lions of 2005 dollars.
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State
Housing 
Wealth 
1990

Housing 
Wealth 
2000

Stock Market 
Wealth 
1990

Stock Market 
Wealth 
2000

Alabama 2.79 2.87 $39,969 $22,925.8

Arizona 2.90 2.95 $43,551 $17,833.9

Arkansas 2.76 2.84 $36,382 $12,778.4

California 2.92 2.97 $56,101 $124,622.2

Colorado 3.01 3.09 $48,326 $30,984.5

Connecticut 2.99 3.07 $57,889 $27,353.3

Delaware 2.91 2.98 $48,695 $5,211.0

Florida 2.86 2.93 $42,837 $83,482.6

Georgia 2.85 2.95 $45,166 $62,943.0

Idaho 2.87 2.94 $39,480 $5,776.8

Illinois 2.90 2.98 $49,681 $93,822.0

Indiana 2.84 2.91 $41,514 $33,641.1

Iowa 2.86 2.94 $37,268 $15,957.5

Kansas 2.92 3.00 $40,806 $15,750.7

Kentucky 2.76 2.85 $39,475 $23,303.6

Louisiana 2.80 2.86 $39,758 $17,258.2

Maine 2.88 2.96 $39,600 $7,143.7

Maryland 2.98 3.07 $50,254 $39,998.9

Massachusetts 2.99 3.10 $54,686 $65,028.8

Michigan 2.86 2.94 $48,688 $70,336.0

Minnesota 2.93 3.02 $45,264 $41,342.2

Mississippi 2.77 2.83 $35,841 $10,145.8

Missouri 2.85 2.93 $42,288 $34,547.2

Montana 2.90 2.98 $35,529 $4,213.8

Nebraska 2.90 2.98 $38,743 $10,004.7

Nevada 2.84 2.88 $45,029 $7,072.3

New Hampshire 2.96 3.04 $43,828 $7,822.3

New Jersey 2.94 3.03 $54,963 $69,080.9

New Mexico 2.89 2.95 $39,850 $6,081.8

New York 2.92 3.00 $56,937 $129,579.0

North Carolina 2.82 2.92 $41,916 $59,764.1

North Dakota 2.86 2.93 $34,950 $3,297.5

Ohio 2.85 2.93 $43,822 $75,764.4

Oklahoma 2.85 2.91 $39,944 $12,523.7

Oregon 2.92 2.99 $43,573 $18,134.9

Pennsylvania 2.86 2.94 $45,092 $82,707.0

Rhode Island 2.88 2.96 $44,629 $6,346.2

South Carolina 2.81 2.89 $39,706 $22,745.3

South Dakota 2.85 2.94 $33,436 $3,942.4

Tennessee 2.79 2.88 $40,321 $34,681.3

Texas 2.87 2.92 $45,492 $80,703.3

Utah 2.95 3.01 $40,274 $9,166.4

Vermont 2.96 3.05 $39,112 $3,821.2

Virginia 2.93 3.03 $49,184 $58,633.1

Washington 2.95 3.03 $50,814 $37,676.8

West Virginia 2.75 2.82 $38,317 $7,804.1

Wisconsin 2.87 2.95 $40,726 $36,256.4

Wyoming 2.90 2.96 $39,080 $2,078.0

TABLE 5TABLE 5

Human capital 
Notes: The value of the change in 

human capital is measured in millions 

of 2005 dollars.
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TABLE 6TABLE 6

Change in comprehensive wealth (millions of 2005 dollars)
Notes: The value of the change in human capital is measured in millions of 2005 dollars.

State Natural Capital 
2000–1990

Land  Capital 
2000–1990

Physical Capital 
2000–1990

Human Capital 
2000–1990

Total Change 
2000–1990

Annual Growth 
Rate

Alabama -$1,629.8 -$1,103.2 $108,549.2 $22,925.8 $128,742.0 1.24%

Arizona -$289.4 -$170.9 $224,641.9 $17,833.9 $242,015.5 1.81%

Arkansas -$695.6 -$459.2 $49,158.2 $12,778.4 $60,781.8 1.07%

California -$9,821.3 -$367.5 $1,285,734.3 $124,622.2 $1,400,167.7 1.25%

Colorado -$2,517.6 -$201.1 $455,649.8 $30,984.5 $483,915.6 2.97%

Connecticut -$709.0 $291,701.4 $27,353.3 $318,345.7 2.19%

Delaware -$154.4 $44,311.2 $5,211.0 $49,367.8 1.72%

Florida -$191.8 -$3,680.5 $1,350,109.0 $83,482.6 $1,429,719.3 3.19%

Georgia -$2,163.5 $248,353.8 $62,943.0 $309,133.3 1.36%

Idaho -$301.5 $49,756.2 $5,776.8 $55,231.5 1.77%

Illinois -$1,619.4 -$836.3 $604,071.0 $93,822.0 $695,437.3 1.69%

Indiana -$835.4 -$652.8 $178,989.6 $33,641.1 $211,142.5 1.28%

Iowa -$284.9 $160,067.8 $15,957.5 $175,740.4 2.10%

Kansas -$2,844.9 -$141.3 $111,475.7 $15,750.7 $124,240.2 1.56%

Kentucky -$4,056.2 -$850.9 $68,486.1 $23,303.6 $86,882.6 0.86%

Louisiana -$6,868.8 -$463.2 $88,696.9 $17,258.2 $98,623.1 0.97%

Maine -$273.2 $35,303.9 $7,143.7 $42,174.4 1.22%

Maryland -$90.0 -$1,120.8 $205,768.0 $39,998.9 $244,556.1 1.42%

Massachusetts -$2,164.2 $815,678.2 $65,028.8 $878,542.8 3.20%

Michigan -797.2 -$1,208.4 $537,169.3 $70,336.0 $605,499.7 1.93%

Minnesota -$425.1 $482,331.0 $41,342.2 $523,248.1 2.86%

Mississippi -$890.7 -$526.1 $68,320.1 $10,145.8 $77,049.1 1.39%

Missouri -$29.2 -$485.2 $279,943.3 $34,547.2 $313,976.1 1.87%

Montana -$1,586.9 -$14.3 $46,163.9 $4,213.8 $48,776.5 0.94%

Nebraska -$130.1 -$79.3 $82,931.1 $10,004.7 $92,726.4 1.77%

Nevada -$60.8 $90,213.6 $7,072.3 $97,225.1 1.68%

New Hampshire -$388.5 $48,987.6 $7,822.3 $56,421.4 1.46%

New Jersey -$2,777.2 $225,065.7 $69,080.9 $291,369.4 0.87%

New Mexico -$5,841.0 -$114.3 $64,298.2 $6,081.8 $64,424.7 1.42%

New York -$46.0 -$897.8 $1,385,078.0 $129,579.0 $1,513,713.2 2.19%

North Carolina -$2,651.7 $226,128.3 $59,764.1 $283,240.7 1.33%

North Dakota -$853.1 -$74.8 $41,812.3 $3,297.5 $44,181.9 2.18%

Ohio -$1,218.6 -$1,430.2 $438,119.5 $75,764.4 $511,235.1 1.50%

Oklahoma -$6,645.6 -$211.9 $82,372.3 $12,523.7 $88,038.5 1.10%

Oregon -$305.9 $180,593.1 $18,134.9 $198,422.1 2.02%

Pennsylvania -$1,975.4 -$2,504.3 $564,917.4 $82,707.0 $643,144.7 1.74%

Rhode Island -$170.6 $36,343.7 $6,346.2 $42,519.3 1.42%

South Carolina -$1,132.5 $87,012.4 $22,745.3 $108,625.2 1.15%

South Dakota -$44.6 $33,787.7 $3,942.4 $37,685.5 1.96%

Tennessee -$102.1 -$1,271.1 $163,093.0 $34,681.3 $196,401.1 1.37%

Texas -$29,712.2 -$1,084.5 $492,293.3 $80,703.3 $542,199.9 0.98%

Utah -$1,514.8 $62.4 $94,049.3 $9,166.4 $101,763.3 1.72%

Vermont -$160.2 $11,226.2 $3,821.2 $14,887.2 0.84%

Virginia -$1,029.5 -$1,317.2 $193,848.9 $58,633.1 $250,135.3 1.09%

Washington -116.7 -$647.9 $307,619.0 $37,676.8 $344,531.2 1.80%

West Virginia -4,432.8 -$420.0 $34,552.5 $7,804.1 $37,503.8 0.82%

Wisconsin -$443.3 $317,995.0 $36,256.4 $353,808.1 2.18%

Wyoming -$10,291.7 -$17.5 $16,534.2 $2,078.0 $8,303.0 0.26%
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TABLE 7TABLE 7

Change in comprehensive wealth per capita (2005 dollars)

State
Natural  
Capital 

2000–1990

Land   
Capital 

2000–1990

Physical 
Capital 

2000–1990

Human  
Capital

2000–1990

Total  
Change

2000–1990

Annual 
Growth  

Rate

TFP 
Growth  

Rate

Alabama -$676 -$1,309 $21,932 $11,871 $31,819 1.24% 1.45%

Arizona -$118 -$3,478 $30,300 $7,952 $34,656 0.99% 0.25%

Arkansas -$491 -$2,033 $15,280 $11,029 $23,785 0.99% 0.99%

California -$399 -$65 $29,601 $8,602 $37,738 1.02% 1.56%

Colorado -$4,315 -$2,007 $89,052 $13,996 $96,726 2.04% 0.72%

Connecticut -$387 $82,506 $16,155 $98,273 2.22% 1.08%

Delaware -$914 $45,660 $12,392 $57,139 1.35% 2.14%

Florida -$17 -$1,301 $74,902 $11,809 $85,393 2.55% 1.52%

Georgia -$4 -$1,922 $23,013 $15,938 $37,025 1.07% 1.08%

Idaho -$27 -$4,665 $30,204 $10,323 $35,835 1.19% 0.06%

Illinois -$305 -$587 $44,550 $15,521 $59,180 1.65% 1.13%

Indiana -$524 -$777 $26,341 $11,214 $36,254 1.22% 0.96%

Iowa -$98 -$1,160 $52,484 $10,794 $62,020 2.07% 1.14%

Kansas -$1,294 -$1,136 $37,330 $11,701 $46,601 1.45% 1.39%

Kentucky -$2,890 -$1,076 $14,475 $12,754 $23,263 0.85% 1.00%

Louisiana -$1,793 -$560 $18,257 $8,999 $24,903 1.03% 2.54%

Maine -$1,014 $26,153 $11,837 $36,976 1.31% 1.84%

Maryland -$40 -$608 $32,565 $16,292 $48,208 1.34% 1.80%

Massachusetts -$550 $124,179 $19,532 $143,161 3.14% 0.61%

Michigan -$97 -$474 $50,919 $15,041 $65,389 1.94% 1.74%

Minnesota -$1,488 $90,770 $15,398 $104,680 2.55% 0.93%

Mississippi -$424 -$1,305 $21,986 $8,796 $29,053 1.35% 1.26%

Missouri -$249 -$831 $45,546 $12,569 $57,034 1.76% 1.42%

Montana -$43,909 -$3,320 $46,441 $10,769 $9,981 0.16% 1.37%

Nebraska -$87 -$1,769 $44,596 $10,986 $53,725 1.64% 0.90%

Nevada -$1,258 $28,691 $6,887 $34,320 0.75% 1.35%

New Hampshire -$1,509 $33,614 $12,576 $44,681 1.30% -0.17%

New Jersey -$619 $17,467 $17,294 $34,142 0.79% 1.23%

New Mexico -$8,323 -$1,533 $29,326 $8,166 $27,635 0.94% -0.73%

New York -$3 -$175 $69,841 $15,001 $84,664 2.21% 1.18%

North Carolina -$3 -$1,844 $21,920 $15,265 $35,338 1.12% 0.56%

North Dakota -$1,552 -$303 $65,023 $10,063 $73,230 2.30% 1.01%

Ohio -$346 -$331 $36,551 $13,470 $49,345 1.57% 1.29%

Oklahoma -$2,585 -$872 $21,301 $8,460 $26,304 1.04% 1.48%

Oregon -$7 -$1,922 $45,249 $11,210 $54,529 1.62% -0.15%

Pennsylvania -$351 -$389 $44,415 $14,532 $58,206 1.86% 1.27%

Rhode Island -$331 $32,206 $13,313 $45,187 1.51% 0.78%

South Carolina -$1,335 $17,956 $12,228 $28,849 1.07% 1.44%

South Dakota -$14 -$1,990 $41,760 $10,432 $50,189 1.83% 0.83%

Tennessee -$51 -$1,370 $24,098 $12,709 $35,385 1.22% 1.15%

Texas -$2,744 -$1,215 $17,292 $8,557 $21,889 0.68% 1.30%

Utah -$3,200 -$2,086 $33,979 $8,524 $37,215 1.12% 0.87%

Vermont -$1,537 $13,367 $12,793 $24,622 0.79% 1.39%

Virginia -$273 -$1,089 $20,722 $16,674 $36,033 0.98% 1.70%

Washington -$137 -$1,485 $42,440 $13,896 $54,714 1.43% 1.34%

West Virginia -$2,847 -$303 $18,930 $10,606 $26,386 1.02% 0.92%

Wisconsin -$813 $55,199 $12,794 $67,180 2.04% 1.13%

Wyoming -$54,470 -$1,498 $29,366 $8,684 -$17,918 -0.26% 1.55%
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TABLE 8TABLE 8

Annual growth rates

State
Inclusive Wealth GDP Per 

Capita (4)Total (1) Per Capita (2) +TFP (3)

Alabama 1.24% 1.24% 2.69% 2.13%

Arizona 1.81% 0.99% 1.24% 3.62%

Arkansas 1.07% 0.99% 1.98% 2.59%

California 1.25% 1.02% 2.58% 2.24%

Colorado 2.97% 2.04% 2.76% 3.54%

Connecticut 2.19% 2.22% 3.30% 2.30%

Delaware 1.72% 1.35% 3.49% 1.37%

Florida 3.19% 2.55% 4.07% 1.88%

Georgia 1.36% 1.07% 2.15% 2.84%

Idaho 1.77% 1.19% 1.25% 4.07%

Illinois 1.69% 1.65% 2.78% 2.47%

Indiana 1.28% 1.22% 2.18% 2.92%

Iowa 2.10% 2.07% 3.21% 3.08%

Kansas 1.56% 1.45% 2.84% 2.22%

Kentucky 0.86% 0.85% 1.85% 2.30%

Louisiana 0.97% 1.03% 3.57% 0.93%

Maine 1.22% 1.31% 3.15% 1.87%

Maryland 1.42% 1.34% 3.14% 1.47%

Massachusetts 3.20% 3.14% 3.75% 2.98%

Michigan 1.93% 1.94% 3.68% 2.41%

Minnesota 2.86% 2.55% 3.48% 3.14%

Mississippi 1.39% 1.35% 2.61% 2.56%

Missouri 1.87% 1.76% 3.18% 2.45%

Montana 0.94% 0.16% 1.53% 1.60%

Nebraska 1.77% 1.64% 2.54% 2.55%

Nevada 1.68% 0.75% 2.10% 1.55%

New Hampshire 1.46% 1.30% 1.13% 3.99%

New Jersey 0.87% 0.79% 2.02% 1.62%

New Mexico 1.42% 0.94% 0.21% 4.51%

New York 2.19% 2.21% 3.39% 1.75%

North Carolina 1.33% 1.12% 1.68% 2.81%

North Dakota 2.18% 2.30% 3.31% 3.19%

Ohio 1.50% 1.57% 2.86% 2.62%

Oklahoma 1.10% 1.04% 2.52% 1.85%

Oregon 2.02% 1.62% 1.47% 4.32%

Pennsylvania 1.74% 1.86% 3.13% 2.23%

Rhode Island 1.42% 1.51% 2.29% 1.68%

South Carolina 1.15% 1.07% 2.51% 2.19%

South Dakota 1.96% 1.83% 2.66% 4.08%

Tennessee 1.37% 1.22% 2.37% 2.58%

Texas 0.98% 0.68% 1.98% 2.71%

Utah 1.72% 1.12% 1.99% 3.01%

Vermont 0.84% 0.79% 2.18% 2.22%

Virginia 1.09% 0.98% 2.68% 2.11%

Washington 1.80% 1.43% 2.77% 1.98%

West Virginia 0.82% 1.02% 1.94% 2.48%

Wisconsin 2.18% 2.04% 3.17% 2.81%

Wyoming 0.26% -0.26% 1.29% 1.77%
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KEY MESSAGES

This chapter explores the impact of inter-
national trade on sustainable development and 
the measurement of genuine (or adjusted net) 
savings at both the global and domestic levels. 

The chapter draws crucial distinctions 
between production- and consumption-based 
approaches to measuring changes in inclu-
sive wealth, as well as between the notions of 
domestic and global sustainability, where the 
latter is defined in terms of the global genuine 
savings rate.

By looking only at per-country inclusive 
wealth accounting, we potentially weaken our 
understanding of global performance. The chap-
ter addresses this by examining how changes in 
resource wealth are embodied in internationally 
traded goods and services.

Specifically, the chapter uses a disaggre-
gated multi-regional input-output model (3+#5) 
to measure the value of resource depletion and 
the social costs of carbon emissions in the con-
text of international trade.

The term “virtual sustainability” is intro-
duced here as a way to consider the implications 
of trade and the role of consumption in under-
standing a country’s contribution to global 
sustainability. 

Our empirical findings indicate that the 
magnitudes of the (change in) natural assets 
embodied in trade can be substantial, both in 
dollar value terms and in relation to national 
economies. This could challenge both the con-
ventional thinking on sustainability and the 
claims of progress made on this front by indi-
vidual countries.

CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 5

Are national economies (virtually) 

sustainable?: an empirical analysis of 

natural assets in international trade 

Giles Atkinson, Matthew Agarwala and Pablo Muñoz
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1 Introduction

The proposition that an extended net – or 
genuine – saving has a central place in any 
portfolio of indicators purporting to measure 
the sustainability of development appears now 
to be firmly established ;!"')' 2007; -7#/.#78, 
-'" 6"% 4#75!--# 2009; (5+.% *6", 2010). 
Nevertheless, a number of outstanding issues 
remain. Chief among these is a question as to 
whether (or how) international trade a1ects the 
way in which we should think about measuring 
the development prospects of individual (but 
open) economies. 

There are several candidate mechanisms 
whereby trade might influence sustainable 
development (%!&!= 2011; 5.'-5" 2011). These 
include: the capital gains (or changing terms 
of trade more generally) on traded extracted 
natural resources (:#")'"7, &6"6=575! 6"% 
$6+7(#), 1997) as well as remaining resource 
stocks (6++5( '7 6.. 2010); and the possibility 
of trade in resources at prices which are “too low” 
(5.'-5" 2011) perhaps because trade encourages 
resource depletion to be “too fast” (e.g., ,.'&&'+ 
6"% -7H$.'+ 1998). In addition, considerations 
about “openness” also includes transboundary 
pollution where countries impose burdens on 
each other and this, in turn, has implications 
for the distribution of (comprehensive) wealth 
($63#.75" 6"% 67,#"-5" 1996; 6++5( '7 6.. 
2010). 

Common to all of these concerns is the 
impression that these interactions alter in 
some way the comprehensive wealth account-
ing problem for individual countries. Reflecting 
on these implications is important for at least 
two reasons. First, the sustainability prospects 
for an individual country might be misjudged if 
its own wealth accounting neglects these con-
cerns. Secondly, this neglect could misrepresent 
the way in which an individual country con-
tributes to global sustainability. In the words of 
the recent authoritative report by Stiglitz et al. 
(2009) in focusing exclusively on per country 
measurement “… we miss the global nature of 
sustainability” (&.69). 

It is this contribution of countries and regions 
to this global sustainability that is primarily the 
focus of this chapter. We develop this theme 
through an extension of the growing literature 
that uses input-output approaches to model the 
way in which (changes in) resource wealth and 
environmental liabilities are embodied in goods 
and services traded across national boundaries. 
Our specific contribution is two-fold: 

First, we investigate the value of resource 
depletion (such as the extraction of sub-soil 
assets) as well as the social costs of carbon diox-
ide emissions within a relatively disaggregated 
multi-regional input-output model (3+#5). 
Previously, much of this literature has either 
focused upon the quantities of carbon emis-
sions only (or some other pollutant) (see, for a 
review, (#'%36"" @2009]) or has resorted to 
relatively highly aggregated models in the case 
of natural resources (67,#"-5" 6"% $63#.75" 
2002). 

Second, we use our results to comment on 
the contribution of individual countries (and 
regions) to global sustainability, where the latter 
can be estimated as the global genuine saving 
rate in a particular year. We argue that exam-
ining the magnitudes of the values of natural 
assets that countries consume tells us some-
thing distinct about their “virtual sustainability.” 
There are clear parallels between the notion of 
virtual sustainability and the recent literature 
(e.g., %6:#- 6"% )6.%'#+6 2010; 67,#"-5" '7 
6.. 2011) on virtual carbon (i.e., embodied car-
bon). However, the links to concerns about the 
influence of trade on the sustainability of devel-
opment represent a useful extension of this 
thinking. 

Our results show that taking account of 
these trade interactions gives a rather di1er-
ent perspective on the “over-consumption” of 
individual countries in relation to global sus-
tainability. Moreover, the empirical magnitude 
of the natural resource flows or environmental 
liabilities in international trade appears to be 
substantial. We also find that the notion of 
embodied – that is, virtual – (un)sustainabil-
ity may shed a cautionary light on economies 
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claiming to have made progress on this front, 
particularly if this progress is due to changes 
in trade patterns. The introduction of the term 

“virtual sustainability” here, we argue, o1ers a 
potentially valuable lens through which the 
relationship between trade and sustainability 
can be explored.

The rest of this chapter is organized as fol-
lows. The next section reviews a broad range of 
literature on which our more specific contribu-
tion is premised. Section 3 discusses virtual sus-
tainability vis-à-vis international trade. Section 4 
sets out our methodological framework, includ-
ing a description of the model and the data that 
we use. Section 5 presents and critically reflects 
on our results. Section 6 concludes. 

2 Literature review

At the heart of most definitions of sustainable 
development is a common concern about the 
way in which the fruits of development are 
shared across generations. For example, Pezzey 
(1989) states that development is sustained along 
a development path if welfare does not decrease 
at any point along the path. Moreover, there is 
increasing evidence of a consensus around the 
idea that the sustainability of development can 
be understood through an emphasis on wealth 
and what is happening to wealth, broadly con-
strued to include natural assets (see, for exam-
ple, !"')' @2007A; -7#/.#78 '7 6.. @2009A; 6"% 
(5+.% *6", @2010A). The question of measur-
ability has long been central to this focus. In 
particular, there is concern about the degree to 
which current systems of economic indicators 
fail to signal clearly that the economy is on an 
unsustainable path. It follows that if these indi-
cators are lacking in this vital respect, then the 
result is that potentially misleading signals may 
be translated into policy errors.

An integral element of this measurement 
debate has been the way in which current deci-
sions about consumption and saving have an 
impact upon future welfare and, in particular, 
how novel but measurable indicators (of what 

is happening in the “here and now”) can shed 
light on prospects for future welfare. Pearce and 
Atkinson (1993) were among the first to posit a 
practical linkage between sustainable develop-
ment and a measure of national wealth that was 
expanded to include natural assets. If sustain-
ability is a matter of maintaining levels of wel-
fare, then Pearce and Atkinson proposed that 
this was in turn a question of maintaining total 
wealth and this could be measured by savings 
rates adjusted to reflect depletion and environ-
mental degradation. 

Subsequently, Atkinson et al. (1997) and 
Hamilton and Clemens (1999) have updated 
both the theoretical argument linking savings 
and sustainability and the empirical estimation 
of adjusted net savings rates – dubbed “genuine” 
saving to distinguish it from traditional national 
accounting measures of net saving – for a wide 
range of countries. The World Bank has been 
publishing estimates of genuine saving as part 
of its World Development Indicators since 1999 
(see, in addition, (5+.% *6", @2010]).11 As a prac-
tical matter, genuine saving is defined in these 
publications as gross saving plus investments in 
human capital (proxied by education expendi-
tures) minus the depreciation of produced capi-
tal as well as changes in certain natural assets. 
The latter specifically include natural resource 
depletion and liabilities caused by emissions of 
greenhouse gases and particulate matter.

Important contributions by Dasgupta and 
Mäler (2000) and Asheim and Weitzman (2001) 
have also established further theoretical foun-
dations to this focus on genuine saving and, 
more broadly, comprehensive wealth account-
ing.22 The link to sustainability here is that an 
economy should avoid negative genuine saving 

1 In fact, World Development Indicators (and other 
World Bank publications) refers to this indicator as 

“adjusted net saving.” However, we retain the term 
“genuine saving” throughout given that this is the pre-
dominant terminology in the broader literature.

2 Dasgupta and Mäler (2000), for example, show that 
net investment is equal to the change in social wel-
fare in a non-optimizing framework where a resource 
allocation mechanism is used to specify initial capital 
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if development is to be sustained: if future 
declines in well-being are to be circumvented. 
Hamilton and Hartwick (2005) and Hamilton 
and Withagen (2005) establish a general policy 
rule for sustainability. If genuine saving is 
always positive and not growing too quickly 
then a development path is sustainable.33

While the importance of this savings indi-
cator appears now to be firmly established, 
the process of getting to this point has also 
been accompanied by a significant debate. 
Importantly, the crucial issue of resource sub-
stitutability remains largely unanswered. Put 
simply, we still know little about the extent 
to which sustainability requires that a general 
portfolio of assets be managed sensibly or a 
more specific focus on sustaining stocks of 
certain (critical) resources (although see, for 
example, ,+6!7,+6'3'+ @2005] and 36+,6"%=6 
6"% &'%+5-5-/6.#"675 @2007]). In addition, a 
variety of extensions and caveats in measuring 
genuine saving (and in wealth accounting) have 
been developed to address changing popula-
tions (%6-/!&76 2001; $63#.75" 2003), techno-
logical progress (('#7836" 6"% .K4/+'" 1997), 
and international trade. It is this last issue that 
is the focus of this chapter.

A comprehensive review of the possible rela-
tionships between trade and sustainability is 
provided by Dupuy (2011). While this indicates a 
number of candidate linkages, the focus within 
the wealth accounting literature has been far 
narrower. Much of the discussion has focused 
on assessment of how future capital gains 
arising from resources a1ect the way in which 
income or genuine saving should be measured 
now (see, for example, -'475" 6"% ('6.' 
@1996A and $6+7(#), @1994A). That is, if resource 
prices are increasing (decreasing) then this has 

stocks can be mapped to future stocks and flows in 
this economy.

3 Specifically, this means that genuine saving must 
grow at a percentage rate less or equal to the inter-
est rate over a development path. Thus, for example, 
a constant and positive rate of genuine saving will 
ensure that both current utility and the present value 
of utility are increasing everywhere along the path.

the e1ect of boosting (shrinking) the genuine 
saving rate of a resource exporter (:#")'"7, 
&6"6=575! 6"% $6+7(#), 1997) and vice versa 
for importers. Hamilton and Bolt (2004) esti-
mate these capital gains for a large cross-section 
of resource exporting countries and, in doing 
so, indicate that these magnitudes tend not be 
large (i.e., less than 1 percent of gross national 
income or /"#) although, in some part, this is 
explained by the apparent lack of a statistically 
significant price trend for oil resources. Arrow 
et al. (2010) add further empirical insight to this 
work by estimating the capital gains “earned” by 
resource stocks in the ground.

This emphasis on capital gains (or losses) is 
a somewhat di1erent focus than that implicit in 
the question posed by, for example, Martinez-
Alier (1995) in his initial observation that esti-
mates of genuine saving tended to suggest that 
unsustainable countries were located (for the 
most part) in the developing world. The link 
to trade, in turn, arose from Martinez-Alier’s 
later speculation about whether an “ecologi-
cal balance of payments” analysis would show 
that developed countries were actually unsus-
tainable because those economies are relatively 
dependent on the import of resources from 
developing nations. Proposals for adjusting the 
saving rates of importing and exporting coun-
tries to take account of these international flows, 
however, need to be treated with care. Atkinson 
and Hamilton (2002), for example, express res-
ervations at this interpretation in arguing that 
the onus is on resource extracting countries to 
make provision for the loss of their domestic 
natural assets whether for export or not. 

This is not to say, however, that there is no 
rationale for adjusting saving rates in the pres-
ence of international trade. Stiglitz et al. (2009), 
for example, note the potential for a disparity 
between the (market) price at which some natu-
ral resources are traded and the actual scarcity 
value of these resources. What this means is that 
if no such mismatch exists then the fact that a 
resource is traded implies no further insights 
about how depletion should be accounted 
for in the genuine saving of either exporter or 
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importer. The genuine saving of the exporter 
should be measured to reflect the fact that the 
value of an asset that it owns has declined. For 
the importer, the value of resource imports 
already appears as a negative entry in the coun-
try’s net foreign balance. Nevertheless, if the 
resource is traded at a price below its actual 
scarcity value then, by implication, the importer 
has not fully compensated the exporter in mak-
ing this exchange. 

There has been some discussion of the rea-
sons why such disparities might occur (see, for 
a review, %!&!= @2011]). Explanations have been 
attributed to the nature of trade itself in per-
haps giving rise to incentives which quicken 
the pace of resource depletion (,.'&&'+ 6"% 
-7H$.'+ 1998) or policy failures within, for 
example, the exporting country (6++5( '7 6.. 
2004; 3='+- 6"% ,'"7 2000) or perhaps some 
combination of these two factors (see, for a 
discussion, )5&'.6"% 6"% /!.67# @2006A, (75 
@2010], and 5.'-5" @2011]). It is this divergence 
that underpins claims that importers of (under-
priced) resources are “buying sustainability” at 
the expense of exporters. In such cases, there 
might be arguments for imputing a liability to 
importers in recognition of their consumption 
of “under-valued” resources. Any such liabil-
ity is, however, notional in the sense that this 
does not correspond to an actual transaction. 
Nevertheless, it seems useful to consider the 
nature of these international linkages in sus-
tainability indicator construction as a supple-
ment to existing e1orts.44

4 Resource security concerns of importers reliant 
on particular exporting countries or particular strate-
gically critical resources might also motivate further 
empirical examination of these trade linkages. Oleson 
(2011) stretches this point further by asserting that 
this security of importers might also be compromised 
potentially by relying on resources from countries 
which have negative genuine saving. While this seems 
an intriguing claim, it would be interesting to add fur-
ther substance to this assertion and the nature of the 
linkages it implies. If, however, importers are altruistic 
then they have concern about resource depletion or 
even perhaps negative genuine saving in exporting 
countries (Atkinson and Hamilton 2002; Oleson 2011). 
So while such findings could form the basis of policies 

A handful of contributions have sought to 
quantify these natural resource links including 
&+55&- '7 6.. ;1999<, *6#.'= 6"% ).6+,' ;2000<, 
67,#"-5" 6"% $63#.75" ;2002) and, more 
recently, 5.'-5" ;2011). Of course, a grow-
ing and parallel literature has also emerged to 
examine the “embodied” or “virtual carbon” in 
international trade. Under the Kyoto Protocol, 
Annex B (developed) countries are committed to 
greenhouse gas emissions restrictions (includ-
ing carbon dioxide, )52) while in an attempt 
to take account of historical responsibility and 
development concerns, developing countries 
are not (&'7'+- '7 6.. 2011). Numerous authors 
have noted that trade in “virtual” carbon allows 
developed countries (in e1ect) to “o1shore” 
their emissions by importing carbon intensive 
goods (&'7'+- 6"% $'+7(#)$ 2008).55

Studies that have sought to measure the 
virtual carbon that are embodied in flows 
of goods and services traded across national 
boundaries include Lenzen et al. (2007), Peters 
and Hertwich (2008), Wiedmann et al. (2010), 
and Atkinson et al. (2010). Davis and Caldeira 
(2010) and Peters et al. (2011) find that carbon 
embodied in internationally traded goods and 
services accounted for 23 percent (6.2 gigatons) 
of total )52 emissions in 2004, and 26 percent 
(7.8 gigatons) for 2008, respectively. Both stud-
ies indicate that the majority of embodied car-
bon flows as exports from developing countries 

to assist exporters in adopting prudent resource and 
public investment policies. This suggests, once more, 
the need for complementary and additional indicators 
rather than say an alternative method for calculating 
genuine saving.

5 For these reasons, MRIO has been employed to 
address questions such as the difference between the 
production and consumption emissions of countries. 
Baiocchi and Minx (2010) and Wiedmann et al. (2010), 
for example, confirm the insights drawn from the more 
rudimentary analysis in Helm et al. (2007) and thus 
recast the story of U.K. carbon emissions over the past 
two decades or so. Critically, it appears, while the U.K. 
has had relative success in reducing its production 
emissions within its own borders, there is evidence of 
an ever growing reliance on virtual carbon produced 
elsewhere.
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to the developed world. Wiedmann (2009) 
and Wiedmann et al. (2007) provide extensive 
reviews of this growing literature.

A key distinction here is between production 
emissions (of carbon dioxide) and consumption 
emissions. The former are simply those )52 
emissions generated domestically (i.e., in the 
production of a country’s gross domestic prod-
uct). The latter are flows of virtual carbon and 
specifically the )52 implicitly consumed in order 
to satisfy a country’s domestic final demand. 
Multiple techniques have been developed in 
an attempt to track such emissions flows, both 
direct and indirect, at the global, regional, and 
national levels of analysis. This includes life 
cycle assessments (5.'-5" 2011), material flow 
analysis, ecological footprints ((6),'+"6/'. 
'7 6.. 2000), and bilateral analysis (-675 6"% 
36+7#" 2011). The most prominent approach, 
however, appears to be variants of input-output 
analysis particularly utilizing multi-regional 
models. These 3+#5 approaches contain con-
siderable detail about trade links between 
economic sectors across countries or regional 
groupings.66

While some of this carbon accounting lit-
erature has begun to turn to important policy 
questions, there has been little if any empha-
sis on the links to earlier contributions which 

6 The chief benefit of the MRIO approach lies in its 
ability to capture the entire production process so 
that the full environmental impact of a traded good or 
service can be attributed to a final consumption good 
or service. Life cycle approaches (LCAs) are capable 
also of providing such information. Indeed, LCAs trace 
these impacts for specific goods and so permit a much 
more finely grained detail than in the MRIO approach. 
This makes the former particularly useful for develop-
ing industry and eco-labeling standards for product 
life cycle impact and attributing responsibility for the 
environmental impact of specific goods. However, the 
finer detail of LCA comes at the expense of aggrega-
tive capacity, making these methods less applicable 
to questions concerning global trade and systems 
of national accounts which involve greater product 
heterogeneity (Rebitzer et al. 2004; Lutter et al. 2008; 
Wiedmann et al. 2009). By contrast, in measuring sec-
toral flows rather than tracking individual products, 
MRIO permits a level of aggregation that facilitates 
analysis at the global level (Wiedmann et al. 2009).

highlighted questions about sustainability and 
resource trade. However, these parallels are not 
only worth making once again but also are suf-
ficiently interesting to explore further. The case 
of carbon emissions relates naturally to our pre-
vious discussion about accounting for (notional) 
liabilities. That is, these emissions contribute to 
the accumulation of a global liability. In this way, 
)52 emissions contribute negatively to genuine 
saving. The relevant question is how individual 
countries should account for this liability. This 
question, however, appears to have at least two 
plausible (but di1erent) answers. 

First, Arrow et al. (2010) estimate the deduc-
tion to be the climate change damage that will 
arise in a particular country as a result of global 
emissions in a given year. Put another way, if 
any economy wishes to stay on a sustainable 
path then it must, other things being equal, 
save enough to cover the value of damages that 
occur within its national boundaries regardless 
of the geographical origin of the (current) emis-
sion source that gives rise to this damage. 

Second, World Bank (:6+#5!- ='6+-)77, 
Hamilton and Atkinson (1996), and Hamilton 
and Clemens (1999) estimate the deduction as 
the social cost of a country’s )52 emissions. Put 
another way, this country is accounting for the 
liability it accumulates in the form of total dam-
ages that its own emissions cause, regardless of 
the geographical destination in which these 
damages are felt.

The critical distinction in these alternative 
approaches is the assumption that these make 
about responsibility (67,#"-5" 6"% $63#.75" 
2007). If we assume that countries are indi-
vidually responsible for bearing the burden of 
environmental damages that occur within their 
borders (and that polluters hold no liability 
for damages caused abroad) then the former 
method obviously would be the most appropri-
ate. By contrast, the latter method involves an 
assumption about the suitability of extending 

7 We refer here to the World Bank’s annual World 
Development Indicators reports which follow the 
manual produced by Bolt et al. (2002).
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the polluter pays principle to the domain of 
national accounting. This requires that some 
portion of an economy’s total savings should, 
at least notionally, be set aside in order to com-
pensate the recipients of damage arising from 
carbon emissions. 

Unfortunately, scrutiny of these competing 
assumptions is unlikely to lead to an unequivo-
cal answer. On the one hand, if there were 
meaningful international treaties for manag-
ing emissions of a transboundary pollutant 
along with suitable control measures (such as 
emission taxes) that placed an explicit price on 
pollution liabilities then the latter accounting 
approach would unambiguously be the correct 
one. On the other hand, if there was little or no 
prospect of international action then the for-
mer accounting approach is an apt description 
of actual future prospects. Neither case seems 
to be an unequivocally satisfactory description 
of the real world.  

Arguably, therefore, both approaches have 
their place in framing thoughts about the sus-
tainability of development and it is important to 
acknowledge explicitly what is being assumed 
about responsibilities and liabilities in any par-
ticular approach. As a practical matter, however, 
data limitations may hamper empirical applica-
tion in particular where detailed valuation is 
needed on estimated damage within individual 
countries. In addition, the recent literature on 
virtual carbon88 potentially adds another twist. 

8 Arrow et al. (2010) estimate the putative dam-
age that might occur in a country as a result of global 
carbon emissions in an accounting year. The specific 
method calculates the global damage that will arise 
from emissions of greenhouse gases in a given year: 
that is, the product of the quantity of (carbon-equiva-
lent) emissions and the social cost of (a unit of) carbon. 
It then allocates this global damage to each country 
based on the assumed share of each country of that 
burden. The issue here is the evidence base simply 
does not exist and so, through necessity, practitioners 
must fall back on simplifying assumptions. Nordhaus 
and Boyer (2000), however, provide some disaggrega-
tion for 13 regions including five individual countries 
and eight country groupings. The latter is a mixture of 
geographically (broadly) similar countries (e.g., OECD 
Europe) and economic groupings. For example, those 

That is, the social cost approach has involved 
estimating the (notional) liabilities arising from 
production emissions and deducting that from 
measures of genuine saving. It seems interesting 
to ask also what this savings analysis (in terms 
of the contribution of countries to global sus-
tainability) would look like if instead we mea-
sured “responsibility” and (notional) “liabilities” 
with reference additionally to the social costs of 
consumption emissions. 

3 Virtual sustainability and internation-
al trade

We take as the motivation for our empirical anal-
ysis the proposition that in terms of accounting 
for (changes in) comprehensive or inclusive 
wealth, the starting point for any country should 
be to account – first and foremost – for the assets 
that it owns. The reason for this is straightfor-
ward. It is the prudent management of these 
assets that is likely to determine primarily the 
sustainability of development. Nevertheless, 
there are a number of reasons for considering 
further how relationships between countries 
might be quantified within this framework for 
wealth accounting. Two such relationships are 
of interest in this chapter. The first concerns 
trade in depletable natural resources (includ-
ing a range of non-living and living resources). 
The second concerns the liabilities or burdens 

countries belonging to the category “Other High 
Income” on average appear to benefit from a 2.5°C 
degree warming, although the group is comprised of 
a diverse mix of countries including Australia, Israel, 
and Canada. The category of “Lower Middle Income” 
includes countries such as Venezuela, South Africa, 
Iran, and Thailand. The point here is not a critique of 
Nordhaus and Boyer, which represents a useful exten-
sion of the highly aggregated single-world economy of 
much of the literature on the social costs of carbon. 
Moreover, the point made by Arrow et al. (2010) is a 
good one. It seems sensible to account for both the 
damage that a country bears from global emissions 
as well as the burden for which this same country is 
responsible. However, as things stand, we arguably 
lack the data to be able to do this accounting satis-
factorily across a wide range of countries.
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that countries impose burdens on one another 
because of transboundary pollution (specifically 
here arising from carbon emissions). 

We must interpret the results of such quan-
tification with care. In particular, we do not 
consider further those trade linkages which 
may actually a1ect the “bottom line” of export-
ers and importers. The correct accounting for 
capital gains and losses on traded resources 
would be one example of this. Our focus, in 
what follows, is (changes in) natural assets and 
trade flows which might be thought of as being, 
in some senses, notional liabilities. The nature 
of the liability for which we must account is 
determined by the interpretation of responsibil-
ity (for resource depletion or carbon emissions) 
that we take. 

For resource depletion, conventionally 
we might think of the country producing the 
resource (e.g., through its domestic extraction 
activities) as being responsible for this depletion. 
The liability arising from the (negative) change 
in the resource stock arising from this deple-
tion should be attributed to the accounts of 
the producing country. Alternatively, we might 
conceive of responsibility as residing with the 
country that ultimately consumes the resource 
(in order to satisfy its final demand). In this case, 
the liability reflecting the change in resource 
stock should be attributed to the accounts of 
the consuming country (or countries).

For carbon emissions, assuming a case can 
be made for saying that polluters should pay 
(and thus account) for the climate change dam-
age they cause, a question also arises about 
where this liability should be charged. Typically, 
this has been thought of as “belonging” to the 
country that produced the emissions. However, 
responsibility (and hence liability) could instead 
be argued to lie with the country consuming the 
goods in which these emissions are embodied.99 

9 There are other perspectives on this issue of 
responsibility. We are grateful to an anonymous 
reviewer for suggesting that “source responsibility” 
might also be a candidate proposition. On this view, 
the responsibility for the climate liability might be said 
to reside (in some part) with the country that initially 

In what follows, we define “virtual sustain-
ability” as the quantification of aspects of these 
linkages between countries where responsi-
bility is defined in terms of the value of the 
resources and carbon that a country consumes. 
Put another way, these linkages can be thought 
of as providing a somewhat di1erent picture 
of a particular country’s contribution to global 
sustainability. That is, for a country with very 
few domestic natural resources that relies on 
significant imports of resources from other 
countries, we say that this country’s contribu-
tion to global sustainability is diminished by 
this consumption of resources (relative to its 
contribution taking into account its depletion 
of its own resources). 

Before we proceed to describe our method 
for calculating the empirical magnitudes of 
these responsibilities, one final word of caution 
is needed in interpreting our results. We argue, 
in what follows, that taking account of trade 
linkages – and distinguishing between respon-
sibility in terms of production and consump-
tion of natural assets in the way we outline here 

– is useful for thinking about contributions to 
global sustainability. However, measures of 
resource consumption, for example, do not 
translate directly into a prescription about how 
much a resource-consuming country should 
actually save to ensure the sustainability of its 
own development. In other words, the empha-
sis on the term “virtual sustainability” here is 
important.

4 Methods and data

Multi-regional input-output (3+#5) models are 
well established as a popular tool of #5 (input-
output) practitioners (#-6+% 1951; .'5"7#'4 6"% 

depleted and traded, for example, fossil fuel resources. 
There are certainly policy contexts where this under-
standing of responsibility is articulated either implicitly 
or explicitly. Clearly, the debate between production, 
consumption perspectives, and alternatives would 
benefit greatly from the further contributions of envi-
ronmental ethicists.
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45+% 1971). Indeed, the number of studies apply-
ing 3+#5 models to environmental problems 
has increased substantially over the past two 
decades (for a literature review, see (#'%36"" 
@2009]). The 3+#5 modeling competency lies 
primarily in its ability to trace environmen-
tal impacts along the entire production chain, 
from the consumer country back to the pro-
ducer country, considering both the direct and 
indirect e1ects (or embodied resources) in the 
commodity traded. Thus, by use of this tech-
nique it is possible to show how production and 
consumption are interconnected across regions 
and sectors. Revealing a nation’s global resource 
needs provides the potential for a very di1erent 
picture of its environmental responsibilities 
to emerge (3!",-/66+% 6"% &'%'+-'" 2001). 
For some applications of 3+#5 models applied 

to environmental studies see for example: 
Andrew, Peters, and Lennox (2009); Atkinson 
et al. (2010); Davis and Caldeira (2010); Lenzen, 
Pade, and Munksgaard (2004); and Muñoz and 
Steininger (2010).

In this section, we describe the 3+#5 
method as a tool for measuring the natural asset 
demands from a consumption perspective, as 
opposed to conventional accounting based on a 
production perspective. These two approaches, 
or accounting practices, are also known as the 
consumption-based principle ()*&) and the 
production-based principle (&*&), respectively 
(3!",-/66+% 6"% &'%'+-'" 2001). &*& means 
that indicators only capture the domestic envi-
ronmental or resource pressures that are linked 
to the production of domestic consumption 
and exports within the geographical borders of 
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a country. By contrast, )*& re-allocates these 
same environmental or resource pressures asso-
ciated with exports to foreign countries and, in 
addition, domestic responsibilities are comple-
mented by “responsibility” for impacts that take 
place abroad, that is those that are embodied in 
imports.

The two components of the genuine saving 
indicator that we focus upon from a )*& per-
spective are natural resource depletion and the 
social costs caused by carbon production or emis-
sions. Thus, for example, while gross saving and 
investments in human capital boost genuine 
saving, natural resource depletion and liabilities 
caused by emissions of greenhouse gases, as well 
as the depreciation of produced capital, shrink 
genuine saving. More precisely, in the current 
context, natural resource depletion considered 
here comprises the following categories: fisher-
ies; forest; energy resources (mainly oil, gas, and 
coal); and mineral extraction.1010

Practical steps in measuring changes in natu-
ral wealth from a consumption perspective can be 
found, for instance, in the works of Proops and 
Atkinson (1998) and Proops et al. (1999), as well 
as in the study of Atkinson and Hamilton (2002). 
These first e1orts found in the literature share 
a similar empirical level of analysis, in the sense 
that both studies use an 3+#5 model for the 
global economy at a “macro” level, representing 
the regional (or national) variables in the model 
by the total aggregated value of the region 
under study: that is, these models assumed each 
country, in e1ect, has a single economic sector 
trading with the rest of the world. As concerns 
the number of regions included in the model, 
this has been continuously increasing: while 
Proops et al. (1999) referred to 28 world regions, 
Atkinson and Hamilton (2002) augmented the 
number of regions up to 95. Furthermore, both 

10 A notable exception here is any robust treatment 
of the value of biodiversity or ecosystem services 
embodied in international trade. The reasons for this 
omission are readily apparent, and include difficulties 
in measurement and the reliability of data. The authors 
are grateful to Dr. Zafar Adeel of UNU-INWEH for this 
insightful comment.

studies focus on various years between 1980 
and 1990. 

The ability to aggregate across resource sec-
tors is due to the convention of tracing mon-
etary (instead of physical) flows within the 
input-output framework (3#..'+ 6"% *.6#+ 
2009). There are several reasons that we take 
this approach in this chapter. The primary 
reason is that this approach provides us with 
a clear link to comprehensive wealth account-
ing. In addition, this facilitates inter- and 
intra-industry comparisons ((#'%36"" '7 6.. 
2009). First, outputs within a given sector are 
heterogeneous (fisheries produce anchovies 
and tuna), and aggregating across them is made 
easier by measuring monetary flows. Similarly, 
monetary terms permit the consolidation of 
diverse resource categories into a measure of 
natural resource depletion in a more intuitive 
way than one which requires adding tons of fish 
to tons of coal. While physical and hybrid input-
output models are possible, and yield di1erent 
results from monetary input-output analyses 
(see $!*6)', 6"% /#.?!3 @2003]), our approach 
accepts convention and makes use of monetary 
input-output techniques.1111 In the following 
subsection we take a closer look at the multi-
regional accounting system that we use.

4.1 Model description

In Figure 1 we present an elaboration of a 
two-region accounting system extended to 

11 We accept the loss of detail and exposure to mon-
etary phenomena that this approach entails. Miller 
and Blair (2009) and Wiedmann et al. (2009) note that 
the use of monetary input-output tables can lead to 
skewed results when changes in price and exchange 
rate do not reflect actual changes in physical trade 
flows. This challenge may be especially pertinent for 
an analysis of resource sectors given their notoriously 
volatile prices (and even more so for year-to-year 
comparisons). However, given that our study reports 
on a ‘snapshot’ of trade flows in 2004, we are able 
to avoid at least some of this ‘skew’. For an extensive 
review of these and other methodological issues, see 
Wiedmann et al. (2009).
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resources and the environment, which under-
pins the development of the 3+#5 model. This 
figure provides a comprehensive overview of 
the consumption and production structure of 
two trading regions at an industry level. This 
is constructed on the basis of the System of 
National Accounts (-"6), input-output tables 
(#57s), trade statistics, and the extensions of the 
system to environmental accounts such as – in 
the current context – )52 emissions. More spe-
cifically, ‘xj

i’ (with j= ‘r’ and ‘s’) is the vector of 
outputs domestically produced by industry ‘i’ 
(with i=B,…,n). Output production additionally 
needs primary inputs of labor (Lj

i), capital (Kj
i) 

and natural resources (Rj
i), while the monetary 

compensation per unit (or the price) of those 
production factors is given by ‘wj’, ‘rj’ and ‘pj’ 
respectively. 

In addition, production of this output in the 
domestic territory of region ‘j’ induces pollution 
and waste although, in this chapter, this is rep-
resented only by carbon dioxide emissions, ‘Cj

i’, 
with ‘d’ being the corresponding damage caused 
per ton of )52 emitted into the atmosphere by 
di1erent sectors and households. Under the 
conventional &*&, the corresponding emissions 
and natural resource depletion are purely allo-
cated to region ‘j’ even though some part of this 
production may be for exports to other regions. 
As regards commodity trade between both 
regions, exported commodities for final con-
sumption from, for instance, region ‘r’ to region 
‘s’ are represented by vector ‘yrs

i’, embodying 
the emissions and natural resource use that 
occurred in the exporting region, ‘r’. In a similar 
way, the vector of exported commodities from 
region ‘s’ for final demand in ‘r’ is denoted by 
‘ysr

i’. The other component of the final demands 
comprises the commodities domestically pro-
duced, ‘yjj

i’. 
Finally, domestically produced goods and 

services, ‘xj
i’, necessarily need one or more com-

modities as inputs, whether these are “imported” 
or produced within the economy. These intra- 
and inter-industry intermediate products are 
indicated in Figure 1 by two groups of matri-
ces: (1) ‘Zsr

hi’ denotes exported commodity 

inputs of industry ‘h’ (with h=B,..,n ) in region 
‘s’ to industry ‘i’ of region ‘r’ (and vice versa for 
‘Zrs

hi’); (2) whereas ‘Zjj
hi’ represents intra- and 

inter-industry deliveries within a region. These 
intermediate transaction matrices provide the 
key for understanding the relationship between 
consumption and production between regions 
and for assigning environmental responsibili-
ties from a consumption-based perspective. On 
the basis of the accounting system described 
above, it is possible to develop the 3+#5 model 
with full linkages. We do not present in detail 
the equations underlying the model since they 
have been already widely described in recent 
years. For an explicit treatment of this, see 
Peters (2008), Atkinson et al. (2010), Davis and 
Caldeira (2010), Lenzen, Pade, and Munksgaard 
(2004), and Muñoz and Steininger (2010). The 
model formulations primarily allow tracing all 
the inputs required along the production chain, 
from final demand1212 upstream to the extraction 
phase, and the corresponding resource deple-
tion and emissions damages. 

4.2 Data description

Establishing an 3+#5-model requires that a 
variety of data are sought. For the monetary 
side, the database of the Global Trade Analysis 
Project (/76&) was used to construct an 3+#5 
model with full linkages. In this chapter we have 
used /76& v7 ("6+6=6"6" 6"% (6.3-.'= 2008) 
for the year 2004. /76& v7 provides harmo-
nized input-output tables for 113 countries and 
country groups (multi-country regions in this 
case), representing the entire world economy. 
Moreover, the /76& database (a) presents har-
monized sectoral disaggregation across regions, 
which consists of 57 industries per region; and 
(b) is already balanced at the di1erent scales 
of analysis (meso, macro and global level). For 
further details regarding the construction of 

12 Here defined as household, government expendi-
tures, and investment.
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the 3+#5 model using the /76& database, see 
Muñoz and Steininger (2010).

Valuing resource depletion: Consistent with 
Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) we have used 
data on resource rents supplied by /76& v7. 
Natural resource rent comprised in /76& is 
provided at a sectoral level for the following six 
industries: forestry; fishery; coal; oil; gas; and 
minerals. /76&’s resource rents are indirectly 
derived by estimating the cost share of the 
natural resource input in the total industrial 
output (for further details see $'+7'. '7 6..). 
This procedure also ensures that sectoral rents 
in /76& (or ‘p.R’ in Figure 1) are harmonized 
with the other components of the economic 
system as well – regional value-added across 
industries, intermediate inputs, and domestic 
output data. However, it would be useful to 
explore further the links between the valuation 
of resource depletion that is implied within the 
/76& vis-à-vis the more direct methodologies for 
estimating resource depletion values used in 
the sustainability and resource accounting lit-
eratures (see, for example, :#")'"7, &6"6=575!, 
6"% $6+7(#), @1997A, 67,#"-5" 6"% $63#.75" 
@2007A, and $63#.75" 6"% +!76 @2009]).

Carbon emissions: With regard to )52 emis-
sions, /76& provides data by sector and region, 
satisfying the physical data requirements pre-
sented in the previous section. It is important 
to mention, however, that /76& v7 )52 data only 
refer to )52 emissions from fuel combustion. 
We have therefore also included )52 emissions 
stemming from industrial processes of the fol-
lowing sectors: mineral products; chemical 
industry; and metal production for all countries 
reported by !"4))) (2009). Nevertheless, some 
countries do not report industrial process emis-
sions for the specific years under study. In those 
cases, we updated the last year available by using 
indicators related to the industrial process. For 
mineral products and metal production we used 
the changes in cement production and steel in 
the respective country as a proxy variable for 
updating the )52 emissions in these industrial 
processes. Cement and steel data were obtained 
from the United States Geological Survey (!-/-). 

In the case of the chemical industry, we use the 
sectoral value-added of the examined country. 

In this chapter, in order to value these flows 
of carbon, we need to make an assumption 
about the social costs of carbon: that is, the 
present value of future damages resulting from 
an additional unit of carbon emissions in a 
given year (46",$6!-'+ 1994). Estimating this 
social cost is inherently complex and uncertain 
and our selection of this parameter will have a 
significant impact on our findings. 

For our purposes, there are three candidate 
strategies for selecting a social cost of carbon. 
First, we could adopt a price as determined by 
an already existing carbon market, such as the 
'! Emissions Trading System. While this may 
be a valid approach in the future, it is at present 
limited by the infancy of current carbon markets. 
As Dellink et al. (2010) suggest, carbon markets 
are incomplete, closed, and, for most countries, 
non-existent. Furthermore, there is no guaran-
tee that market prices would capture the full 
social cost of carbon (-))) and, because markets 
are unlinked, there is no convergence to a com-
mon world price for us to adopt (%'..#", '7 
6.. 2010). Alternatively, we could adopt a price 
which is already in use such as the World Bank’s 
long standing use of 20 $/tC1313 ((5+.% *6", 
2010) or Australia’s recent carbon tax of 23 $/tC 
()5335"('6.7$ 54 6!-7+6.#6 2011). The chief 
value of this approach is that, to the extent that 
one exists, it entails the use of a standard and 
facilitates comparisons with existing literature. 
However, this too, fails to account for Dellink’s 
objections, and for various reasons, may not 
properly reflect carbon’s social costs. Finally, our 
third option is to adopt an estimated value for 
this parameter. This approach is in accordance 
with Stern (2006), and is adopted here. 

The debate that followed the Stern Review 
indicated the central importance of discount-
ing (75. 2008; ('#7836" 2007; -7'+" 2006). 
Additionally, the estimation of the social cost 
of current emissions is not independent of the 

13 All monetary values in this chapter are expressed 
in USD.
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predicted path for future emissions, complicat-
ing further the asset valuation problem (-7'+" 
2006). Further challenges include uncertainty 
in forecasting the frequency, intensity, and loca-
tion of catastrophic climate events ("'(*5.% 
'7 6.. 2010; &=)+547 '7 6.. 2011; .'35#"' 6"% 
7+6'/'+ 2010; ('#7836" 2007; -7'+" 2006). 

These complexities notwithstanding, a num-
ber of empirical studies have sought to estimate 
the social cost of )52 emissions which, in turn, 

have been used to inform past wealth account-
ing work. Notably, World Bank (2010) uses a 
value of $20/tC. Arrow et al. (2010) and Atkinson 
et al. (2010), however, arrive at a value of $50/tC; 
a magnitude that can be justified with reference 
to the work of the Stern Review, market prices 
for '! emissions permits, and by recognizing 
the general trend in the field (/!5 '7 6.. 2006; 
75. 2008; ).6+,-5" 6"% %'='- 2002). 

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Resource depletion for selected economies

Country name
GNI

(in million of US$)

Total resource depletion
(in millions, US$)

Production Consumption Ratio

Value %GNI Value %GNI Prod/ Cons.

United States 11.687.900 35.611 0.30 78,387 0.67 0.45

Japan 4.694.853 4.601 0.10 27,522 0.59 0.17

Germany 2.764.179 3.735 0.14 15,597 0.56 0.24

United Kingdom 2.215.020 8.444 0.38 11,276 0.51 0.75

France 2.077.657 2.059 0.10 9,902 0.48 0.21

China 1.928.118 34.308 1.78 36,819 1.91 0.93

Canada 971.963 14.505 1.49 7,827 0.81 1.85

India 695.941 7.047 1.01 13,026 1.87 0.54

Rest of West Asia 634.214 60.593 9.55 10,347 1.63 5.86

Russian Federation 578.971 29.586 5.11 10,948 1.89 2.70

Norway 259.079 14.351 5.54 1,233 0.48 11.64

Indonesia 225.214 9.142 4.06 6,256 2.78 1.46

South Africa 211.700 1.936 0.91 2,058 0.97 0.94

Portugal 176.127 371 0.21 1,460 0.83 0.25

Iran 160.332 14.611 9.11 4,924 3.07 2.97

Venezuela, RB 108.779 8.424 7.74 1,421 1.31 5.93

Singapore 103.199 41 0.04 1,022 0.99 0.04

Nigeria 78.110 9.354 11.98 931 1.19 10.05

Nicaragua 4.266 30 0.70 93 2.17 0.32

Eastern Europe 2.935 3 0.12 93 3.17 0.04

World 41272071 349294 0.85 349294 0.85 1.00

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at  

http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp 
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An important study is Tol (2008) which o1ers 
an extensive meta-survey of over 200 estimates, 
ranging from -6.6 $/tC to 2,400 $/tC with varia-
tions due largely to di1erences in discount rates, 
assumptions about economic growth and adap-
tive behavior, the degree of equity rating, scien-
tific uncertainties, and the treatment of tipping 
points (.'35#"' 6"% 7+6'/'+ 2010; /!5 '7 6.. 
2006; 75. 2008). Clearly, this is a wide range. In 
reflecting on how to narrow this range, how-
ever, Tol (2008) argues that under conservative 

assumptions the mean value is $23/tC (and a 
certainty equivalent value is $25/tC) and that, 
furthermore, there is a 1 percent probabil-
ity that the social cost of carbon exceeds $78/
tC. In a recent paper, Tol ;2009) suggests that 
$50/tC could be used for policies such as car-
bon taxes under plausible assumptions about 
governments’ assessment of key parameters 
(such as the social discount rate). This corre-
sponds to the value used, for example, by Arrow 
et al. (2010) and Atkinson et al. (2010) and for 

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Continued

Country name

Per capita resource depletion and
comparison to global average (GA) (in US$)

CO2 emissions
(in millions, US$) $50/tC

Production Consumption Production Consumption

Value P/GA Value C/GA Value %GNI Value %GNI

United States 120.55 2.30 265.35 4.88 85,421 0.73 95,467 0.82

Japan 35.96 0.69 215.15 3.96 15,704 0.34 20,140 0.43

Germany 45.19 0.86 188.71 3.47 12,131 0.44 14,878 0.54

United Kingdom 141.96 2.71 189.58 3.49 8,336 0.38 11,891 0.54

France 34.17 0.65 164.32 3.02 5,414 0.26 7,953 0.38

China 26.23 0.50 28.15 0.52 69,055 3.58 54,093 2.81

Canada 453.84 8.67 244.89 4.51 8,190 0.84 7,707 0.79

India 6.48 0.12 11.98 0.22 17,116 2.46 15,856 2.28

Rest of West Asia 511.76 9.78 87.39 1.61 14,409 2.27 11,403 1.80

Russian Federation 205.60 3.93 76.08 1.40 23,517 4.06 18,180 3.14

Norway 3,119.74 59.62 268.10 4.94 888 0.34 782 0.30

Indonesia 41.54 0.79 28.43 0.52 5,232 2.32 4,763 2.12

South Africa 41.00 0.78 43.60 0.80 5,363 2.53 3,598 1.70

Portugal 35.49 0.68 139.86 2.57 934 0.53 1,141 0.65

Iran 212.37 4.06 71.57 1.32 6,663 4.16 6,728 4.20

Venezuela, RB 320.54 6.13 54.06 1.00 2,178 2.00 1,661 1.53

Singapore 9.67 0.18 239.36 4.41 557 0.54 962 0.93

Nigeria 72.67 1.39 7.23 0.13 785 1.00 793 1.01

Nicaragua 5.54 0.11 17.21 0.32 64 1.51 80 1.88

Eastern Europe 0.83 0.02 22.04 0.41 109 3.70 158 5.37

World 54.54 1 54.54 1 384358 0.93 384358 0.93
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illustrative purposes we use this value of $50/tC 
in what follows (or just under $14/t)52).

Other data: We also make use of data on 
gross savings, consumption of fixed capital and 
education expenditure for the year 2004 and 
published in World Bank (2011).

5 Empirical results

We divide our discussion of results into two 
parts. First, we discuss – using our input-output 
methodology – how our analysis highlights the 
gap between the production and consumption 
perspectives on resource depletion and carbon 

emissions. Second, we explore, from the two 
accounting perspectives, the virtual sustainabil-
ity of individual countries (or regions), and thus 
their contributions to global sustainability.

5.1 Production and consumption per-
spectives: comparisons and contrasts

Table 1 illustrates production and consumption 
based resource depletion (total and per capita) 
and )52 emissions for a select group of econo-
mies. Column 7 reports the ratio of produc-
tion/consumption based depletions, while col-
umns 4 and 6 show each as a percentage of /"#. 

FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

Production and consumption-based 
resource depletion (millions, US$)

Income group classifications are consistent with World 

Bank guidelines: low income (GNI/capita < $1,005), lower 

middle income ($1,006<GNI/capita<$3,975), upper middle 

income ($3,976<GNI/capita<$12,275), and high income (GNI/

capita>$12,276).

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley 

(2008) available online at http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.

edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp

FIGURE 3FIGURE 3

Average per capita resource depletion  
(US$)

I

Income group classifications are consistent with World 

Bank guidelines: low income (GNI/capita < $1,005); lower 

middle income ($1,006<GNI/capita<$3,975); upper middle 

income ($3,976<GNI/capita<$12,275); and high income (GNI/

capita>$12,276).

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley 

(2008) available online at http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.

edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp
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Depletion ratios greater (less) than one reflect 
net resource exporters (importers). Columns 
8–11 describe per capita resource depletion. A 
comparison of each economy’s (per capita) pro-
duction and consumption based depletions to 
the global average is given in columns 9 and 11, 
respectively. Here, values that are greater than 
one indicate above average depletion while val-
ues less than one indicate the reverse. All )52 
emissions reported here (including those used 
to calculate genuine savings) assume an -)) of 
$50/tC.

Do rich economies use more resources from 
a production or consumption perspective? 
Clearly, the answer to this question will start to 
shed light on whether empirical thinking about 
virtual sustainability confirms the assertions 

of some commentators start-
ing with Martinez-Alier (1995). 
Thus, Figures 2 and 3 group 
countries by income1414 to show 
the total and average per 
capita dollar value di1erence 
in production- and consump-
tion-based resource deple-
tion. When aggregated at this 
level the data appear to show 
a clear trend. However, the 
question remains as to how 
well this holds for individual 
economies.

Figure 4 thus examines 
the question of country level 
resource depletion. Shown 
here are the individual econo-
mies with the greatest dispar-
ity between production- and 
consumption-based depletion. 
Positive values (net exporters) 
show production based deple-
tion in excess of consumption-
based depletion, while negative 
values (net importers) indicate 
the reverse. That is, although 
economic activity in the Rest 
of West Asia entails significant 
resource depletion, a large por-

tion of this is then traded abroad. Similarly, !.-. 
resource depletion entails significant imports. It 
is interesting to note that low- and high-income 
countries each appear on both sides of Figure 4. 

For examining contributions to sustainabil-
ity on a global level, it is instructive to see which 
individual economies entail the greatest resource 
depletion, and how this relates to the global aver-
age. Figures 5 and 6 rank the top 15 economies 
in terms of their per capita production- and 
consumption-based depletions relative to the 
global average. Ratios greater than one indicate 

14 Income group classifications are consistent with 
World Bank guidelines: low income (GNI/capita < 
$1,005); lower middle income ($1,006<GNI/cap-
ita<$3,975); upper middle income ($3,976<GNI/cap-
ita<$12,275); and high income (GNI/capita>$12,276).

FIGURE 4FIGURE 4

Production - minus consumption-based resource depletion (in millions, 
US$)

Figure 4 lists the economies with the greatest difference between production- and consumption-based 

resource depletions. Definitions for regional aggregations are consistent with World Bank classifications 

and are available in Appendix A1.

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at http://www.gtap.agecon.

purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp
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above average per capita resource depletion, 
while ratios less than one indicate the reverse. 
For a complete list, please see the complete table 
(columns 9 and 11) in Appendix 62.

Taking stock of these findings “in the round” 
leads to a number of reflections:

The ratio of production- to consumption-
based resource depletion in Table 1 shows that 
in some economies (notably Norway, Nigeria, 
Venezuela, and West Asia), production entails 
far greater resource depletion than consump-
tion. That is, for these economies, production-
based accounting of resource depletion over-
states the value of resources required by the 
domestic economy (i.e., to satisfy domestic final 
demand). Though in general, lower-income, 
resource-rich economies have higher ratios, it 
is important to note that this is not exclusively 
the case: developed (Norway and Canada) as 
well as developing (Nigeria and Venezuela) 
countries can maintain high ratios of produc-
tion- to consumption-based depletions. 

Alternatively, resource depletion ratios of 
less than one suggest that the economy requires 
more resources to satisfy consumption than 
production. This is particularly the case for 
several high-income countries such as Japan, 
France, Germany, the !.-., and the !.,. One 
way of interpreting this result is that developed 
economies with high per capita income tend 
to import resource intensive goods while their 
domestic production focuses on non-resource 
intensive services.1515 Though the list of countries 
with depletion ratios of less than one is primar-
ily populated by developed countries, this too, is 
not exclusively the case (see, for example India, 
Eastern Europe, and Nicaragua).

One of the results from Chapter 3 relates 
to Japan as one of the few countries in which 
natural capital has been increasing over time. 
However, examining natural assets in inter-
national trade for the year 2004, it is fur-
ther revealed that Japan’s domestic resource 

15 There is an analogy here to the literature on carbon 
leakage, although in other respects there are possibly 
key differences between these notions.

extraction during constituted only 17 percent of 
the natural resource depletion induced world-
wide by its consumption (see Table 1). This 
implies that if Japan had to produce all con-
sumed goods and services in autarky, its figures 
with respect to natural capital would very likely 
be di1erent.1616 Chapter 3 also reports a decrease 

16 This hypothetical situation is not equivalent to 
(and is likely to be less than) simply adding the amount 
of imported resources to domestic depletion. This 
result is due to variations in production technologies, 
resource endowments, and efficiency of use between 
countries. Moreover, in such a situation, it is likely that 
significant substitution effects would come into play.

FIGURE 5FIGURE 5

Ratio of per capita production-based resource depletions 
to the global average
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Figure 5 shows economies with the highest ratios of per capita production-based 

resource depletions/global average. Definitions for regional aggregations are con-

sistent with World Bank classifications and are available in Appendix A1.

*Note that Norway’s ratio of per capita production-based depletions to the 

global average was 59.62 and that for readability and scale it has been omitted from 

this chart as an outlier.

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at 

http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp
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in natural capital of, for example, Nigeria that 
is largely triggered by fossil fuel extractions. As  
this country is a net exporter of natural resources, 
with a production-consumption ratio of 10 (see 
Table 1), the opposite situation with respect to 
natural capital would potentially happen if this 
nation had a closed economy.  Thus, the analy-
sis of natural assets in international trade o1ers 
important insights into understanding the driv-
ers of natural capital change presented in the 
previous chapter. 

Figures 2 and 3 show global trends in 
resource depletion by gross national income and 
are important for two reasons. First, our results 
seem broadly consistent with the proposition 
that resources tend to flow from poor to rich 
countries. It is worth noting that our results are 

broadly consistent with this. Second, the figures 
highlight not only the direction of these flows, 
but also their magnitude. Whether in terms of 
total dollar value, or average per capita value, 
these figures clearly show that production 
depletions exceed consumption depletions for 
low-, lower-middle-, and upper-middle-income 
countries. The reverse is true for high-income 
economies. The results also indicate that the 
disparity rises with income, suggesting that for 
rich (poor) countries, production-focused indi-
cators understate (overstate) resource demand.

Figure 4 takes the analysis to the level of 
individual economies, showing that despite 
the trends implied by Figures 2 and 3, there is 
no steadfast rule regarding the relationship 
between income and production or consump-
tion depletions. This is particularly interesting 
when considering adopting production-based 
versus consumption-based wealth account-
ing: the disparity between the two can be large 
for both developed and developing countries. 
The value of this di1erence, as we discuss in 
further detail below, can be interpreted as the 
(virtual) change in the contribution to global 
sustainability.

Figures 5 and 6 are particularly useful for 
assessing contributions to global sustainability 
by individual economies. Interestingly, several 
economies (Denmark, Canada, Australia, Hong 
Kong – China, Norway, the Rest of '476, and the 
Rest of North America) appear in both of these 
figures, suggesting that both their production 
and consumption patterns require greater than 
average resource depletions. Notably, however, 
both Canada and Norway also appear with posi-
tive values in Figure 4 suggesting that they are 
still net exporters of resources.

Results from our 3+#5 model can be further 
disaggregated to explore what lies beneath par-
ticular findings. For instance, our analysis indi-
cates that the China’s )52 responsibility is lower 
from a consumption perspective than from 
the production perspective. This is consistent 
with the findings elsewhere in the literature. 
However, if we look instead at total resource 
depletion for China, the opposite is found. That 

FIGURE 6FIGURE 6

Ratio of per capita consumption-based resource deple-
tions to the global average 
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Figure 6 shows economies with the highest ratios of per capita consumption-

based resource depletions/global average. Definitions for regional aggregations are 

consistent with World Bank classifications and are available in Appendix A1. 

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at 

http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp
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is, China’s consumption of global resources 
and its resource depletion (or production) was 
$36,819 million and $34,408 respectively. This 
suggests a production-consumption ratio of 
0.93 (see Table 1). 

This finding is largely due to Chinese imports 
of oil. This oil, in turn, mainly originates (in 
terms of where it was depleted or produced) 
in the Middle East which is subsumed under 
the “Rest of Western Asia” region in our model. 
Thus, for the Rest of Western Asia, our model 
suggests that oil depletion from a consump-
tion perspective was $15,172 million which is 

significantly greater than this region’s resource 
consumption (of $8,586 million). 

Turning our attention back to China, impor-
tant sectoral drivers of its resource consump-
tion are: Construction, petroleum and coal 
products, public administration, and machinery 
and equipment. A similar finding emerges if we 
look only at natural gas as again China appears 
to be a net importer of this resource. However, 
for coal, the results are di1erent. China is a net 
exporter of this resource. In consumption terms, 
its responsibility amounts to $9,224 million. In 
production terms, depletion of coal within 
China was $12,486 million. The overall e1ect, 

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Percentage contribution to global sustainability by region (percentage of gross world income)
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Change in natural assets: 
production perspective

Change in natural assets: 
consumption perspective

Carbon 
emissions

Natural 
resources

Total
Carbon 

emissions
Natural 

resources
Total

Aus./NZ/ Oceania 0.22 0.43 -0.27 0.09 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

China 1.53 2.18 -0.48 0.08 -0.17 -0.08 -0.25 -0.13 -0.09 -0.22

Japan 0.93 2.96 -2.34 0.36 -0.04 -0.01 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 -0.12

East Asia 0.71 0.97 -0.36 0.13 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.06

South East Asia 0.31 0.54 -0.21 0.06 -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 -0.03 -0.04 -0.07

India 0.38 0.54 -0.17 0.07 -0.04 -0.02 -0.06 -0.04 -0.03 -0.07

South Asia 0.08 0.12 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

Canada 0.31 0.55 -0.31 0.12 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04

United States 1.49 3.75 -3.32 1.35 -0.20 -0.09 -0.29 -0.23 -0.19 -0.42

Mexico 0.36 0.44 -0.16 0.10 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03

South America 0.31 0.63 -0.35 0.11 -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 -0.02 -0.03 -0.05

Central America/ Caribbean 0.03 0.06 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

EU-15 3.40 6.18 -4.08 1.48 -0.12 -0.06 -0.18 -0.15 -0.17 -0.32

Russia 0.27 0.44 -0.09 0.05 -0.06 -0.07 -0.13 -0.04 -0.03 -0.07

EITs 0.16 0.45 -0.31 0.10 -0.05 -0.03 -0.08 -0.05 -0.03 -0.08

Other Europe 0.30 0.50 -0.25 0.09 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02

North Africa/ Middle East 0.41 0.95 -0.41 0.16 -0.07 -0.22 -0.29 -0.06 -0.06 -0.12

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.08 0.23 -0.13 0.05 -0.02 -0.05 -0.07 -0.02 -0.02 -0.04

World 11.23 21.92 -13.32 4.41 -0.93 -0.85 -1.78 -0.93 -0.85 -1.78

 Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp 
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reported in Table 1, however, is dominated by 
China’s consumption of oil.

5.2 Contribution to Global Sustainability

Table 2 describes contributions to global sus-
tainability defined as global genuine saving: 

that is the world’s gross saving plus educational 
expenditures minus produced capital deprecia-
tion and the values of natural resource deple-
tion and carbon emissions. That is, the final row 
indicates the global rate of genuine savings (i.e., 
genuine saving as a percentage of gross world 
income) as well as its (global) components. To 
simplify this exposition of “contribution” for 
the moment, we aggregate our 113 countries and 
regions to a smaller group of 18 regional units. 
For each of these units, the specific contribu-
tion to global sustainability overall is indicated 
in the initial column of results.

This indicates that China’s genuine saving is 
such that overall it increases global sustainabil-
ity – that is, the global rate of genuine saving – 
by 1.09 percent. For the components of genuine 
saving, the e1ect of each component is either 
to boost the (global) genuine saving rate, in the 
case of gross saving and education expenditures 
or to shrink this rate in the case of depreciation 
of produced capital, natural resource depletion, 
and (notional) liabilities arising from carbon 
emissions. Again, to use the example of China, 
the contribution of its gross saving rate is – other 
things being equal – to increase global sustain-
ability by 2.18 percent while depreciation of pro-
duced capital decreases global sustainability by 
0.48 percent.

We are particularly interested in how our 
assessment of the contribution of these regions 
to global sustainability shifts when we move to 
consider virtual sustainability. That is, when we 
look at the implied contributions from taking 
a consumption-based rather than a produc-
tion-based perspective on both climate change 
liabilities and resource depletion. Column 10 of 
Table 2 illustrates the total contribution for the 
former approach while column 7 describes the 
latter. Given that these data are defined as per-
centages of gross world income, the magnitudes 
in the table tend to look small. Thus it should 
be borne in mind that these percentages cor-
respond to substantial monetary magnitudes as 
the earlier discussion of our findings indicated. 

Reference to columns 6 and 9 also make it 
clear that most of these total contributions (for 

TABLE 3TABLE 3

Genuine saving and “virtual sustainability” by selected 
countries and regions
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Rest of North America -25.43 -407 75 163 -88

Rest of Europe -12.42 -2,401 1,554 1,840 -286

Rest of South Central Africa -10.24 -2,414 3,412 592 2,820

Rest of South America -9.11 -192 62 81 -19

Former Soviet Union -4.04 -565 4,863 3,175 1,688

Zimbabwe -2.49 -112 203 166 37

Malawi -2.18 -56 66 60 6

Senegal -1.75 -139 153 282 -128

Rest of South Asia -1.53 -224 423 593 -170

Malta -0.67 -37 51 116 -65

Rest of EFTA 0.66 102 168 210 -42

Bulgaria 1.11 278 1,121 1,234 -113

Indonesia 2.59 5,841 14,374 11,020 3,355

Cambodia 2.68 137 176 191 -15

Mozambique 2.85 159 78 144 -66

Madagascar 3.59 154 223 146 76

Portugal 3.86 6,801 1,305 2,601 -1,296

South Africa 3.94 8,337 7,299 5,656 1,643

Nicaragua 4.42 188 94 173 -79

Lao PDR 4.79 115 90 109 -19

Raw data from GTAP v7. See Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) available online at 

http://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v7/v7_doco.asp 
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the changes in natural assets that we consider) 
are due to the carbon emissions component. The 
region “other Europe” (which includes Norway) 
is the only exception, although for North Africa 
and Middle East as well as Sub-Saharan Africa, 
the components are less far apart (in percentage 
contribution terms). With regards to the di1er-
ences between columns, the e1ect of taking the 
consumption-based perspective is to decrease 
the virtual sustainability of countries or regions 
such as Japan, the European Union (15), and the 
!.-. Thus, the decrease in virtual sustainability 
is 0.24 percent (of gross world income), 0.73 
percent, and 1.03 percent, respectively. Under 
the production-based perspective, by contrast, 
these contributions are 0.15 percent, 0.49 per-
cent, and 0.84 percent, respectively. 

These results are not a surprise and con-
firm the earlier intuitions of Martinez-Alier 
(1995) and subsequent commentators about the 
contributions to sustainability of developed 
countries. Nevertheless, it is also the case that 
a number of countries and regions that are 
comprised of less-developed countries exhibit a 
decreased contribution to global sustainability 
including India, East Asia, South Asia, Mexico, 
and Central America and the Caribbean. Those 
regions that receive a boost to their (virtual) 
sustainability on this consumption perspective 
include North Africa and Middle East, Sub-
Saharan Africa, Australia and New Zealand, 
Canada, and Russia. 

Again this seems to indicate that it is far 
from straightforward to validate the view that 
richer countries “import sustainability” from 
poorer countries. However, at least two addi-
tional considerations are worth noting. The 
first is that our coverage of (changes in) natural 
assets here is limited. Second, there are a variety 
ways of looking at this issue of contributions 
to global sustainability. An appendix to this 
chapter describes the results (in Table 6.2) in per 
capita terms to take account of di1erent popu-
lation levels. This indicates that although the 
virtual sustainability shrinks, for example, in 
India, South Asia, and Mexico, as well as Central 
America and the Caribbean, in per capita terms 

the picture seems rather di1erent. Thus, the 
(negative) contribution of the average citizens 
to (virtual) sustainability in these countries and 
regions is below the global (per capita) con-
sumption level, whereas the opposite is true for 
Canada and Russia, for example. Put another 
way, while the consumption perspective means 
that contribution of both of these countries to 
global sustainability is boosted, in per capita 
terms, natural asset consumption remains well 
above the global (per capita) average.

Finally, Table 3 illustrates those countries or 
regions in our sample which appear to exhibit 
negative genuine saving (in 2004). The first 
column of data indicates this negative saving 
as a percentage of that country or region’s /"# 
while the second column gives the correspond-
ing dollar value. The two columns immediately 
adjacent give respectively the dollar value of 
the change in natural assets (i.e., carbon emis-
sions and resource depletion) from the produc-
tion and consumption perspectives. The final 
column is the dollar di1erence between these 
magnitudes. 

It is evident that for some of these coun-
tries or regions, taking account of virtual sus-
tainability (i.e., the resources that these areas 
implicitly consumed) worsens our assessment 
of their contribution to global sustainability. 
This includes Senegal, Bulgaria, and Portugal 
as a number of composite regions (such as the 

“Rest of South Asia”). For a number of other 
areas, the opposite is true. That is, virtual sus-
tainability for these other countries or regions 
gives a more favorable impression given that it 
appears that significant amounts of resource 
depletion or domestic carbon emissions can be 
attributed to satisfying final demand in other 
parts of the world. Notable regions or countries 
in this respect appear to be Indonesia and South 
Africa. Indeed, for the Former Soviet Union 
(which comprises Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, 
and Uzbekistan) and the Rest of South Central 
Africa (which comprises Angola and the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo), the di1er-
ence between natural asset depletion and con-
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sumption is greater than the estimated negative 
genuine saving level. 

 Conclusions

The real value of global resource trade 
increased more than six-fold between 1998 
($613 billion) and 2008 ($3.7 trillion) ((75 2010). 
Given this context, it is perhaps not surprising 
that the way in which relationships between 
trade and sustainability should guide compre-
hensive wealth accounting has been a pervasive 
question since the genesis of current interest in 
sustainability indicators more than two decades 
ago. While some progress has been made in 
answering this question, it is also arguable that 
there has been no satisfactory resolution. While 
we do not claim to have solved this conundrum 
in this chapter, we hope to have provided addi-
tional empirical insights. We have done this by 
augmenting an approach that has been much 
used recently to examine questions about car-
bon footprints and carbon leakage and, specifi-
cally, the carbon emissions that are embodied 
in the goods and services traded across national 
economies (i.e., virtual carbon). 

Our extension here has been to consider in a 
fuller way how natural resources and the value 
of (notional) liabilities arising from carbon emis-
sions are embodied in international trade flows. 
Furthermore, we have related this discussion to 
concerns about the sustainability of development. 
The key distinction here has been that of looking 
at use of natural resources and carbon emissions 
from a production perspective or a consumption 
perspective. In the former, we are interested only 
in accounting for resources depleted or carbon 
emitted by a national economy. In the latter, we 
are interested in the resources or carbon that an 
economy consumes to satisfy its final demand. 
We have argued that moving from the former 
perspective to the latter gives additional insights 
concerning the contribution of national econo-
mies to global sustainability (where sustainabil-
ity here has been defined in terms of genuine 
saving). This can be best conceived of as telling 

us something about the virtual sustainability of 
a national economy (i.e., rather than o1ering 
concrete prescriptions about how much that 
economy should actually save). 

The empirical findings presented in this 
chapter appear to indicate that the magnitudes 
of the (change in) natural assets embodied in 
trade are substantial, both in dollar value terms 
and in relation to national economies. Moreover, 
our results seem to confirm the assertions of 
those who have argued that such resources flow 
from poor to rich nations. Nevertheless, there 
are nuances and caveats here, and whether such 
empirical patterns are su2ciently concrete as to 
draw strong conclusions about the virtual unsus-
tainability of certain countries is another matter. 

Of course, a large number of extensions and 
further work suggest themselves. In particular, 
in the context of further development of the 
current chapter, the following issues seem espe-
cially important:

First, it would be desirable to link our valu-
ation of natural resource depletion to discus-
sions elsewhere about the measurement of 
scarcity rents. For example, the latest estimates 
of resource use published in World Bank (2010) 
provide a clear link to the correct valuation of 
the change in natural assets in terms of compre-
hensive wealth accounting and sustainability. 

Second, we have focused here on the total 
value of (rents in) resource trade. But given that 
the clearest link to thinking about this trade in 
relation to global sustainability is based on the 
possible mismatch between these magnitudes 
and their true scarcity values. Introducing fur-
ther reflections on this into our empirical analy-
sis seems worth considering. 

Finally, our model here has focused on inves-
tigating the full links between where a resource 
is depleted and where it is finally consumed. 
There remain legitimate questions about where 
the limits of responsibility end. Such questions 
have clear relevance to thinking about virtual 
sustainability. Therefore, the examination of 
bilateral trade flows also seems relevant from 
this perspective.
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Rest of Oceania XOC 
American Samoa

Cook Islands

Fiji

French Polynesia

Guam

Island of Wallis and Futuna

Kiribati

Marshall Islands

Micronesia, Federated 

States of

Nauru

New Caledonia

Niue

Norfolk Island

Northern Mariana Islands

Palau

Papua New Guinea

Samoa

Solomon Islands

Tokelau

Tonga

Tuvalu

Vanuatu

Rest of East Asia XEA 
Korea, Democratic Republic 

of

Macau

Mongolia

Rest of Southeast Asia 
XSE

Brunei Darussalam 

Timor-Leste

Rest of South Asia XSA
Afghanistan

Bhutan

Maldives

Nepal

Rest of North America 
XNA

Bermuda

Greenland

Saint Pierre and Miquelon

Rest of South America 
XSM

Falkland Islands (Malvinas)

French Guiana

Guyana

Suriname

Rest of Central America 
XCA

Belize

El Salvador

Honduras

Caribbean XCB
Anguilla

Antigua and Barbuda

Aruba

Bahamas

Barbados

Cayman Islands

Cuba

Dominica

Dominican Republic

Grenada

Guadeloupe

Haiti

Jamaica

Martinique

Montserrat

Netherlands Antilles

Puerto Rico

Saint Kitts and Nevis

Saint Lucia

Saint Vincent and the 

Grenadines

Trinidad and Tobago

Turks and Caicos

Virgin Islands, British

Virgin Islands, U.S.

Rest of EFTA 
Iceland

Liechtenstein

Rest of Europe XER
Andorra

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Faroe Islands

Gibraltar

Macedonia, the former 

Yugoslav Republic of

Monaco

San Marino

Serbia and Montenegro

Rest of Former Soviet 
Union 

Tajikistan

Turkmenistan

Uzbekistan

Rest of Western Asia 
XWS

Bahrain

Iraq

Israel

Jordan

Kuwait

Lebanon

Oman

Palestinian Territory, Oc-

cupied

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

Syrian Arab Republic

United Arab Emirates

Rest of North Africa XNF
Algeria

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Rest of Western Africa 
XWF

Benin

Burkina Faso

Cape Verde

Cote d’Ivoire

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Liberia

Mali

Mauritania

Niger

Saint Helena

Sierra Leone

Togo

Rest of Central Africa 
XCF

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Chad

Congo

Equatorial Guinea

Gabon

Sao Tome and Principe

Rest of South Central 
Africa XAC

Angola

Congo, Democratic Repub-

lic of the

Rest of Eastern Africa 
XEC

Burundi

Comoros

Djibouti

Eritrea

Kenya

Mayotte

Reunion

Rwanda

Seychelles

Somalia

Sudan

Rest of South African 
Customs Union 

Lesotho

Namibia

Swaziland

APPENDIX 1

World Bank Regional Classifications
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Natural capital as economic assets:  

a review 

Partha Dasgupta

In calculating total wealth, depleting a 
type of natural capital and substituting it with 
another form of natural capital or with manu-
factured capital is frequently uneconomical in 
most countries. The assumption of absolute 
substitutability is not a realistic one. 

Externalities are the effects of activities 
on the well-being of people who have not been 
parties to the negotiations that led to those 
activities. An example is the impact of upstream 
deforestation on downstream farmers. Without 
correction, the use of natural capital is implic-
itly subsidized by people who su1er from the 
externalities.

A large part of what nature o1ers is a neces-
sity and not a luxury. There are options for some 
level of substitutability, but in consideration, 
caution must be taken for irreversible processes 
that might cause a decrease in well-being.

The social worth of natural resources can be 
divided into three parts: use value, intrinsic value, 
and option value – in varying proportions.

Property rights are currently focused 
on individual ownership. However, many of 
nature’s services are public and therefore it 
is di2cult to assign property rights to them. 
Moreover, if those rights are assigned, they are 
typically assigned without due accord to social 
justice. Ill-specified or unprotected property 
rights typically prevent markets from forming 
or make markets function wrongly when they 
do.
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1. Introduction

Natural capital can be consumed directly (e.g., 
fruit and honey), used indirectly as inputs into 
production (e.g., fossil fuels and microbes that 
regulate diseases), or used directly and indirectly 
at the same time (e.g., clean air and fresh water). 
The value of natural capital could be utilitar-
ian (e.g., a source of food or a keystone species) 

– economists call that its use-value; it could be 
aesthetic (e.g., places of scenic beauty); it could 
be intrinsic (e.g., primates and sacred groves); or 
it could be all those things together – in a word, 
biodiversity. 

Natural capital often possesses yet another 
kind of value. It arises from a combination of 
two things: uncertainty in the future use-value 
of a resource (Box 1); and irreversibility in its use. 
Genetic material in tropical forests is a prime 
example. The twin presence of uncertainty and 
irreversibility implies that preservation of its 
stock has the benefit of o1ering society flex-
ibility regarding the future. Future options have 
additional value because, with the passage of 
time, more information should be forthcoming 
about the resource’s use-value. That additional 
worth is often called an option value.11

Natural capital’s worth to us could be from 
the product flows we are able to extract from it 
(e.g., timber, gum, honey, leaves, and bark), or 
from its presence as a stock (e.g., forest cover), 
or from both (e.g., watersheds). The stock could 
be an index of quality (e.g., air quality) or quan-
tity. Quantity is sometimes expressed as a pure 
number (e.g., population size); in various other 
cases it is, respectively, (bio)mass, area, volume, 
or depth. But even quality indices are often 
based on quantity indices, as in “parts per cubic 
centimeters” for measuring atmospheric haze. 

We view natural capital here in an inclusive 
way. At one extreme are fossil fuels. Economists 
call them “exhaustible resources” because each 

1 The pioneering works on option values are 
Weisbrod (1964), Arrow and Fisher (1974), and Henry 
(1974). Option values are discussed in Section 7.3 and 
Box 4.

unit of a fossil fuel used in production is lost for-
ever. More broadly, economists sometimes refer 
to natural capital as “environmental resources,” 
sometimes as “natural resources,” and at other 
times as “environmental natural resources,” the 
double adjective being a way to ensure that read-
ers take their minds o1 dams, tarmacs, bulldoz-
ers, chain-saws, and automobiles. 

However, when economists speak of envi-
ronmental resources, they have regenerative 
resources in mind (e.g., water, timber, pollina-
tion). Handled with care, it can be put to use 
in a sustained way, but gets depleted if it is 
exploited at rates exceeding its ability to regen-
erate itself. The central problem in sustainabil-
ity science is to uncover ways by which a literally 
indeterminate number of interlocking natural 
processes that shape regenerative resources can 
be managed so as to enable humanity to flour-
ish indefinitely.

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (36) 
(2005) was a pioneering study of the services 
humanity enjoys from ecosystems. Ecosystems 
are a mesh of humans and natural resources 
interacting with one another at a multitude 
of speeds and across often overlapping spatial 
scales. What constitutes an ecosystem is there-
fore dictated by the scope of the environmental 
problem. A number of ecosystems have a global 
reach (e.g., the deep oceans); others extend over 
large land masses (e.g., “biomes,” such as the 
Savannah and the tundra); some cover entire 
regions (e.g., river basins); many involve clusters 
of villages (e.g., micro-watersheds); while others 
are confined to the level of a single village (e.g., 
the village pond). 

36 (2005) o1ered a four-way classification 
of ecosystem services: (i) provisioning services 
(e.g., food, fiber, fuel, fresh water); (ii) regulat-
ing services (e.g., protection against natural 
hazards such as storms; the climate system); 
(iii) supporting services (e.g., nutrient cycling, 
soil production); and (iv) cultural services (e.g., 
recreation, cultural landscapes, aesthetic or 
spiritual experiences).In Sections 6 and 7 where 
we review various methods that have been 
devised to value natural capital, we will observe 
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that the 36 classification can be unified for the 
purposes of quantitative reasoning. Here it is 
also useful to note that cultural services and a 
variety of regulating services (such as disease 
regulation) contribute directly to human well-
being, whereas others like soil production, for 
example, contribute indirectly by providing the 
means to grow food crops. 

2. Nature as a capital asset 

Viewing natural capital in an inclusive way 
allows us to develop a comprehensive language 
for sustainability science. We begin by studying 
five related issues that appear regularly in pub-
lic discussions on the state of the environment: 
pollution and conservation; economic growth 
and the environment; necessities vs. luxuries; 
irreversible uses; and substitution possibilities.     

2.1 Pollution and conservation 

There is no conceptual di1erence between 
pollution and conservation. Environmental 
pollutants are the other side of environmental 
natural resources. In some cases, the emission 
of pollutants leads directly to a degradation of 
ecosystems (e.g., the e1ect of acid rains on for-
ests); in others (e.g., wastes from pulp and paper 
mills), it means a reduction in environmental 
quality (deterioration of water quality in nearby 
streams), which also amounts to degradation of 
ecosystems (watersheds); in still others, it means 
depreciation of manufactured capital (e.g., the 
corrosion of buildings and structures). Thus, for 
analytical purposes there is no reason to dis-
tinguish resource management from pollution 
management. Roughly speaking, “resources” 
are “goods,” while “pollutants” (the degrader of 
resources) are “bads.” Pollution is the reverse of 
conservation.22

2 This dual structure was developed in Dasgupta 
(1982).

The mirror symmetry between conservation 
and pollution is illustrated by the atmosphere, 
which serves as both a source of nourishment 
and a sink for pollutants. The atmosphere is 
a public good: if the quality of the open atmo-
sphere is improved, we all enjoy the benefits, 
and no one is excluded from enjoying those 
benefits.33 However, unless public legislation 
says otherwise, the atmosphere is also a com-
mon pool for pollution. It’s a pool into which 
everyone can discharge pollutants without hav-
ing to pay. As the atmosphere is a public good, 
the private benefit from improving air quality is 
less than the social benefit. It follows that in the 
absence of collective action (e.g., public invest-
ment or public subsidy in cleaner technologies), 
there is under-investment in air quality. 

Now look at the reverse side of the coin. As 
the atmosphere is a pool into which pollutants 
(e.g., carbon compounds) can be deposited by us 
all at no charge, the private cost of pollution is 
less than the social cost. It follows that without 
collective action (the imposition of a pollution 
tax; quantity restriction per user; or “cap-and-
trade,” which continues to be a much-discussed 
social mechanism for controlling carbon emis-
sions), there is excessive use of the pool as a sink 
for pollutants. Either way, the atmosphere suf-
fers from “the tragedy of the commons,” which 
is a dramatic way of characterizing a wedge 
between private incentives and collective aspi-
rations that is created by inadequate or ine1ec-
tive property rights.44

3 The two characteristics of the atmosphere men-
tioned here define “public goods”: such goods have the 
properties that (i) they are jointly consumable; and (ii) 
no one can be excluded from consuming them. What 
makes public goods “public” is an extreme feature of 
commodities whose use involves externalities, which 
are defined in Section X.

4 The metaphor is due to Hardin who coined the 
term “The Tragedy of the Commons” to explain the 
overexploitation of resources with no well established 
rules of use and governance (1968).
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2.2 Economic growth and the environment55

Ecosystem services are not only intrinsically 
valuable, they also have functional worth. But 
scratch an economist and you are likely to find 
someone who regards natural capital as a luxury. 
It is commonly thought that, to quote an edi-
torial in the !.,.’s The Independent (%')'3*'+ 
4, 1999), “... (economic) growth is good for the 
environment because countries need to put 
poverty behind them in order to care,” or, to 
quote The Economist (%')'3*'+ 4, 1999: 17), 

“... trade improves the environment, because it 
raises incomes, and the richer people are, the 
more willing they are to devote resources to 
cleaning up their living space.” 

The idea is illustrated in the upper panel 
of Figure 1 and is given credence in the lower 
panel, where emissions of nitrous oxides ("5x), 
sulfur oxides (-5x), particulates, and lead were 
all found to have declined since 1970 in 5')% 
countries even while gross domestic product 
(/%&) increased. Figure 1 is taken from World 
Bank (1992). Figure 2, also taken from World 
Bank (1992), shows that among countries where 
per capita income was under !-$1,200 per year, 
the less poor su1ered from greater concentra-
tions of sulfur dioxide, but that among countries 
enjoying per capita income in excess of !-$1,200, 
those that were richer su1ered from lower con-
centrations. In short, the relationship between 
income per capita and concentration has the 
shape of an inverted-!. Among environmental 
economists, the curve in Figure 2 was promptly 
christened the “environmental Kuznets curve” 
because a similar relationship between /%& per 
capita and income inequality had been found 
decades ago by the economist Simon Kuznets. 
Figure 2 is based on inter-country data, not time 
series. Nevertheless, when taken in conjunction 
with Figure 1, it was found natural to interpret 
the evidence in such terms as the following: 

5 This section draws heavily from Arrow et al. (1995), 
which was republished, with comments by a number of 
experts, in Environment and Development Economics 
(1996), Vol. 1, No. 1.
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“People in poor countries can’t a1ord placing 
a weight on the natural environment over mate-
rial well-being. So, in the early stages of eco-
nomic development pollution is taken to be an 
acceptable, if unfortunate, side-e1ect of growth 
in /%& per capita. However, when a country has 
attained a su2ciently high standard of living, 
people care more about the natural environ-
ment. This leads them to pass environmental 
legislation and create new institutions to pro-
tect the environment.” 

The argument has been invoked in the main 
for amenities. Even within this class of goods, 
the environmental Kuznets curve has been 
uncovered for a very limited number of pollut-
ants. Nevertheless, because it is consistent with 
the notion that as their incomes rise people 
spend proportionately more on environmental 
quality, it has proved tempting to believe that 
Figures 1 and 2 apply to environmental quality 
generally. 

The temptation should be resisted. For 
example, if the degradation of natural capi-
tal were irreversible, economic growth itself 
would be at risk. And there are other reasons 
we should reject the use of Figure 1 as a general 
metaphor for the relationship between /%& and 
the state of the natural environment. Here are 
four reasons: 

First, the inverted-! has been shown to be 
valid for pollutants involving local, short-term 
damages (sulfur, particulates, fecal coliforms), 
not for the accumulation of waste, nor for pol-
lutants involving long-term and more dispersed 
costs, such as carbon dioxide, which typically 
have been found to increase continuously with 
income ((5+.% *6", 1992; -7'+" 2006). 

Second, the relationship between income 
per capita and environmental pollution cannot 
be the inverted-! if the feedback from pollution 
to the state of ecosystems is positive. 

Third, the inverted-! hides system-wide 
consequences of emissions. Reductions in one 
pollutant in one country, for example, could 
involve increases in other pollutants in the 
same country or transfers of those same pollut-

ants to other countries (transfer of dirty to dirty 
technology from rich to poor countries). 

And fourth, in most cases where pollu-
tion concentrations have declined with rising 
income, the reductions have been due to local 
institutional reforms, such as environmental 
legislation and market-based incentives to 
reduce environmental impacts. Such reforms 
may ignore their possible adverse side e1ects 
on the poor and future generations. Where 
the environmental costs of economic activ-
ity are borne by those under-represented in 
the political process, the incentives to correct 
environmental problems are likely to be weak. 
The upper panel of Figure 1 is something of a 
mirage. 

The solution to environmental degradation 
lies in such institutional reforms as would o1er 
incentives to private users of resources to take 
account of the social costs of their actions. The 
inverted-! curve suggests this can happen only 
in some cases. Moreover, as we have already 
deduced, growth in /%& per capita is a wrong 
objective, we should instead be studying move-
ments in wealth, not /%&. 

2.3 Necessities vs. luxuries 

Contrary to the views expressed in our quotes 
from newspapers, a large part 
of what nature o1ers us is a 
necessity, not a luxury. Many 
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of the services we obtain from natural capital 
are “basic needs.” Among the visible products 
are food, fibers, fuel, and fresh water – provi-
sioning services  (36 2005). But many are hidden 
from view. Ecosystems, for example, maintain 
a genetic library, preserve and regenerate soil, 
fix nitrogen and carbon, recycle nutrients, con-
trol floods, mitigate droughts, filter pollutants, 
assimilate waste, pollinate crops, operate the 
hydrological cycle, and maintain the gaseous 
composition of the atmosphere – regulating 
services (36 2005). A number of services filter 
into a global context, but many are geographi-
cally confined. Human well-being and the state 
of our natural environment are closely linked 
(%!+6#6&&6$ '7 6.. 2005). 

Natural capital o1ers joint products. 
Circulation of material (e.g., ocean currents and 
the wind system) transfers energy around the 
globe (e.g., influences precipitation) and dilutes 
pollutants; wetlands recycle nutrients and pro-
duce purified water; mangrove forests protect 
coastal land from storms and are spawning 
grounds for fish; and so on. Unhappily, social 
tensions arise in those many cases where an 
ecosystem has competing uses (farms versus 
forests versus urban development; forests ver-
sus agro-ecosystems; coastal fisheries versus 
aquaculture66). Dasgupta (1982, 1993) and Sachs, 
Gallup, and Mellinger (1998) traced the location 
of world poverty in part to the fact that the trop-
ics harbor some of the most fragile ecosystems, 
including those that regulate disease. Carpenter 
et al. (2005) and Hassan, Scholes, and Ash 
(2005), which contain the first two sets of tech-
nical reports accompanying the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment, found that 15 out of the 
24 major ecosystem services that the 36 exam-
ined are either already degraded or are currently 
subject to unsustainable use. 

A resource can be a luxury for others even 
while it is a necessity for some. Consider 
watersheds, which nurture commercial timber, 

6 See Tomich et al. (2004), Tomich et al. (2005), 
and Palm et al. (2005); and Hassan, Scholes, and Ash 
(2005), respectively, on those tensions.

agricultural land, recreational opportunities, 
and both market and non-market products (e.g., 
gums, resin, honey, fibers, fodder, fresh water, 
timber, and fuelwood). Watershed forests 
purify water and protect downstream farmers 
and fishermen from floods, droughts, and sedi-
ments. In tropical watersheds, forests house vast 
quantities of carbon and are the primary home 
of biodiversity. A number of products from 
watersheds are necessities for local inhabitants, 
including forest dwellers, downstream farmers, 
and fishermen; some are sources of revenue for 
commercial firms (e.g., timber companies), while 
others are luxuries for outsiders (eco-tourists). 
Some benefits accrue to nationals (agricultural 
products and fibers), while others spill over 
geographical boundaries (carbon sequestration). 
So, while watersheds o1er joint products (e.g., 
protection of biodiversity, flood control, carbon 
sequestration, and household necessities), they 
also provide potential services that compete 
against one another (commercial timber, agri-
cultural land, and biodiversity). Competition 
for nature’s services has been a prime cause 
of the transformation of ecosystems. Politics 
often intervenes to ensure that commercial 
demand trumps local needs, especially under 
non-democratic regimes. Governments in poor 
countries have been known to issue timber con-
cessions in upstream forests to private logging 
firms, even while evicting forest dwellers and 
increasing siltation and the risk of downstream 
flooding. Nor can the international community 
be depended upon to apply pressure on govern-
ments. When biodiversity is lost at a particular 
site, eco-tourists go elsewhere that has rich 
biodiversity to o1er. So, international opinion 
is often at best tepid. In both examples, local 
needs are outflanked by outsiders’ demands. 

2.4 Irreversible uses 

Ecosystems are driven by interlocking non-linear 
processes that run at various speeds and operate 
at di1erent spatial scales (-7'44'" '7 6.. 2004). 
That is why ecosystems harbor multiple basins 
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of attraction. The global climate system is now 
a well-known example, but small-scale ecosys-
tems also contain multiple basins of attraction, 
and for similar reasons. For example, so long as 
phosphorus runo1 into a fresh water lake is less 
than the rate at which the nutrient settles at the 
bottom, the water column remains clear. But 
if over a period of time the runo1 exceeds that 
rate, the lake collapses into a eutrophic state. 
Usually the point at which the lake will collapse 
is unknown. That means the system is driven by 
non-linear stochastic processes (as discussed in 
Box 1 in Chapter 1). 

When wetlands, forests, and woodlands 
are destroyed (for agriculture, mining, timber 
extraction, urban extension, or other uses), 
traditional dwellers su1er. For them, and they 
are among the poorest in society, there are 
no substitutes. For others, there is something 
else, often somewhere else, which means there 
are substitutes. Degradation of ecosystems is 
like the depreciation of roads, buildings, and 
machinery – but with three big di1erences: (1) 
depreciation of natural capital is frequently 
irreversible (or at best the systems take a long 
time to recover); (2) except in a very limited 
sense, it isn’t possible to replace a depleted or 
degraded ecosystem with a new one; and (3) 
ecosystems can collapse abruptly, without much 
prior warning. Imagine what would happen to a 
city’s inhabitants if the infrastructure connect-
ing it to the outside world was to break down 
without notice. Vanishing water holes, deterio-
rating grazing fields, barren slopes, and wasting 
mangroves are spatially confined instances of 
corresponding breakdowns for the rural poor 
in poor countries. In recent years we have also 
seen how an ecological collapse accompanying 
high population growth, such as the one that 
has been experienced in recent years in the 
Horn of Africa and the Darfur region of Sudan, 
can trigger rapid socio-economic decline 
($53'+-%#I5" 1999; %#635"% 2005; )5..#'+ 
2007). The range between a need and a luxury 
is thus enormous and dependent on context. 
Macroeconomic reasoning glosses over the het-
erogeneity of earth’s resources and the diverse 

uses to which they are put, by people residing at 
the site and those elsewhere. 

2.5 Substitution possibilities 

Environmental debates are often over the extent 
to which people are able to substitute one thing 
for another. Many believe that problems aris-
ing from the depletion of natural capital can 
always be overcome by the accumulation of 
manufactured capital, knowledge, and skills.77 
Others argue that humanity has reached the 
stage where there are severe limits to further 
substitution possibilities among large numbers 
of natural resources and among environmen-
tal resources and other forms of capital assets 
('$+.#)$ 6"% /5!.%'+ 2007). 

Four kinds of substitution help to ease 
resource constraints, be they local or global. 
First, there can be substitution of one thing for 
another in consumption (e.g., nylon and rayon 
substituting for cotton and wool; pulses substi-
tuting for meat). Second, manufactured capital 
can substitute for labor and natural capital in 
production (the wheel and double-glazing are 
two extreme examples). Third, novel produc-
tion techniques can substitute for old ones.88 
Fourth, and most important in the context of 
this chapter, natural resources themselves can 
substitute for one another (e.g., renewable 
energy sources could substitute for non-renew-
able ones). These examples point to a general 
idea: as each resource is depleted, there are 
close substitutes lying in wait, either at the site 
or elsewhere. The thought that follows is that 
even as constraints increasingly bite on any one 
resource base, humanity should be able move 

7 Lomborg (2001) is an example. Macroeconomic 
growth theories are mostly built on economic models 
in which Nature makes no appearance.

8 For example, the discovery of effective ways to 
replace the piston by the steam turbine (i.e., convert-
ing from reciprocating to rotary motion) was intro-
duced into power plants and ships a little over 100 
years ago. The innovation was an enormous energy 
saver in engines.
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to other resource bases, either at the same site 
or elsewhere. The enormous additions to the 
sources of industrial energy that have been real-
ized (successively, human and animal power, 
wind, timber, water, coal, oil and natural gas, 
and, most recently, nuclear power) are a prime 
historical illustration of this possibility.99

Humanity has been substituting one thing 
for another since time immemorial. Even the 
final conversion of forests into agricultural land 
in England in the Middle Ages was a form of sub-
stitution: large ecosystems were transformed 
to produce more food.1010 But both the pace and 
scale of substitution in recent centuries have 
been unprecedented. Landes (1969) has argued 
that the discovery of vast numbers of ways of 
substituting resources among one another char-
acterized the Industrial Revolution in late eigh-
teenth century. The extraordinary economic 
progress in Western Europe and North America 
since then, and in East Asia more recently, has 
been another consequence of finding new ways 
to substitute goods and services among one 
another and to bring about those substitutions. 
That ecosystems are spatially dispersed has 
enabled this to happen. The ecological trans-
formation of rural England in the Middle Ages 
probably reduced the nation’s biodiversity, but 
it increased income without any direct e1ect on 
global productivity. 

But that was then and there, and we are in 
the here and now. The question is whether it 
is possible for the scale of human activity to 
increase substantially beyond what it is today 
without placing undue stress on the major eco-
systems that remain. The cost of substituting 
manufactured capital for natural resources can 
be high. Low-cost substitutes could turn out to 
be not so “low-cost” if the true costs are used in 
the accounting, rather than the costs recorded 
in the marketplace (see below). Depleting one 

9 But these shifts have not been without unintended 
consequences. Global climate change didn’t feature in 
economic calculations until very recently.

10 Forests in England had begun to be denuded ear-
lier, by Neolithic Britons and the Romans.

BOX 1

Timber export and wealth transfers

An easy way for governments in countries that 

are rich in forests to earn revenue is to issue timber 

concessions to private firms. Often, concessions are 

awarded in forests in upstream watersheds. However, 

deforestation gives rise to soil erosion and increases 

fluctuations in water supply downstream. If the law 

recognizes the rights of those who suffer damage from 

deforestation, the timber firm would be required to 

compensate downstream farmers. But compensation 

is unlikely because (a) the cause of damage is many 

miles away, (b) the concession has been awarded by 

the state, and (c) the victims are scattered groups of 

farmers. Problems are compounded because the dam-

age is not uniform across farms: location matters. It 

can also be that those who are harmed by deforesta-

tion don’t know the underlying cause of their deterio-

rating circumstances. As the timber firm isn’t required 

to compensate farmers, its operating cost is less than 

the social cost of deforestation (the latter, as a first 

approximation, being the firm’s logging costs and the 

damage suffered by all who are adversely affected). The 

export therefore contains an implicit subsidy, paid for 

by farmers downstream. And we haven’t included forest 

inhabitants, who now live under even more straightened 

circumstances; or worse, are evicted without compen-

sation. The subsidy is hidden from public scrutiny, but 

it amounts to a transfer of wealth from the exporting 

country to the importing country. Some of the poorest 

people in a poor country subsidize the incomes of the 

average importer in what could well be a rich country. 

That doesn’t feel right. 

;*6-'% 5" %6-/!&76 ;@1990A<
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type of natural capital and substituting it with 
another form of natural capital or with a manu-
factured capital is frequently uneconomical. 

3. Property rights 

If natural capital is being degraded and depleted 
at unacceptable rates, wouldn’t their market 
prices have risen? Aren’t price increases the only 
reliable sign of growing scarcity? 

The answer is “no.” It could be that various 
kinds of natural capital are becoming scarcer 
even while prices in the market don’t register 
that. So, in the presence of externalities – the 
e1ects of activities on the well-being of people 
who have not been parties to the negotiations 
that led to those activities – markets don’t pro-
vide us with the right incentives to economize 
on our use of nature’s services. 

The question arises: Why don’t market 
prices reflect nature’s scarcity value? A common 
reason is that the institutions mediating the use 
of natural resources harbor externalities. 

The presence of externalities in the use of 
natural capital means that their markets not 
only don’t function well, they often don’t even 
exist. In some cases markets don’t exist because 
relevant economic interactions take place over 
large distances, making the costs of negotia-
tion among interested parties too high (e.g., the 
e1ects of upland deforestation on downstream 
farming and fishing activities – see Box 1). In 
other cases, they don’t exist because the interac-
tions are separated by large temporal distances 
(the e1ect of carbon emissions on climate in 
the distant future, in a world where forward 
markets don’t exist because future generations 
are not present today to negotiate with us). But 
the overarching reason is that private property 
rights to natural capital are frequently impos-
sible to define, let alone enforce. And a common 
reason for the latter is that many “species” of 
natural capital are mobile. Birds and insects fly, 
rivers flow, fish swim, the winds carry, gases and 
particulates di1use in air and water, and even 
earthworms are known to travel. The migratory 

character of natural resources prevents markets 
from being formed because it isn’t possible for 
people acting singly to lay claim to them.1111 The 
atmosphere and the open seas are prominent 
examples of resources whose markets don’t 
exist. They are open to all, which is why they 
are called “open access” resources. As people are 
able to “free-ride,” they collectively experience 
the “tragedy of the commons” ($6+%#" 1968). 
Admittedly, private monopoly of a self-con-
tained ecosystem would avoid free-riding, but it 
would grant far too much power to one person 
in the community. 

That the constituents of ecosystems are 
mobile is related to the fact that ecosystem 
dynamics are non-linear, and involve positive 
feedback. And because the whole is frequently 
greater than the sum of its spatial parts, eco-
systems are indivisible. If you slice o1 a por-
tion for some other purpose, the productivity 
(e.g., biomass production) per unit area of what 
remains is reduced. Even if it were decreed that 
no portion could be converted for another use, 
parceling ecosystems into private bits would be 
ine2cient because of the influences the mobile 
components would have on the parcels. 

Agricultural land, especially in densely 
populated areas, is a di1erent matter. Both 
labor and capital are critical inputs in produc-
tion. Investment can increase land’s produc-
tivity enormously. If agricultural land were to 
be decreed to be common property, it would 
be subject to serious management problems: 
temptations to free-ride on investment costs 
would be immense. The lack of incentives to 
invest and innovate would lead to stagnation, 
even decay. The fate of collective farms in the 
former Soviet Union testifies to that. Those 
regions of Sub-Saharan Africa where land is, or 
was until recently, held by the kinship, were 
exceptions, but in that region land was plentiful 

11 Aquifers and oil reserves could be thought to be 
prominent counter examples. But rival extracters are 
able to siphon the resources from one another. Unless 
the extracter is a monopoly, enforcing property rights 
to mobile resources underground is a very difficult 
matter.
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in the past and poor soil quality meant that land 
had to be kept fallow for extended periods. Of 
course, it may be that agricultural productivity 
remained low there because land was held by 
the kinship, not by individuals. As elsewhere in 
the social sciences, causation typically works in 
both directions. 

Each of the above examples points to a 
failure to have secure private property rights 
to natural capital. We can state the problem in 
the following way: ill-specified or unprotected 
property rights prevent markets from forming 
or make markets function wrongly when they 
do form.

What about non-market institutions? In 
order to study these, we enlarge the notion of 
property rights to include communal rights over 
resources such as coastal fisheries, local wood-
lands, and village tanks; and public or state prop-
erty rights (over forest lands, park, and inland 
lakes, for example). At the extreme are global 
property rights, a concept that is implicit in 
current discussions on climate change. But the 
idea isn’t new, not even in the modern era. That 
humanity has collective responsibility over the 
state of the world’s oceans used to be explicit in 
the 1970s, when politicians maintained that the 
oceans are a “common heritage of mankind.” 

The reasons markets don’t function 
well also apply to non-market institutions. 
Environmental degradation is a consequence 
of institutional failure. The failure could be an 
absence of markets for ecological services; but 
it could be the inability of a group of nations 
to agree on a common fisheries policy in the 
seas, or it could be the state and private indus-
try riding roughshod over forest inhabitants; it 
could be the local community, whose norms of 
behavior over the use of their local commons 
have collapsed; or it could be failure within the 
household, where the dominant male insists on 
growing fruit trees (the fruit can be sold in the 
market to which the female doesn’t have easy 
access), rather than trees that would supply 
the woodfuel the female is expected to gather 
from the receding woodlands. To identify envi-
ronmental problems as “market failure,” as is 

commonly done in environmental economics, 
is a mistake. 

4. Types of externalities 

As institutional failure with regard to the use of 
environmental resources is commonly associ-
ated with the presence of externalities, let us 
remind ourselves that by an externality we mean 
the e1ects of human activities on people who 
weren’t party to the decisions that led to those 
activities. Our definition relates directly to the 
observation that externalities are a symptom 
of institutional failure. Logging in the upland 
forests of watersheds can cause water runo1 
and inflict damage on farmers and fishermen 
downstream. If those who su1er damage are not 
compensated by mutual agreement, the dam-
age is an externality. Free-riding on common 
property resources ()&+s) is another example 
of behavior that gives rise to externalities. Two 
broad types of externalities may be contrasted: 
unidirectional and reciprocal (%6-/!&76 1982). 
We discuss them here. 

4.1 Unidirectional vs. reciprocal externalities

 
Unidirectional externalities are just that – uni-
directional – where one agent (or a group of 
agents) inflicts or confers an externality on 
another (or others). Upstream deforestation 
damaging downstream farmers and fishermen 
is an example. Under reciprocal externalities 
each party confers or inflicts an externality 
upon all others, as in the private production of 
public goods or in the use of unmanaged )&+s. 

The examples we have cited so far dis-
play “external dis-benefits.” In contrast, when 
someone becomes literate at his own cost, he 
no doubt enjoys a benefit, but he also bestows 
benefits on those others who now are able to 
correspond with him. This is an example of an 

“external benefit.” Meade (1952) famously stud-
ied the example of the apple grower and the 
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neighboring beekeeper. As each person’s activity 
confers a benefit on the other, the externalities 
are reciprocal. If the pair were to act without 
mutual consultation and negotiation, neither 
would take into account the beneficial e1ect of 
his investment on the other: the apple grower 
would invest in fewer trees and the beekeeper 
would keep fewer bees than would be in their 
mutual interest. The private production of pub-
lic goods also involves external benefits. 

The present definition of externalities is 
rough and not absolute. In many circumstances 
there would be people who would not be actual 
parties to agreements, but whose interests 
would be taken into account by those seeking 
to reach agreements with others. Accumulating 
funds in a bank for one’s children’s education is 
an obvious example; international agreements 
on carbon emissions to protect future genera-
tions from undue harm would be another. So 
we extend the notion of externalities to include 
cases where the interests of some of the a1ected 
parties were not adequately reflected in the 
agreements that underwrote the transactions. 

Externalities are symptoms of institutional 
failure. Malfunctioning institutions sustain inef-
ficient allocations of resources among contem-
poraries, across contingencies, and across time. 
They create a wedge between private and social 
rates of discount. Humanity’s dealings with 
natural capital are riddled with externalities. So, 
a fruitful way to evaluate institutions is to study 
the extent to which they don’t harbor externali-
ties. What kind of institutions would they be? 

4.2 Eliminating externalities 

In the case of the upstream firm and down-
stream farmers, the state could tax the firm 
for felling trees (&#/5! 1920). The firm in this 
case would be the “polluter,” the farmers the 

“pollutees.” Pigovian taxes therefore invoke the 
polluter-pays-principle (&&&). The e2cient rate of 
taxation would be the damage su1ered by farm-
ers. What the state does with the tax revenue is 
a distributional matter. Here we are concerned 

with the e2ciency of resource allocations. 
Pollution taxes are known today as green taxes. 

But there is also a “market-friendly” way to 
eliminate externalities. The work of Lindahl 
(1958 @1919]) – and subsequently Meade (1953, 
1972) and Coase (1960) – suggested that the 
state (or the community) could introduce pri-
vate property rights on natural capital, the 
thought being that markets would emerge to 
eliminate the externalities. A problem with the 
proposal, at least as it is presented it here, is 
that it isn’t clear who should be awarded prop-
erty rights. In our example of the upstream firm 
and downstream farmers, the sense of natural 
justice might suggest that the rights should be 
assigned to farmers, who can be regarded as the 
pollutees. Under a system of “pollutees’-rights,” 
the upstream timber firm would be required to 
compensate farmers for the damage it inflicts 
on them. Such a property-rights regime also 
invokes &&&.

Of course, the rights could be awarded to 
the timber firm instead. In that case it would be 
the farmers who would have to compensate the 
firm for not felling trees. The latter system of 
property rights invokes the pollutee-pays-prin-
ciple (a reverse &&&, as it were), which for many 
people would seem repellent. But from an e2-
ciency point of view, it’s a matter of indi1erence 
as to which system of private property rights is 
introduced, so long, that is, as the prices that 
emerge (including those in the markets for 
externalities) are competitive prices (-76++'77 
1972). Arrow (1971) pointed to a problem with 
Lindahl’s proposal. Markets for externalities 
would be “thin.” In our example, each market 
would involve precisely two parties: the timber 
firm and one farmer. It is hard to imagine that 
competitive prices could emerge in such circum-
stances. Nevertheless, markets for externalities 
have attracted much attention among ecolo-
gists and development experts in recent years, 
under the label payment for ecosystem services, or 
&'- (see &6/#5.6 '7 6.. 2002, for a sympathetic 
review of a market-based &'-). 

A &'- system, in which the state plays an 
active role, is attractive for wildlife conservation 
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and habitat preservation. In poor countries 
property rights to grasslands, tropical forests, 
coastal wetlands, mangroves, and coral reefs 
are often ambiguous. The state may lay claim to 
the assets (“public” property being the custom-
ary euphemism), but if the terrain is di2cult 
to monitor, inhabitants will continue to reside 
there and live o1 its products. Inhabitants 
are therefore key stakeholders. Without their 
engagement, the ecosystems couldn’t be pro-
tected. Meanwhile flocks of tourists visit the 
sites on a regular basis. An obvious thing for 
the state to do is to tax tourists and use the 
revenue to pay local inhabitants for protecting 
their site from poaching and free-riding. Local 
inhabitants would then have an incentive to 
develop rules and regulations to protect the site. 
Box 2 o1ers an account of recent work on &'- 
arrangements. 

5. Quantifying externalities 

Institutional failure is a prime reason why 
natural resources are underpriced in the mar-
ket. Tracking time series of the market prices 
of minerals and fossil fuels in order to judge 
whether we face increasing resource scarcity is 
a bad move. Mining, smelting, and transport-
ing minerals and ores involve the use of other 
types of natural capital (rivers, land, and the 
atmosphere, into which industrial eOuents are 
deposited) for which payment is usually not 
made. So, mining, smelting, and transporting 
minerals and ores create externalities (36.'+ 
6"% (=8/6 1972). The social cost (or shadow 
cost) of those industrial operations could be 
rising even while market prices for minerals 
remain flat or perhaps even decline. Under such 
institutional failure, the use of natural capital is 
implicitly subsidized by people who su1er from 
the externalities.1212

12 That is why the infamous bet between Paul Ehrlich 
and the late Julian Simon on the future trajectory of 
mineral and metal prices was a case of misplaced 
theorizing. Being an ecologist, Ehrlich should not have 
been expected to know that he had shadow prices in 

5.1 External harms 

At the global level, what is the annual subsidy of 
natural capital use? One calculation suggested 
that it is 10 percent of annual global income 
(3='+- 6"% ,'"7 2000). The margin of error in 
that estimate is very large, but until recently it’s 
the only global estimate we have had. A recent 
study of The Economics of Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity (7''*) puts the annual loss in eco-
system services at 1–2 percent of global income. 
That figure, too, is subject to a large margin 
of error. Many of the most reliable studies are 
those that look at “small” problems (households 
or industries exploiting fisheries, wetlands, coral 
reefs, water holes, mangroves, grazing fields, 
woodlands, etc.). The most promising route to 
a better understanding of the socio-ecological 
processes that shape our macroeconomies is 
to aggregate those small problems. From the 
global perspective, each of those many problems 
is small, but when added up, the sum would be 
significant (+'&'775 1989; 36 2005). 

The spatial character of unidirectional 
externalities is self-evident, but getting a quan-
titative feel involves hard work. So the literature 
is sparse. As elsewhere in sustainability science, 
some of the best advances have been made in 
studies of involving multi-disciplinary exper-
tise. Repetto et al. (1989) and Vincent and Ali 
(1997) estimated the decline in forest cover in 
Indonesia and Malaysia, respectively, owing to 
logging. Their investigation was at an interme-
diate spatial scale. The authors found that when 
deforestation is included, national accounts 
look quite di1erent: net domestic saving rates 
are some 20–30 percent lower than recorded 
saving rates. In their work on the depreciation 
of natural resources in Costa Rica, the World 
Resources Institute some years ago found that 
the depreciation of three resources – forests, 
soil, and fisheries – amounted to 10 percent of 

mind, not market prices. And Simon, being an econo-
mist, should have told Ehrlich that it is shadow prices, 
not market prices, that reflect social scarcities. The 
bet was unfair.
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/%& and over a third of capital accumulation. 
The findings suggest that an economy could in 
principle enjoy growth in /%& per capita and 
improvements in the United Nations’ Human 
Development Index ($%#) for a long period even 
while its productive base shrinks. 

5.2 External benefits 

It was the point of Meade’s (1952) example 
that in the absence of an agreement between 
the apple grower and beekeeper, pollination 
involves reciprocal externalities. But it is only 
recently that quantitative estimates have been 
made. There are several credible estimates at 
the local level. In a study in Costa Rica on polli-
nation services, Ricketts et al. (2004) found that 
forest-based pollinators increase the annual 
yield in nearby co1ee plantations by as much as 
20 percent. Subsequently, Ricketts et al. (2008) 
analyzed the results of some two dozen studies, 
involving 16 crops in five continents, and dis-
covered that the density of pollinators and the 
rate at which a site is visited by them declines at 
rapid exponential rates with the site’s distance 
from the pollinators’ habitat. At 0.6 km (resp. 1.5 
km) from the pollinators’ habitat, for example, 
the visitation rate (resp. pollinator density) 
drops to 50 percent of its maximum. 

Pattanayak and Kramer (2001) reported 
that the drought mitigation benefits farm-
ers enjoy from upstream forests in a group of 
Indonesian watersheds are 1–10 percent of aver-
age agricultural incomes. In another exemplary 
work, Pattanayak and Butry (2005) studied the 
extent to which upstream forests stabilize soil 
and water flow in Flores, Indonesia (see also 
&6776"6=6, 2004). Downstream benefits were 
found to be 2–3 percent of average agricultural 
incomes. 

6. Estimating shadow prices 

How should shadow prices be estimated? The 
term “externalities” is a catchword for a wide 

BOX 2

Payment for ecosystem services

The ethics underlying payment for ecosystem services 

(PES) is seemingly attractive. If decision-makers in Brazil 

believe that decimating the Amazon forests is the true 

path to economic progress there, shouldn’t the rest of 

the world pay Brazil not to raze them to the ground? If 

the lake on someone’s farm is a sanctuary for migratory 

birds, shouldn’t bird lovers pay the owner not to drain 

it for conversion into farm land? Never mind that the 

market for ecosystem services would be thin, if a sys-

tem involving PES were put in place, owners of natural 

capital and beneficiaries of ecological services would 

be forced to negotiate. The former group would then 

have an incentive to conserve their assets (Daily and 

Ellison 2002; Pagiola et al. 2002; Goldstein et al. 2006). 

In a review of current practices, Jack et al. (2008) have 

observed that hundreds of new PES schemes are cur-

rently in operation round the globe. China, Costa Rica, 

and Mexico, for example, have initiated large-scale 

programs in which landowners receive payment for 

increasing biodiversity conservation, expanding carbon 

sequestration, and improving hydrological services. 

Although PES may be good for conservation, one 

can imagine situations where the system would be bad 

for poverty reduction and distributive justice. Many of 

the rural poor in poor countries enjoy nature’s services 

from assets they don’t own. Even though they may be 

willing to participate in a system of property rights in 

which they are required to pay land owners for ecologi-

cal services (Pagiola et al. 2008, report in their careful 

study of a silvopastoral project in Nicaragua that they 

do), it could be that in the world we have come to know, 

the weaker among the farmers are made to pay a dis-

proportionate amount. Some may even become worse 

off than they had been previously (Dasgupta and Heal 

1979: Ch. 3). One could argue that in those situations the 

state should pay the land owner instead, using funds 

obtained from general taxation. As Reid et al. (2003), 

Bulte et al. (2008), and Zilberman et al. (2008) observe, 

who should pay depends on the context. 
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class of institutional failures that are translated 
into gaps between market prices and shadow 
prices. So, if at time t, P(t) is the shadow price of 
asset i, R(t) its market price, and E(t) the social 
value of the net externalities its presence cre-
ates, then

 EQUATION 1 

Pi(t) = Ri(t) + Ei(t)

6.1 A general formulation

There is a utopian scenario where market prices 
equal shadow prices. The state of a1airs pre-
vailing utopia is called the full optimum. There 
are no externalities at a full optimum (i.e., Ei 
(t)=0), because what externalities there could 
have been have been internalized via institu-
tional reforms and policy changes. Elsewhere, 
depending on the circumstances, market prices 
are reasonable approximations for some goods 
and services, while for others they are not.

For public goods and bads, Ri(t)=% in 
Equation 1, which means that Pi(t)=Ei(t). 
Fisheries in the open seas, carbon concentra-
tions in the atmosphere, and such localized 
resources as mangroves, coral reefs, streams, 
and ponds are examples of the latter. 

Assets are stocks. Recalling Definition 2 
from Chapter 1, which states: The shadow price 
of a capital asset is the contribution a marginal 
unit of it is forecast to make to human well-being, 
we have

Proposition 1 Pi(t) is the present discounted 
value of the flow of benefits society enjoys from a 
marginal unit of i.1313

By the same token as Proposition 1, we have 
Proposition 2. Ei(t) is the present discounted 

value of the flow of the externalities associated 
with the presence of a marginal unit of i.

In estimating shadow prices of environmen-
tal resources, it is safest to return to the formal 
definition of shadow prices, which is provided 

13 The discount rate to be used in estimating the 
present values are social rates of discount.

by Equations (1) and (2). Recalling Equation (1) 
from Chapter 1 where 

 EQUATION 2 

V(t) = V(K(t),M,t)

V is intergenerational well-being, K are the cap-
ital assets and M is the evolving political economy 
(see Chapter 1 for a more detailed analysis of these 
equations)

Equation 2  tells us that in order to estimate 
the shadow price of any capital asset we need: 

(a) A descriptive model of the economy. 
(b) The size and distribution of the econo-

my’s capital assets at the date the evaluation is 
undertaken. 

(c) A conception of intergenerational well-
being. 

Recall that natural capital can be consumed 
directly (e.g., fruit and honey), used indirectly 
as inputs into production (e.g., fossil fuels 
and microbes that regulate diseases), or used 
directly and indirectly at the same time (e.g., 
clean air and fresh water). Ingenious tech-
niques for estimating shadow prices have been 
developed for those types of natural capital 
that are used directly, but are public goods 
(e.g., amenities such as places of scenic beauty 
and recreational areas, and such sites that are 
thought to possess intrinsic value [e.g., sacred 
groves]).1414 Unfortunately, ecosystem services 
and other inputs in production activities have 
not been studied much, so there is still no com-
prehensive text. The February 2011 issue of the 
journal, Environmental & Resource Economics 
(:5.. 48, "5. 2), containing a Symposium on 

“Conservation and Human Welfare: Economic 
Analysis of Ecosystem Services,” is a rare excep-
tion in the prevailing literature on the valuation 
of ecosystem services (see especially, *6.345+% 
'7 6.. 2011; and *67'36" '7 6.. 2011).

14 Freeman (1992) and Smith (1997) are fine exposi-
tions of the methods.
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6.2 Asking questions and observing behav-
ior 

For environmental amenities, an appeal to 
Definition 1 in Chapter 1 (By sustainable develop-
ment we mean a pattern of societal development 
along which (intergenerational) well-being does 
not decline) directly is problematic because of the 
enormous quantity of information demanded 
by requirements (a)–(c). So environmental and 
resource economists have devised two indirect 
methods. In one method, investigators ask 
people to place a value on ecological resources. 
This is often called contingent valuation. The 
other method has investigators study behavior 
and the consequences of that behavior to infer 
the value individuals place on those assets. This 
method is frequently called the revealed prefer-
ence approach. It has been put to wide use in 
valuing subtle characteristics of capital assets 
that are hard to unscramble from their overall 
value. As an example, consider an asset that 
has multiple characteristics, such as land. The 

“hedonic price method” uses the market price of 
a piece of land to uncover the shadow price of 
one of its characteristics, for example, the value 
of its aesthetic qualities. 

The hedonic price method has been much 
used to value real estate. In their work on 
inland wetlands in eastern North Carolina (!.-.<, 
Bin and Polasky (2004) found that, other things 
being equal, proximity to wetlands reduced 
property values. Wetlands have many virtues, 
associated with the services they provide in 
decomposing waste, purifying water, and pro-
viding a sanctuary for birds and other animals. 
What Bin and Polasky (2004) discovered is that 
they may also possess a negative feature, namely 
bad odor! 

As noted previously, the valuation methods 
that have become most popular were devised 
for environmental amenities, such as places of 
scenic beauty or cultural significance. The cost 
of travel to a site takes “revealed preference” 
to be the basis for valuing the site. Englin and 
Mendelsohn (1991), for example, is a well-known 

application of the method for estimating the 
recreation value of forests. 

In contrast, the contingent valuation method 
():3) has proved to be extremely popular in 
those cases where there is no observed behavior 
(see )6+-5" @2004] for an extensive bibliogra-
phy). The idea is to ask people how much they 
would be willing to pay for the preservation of 
an environmental amenity (e.g., flood control) 
or a resource of intrinsic worth (e.g., an animal 
or bird species). 

Each of the above methods is of limited 
use for valuing the local natural resource base 
in the poor world. Moreover, one can ques-
tion whether requirements (a)–(c) can be met 
adequately by studying people’s behavior or 
analyzing their responses even to well-designed 
questions. One reason for being cautious about 
those methods (there are many other reasons) is 
that people often aren’t aware of environmental 
risks. Jalan and Somanathan (2008) conducted 
an experiment among residents of a suburb of 
New Delhi. The aim was to determine the value 
of information on the health risks that arise 
from drinking water containing bacteria of fecal 
origin. Without purification, the piped water 
in 60 percent of the households were found 
to be contaminated. Among households in the 
sample that had not been purifying their piped 
water, some were informed by the investigators 
that their water was possibly contaminated, 
while the rest were not informed. The authors 
report that the former group of households was 
11 percent more likely to invest in purification 
within the following eight weeks than the lat-
ter group. An additional year of schooling of the 
most educated male in the household was asso-
ciated with a 3 percent increase in the probabil-
ity that its piped water was being treated. The 
finding is noteworthy because the wealth and 
education levels of households in the sample 
were above the national average. If ignorance 
of environmental risks is pervasive, estimates 
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of the demand for environmental quality that 
assume full information must be misleading.1515 

7. Using nature’s production functions 

So we return to requirements (a)–(c) as the basis 
for estimating shadow prices. 

7.1 Carbon concentration 

The welfare economics of climate change 
requires carbon in the atmosphere to be priced. 
It has been customary in that literature (e.g., 
).#"' 1992; -7'+" 2006) to place a global price 
for carbon concentration. A figure of !-$20 per 
ton for carbon’s global shadow price was sug-
gested by Fankhauser (1995) and Pearce et al. 
(1996), with but scant justification. That figure 
was however used in the World Bank’s work on 
sustainable development. But there are likely to 
be enormous regional variations in the impact 
of global climate change on economic activity 
(+5-'"8('#/ 6"% $#..'. 1998; 3'"%'.-5$" 
'7 6.. 2006; %#"6+ '7 6.. 2008). Agriculture in 
semi-arid tropical countries is expected to suf-
fer from warming, while in temperate regions it 
will probably benefit. If we apply distributional 
weights to the losses and gains, the disparity is 
bigger than the nominal figures that have been 
suggested, because the former group of coun-
tries are almost all poor while the latter are 
middle-income to rich. Using a range of climate 
models, Mendelsohn et al. (2006) have pub-
lished estimates of losses and gains in year 2100. 
The authors aggregated five sectors: agriculture, 
water, energy, timber, and coasts. Depending 
on the scenario, they found that the poorest 
countries (almost all in Africa) are likely to su1er 
damages from 12 percent to 23 percent of their 
/%&, while the range of impacts on the richest 
countries (North America and northern Europe) 

15 Determining the “willingness to pay” for changes 
in risk involves additional problems. See Smith and 
Desvouges (1987).

is from damages of 0.1 percent to a gain of 0.9 
percent of their /%&. Dinar et al. (2008) fear that 
with warming, the agricultural income in the 
semi-arid tropics could be more than halved 
in 2100 from its projected value in the case 
where there is no warming. But these estimates 
are based on market prices. If distributional 
weights are applied to obtain a global shadow 
price of carbon, it would be a lot higher than if 
we were merely to add the regional gains and 
losses. It should also be noted that the e1ects of 
climate change on health and the environment 
(e.g., loss of species) were not included in those 
estimates. 

7.2 Ecosystem services 

Several recent valuation studies have met 
requirement (a) by estimating the production 
function for nature’s service (e.g., pollination as 
a function of the distance to a forest; primary 
productivity as a function of biodiversity; net 
reproduction rate of a species), but have oth-
erwise assumed that market data are more or 
less su2cient to meet the other requirements.1616 
Pattanayak and Kramer (2001) and Pattanayak 
and Butri (2005), for example, constructed a 
hydrological model to measure the contribu-
tion of upland forests to farm productivity 
downstream. Hassan (2002) used quantita-
tive models of woody land resources in South 
Africa to estimate the value to rural inhabitants 
of (among other resources) the Fynbois Biome, 
which dominates sandy soils there. Barbier 
(1994) and Gren et al. (1994) used formal eco-
logical models to compile a catalogue of the 
various services that are provided by wetlands, 
while Duraiappah (2003) developed a range of 
dynamic optimization coupled socioeconomic-
ecological models to capture a variety of eco-
system services including tidal flushing, water 

16 See Dobson et al. (1997), Barbier (2000), Turner et 
al. (2000), and Tilman et al. (2005) for illustrations of 
ecosystem production functions and the correspond-
ing dynamics of the socio-ecological systems.
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purification, and biomass evolution. In their 
study of wetlands in northern Nigeria, Acharya 
(2000) and Acharya and Barbier (2000) applied 
models of ground water recharge to show that 
the contribution wetlands make to recharging 
the basins is some 6 percent of farm incomes. 

7.3 Option value 

Economists as a general rule encourage deci-
sion-makers to maximize the expected value of 
well-being (Box 1) whereas environmentalists 
urge them to keep future options open. There 
is a sound intuitive basis for the latter. The use 
of environmental resources can have e1ects 
that are irreversible, implying that decisions 
today may constrain choices in the future. But 
that alone is not a reason for concern because if 
the future is known with certainty, then there 
is no cost to forgoing one’s future options. It is 
the twin presence of uncertainty and irrevers-
ibility that makes flexibility an attractive feature 
of a planned course of action. An option value 
reflects the social worth of flexibility in a world 
where the social evaluator evaluates on the basis 
of the expected value of well-being. 

Nowhere has the desirability of keeping 
future options open been advanced as vocifer-
ously as in discussions of the need for the on-site 
preservation of genetic diversity of plants and 
crops. Tropical forests are particularly noted for 
providing a habitat for a rich genetic pool, most 
of which is so far untapped for direct use, but 
some of which provides ingredients for phar-
maceutical products. Much attention has been 
drawn to the continued decay of the genetic 
variability of crops resulting from an increased 
reliance on a few high-yield varieties in large 
parts of the world. As new varieties of crop 
pests and diseases appear, the chance of locat-
ing crop varieties that are resistant to them will 
be that much lower if genetic reserves are small. 
The genetic pool is a public good whose value 
becomes more and more sharply etched with 
the passage of time. Box 3 presents a numerical 

example to show how option values ought to be 
determined.

7.4 Biases in estimates 

What is the point of basing shadow prices solely 
on one particular use value when we know that 
natural capital often possesses other values too? 
The answer is that the method provides us with 
biased estimates of shadow prices. That can be 
useful information. For example, in a beauti-
ful paper on the optimal rate of harvest of blue 
whales, Spence (1974) took the shadow price of 
whales to be the market value of their flesh, a 
seemingly absurd and repugnant move. But on 
estimating the population growth functions 
of blue whales and the harvest-cost functions, 
he found that under a wide range of plausible 
parameter values it would be most profitable 
commercially for the international whaling 
industry to agree to a moratorium until the 
desired long-run population size was reached, 
and for the industry to subsequently harvest 
the whales at a rate equal to the population’s 
optimal sustainable yield.1717 In Spence’s analysis, 
preservation was recommended solely on com-
mercial grounds. But if preservation is justified 
when the shadow price of blue whales is esti-
mated from their market price, the recommen-
dation would, obviously, be reinforced if their 
intrinsic worth were to be added. This was the 
point of Spence’s exercise.

8. Conclusion 

The social worth of natural resources can be 
divided into three parts: use value, intrinsic value, 
and option value. The proportions di1er. Oil 
and natural gas aren’t usually thought to pos-
sess intrinsic value, nor perhaps an option value, 

17 During the moratorium the whale population 
grows at the fastest possible rate. In Spence’s numeri-
cal computations, the commercially most-profitable 
duration of the moratorium was found to be some 
10–15 years.
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Section 7.3 introduced a component of envi-
ronmental shadow prices that goes by the name 
“option value.” Option values arise from the 
twin presence of uncertainty about an asset’s 
future worth and irreversibility of decisions 
in case the asset is degraded. An option value 
measures the social worth of the flexibility that 
a society would enjoy by keeping options open 
for the future, when new information about the 
worth of existing assets is expected to be forth-
coming. Here we study the idea by means of an 
extreme example. 

We suppose the decision-maker is risk-
neutral. Because under normal circumstances 
a risk-neutral decision-maker can replace ran-
dom variables by their expected values, we will 
be able to compute the value of flexibility rela-
tively easily. 

There are two periods, t=G and B. A forest, in 
area K, harbors a genetic pool. We assume that 
o1-site preservation of the genetic material is 
prohibitive and that the forest land has alter-
native uses, say, urban development. However, 
deforestation would mean a loss of genetic 
diversity. That’s the trade-o1: genetic diver-
sity vs. urban development. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that genetic diversity is proportional 
to forest size. 

The social benefit from developing a mar-
ginal unit of forest land at t=G is known to be 
B(G). By definition, B(G) would be the increase in 
well-being if an additional bit of the forest were 
developed for its alternative use. At t=G there 
is uncertainty regarding the social losses from 
deforestation. In regards to that uncertainty, 
there are two possibilities, s! and s*, with prob-
abilities P and (B- P) respectively. Following the 
established terminology of decision theory, we 
call the possibilities “states of nature.” The state 
of nature will be revealed at t=B (the future). If 
s! were to prevail, net social benefit at t=B from 

developing a marginal bit of the forest would be 
B!(B); if s* were to prevail, the net social benefit 
at t=B from developing a marginal bit of the for-
est would be B*(B). We assume that if the entire 
forest is not developed at t=G, there will be a fur-
ther option of how much of the forest to develop 
at t=B, once the state of nature is revealed. In 
short, the decision to develop the forest can be 
made at both periods. It’s only if the entire for-
est is converted that future options are closed. 

Let D(G) be the area that is developed at t=G. 
Naturally, G + D(G) + K. Now let D!(B) and D*(B) 
be the areas developed at t=B under s! and s*, 
respectively. Finally, let r be the rate at which 
social costs and benefits are discounted. It fol-
lows that expected value of the proposed devel-
opment policy is

 EQUATION B.4.1 

V = B(G)D(G) + [!B!(B) D!(B) + (B–,) B* (B) 
D*(B)]
(!+r)

To have an interesting problem, we imagine 
that B!(B) < G, B*(B) > B, and [, B!(B) D!(B) + (B–,)
B*(B) D*(B)] > G; the latter of which says that at 
t=G, it is expected that at t=B further develop-
ment will be a good thing. 

To formalize option values in this example, 
we begin by imagining that the loss of genetic 
diversity is fully reversible, that is, the area 
deforested at t=G can be re-established without 
cost at t=B should that be desired. The social 
evaluator’s problem is to maximize equation 
B4.1 by choosing B(G), B!(B), B*(B) subject to the 
constraints:

 EQUATION B.4.2 

G + D(G), D!(B), D*(B) + K

The optimum decision rule is simple: 

BOX 3

Valuing Options
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 EQUATION B.4.3 

D(G) = K if B(G) > G and D(G) = G if B(G) < G;11 

and D!(B) = G and D*(B) = K

Now suppose the other extreme, that genetic 
loss is irreversible. Irreversibility means that in 
place of constraint (B4.2), the social evaluator 
faces the constraint

 EQUATION B.4.4 

G + D(G) + D!(B), D*(B) + K

The social evaluator’s problem is to maxi-
mize (B4.1) subject to constraint (B4.4). The way 
to solve the problem is to work backward, from 
t=B to t=G. If, at t=B, the true state of nature is 
revealed to be s1 then the social evaluator would 
choose D!(B) = D(G); if instead it turns out to be 
s*, the social evaluator would choose D*(B) = K. 
Thus, at t=G the problem facing the social evalu-
ator is to choose D(G) so as to maximize

 EQUATION B.4.5 

V = [B(G) + , B!(B) (B+r)]D(G) + (B–,)B*(B)K

(B+r)

The decision rule is clear: 

 EQUATION B.4.6 

D(G) = K if and only if B(G) + ,B!(B) (B+r) > 
G

Uncertainty and irreversibility, taken 
together, require a sti1er criterion for develop-
ment than in their absence, because

1 If B(0) = 0, then the choice of D(0) is a matter of 
indifference.

 EQUATION B.4.7 

B(G) > B(G) + ,B*(B)

(B+r)
The di1erence between the two figures, 

namely, the absolute value of ,BB (B+r), is the 
option value. Development has to be that much 
more valuable today if the forest is to be cleared 
for it.
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but they do have use value. The great apes are 
intrinsically valuable; some would say they 
should have no other value, that they are an end 
in themselves, not a means to anything. Option 
value is the value we apportion to a  natural 
resource which could prove to be have a social 
worth beyond its known use value or intrinsic 
value. Biodiversity possesses all three types 
of value. Although there are several excellent 
treatises on valuation methods (e.g., 4+''36" 
1992), they are altogether too limiting for the 
task in hand. 36 (2005) has drawn our atten-
tion to the plight of the world’s ecosystems. Yet, 
in comparison with the number of studies we 
currently have at our disposal on the valuation 
of environmental amenities, the size of the lit-
erature on the valuation of ecosystems is piti-
fully small. This paper has sketched a formula-
tion that tells us the steps that are necessary to 
value ecosystem services. Valuation in practice 
requires a multi-disciplinary e1ort. At a mini-
mum, economists need to get together with 
environmental scientists to devise methods for 
implementing steps (a)–(c), which provide the 
basis for understanding the shadow prices and, 
thereby, valuing ecological systems. 

The valuation techniques we have enumer-
ated here are built around the idea that prefer-
ences and demands, as they stand, should be 
respected. There is an enormous amount to be 
said for this, reflecting as it does a democratic 
viewpoint. But even when commending it, we 
shouldn’t play down the strictures of those 
social thinkers who have urged the rich, whether 
in rich countries or in poor ones, to curb their 
material demands, to alter their ways so as to 
better husband earth’s limited resources. Their 
thought is that we deplete resources without 
trying to determine the consequences of deplet-
ing them, sometimes because we haven’t the 
time to find out, but sometimes because we may 
not wish to know, since the answer may prove 
to be unpalatable to us. Being sensitive to eco-
logical processes requires investment in early 
education on the connection between human 
well-being and the natural environment. If such 
strictures as we are alluding to seem quaint 

today, it may be because we are psychologically 
uncomfortable with the vocabulary. But that 
isn’t an argument for not taking them seriously.      
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The road to wealth accounting

Charles Perrings

It is clear that human activity has had a 
profound e1ect on our environment, and that 
these e1ects, in turn, have had an impact on 
human well-being. While the importance of 
this relationship is appreciated, there are still 
few reliable indicators of the value to people of 
biosphere change.  

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
was able to quantify the physical changes in 
ecosystem services that had occurred in the pre-
vious half century, but it was unable to assign 
a value to the loss of non-marketed ecosystem 
services.

This chapter considers the issues involved 
in developing metrics of the social importance 
of biosphere change. What is needed is a mea-
sure of the impact of biosphere change on 
wealth and wealth distribution. The chapter 
discusses the welfare-theoretic foundations of 
wealth accounting, and the steps taken so far to 
build wealth accounts. It then considers what 
is required to evolve wealth accounts from the 
current system of national accounts (-"6).

The SNA provides an incomplete picture of 
wealth because it includes only property that 
generates private claims to future benefits. It 
therefore excludes parts of natural capital that 
is essential to human well-being but cannot be 
privately held (e.g., the atmosphere or the open 
oceans).

Two major efforts to advance our under-
standing of wealth are discussed here: the 
World Bank’s idea of adjusted net savings, and 
the System of Environmental and Economic 
Accounts (-''6). Both are important steps on 
the road to wealth accounting, but neither 
fully address the issues of what environmental 
stocks should be included, and how they should 
be measured and valued (the double counting 
caused by the -''6’s inclusion of ecosystems is 
particularly problematic).

Ultimately, country wealth measurements 
should include all natural assets that are under 
a country’s jurisdiction and that contribute to 
human well-being, whether those assets are pri-
vately owned or not. 
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1. Posing the problem

There is accumulating evidence that human 
“management” of the biosphere is having a 
major e1ect on the abundance and diversity of 
other species, on ecological functioning, and on 
ecosystem processes. The most heralded impact 
of the conversion of land to human use is the 
extinction of other species, but anthropogenic 
environmental change has many other dimen-
sions. Emissions into the air, soil, and water are 
a1ecting ecosystem processes at many di1er-
ent scales, extending from the global e1ect of 
greenhouse gas emissions on climate, to the 
local e1ects of nitrate emissions on groundwa-
ter. Two global assessments have documented 
the e1ect of people’s use of terrestrial and 
marine resources on biodiversity change, and 
have o1ered some evidence for why it matters 
($'=(55% 6"% (67-5" 1995; 3#..'""#!3 
')5-=-7'3 6--'--3'"7 20056). More recently, 
the 7''* (The Economics of Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity) report has summarized what is 
currently known about the value of biodiversity 
and non-marketed ecosystem services (,!36+ 
2010). The problem remains, however, that there 
are few reliable indicators of the importance of 
biosphere change for human well-being.

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 
(36) attempted to relate changes in biodiversity 
to human well-being through the identifica-
tion of a set of “ecosystem services,” defined as 

“the benefits that people get from ecosystems.” 
These comprised provisioning services (produc-
tion of foods, fuels, fibers, water, and genetic 
resources); cultural services (recreation, spiri-
tual and aesthetic satisfaction, and scientific 
information); regulating services (controlling 
variability in production, pests and pathogens, 
environmental hazards, and many key envi-
ronmental processes); and supporting services 
(the main ecosystem processes). The 36 was 
not, however, able to do more than say whether 
the physical flows of these services had been 
enhanced or degraded in the previous half cen-
tury. It was unable to assign a value to the loss 
of, for example, cultural or regulating services 

relative to provisioning services. It was not, 
therefore, able to say whether the trade-o1s 
being made between ecosystems services were 
warranted in terms of either their e2ciency 
or fairness. Nor was it able to say whether the 
investments people had made in the conver-
sion of ecosystems for the production of val-
ued goods and services left society collectively 
richer or poorer – whether those investments 
were sustainable. Without information on the 
value of the ecosystem services forgone through 
land-use change, it is di2cult for us to know 
whether land-use change is socially e2cient, 
equitable, or sustainable. The 7''* project has 
subsequently summarized at least the range of 
value estimates reported in the economic lit-
erature (,!36+ 2010). But point estimates of 
the value of specific services are of little help in 
monitoring biosphere change.

This chapter considers the issues involved 
in developing metrics of the social importance 
of biosphere change. Whether society is con-
cerned with inter-country comparisons, with 
tracking its own performance over time, or with 
understanding the distributional e1ects of bio-
sphere change, the informational requirements 
are the same. What is needed is a measure of 
the impact of biosphere change on wealth and 
wealth distribution. The chapter discusses the 
implications of this requirement, first in terms 
of the welfare-theoretic foundations of wealth 
accounting, and then in terms of the steps 
required to evolve wealth accounts from the 
current system of national accounts.

2. Environmental change and environ-
mental assets

2.1 Measuring environmental assets

The weaknesses of gross domestic product (/%&) 
or gross national income (/"#) as a measure of 
well-being have been often rehearsed and are 
well understood. Adjusting for transbound-
ary flows and for the depreciation of assets to 
yield net national product (""&) or net national 
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income (""#) addresses two of the main reasons 
why the measure is flawed. However, there still 
remain a number of fundamental problems 
including the exclusion of most non-marketed 
production and consumption, externalities, 
environmental deterioration and public lands, 
and the inclusion of defensive or remedial 
expenditures (repairing depreciation). Most 
importantly, ""& or ""# remain measures of a 
current flow of production or income. It is not 
a measure of the sustainability of that income. 
In other words, it does not test whether ""& is 
greater than, less than, or equal to income in 
the sense of Lindahl (1933) or Hicks (1939), and 
hence whether it increases, decreases, or has no 
e1ect on wealth. While a large number of alter-
native indices have been proposed in the litera-
ture11 (/55--'"- '7 6.. 2007), we consider only 
those that address these specific weaknesses of 
""& or ""#.

The 36 classified the benefits obtained 
from ecosystems as belonging to one of four 
types: provisioning, cultural, regulating, and 
supporting. 

Provisioning services covered the prod-
ucts of renewable resources including 
foods, fibers, fuels, water, biochemicals, 
medicines, pharmaceuticals, and genetic 
material. 
Cultural services comprised a range of 
largely non-consumptive uses of the envi-
ronment. In the 36 they were defined to 
include the spiritual, religious, aesthetic, 
and inspirational well-being that people 
derive from the “natural” world; the value 
to science of the opportunity to study and 
learn from that world; and the market 
benefits of recreation and tourism.

1 These include Nordhaus and Tobin’s Measure of 
Economic Welfare (MEW); the Index of Sustainable 
Economic Welfare (ISEW); the Genuine Progress 
Indicator (GPI); the UNDP’s Human Development Index 
(HDI); the Gender-related Development Index (GDI); 
the Ecological Footprint (EF); the Happy Planet Index 
(HPI); the Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI); and 
the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) (Goossens 
et al. 2007).

The regulating services included the 
moderation of air quality, climate, wa-
ter flows, soil erosion, pests and diseases, 
and natural hazards. More generally, they 
comprise the benefits of biodiversity in 
regulating the e1ects of environmental 
variation on the production of the pro-
visioning and cultural services, or the 
healthiness of the environment – in oth-
er words, benefits that people care about 
directly. They limit the e1ect of stresses 
and shocks to the system. 
Supporting services comprised the main 
ecosystem processes that underpin all 
other services such as soil formation, 
photosynthesis, primary production, and 
nutrient and water cycling (3#..'""#!3 
')5-=-7'3 6--'--3'"7 2005*).

Many provisioning services and some cul-
tural services are supplied through well-func-
tioning markets, and enter the national accounts 
through the product accounts for agriculture, 
industry, and services (-=-7'3 54 "67#5"6. 
6))5!"7- @-"6A 2009). The prices of many may 
be distorted through the e1ects of government 
policy such as agricultural subsidies, but they 
are at least directly registered in the national 
income accounts. There are, however, a num-
ber of services that are not supplied through 
the market, and that are therefore unpriced and 
not currently captured in the national income 
accounts. 

Note that this does not include all ecosys-
tem services for which there are no functioning 
markets. Why? Consider a tract of land in pri-
vate property that comprises a particular water 
sub-catchment, and that is used for the produc-
tion of food crops. The production of food is 
one of the main 36 provisioning services, but it 
depends on several other 36 ecosystem services 
including the regulation of soil and water flows, 
pest and disease regulation, pollination, nutri-
ent cycling, and so on. These services, and the 
biotic and abiotic conditions that support them, 
are what determine the productivity of the 
land. They are therefore also what determine 
its price – along with the land’s location relative 
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to transport networks, markets, the character-
istics that make it suitable as a place to live, and 
so on. 

Variants of the 36 classification have been 
proposed to address the potential for double 
counting (*5=% 6"% *6"8$64 2007; ?5$"-75" 
6"% +!--'.. 2011). It may be more useful sim-
ply to identify where double counting is likely 
to occur. To the extent that the regulating and 
supporting ecosystem services needed for agri-
cultural production are reflected in the price of 
the land, they will be appropriately measured in 
the system of national accounts. Indeed, if all 
services are contained within the catchment, 
they will be fully accounted for. It is only the 
o1-site benefits or costs of land management 
within the sub-catchment that are missing. 
O1-site flows of nutrients, pests and pesticides, 
siltation of rivers, and the like are externalities 
of land management that should be valued and 
accounted for wherever they have significant 
e1ects on well-being. 

The task is not therefore to account for all 
ecosystem services. It is to account for eco-
system services that are not already explicitly 
or implicitly priced (and so reflected in the 
national income accounts), and that have a 
significant impact on well-being. Using the 
welfare theoretic basis for wealth accounting 
described in the appendix of this chapter as well 
as in Chapter 1 of this report, we are interested 
in changes in wealth due to changes in one 
or other of the principal stocks in the system: 
produced capital, Ki(t), human capital, Li(t), and 
natural capital, Ni(t). Wealth in country i is 
defined to be a function of these stocks:

 EQUATION 1 

Vi(Si(t))=Vi(Ki(t), Li(t), Ni(t))
It follows that the change in wealth in any 

small interval of time is simply the net e1ect 
of changes in individual stocks. If there is no 
change in total factor productivity this is pre-
cisely equal to investment:

 EQUATION 2 

dVi(Si(t))
dt

=
-V(Si(t))
-Ki(t)

 dKi(t) 
dt

+
-Vi(Si(t))
-Li(t)

 dLi(t) 
dt

+
-Vi(Si(t))
-Ni(t)

 dNi(t) 
dt

=Ii(t)

If there is a change in total factor productiv-
ity, and if that change depends upon the state 
of some global environmental public good, G(t), 
then for the i./ country: 

 EQUATION 3 

dVi(Si(t), G(t))
dt

= Ii(t)+
-Vi(Si(t))
-G(t)

dGi(t)

dt
+M

j0i 

dGj(t) 
dt

If Gi(t)= Gi(Ni(t)), that is to say if the contri-
bution made by the ith country to a public good 
that influences total factor productivity, then 
there are two ways in which unpriced natural 
capital might influence national wealth. One 
is direct, the other indirect. The direct e1ect is 
the discounted value of a change in ecosystem 
services associated with a change in the physical 
quantity or quality of the country’s natural capi-
tal. The indirect e1ect is the discounted value of 
the change in total factor productivity caused 
by the impact of a change in natural capital on 
environmental public goods.

It follows that conservation of natural capi-
tal in the ith country may confer benefits on 
other countries via an impact on total factor 
productivity:

 EQUATION 4 

 M
j0i, j=!  

n       -Vj(Sj(t))
-G(t)

-G(t) 
-Gi(t)

dGi(t) 
dt

Such e1ects will typically show up in changes 
in total factor productivity growth in other 
countries, and should properly be recorded in 
measures of net national product or income. 
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2.2 Environmental assets and total factor 
productivity growth (TFPG)

Vounaki and Xepapadeas (2009) have explored 
this e1ect (Table 1). They found that unac-
counted contributions of the environment may 
be an important driver of estimates of total 
factor productivity growth (74&/), and that 
explicitly accounting for environmental con-
tributions can reduce it by a significant margin 

– potentially driving it into the negative range. 
In particular, they consider energy as an envi-
ronmental factor of production in the aggregate 
production function that is priced, but that also 
generates an unpriced or uninternalized exter-
nality in the form of greenhouse gas emissions. 

They ask how significant the e1ect of this 
has been on total factor productivity in a group 
of 5')% countries, and what options exist to 
internalize their cost and thus to use them e2-
ciently. The correction involves adjusting tradi-
tional total factor productivity growth measures 
by estimating an aggregate production function 
for a panel of 23 5')% countries, and subtract-
ing the contribution of the unpriced or uninter-
nalized part of energy costs, the )52 emissions, 
from output growth. 

What is striking about their results is the 
number of cases in which total factor produc-
tivity growth has been driven into the negative 
range. The reason that this may happen is that 
if ecosystem services are an unpriced factor of 
production, their use may not be subject to the 
same discipline as priced factors, and so they 
may be used ine2ciently. Negative total factor 
productivity growth would then be a measure 
of this ine2ciency, its causes potentially lying 
in institutional conditions that “authorize” the 
externality in the first place (*6#'+ '7 6.. 2006). 
The net e1ect is that the potential growth in 
national wealth is compromised.

2.3 Adjusted net savings

Adjusted net savings, as a measure of change in 
wealth, grew out the work of Pearce, Hamilton, 

and Atkinson in the 1990s (&'6+)' 6"% 
67,#"-5" 1993; &'6+)' '7 6.. 1996; $63#.75" 
6"% ).'3'"- 1999; 4'++'#+6 '7 6.. 2008). It 
is a direct attempt to measure net change in 
the value of a country’s capital stocks, where 
that includes produced, human, and at least 
some stocks of natural capital ($63#.75" 6"% 
).'3'"- 1999). If wealth is the value of the 
stock of all assets plus net investment, then the 
propositions in Section 2 imply that a necessary 

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Traditional and externality-adjusted TFPG 
for 23 OECD countries

Countries
Traditional 

TFPG
Externality-

adjusted TFPG

Canada 0.670 -1.979

U.S.A. 0.275 -2.206

Austria 0.635 -0.779

Belgium 1.079 -1.039

Denmark 0.321 -1.289

Finland 1.144 -1.107

France 0.705 -0.778

Greece 0.831 -0.479

Italy 1.537 0.387

Luxembourg 1.699 -2.580

Portugal 1.690 0.649

Spain 0.415 -0.695

Sweden -0.040 -2.028

Switzerland -0.059 -1.122

U.K. 0.859 -0.896

Japan 1.646 0.235

Iceland 0.473 -2.533

Ireland 1.638 -0.172

Netherlands 0.489 -1.414

Norway 1.564 -0.247

Australia 0.567 -1.226

Mexico 0.330 -0.814

Turkey 1.420 0.214

Average 0.865 -0.952

Source: Vouvaki and Xepapadeas (2009)
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Key

Adjusted net 
savings

Gross national 
savings

and su2cient condition for wealth to be 
increasing over time is that net investment be 
positive. That is, dV(S(t)) dt > G. This in turn 
requires that U’(C(t))(dC(t) dt) < net national 
product. Adjusted net savings is intended to be 
a measure of  dV(S(t)) dt.

In practice, adjusted net savings estimates 
are based on a partial correction of the figures 
in the -"6. The adjustments to gross savings 
reported in the national income accounts 
involve: (a) subtraction of the depreciation of 
produced capital; (b) addition of expenditure 
on education as a proxy for investment in 
human capital; (c) subtraction of the rents on 
depleted resource stocks; and (d) subtraction 
of specific pollution damages. The resource 
stocks currently included comprise energy 
(oil, gas, and coal); minerals (non-renewable 
mineral resources); and forest (rent being cal-
culated on timber extraction Figure 1: gross 
national savings and adjusted net savings rates, 
2008, in excess of the “natural” increment in 
wood volume). Pollution damages currently 
recorded include carbon dioxide and particu-
late matter (&3-10) damages. 

Even though the correction is par-
tial – including only some exploited natural 
resources, and a limited set of o1-site external 
environmental e1ects – the impact on wealth 
assessments is substantial. Figure 1 shows 
the World Bank’s estimates of gross national 
saving (/"-) and adjusted net savings (6"-) 
rates, using this method. In almost every case, 
/"->6"-, and in many cases strongly positive 
/"- are associated with strongly negative 6"- 
rates. Taking account of the depletion of valu-
able non-renewable assets and the environ-
mental cost of industrial production in these 
cases implies that the value of aggregate capi-
tal stocks is declining, not increasing. 

FIGURE 1FIGURE 1

Gross national savings and 
adjusted net savings rates, 
2008

Source: World Bank (2010)
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While negative 6"- in any 
one year provides a test of 
the sustainability of invest-
ment/consumption decisions 
in that year, to see whether a 
development program is sus-
tainable requires evaluation 
over a longer period of time. 
Figure 2 reports 6"- rates for 
four groups of countries over 
the period 1970–2005. The 
groups of countries are high-, 
middle- and low-income 
countries, shown together 
with the subset of low-income 
countries in the International 
Monetary Fund’s Heavily 
Indebted Poor Country ($#&)) 
Program. Within that period 
all except the high-income 
countries had periods during 
which their adjusted net sav-
ings were negative – they were 
depleting aggregate capital 
stocks. However, for the most 
part, the adjusted net savings 
of most countries were posi-
tive. The exception is the $#&) 
countries, largely in Sub-Saharan Africa.

The group of countries in the $#&) pro-
gram had negative adjusted net savings rates 
for most of this period. Since these countries 
are also characterized by high rates of popula-
tion growth, the implication is that per capita 
wealth declined at an even faster rate. 

3. Steps on the road to comprehensive 
wealth accounting

3.1 The World Bank’s adjusted net savings 
indicators

The World Bank’s report on global wealth and its 
distribution between countries in the year 2000, 
Where is the Wealth of Nations? ((5+.% *6", 
2006), and the update The Changing Wealth of 

Nations ((5+.% *6", 2010) constitute the first 
attempts to understand the implications of such 
savings patterns for wealth and wealth creation. 
As such, they are critical steps on the road to 
global wealth accounting. They have, however, 
raised more questions than they have answered. 
These relate to four of the issues raised in the 
literature on the welfare theoretic foundations 
of wealth accounting: 

What is the role of environmental assets 
in the Solow residual and how does it af-
fect changes in wealth? 
How should the o1-site external envi-
ronmental e1ects of resource use be re-
flected in asset values? 
What is the appropriate treatment of 
environmental assets that are public 
goods?  
What is the connection between environ-

FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

Adjusted net savings rates: 
high-, middle- and low-in-
come countries plus heavily 
indebted poor countries, 
1970–2005

Sources: Data from World Bank 

Adjusted Net Savings (World Bank 

2010), http://search.worldbank.org/data
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mental wealth and poverty both within 
and across generations?

In the World Bank’s approach there are two 
core stocks – “produced” and “natural” capital 

– and a balancing stock called “intangible” capi-
tal. Produced capital was defined as the sum of 
machinery, equipment, built structures, and 
built infrastructure together with the land on 
which such structures appear. The decision as 
to whether land was su2ciently modified to 
be classified as produced capital was based on 
existing land-use classifications. For example, 
urban land was considered su2ciently modi-
fied as not to be a “natural resource,” and so was 
combined with produced capital in the wealth 
estimates. It was valued using the perpetual 
inventory method – that is by the aggregate 
value of gross investment less depreciation. 
Natural capital was defined as the sum of non-
renewable resources occurring within the juris-
diction of a country such as oil, natural gas, coal, 
and minerals, together with arable lands, graz-
ing lands, forested areas, and protected areas. It 
was valued by calculating the present value of 
resource rents over an arbitrary “lifetime” of 25 
years at a discount rate of 4 percent.

Intangible capital was seen as a residual: the 
di1erence between total wealth and the sum 
of produced and natural capital. This included 
human capital (the knowledge, technical skills, 
cognitive capacities, physical attributes, etc. of 
the human population); the institutions of a 
country, sometimes referred to as social capi-
tal; and any produced and natural capital not 
explicitly accounted for in the produced and 
natural capital accounts (such as groundwater, 
diamonds, and fisheries), together with net for-
eign financial assets. 

Not surprisingly, the World Bank found that 
intangible capital became increasingly signifi-
cant as incomes rise, accounting for 81 percent 
of aggregate capital in high-income countries, 
69 percent in middle-income countries, and 57 
percent in low-income countries ((5+.% *6", 
2010). This reflects the greater importance of 
the service sector in high-income countries. It 
is partly accounted for by the fact that many 

more services fall within the market economy 
in high-income countries than in low-income 
countries, and partly by the concentration of 
skill-intensive services in high-income countries. 
To understand the relative importance of di1er-
ent factors in intangible capital, the World Bank 
(2006) modeled the residual in low- and mid-
dle-income countries as a function of domestic 
human capital (measured by per capita years of 
schooling of the working population); human 
capital abroad (measured by remittances from 
other countries); and governance/social capital 
(measured by the rule of law index). It found 
that most variation was explained by the rule 
of law, but that years of schooling were also 
important. While both are highly correlated 
with other things, it is a reasonable inference 
that human capital and social capital are both 
important components of intangible capital, 
and that these increase with per capita income.

Since intangible capital also includes envi-
ronmental assets not recorded under natural 
capital and man-made assets not recorded 
under produced capital, and since it reflects 
factor prices that ignore external e1ects, this 
should be taken as a very rough guide only. 
While human capital and social capital are both 
important, is not possible to say much more. It 
is certainly not possible to draw conclusions 
about environmental assets beyond the tradi-
tional stocks recorded under natural capital.

One puzzle is that natural per capita wealth 
appears to rise with income. For example, per 
capita sub-soil assets were found to be an order of 
magnitude greater in high-income than in low-
income countries. Since this does not correlate 
with the physical size of proven mineral reserves, 
the implication is that such resources are used 
more productively in high-income countries. 
At the same time, natural capital accounts for 
a greater share of per capita wealth in low-in-
come countries than in high-income countries. 
This is frequently taken to mean that the poor 
are more dependent on environmental assets 
than the rich, and that they are consequently 
more a1ected by environmental degradation. 
Markandya’s (2001) review of the literature on 
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the relation between poverty, environmental 
change, and sustainable development suggested 
that to the question, “does poverty damage the 
environment?” the answer was broadly “no.” To 
the question “does environmental degradation 
hurt the poor?” the answer was broadly “yes.” 
Hence he concluded while poverty alleviation 
would not necessarily enhance environmental 
quality, and may in fact increase stress on the 
environment, environmental protection would 
generally benefit the poor (36+,6"%=6 2001). 
This reflects the fact that a greater proportion 
of the labor force is employed in the resource 
sectors, and that agriculture, forestry, and fish-
eries account for a greater share of /"& in low-
income countries than in high-income coun-
tries. But it also reflects the fact that property 
rights are frequently less well-defined in low-
income countries, and that many natural assets 
are exploited under either open access regimes 
or as weakly regulated common pool resources. 

What has not been resolved by the World 
Bank, and what needs to be resolved if we are 
to develop a full set of wealth accounts, is the 
identification of net changes in physical stocks, 
the value of ecosystem service flows that are 
external to the markets, and the problem of 
accounting for the environmental drivers of 
total factor productivity growth. Identification 
of net investment requires specification of 
net changes in both physical stocks and their 
shadow values. 

3.2 Subtractions from and additions to 
natural resources

The first problem requires correct identification 
of physical stocks, along with additions to and 
subtractions from those stocks. A significant 
part of the problem with existing accounts 
is that the boundary between produced and 
natural assets is both ill-defined and shifting. A 
number of assets that deliver significant ben-
efits are excluded. The only assets included in 
the accounts are those that are subject to well-
defined property rights and an associated set 

of claims. This excludes human capital, social 
capital, and many natural resources.22 Natural 
resources need both to be owned and capable 
of generating economic benefits for their own-
ers, under “available technology, scientific 
knowledge, economic infrastructure, available 
resources and set of relative prices prevailing on 
the dates to which the balance sheet relates or 
expected to do so in the near future” ('!+5&'6" 
)533!"#7#'- '7 6.. 2009). The -"6 approach 
allows for forms of property other than strictly 
private property, in other words natural 
resources may be owned by groups of people, 
but it excludes resources that are not the prop-
erty of either individuals or groups. Examples of 
excluded assets are the atmosphere, the open 
oceans, and uncultivated forests. 

Whether investment in natural resources 
generates produced or natural capital in the -"6 
depends on the degree to which the resources 
are modified in the process. Natural resources 
are land, water, uncultivated forests, and min-
eral deposits. Their modification generally cre-
ates a produced asset, and is not regarded as 
a1ecting the value of the pre-existing natural 
resource ('!+5&'6" )533!"#7#'- '7 6.. 2009). 
The problem with this approach is that the 
social value of the pre-existing assets rests in 
the discounted flow of the set of ecosystem ser-
vices they deliver. In practice, what this means 
is that increasing land modification is assumed 
to build produced capital without impacting the 
flow of ecosystem services. Indeed, the value of 
changes in pre-existing ecosystem services is 
generally neglected. In Where is the Wealth of 
Nations?, for example, urban land is regarded 
as defined as produced capital – and valued 
as a proportion of the value of machinery and 
buildings. 

This complicates the treatment of losses 
(depreciation) and gains (discoveries of non-

2 The SNA 2008 puts it as follows: “The coverage 
of assets is limited to those assets used in economic 
activity and that are subject to ownership rights; thus 
for example, consumer durables and human capital, 
as well as natural resources that are not owned, are 
excluded”
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renewable natural resources, regeneration 
of renewable natural resources) in natural 
resource stocks. The major innovation of the 
World Bank’s adjusted net savings estimate 
was the inclusion of the depletion of particu-
lar natural resources. It was limited to mineral 
deposits, forests, and water resources, and so 
did not capture changes in many other ecosys-
tem services. Nor did it treat gains symmetri-
cally. Nevertheless, it was a significant step in 
the development of wealth accounts. 

At present, the -"6 (2008) treats all gains and 
losses to natural resources as “other changes in 
the volume of assets account.” These fall into a 
number of categories: changes in mineral stocks, 
the natural regeneration of biological resources, 
the e1ects of externalities and disasters, the 
assignment of property rights, monuments and 
valuables. In principle, natural regeneration 
is taken to be gross regeneration, but in prac-
tice it is recorded net. Depletion of forests, for 
example, was taken in World Bank (2006) to 
be depletion in excess of regeneration rates. In 
general, the -"6 takes biological regeneration to 
be “produced” or “non-produced” depending on 
the degree of control exercised by the resource 
manager. Cultivation typically implies control, 
so the value of land in the -"6 is exclusive of 

“any buildings or other structures situated on it 
or running through it; cultivated crops, trees, 
and animals; mineral and energy resources; 
non-cultivated biological resources and water 
resources below the ground. The associated 
surface water includes any inland waters (res-
ervoirs, lakes, rivers, etc.) over which ownership 
rights can be exercised and that can, therefore, 
be the subject of transactions between insti-
tutional units” ('!+5&'6" )533!"#7#'- '7 6.. 
2009). By contrast, in non-cultivated systems, 
any increment in biomass is recorded as an 

“economic appearance” in “other changes in the 
volume of assets.”

It follows that ecosystems, as entities that 
span distinct parcels of land, groundwater bod-
ies, and the like, are not assets. Nor can they be 
recorded as assets in the accounts. The natural 
productivity and hence the value of a particular 

parcel of land in some economic use may reflect 
its place within an ecosystem. If a change in the 
ecosystem changes the productivity of the land, 
it will (in principle) appear in “other changes in 
the volume of assets.” However, if the interac-
tions between the biotic and abiotic elements 
of an ecosystem involve flows across property 
boundaries, and if these are external to the mar-
ket, they will not be recorded.

3.3 Externalities

Calculation of the shadow value of the di1er-
ent capital stocks e1ectively demands that the 
rents on assets be calculated net of externalities. 
These are not currently accounted for in the -"6, 
although they may in principle be recorded in 

“other changes in the volume of assets.” A discus-
sion of the options for including externalities 
in the accounts by Nordhaus (2006) identifies 
two major issues: one being the adjustments to 
the accounts necessary to accommodate non-
market activities; the other being the boundary 
of non-market accounts. 

For non-market activities, the real problem 
concerns activities that generate public exter-
nalities. If non-market activities do not gener-
ate public externalities, they can be treated in 
a parallel fashion to private market activities. 
If there is, for example, a parallel market activ-
ity producing the same or a similar product, 
the “pricing” of the non-market activity by the 
market good through the “third-party rule” is 
adequate. If, however, production of some mar-
ket good involves co-production of non-market 
e1ects, and there is no market analog to the 
non-market e1ect, “pricing” that e1ect is more 
problematic. 

Nordhaus (2006) considers two cases. One 
is where externalities are already reflected in 
the accounts: where, for example, pollution 
damage inflicted by one activity on another 
increases the costs faced by the second activity. 
The advantage of measuring and accounting 
for such externalities lies in the e2ciency gains 
that would occur if the costs incurred by the 
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first activity fully reflected the damage inflicted 
on the second. The second case is where exter-
nalities cross the boundary between market and 
non-market activity. In this case they are not 
already reflected in the accounts, and estimat-
ing them would change value added in both the 
market and non-market accounts. He argues 
that it is more important to correct for the sec-
ond case than the first.

The o1-site externalities of many land uses 
may be characterized as ecosystem services/
disservices. While most land uses are under-
taken to provide benefits from the production 
of marketed goods and services – foods, fuels, 
fibers, recreation, etc. – they typically generate 
other benefits or costs. It is worth repeating 
that the ecosystem services we need to measure 
and account for are these same o1-site e1ects. 
In the absence of o1-site costs or benefits, the 
rents to some land use should capture the net 
e1ect of the full set of ecosystem services gen-
erated by that use. If there are o1-site costs or 
benefits it will not. 

As a general observation, it will seldom make 
sense to try to estimate the value of every o1-
site e1ect of some land use. It will only make 
sense to address e1ects that are su2ciently 
large that they lead to significant ine2cien-
cies if neglected. For example, the importance 
of water regulation in the Catskills – a poster 
child for ecosystem services – lies in the fact 
that the catchment serves a city of 17 million 
people. O1-site hydrological e1ects in many 
other catchments might not warrant the same 
e1ort. What is needed is a system of triage to 
identify which ecosystem service flows would 
warrant attention and where.

3.4 Productivity growth

The third major problem still to be addressed in 
the development of wealth accounts concerns 
the Solow residual. Total factor productivity 
growth has a number of drivers, few of which 
are explicitly accounted for in the national 
income accounts. Among these are public sector 

research and development, and the e2ciency of 
resource allocation. The e2ciency of resource 
allocation in turn depends on the e1ectiveness 
of markets and regulatory institutions, the rule 
of law, and the trust that people have in the rule 
of law – or social capital. Knowing what drives 
total factor productivity growth in an economy 
is extremely important for the management of 
economic growth. The World Bank’s wealth 
estimates found that a residual comprising 
human capital along with many of the driv-
ers of total factor productivity growth was 
the primary correlate of income ((5+.% *6", 
2006). Currently, the -"6 recognizes the need 
to include research and development as capital 
formation, and acknowledges that it should be 
valued at expected future benefits ('!+5&'6" 
)533!"#7#'- '7 6.. 2009). However, most of 
the drivers of total factor productivity growth 
are not directly measured in the accounts.

The reason to focus on this problem here is 
that it is likely that environmental factors are 
an important element of total factor productiv-
ity growth. While this is intuitive in the case of 
renewable resource-based sectors such as agri-
culture, forestry, fisheries, conservation, ecot-
ourism, water supply, and so on, it also applies 
to sectors in which productivity may be related 
to health conditions. For renewable resource-
based sectors, improvements in ambient animal 
and plant health, water quality, soil loss, and the 
like would be expected to lead to productivity 
growth. But it is also the case that improve-
ments in ambient human health are likely to 
have positive e1ects on productivity growth in 
many other sectors. Moreover, there are likely 
to be interactions between the drivers of total 
factor productivity growth. 

The very high rates of productivity growth 
achieved in agriculture, for example, are gener-
ally assigned to research and development, the 
rate of return on agricultural +>% investment 
being estimated to lie between 45 percent and 
55 percent (6.-75" '7 6.. 2009; 6.-75" '7 6.. 
2010). This depends on the impact improve-
ments have on crop yields, but it also depends 
on the rate at which the material becomes 
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available, the extent to which it is di1used – 
including the rate at which it is allowed to spill 
over into other jurisdictions – and the capacity 
of users to exploit it (&#'--' 6"% 7$#+7.' 2010). 
Projections of future total factor productivity 
growth in agriculture are much less optimistic, 
however. In the !.-., for example, total factor 
productivity growth over the period 2000–2025 

is expected to be less than half the rate achieved 
between 1975 and 2000 (/5'77.' '7 6.. 2007). 
One consequence of this is that the growth in 
food production needed to meet the needs of 
the growing world population will increase the 
rate at which land is converted from other uses 
to agriculture, with all the consequences that 
has for biodiversity and ecosystem services.

The solution both to the problem of con-
structing wealth accounts, and to the manage-
ment of interactions between assets not cur-
rently accounted for, is to quantify and value 
the capital stocks that do a1ect total factor 
productivity growth. That is the motivation for 
adding such stocks as explicit factors of produc-
tion (:5!:6,# 6"% I'&6&6%'6- 2009). 

4. Satellite accounts and the capital ac-
counts in the SNA

The consensus is that changes to the national 
income accounts needed to address these issues 
should appear first in satellite accounts. In 
practice, changes in both natural capital stocks 
and environmental externalities are addressed 
via the satellite System of Environmental and 
Economic Accounts (-''6), still under develop-
ment by the !", the '), the 5')%, the #34, and 
the World Bank. The -''6 (2003) includes mea-
sures of the e1ect of environmental change on 
capital stocks. Since the -''6 has a capital focus 
it is, in principle, consistent with the welfare-
theoretic approach adopted by Dasgupta et al. 
(2000< That is, it takes changes in aggregate 
capital as a test of sustainability. Development 
is regarded as unsustainable if it relies on stocks 
of natural capital, and these are degraded to 
the point where they are no longer able to 
adequately provide what are referred to in the 
-''6 as “resource,” “service,” or “sink” functions 
(loosely corresponding to the 36 provisioning, 
cultural, and regulating/supporting services). 
The -''6 comprises four accounts:

Flow accounts for pollution, energy, and 
materials, recording industry level use 
of energy and materials as inputs to pro-

TABLE 2TABLE 2

SNA environmental assets

AN.1 Produced assets

AN.11 Fixed assets

AN.111 Tangible fixed assets

AN.1114 Cultivated assets

AN.11141 Livestock for breeding, dairy, draught, etc.

AN.11142 Vineyards, orchards and other plantations

AN.112 Intangible fixed assets

AN.1121 Mineral exploration 

AN.12 Inventories

AN.122 Work in progress

AN.1221 Work in progress on cultivated assets

AN.2 Non-produced assets

AN.21 Tangible non-produced assets

AN.211 Land

AN.2111 Land underlying buildings and structures

AN.2112 Land under cultivation

AN.2113 Recreational land and associated surface 
water

AN.2119 Other land and associated surface water

AN.212 Subsoil assets

AN.2121 Coal, oil and natural gas reserves

AN.2122 Metallic mineral reserves

AN.2123 Non-metallic mineral reserves

AN.213 Non-cultivated biological resources

AN.214 Water resources

AN.22 Intangible non-produced assets

AN.222 Leases and other transferable contracts 

Source: SEEA (2003)
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duction along with the generation of 
pollutants and solid waste.
Environmental protection and resource 
management expenditure accounts 
identifying expenditures incurred by in-
dustry, government, and households to 
protect the environment or to manage 
natural resources (already recorded in 
the -"6). 
Natural resource asset accounts record-
ing changes in traditional natural re-
source stocks such as land, fish, forest, 
water, and minerals.
Valuation of non-market flow and envi-
ronmentally adjusted aggregates which 
adjusts aggregates for depletion and 
degradation costs, and defensive expen-
ditures.

In contrast with the definition of natural 
resources in the -"6 (Table 2), environmental 
assets in the -''6 are defined in Table 3.

Two aspects of these assets are worth 
noting.

First, aside from the intangible assets, these 
are all place-based and involve the conversion 
and management of, or impact on, ecosystem 
services associated with a particular place. In 
situ subsoil resources are not generally associ-
ated with biological activity, but their extrac-
tion involves production, processing, and waste 
disposal on the surface that frequently has 
extensive direct and indirect o1-site impacts on 
ecosystem services. Surface “land” and “land-
based” or “water” resources are more imme-
diately used to enhance the flow of particular 
ecosystem services, though this may be at a cost 
to other services. 

Second, there may be a range of property 
rights applying to environmental assets extend-
ing from private ownership (freehold), through 
time-limited use rights (leasehold), common 
property (common pool resources and public 
lands), to undefined rights (open access). Within 
the -"6, only assets subject to well-defined prop-
erty rights are included, and most changes in 
environmental assets recorded in the -"6 occur 
as “other changes in the volume of assets.” The 

-''6, by contrast, focuses not on property rights 
but on the physical attributes of assets, and so 
includes a wider and less well-defined range of 
environmental assets. The -''6 asset boundary 
includes not just all land and natural resources, 
for example, but also ecosystems. 

TABLE 3TABLE 3

SEEA environmental assets

EA.1 Natural resources

EA.11 Mineral and energy resources (cubic meters, 
tonnes, tonnes of oil equivalents, joules)

EA.12 Soil resources (cubic meters, tonnes)

EA.13 Water resources (cubic meters)

EA.14 Biological resources

EA.141 Timber resources (cubic meters)

EA.142 Crop and plant resources, other than timber 
(cubic meters, tonnes, number)

EA.143 Aquatic resources (tonnes, number)

EA.144 Animal resources, other than aquatic (number)

EA.2 Land and surface water (hectares) 

EA.21 Land underlying buildings and structures

EA.22 Agricultural land and associated surface water

EA.23 Wooded land and associated surface water

EA.24 Major water bodies

EA.25 Other land

EA.3 Ecosystems

EA.31 Terrestrial ecosystems

EA.32 Aquatic ecosystems

EA.33 Atmospheric systems

Memorandum items Intangible assets related to environmental 
issues (extended SNA codes)

AN.1121 Mineral exploration

AN.2221 Transferable licenses and concessions for the 
exploitation of natural resources

AN.2222 Tradable permits allowing the emission of 
residuals

AN.2223 Other intangible non-produced environmental 
assets

Source: SEEA (2003)
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The inclusion of ecosystems is the biggest 
di1erence between the -"6 and -''6. It is also 
quite problematic. The -''6’s ecosystem assets 
deliberately introduce an element of double 
counting in the interests of recording each of a 
number of distinct ecosystem services.33 Three 
types of systems are recognized: terrestrial, 
aquatic, and atmospheric. Each is recognized to 
deliver multiple services. An asset identified as 
'61 or '62 can also appear in '63, if it is asso-
ciated with any of the services of '63. As long 
as ecosystem services are recorded in physical 
terms the double counting is not an issue, but 
when the assets are valued, this does not make 
as much sense. 

The designation of ecosystems as assets is 
motivated by a desirable goal – the inclusion 
of valuable ecosystem services in the system of 
national income accounts. However, this may 
not be the best option for capturing currently 
non-marketed ecosystem services. Any piece 
of land will jointly produce a number of goods 
and services, some of which may generate o1-

3 With the exception of natural resources that pro-
vide direct use benefits, the individual organisms and 
physical features that make up ecosystems are not 
classified as unique assets in the SEEA. This reflects 
the fact that it is not generally the components of 
ecosystems that benefit humans, but the systems as 
a whole. However, because natural resources are rec-
ognized as specific assets, some elements of the envi-
ronment appear twice in the SEEA asset classification, 
once as natural assets and again as components of 
ecosystems. Thus, forests that are used as a source of 
timber are classified as natural resource assets. Since 
these same forests provide other benefits as well (car-
bon absorption for example), they are also classified 
as ecosystem assets. This reflects the fact that these 
forests provide more than one kind of benefit. As nat-
ural resources, they provide direct use benefits, while 
as components of ecosystems they provide indirect 
use benefits. It is necessary to recognize both roles 
of forests and other biological resources if a com-
plete picture of the benefits provided to humans by 
the environment is to be captured in the SEEA. Note, 
though, that the inclusion of ecosystems as a separate 
category, like that of the inclusion of soil, means that 
there is an element of double counting in the SEEA 
classification, deliberately introduced to enable dif-
ferent environmental aspects to be examined. (SEEA 
2003: 7.74).

site benefits/costs. The social value of the land 
as an asset is the discounted flow of all the 
services it yields, whether marketed or not and 
whether on-site or not. The on-site benefits 
should be captured in land prices (where these 
exist), so the task of the -''6 is to identify the 
o1-site services. The justification provided in 
-''6 (2003) for citing ecosystems as the source 
of such services is that “it is not generally the 
components of ecosystems that benefit humans, 
but the systems as a whole.” But this is simply 
not correct. The value of any piece of land com-
mitted to some use derives from the marginal 
impact of that use on the flow of all the goods 
and services from the land. If the service provid-
ing benefits is a public good, then the marginal 
value of actions by the ith provider that change 
the flow of the public good should be recorded 
in the accounts. The contributions of all other 
providers (the grey terms) a1ect the value of 
their own assets. Of course, there may well be 
assets (defined in terms of property rights) that 
extend over whole ecosystems. The -''6 water 
assets, for example, include the exclusive eco-
nomic zones of countries, and so cover a num-
ber of large marine ecosystems. However, in 
general, asset values derive from the marginal 
contribution that individual properties make to 
the flow of all economically relevant ecosystem 
services. 

The -''6 approach to estimating asset val-
ues is summarized in Table 4. 

As in the -"6, multiple methods are used 
including both perpetual inventory methods 
and direct estimation of resource rents. For 
most environmental assets, the resource rent 
is derived by deducting costs from the market 
price received for marketed products, the value 
of the stock being calculated as the net present 
value of rents. The -''6 suggests that non-mar-
ket valuation techniques be used for services 
that do not have a market price. To capture the 
e1ect of non-marketed o1-site ecosystem ser-
vices flows, what is needed is a measure of the 
externality involved, and not the addition of 
ecosystems as an extra category of assets. 
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What is needed to correct the wealth 
accounts in the -"6 (or the National Income 
and Product Accounts ["#&6s] in the !.-.) is both 
the extension of the set of stocks measured to 
comprise all relevant sources of wealth, and the 
inclusion of the non-marketed impacts of asset 
use on third parties. The most important single 
addition to make to the set of stocks measured 
is undoubtedly human capital. The findings of 
World Bank (2006) along with numerous studies 
of total factor productivity growth indicate that 
the most important driver of wealth creation 
is the skills and know-how of the population. 
This is excluded from both the "#&6 and the -"6 
(?5+/'"-5" 6"% .6"%'4'.% 2006; '!+5&'6" 
)533!"#7#'- '7 6.. 2009). The most important 
environmental stocks to add are those currently 
excluded on grounds that they lack su2ciently 
well-defined property rights. These are not 
ecosystems as such, but the many public lands, 
open access resources, and sea areas within the 
exclusive economic zone that are important 
components of national wealth, but that do not 
currently appear in the accounts. 

The most important non-marketed impacts 
of asset use on third parties are o1-site ecosys-
tem service flows: environmental externalities. 
There are four main categories of o1-site eco-
system service flows that are currently neglected 
in the national accounts. 

Hydrologically mediated flows include 
water pollution, siltation, soil loss, flood-
ing, and so on. 
Atmospherically mediated flows include 
emissions with local (&3-10, photochem-
ical smog); regional (sulfur dioxide); and 
global (carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, 
methane) consequences. 
Human travel and transport-mediated 
flows include the transmission of pests 
and pathogens through local, regional, 
and global goods transport and travel 
networks. 
Access mediated flows include changes 
in on-site benefits accessed by people 
elsewhere. Examples include the exter-
nal benefits or costs to others of on-site 

biodiversity conservation/loss. Such 
flows may involve either information or 
physical (e.g., travel) movements. 

Many local flows might fall into Nordhaus’s 
category of external e1ects whose impact on 
asset values are already included in the accounts 
("5+%$6!- 2006). However, many regional and 
all global flows are international, and are cur-
rently not recorded anywhere in the accounts. 
Since many of these flows are non-exclusive 
and non-rival in their e1ects (they are public 
goods), whether they are significant enough 
to be measured and recorded depends on the 
extent of the public interest a1ected – the per 
capita benefits conferred or costs imposed and 
the size of the a1ected population. Indeed, this 
is why a system of triage is needed. Capturing 
important o1-site ecosystem service flows is, 
however, critical to the correct estimation of 
the value of the assets involved. 

TABLE 4TABLE 4

Methods used to estimate asset values in the SEEA

Data needed for estimating stock values:

Resource rent

Stock of the resource

Life-length or rate of extraction of the resource

Decision on how to record renewals/discoveries 

Discount rate for future income

Data needed for estimating resource rent:

1. Appropriation method

direct observation

2. PIM-based method

stock of produced capital (estimated from price decline)

net operating surplus

rate of return to produced capital

3. Capital service-based method

stock of produced capital (estimated from efficiency decline)

gross operating surplus

capital services rendered by produced capital

Source: SEEA (2003)
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5. Conclusion

The capital accounts in the existing national 
income accounts do a poor job of tracking 
changes in wealth. This is partly because of 
their focus on “tangible” assets and hence their 
neglect of human and social capital, but it is 
also because of the way in which environmental 
assets are currently recorded. The weaknesses of 
the approach to environmental assets in the -"6 
have long been recognized (+'&'775 '7 6.. 1989; 
&'6+)' 6"% (6+45+% 1993). The World Bank’s 
adjusted net savings measure is an attempt to 
estimate the errors involved ((5+.% *6", 2006, 
2010). The -''6 (2003) is an attempt to gener-
ate the environmental data needed to measure 
environmental wealth. While both move the 
agenda forward, neither resolves the questions 
of what environmental stocks are important to 
include, how they should be measured and how 
they should be valued. 

A very large part of the problem lies in 
the exclusions implied by the property rights 
focus of the -"6. Since the only admissible 
assets are those that generate claims to future 
benefit streams, the -"6 excludes a number of 
natural resources that are important to human 
well-being, but that cannot be privately co-
opted. The list of excluded resources includes 
many in public ownership or that lie beyond 
national jurisdiction. From a global perspective, 
it is important that the set of accounts used to 
measure the growth, equity, and sustainabil-
ity of resource use covers all assets on which 
human well-being depends, including those 
beyond national jurisdiction. Three points are 
important.

First, the stocks of “environmental” assets 
that need to be recorded comprise all lands that 
generate o1-site benefits or costs as a result of 
environmental flows, noting that “land” in this 
context defines a surficial area associated with 
the o1-site ecosystem service flows described 
above, that is it comprises both terrestrial and 
aquatic properties. Note that this is not the 
same as the “ecosystems” referred to in the -''6. 
Surficial assets should be defined by ownership. 

They should cover the full extent of the surface 
over which the country has rights, and should 
include all forms of property, whether or not 
they yield marketed products. If a parcel of land 
genuinely makes no contribution to human 
well-being, then its shadow value will be zero. 
But it should be on the list of assets.

Second, the lands that generate o1-site eco-
system service flows are not restricted to the 
natural resource categories in either the -"6 or 
the -''6. There is an increasing appreciation 
that built environments – urban and industrial 
areas – create ecosystems that generate benefits 
and costs to people that are sometimes similar 
and sometimes di1erent from ecosystems in 
other areas. They also involve o1-site flows that 
a1ect well-being. For example, urban environ-
ments play a critical role in the transmission 
of infectious diseases, even if the origins of 
those diseases might lie elsewhere. Urban sys-
tems tend to have di1erent thermal properties 
than other systems. The heat island e1ect, for 
example, is an urban phenomenon. They also 
play a critical role in stimulating demand for 
ecosystem services within the urban hinterland. 
Whether assets are classified in the national 
accounts as natural resources or something else 
is not important. What is important is that if 
assets in other classifications have significant 
o1-site environmental e1ects, then that should 
impact their value in the accounts. 

Third, it is worth repeating that the non-
marketed ecosystem services that should be 
recorded in the accounts are those generat-
ing costs or benefits not currently reflected in 
the rents to asset holders. Specifically, o1-site 
externalities that a1ect the value of other assets 
should be recorded. Such externalities can 
generally be associated with particular types of 
ecosystem services. So, for example, changes 
in on-site characteristics that a1ect the access 
that others have will frequently be cultural ser-
vices. O1-site flows, including water pollution, 
soil loss, siltation, disease transmission, and so 
on, will frequently be regulating services. From 
an accounting point of view, however, it is the 
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e1ect on the value of other assets and not the 
classification of the service that matters. 

The relationship between asset holdings, 
externalities, and poverty is important to 
unravel. The dependence of many people on the 
non-market exploitation of natural resources 
in open- or weakly-regulated access common 
pool resources is not reflected in the national 
accounts as they now exist. This is partly 
because of the -"6 rules on assets not subject to 
well-defined property rights, and partly because 
of the exclusion of environmental externalities. 
The evidence from the adjusted net savings esti-
mates suggests that the poorest countries have, 
on average, reduced the value of their assets 
over the last four decades. In the absence of 
comprehensive wealth estimates it is, however, 
di2cult to confirm this.
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APPENDIX

The welfare-theoretic foundations 

of wealth accounting

Fifty years ago, Samuelson (1961) suggested 
that the appropriate measure for making 
intergenerational well-being comparisons is 
wealth, as distinct from the income measures 
commonly reported in the system of national 
income accounts. It was not until the 1990s, 
however, that progress was made in formal-
izing the notion in ways that made it possible 
to begin constructing wealth accounts and to 
adjust the system of national accounts to take 
account of the depreciation of environmental 
assets ($6+7(#), 1990; &'6+)' 6"% 67,#"-5" 
1993; $63#.75" 1994; $6+7(#), 1994; &'6+)' 
'7 6.. 1996; $63#.75" 6"% ).'3'"- 1999; 
$6+7(#), 2000). Much of this work was stimu-
lated by the Brundtland Report, published in 
1987, which defined sustainable development in 
terms of intergenerational changes in wealth: 

“Sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs” ((5+.% )533#--#5" 5" 
'":#+5"3'"7 6"% %':'.5&3'"7 1987). From 
a welfare-theoretic standpoint, the central 
requirement of a sustainable consumption pro-
gram for the current generation is that it should 
not reduce the consumption possibilities avail-
able to future generations. This idea was first 
introduced by Lindahl in the 1930s (.#"%6$. 
1933) who defined “income” to be the maximum 
amount that could be consumed without reduc-
ing the value of the capital stocks available to 
future generations. Income in the Lindahl sense 
is equivalent to the -"6 concepts of net national 
product or net national income.

To see what it contains, and how it relates to 
changes in the value of capital stocks, consider 
the simplest representation of the economy. In 
this we adapt an argument from Dasgupta (2009) 
that builds on Dasgupta and Maler (2000) and 
Arrow et al. (2003). Define Y(t), or gross national 

product at time t, to be a measure of the out-
put achievable given the produced capital stock, 
K(t), the human capital stock, L(t), and a stock 

“natural resources” which may be thought about 
as an area of land or sea, along with the biotic 
and abiotic elements that area contains, N(t), 
together with the technology, institutions, and 
environmental conditions that collectively 
determine total factor productivity, A(t). Total 
factor productivity measures the proportion of 
output not explained by the amount of inputs 
used in production, and captures the e1ect of 
technical progress, the e2ciency with which 
inputs are used, institutional conditions, and 
the impact of environmental factors such as 
climate. If we ignore the sensitivity of total fac-
tor productivity to investment in produced and 
human capital, and to the rate at which natural 
resources are extracted, /"& can be described by 
the function:

 EQUATION A.1 

Y(t) = A(t)f(K(t)L(t)N(t))
Suppose that the depreciation rate cor-

responding each type of capital stock is "K, "L, 
and "N respectively, and that investment in each 
type of capital is IK, IL, and IN. In addition to the 
e1ects of investment, natural resources may be 
expected to regenerate through some set of bio-
geochemical process according to the function 
g(N(t),IN(t)).

The growth rate for each of the capital stocks 
may be written as 

 EQUATION A.2 

dK 
dt

= A(t)f(K(t)L(t)R(t))-C(t)-IL(t)-IN(t)-"KK(t)

 EQUATION A.3 

dL 
dt

= IL(t)-"LL(t)

 EQUATION A.4 

dN 
dt

= g(N(t))-"NN(t)

That is, net investment in produced capital 
is just the di1erence between gross national 
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product and the sum of consumption, invest-
ment in human and natural capital, and the 
depreciation of produced capital. Net invest-
ment in human and natural capital is measured 
by the di1erence between additions and sub-
tractions – where additions include investment 
and/or natural regeneration in the case of natu-
ral capital. 

Aggregate consumption at time t is denoted 
C(t). It is assumed that intergenerational well-
being, V(t) depends on aggregate consumption 
via the relation:

 EQUATION A.5 

V(t) =Q
t

1U(C(t))e-r(t-#)d#

in which U(C(t)) is instantaneous well-
being measured at time t, and is assumed to be 
a concave function – to have positive first and 
negative second derivatives. 

The feature of Dasgupta’s approach that 
makes it particular helpful to the implementa-
tion of wealth accounting is that no assumption 
is made about the optimality of V(t), C(t), or the 
time paths of the various capital stocks. Denote 
the state of the system at time t by: 

 EQUATION A.6 

S(t) = (K(t),L(t),N(t)

An economic program is then a consump-
tion and investment path from t onwards, 
{E(#)}R

t
 = {C(#),K(#),L(#),N(#),IL(#),R(#)}R

t
 , that 

satisfies the equations of motion of the capital 
stocks, (#""'- '7 6.. 1998). Dasgupta (2009) 
defines a resource allocation mechanism to be 
a mapping from the state of the system to an 
economic program: !:{S(t),t}-S{E(#)}R

t
 , making 

the point that there is no requirement that the 
program be e2cient. This is particularly rel-
evant if some of the services associated with the 
capital stocks are public goods, having benefits 
or costs beyond the jurisdiction of the country 
concerned. Institutions having responsibility 
for the domestic allocation of international 
environmental public goods have little incen-
tive to satisfy the Samuelson condition for the 
e2cient allocation of public goods. 

The intergenerational measure of well-
being corresponding to a particular economic 
program is thus:

  EQUATION A.7 

V(S(t),t) = Q
t

1U(C(t))e-r(t-#)d#

and the shadow or accounting prices of the 
capital stocks are simply the partial derivatives 
of this function with respect to those stocks. 
For assets for which there are well-functioning 
markets and few externalities, shadow prices 
and market prices should be reasonably closely 
aligned. For assets for which there are no mar-
kets, or for which there are significant externali-
ties, shadow prices would be expected to devi-
ate substantially from market prices. Dasgupta 
(2009) o1ers a number of propositions that fol-
low from such a formulation of the problem.

1. In the special case where total factor pro-
ductivity is constant, the time derivative of 
V(S(t)) is simply the sum of the change in each 
of the capital stocks evaluated at the shadow 
price of those stocks. That is, 

  EQUATION A.8 

dV(S(t)) 
dt

=
-V(S(t)) 
-K(t)

dK(t) 
dt

+

-V(S(t)) 
-L(t)

dL(t) 
dt

+
-V(S(t)) 
-N(t)

dN(t) 
dt

Since the equations of motion for each 
of the capital stocks record the net e1ect of 
investment and depreciation, together with the 
regeneration of natural capital stocks, this is a 
measure of aggregate net investment – what 
Dasgupta refers to as comprehensive invest-
ment. Aggregate net investment, evaluated at 
the shadow or accounting prices of assets, is a 
measure of the rate at which marginal intergen-
erational well-being changes over time. 

2. Aggregate net investment is also a mea-
sure of the discounted stream of consumption 
that it induces. 

3. An economic program is sustainable if 
and only if aggregate net investment is positive.
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4. Aggregate wealth is the shadow value of 
the stocks of all assets available to the economy.

5. An economic program at time t is sustain-
able if and only if, holding shadow prices con-
stant, aggregate wealth is non-declining at t.

6. dV(S(t)) dt > G if and only if U'(C(t)) dC(t)
dt < net national product. That is, Lindahl’s 

condition on “income” holds. Intergenerational 
well-being is growing if and only if consump-
tion is less than net national product.

7. Intergenerational well-being in a country 
is higher/lower than in another country if its 
wealth, evaluated in terms of its shadow prices, 
is greater/less.

Note that these propositions hold whether or 
not the allocation mechanism is e2cient. They 
imply that if we wish to understand changes in 
intergenerational well-being, we need to under-
stand changes in wealth, and to do this we need 
to track changes in aggregate net investment. 

Now consider the more general case where 
total factor productivity is not constant. In a 
closed economy, if all factors of production 
were fully accounted for, and if all e1ects of new 
technical knowledge, institutions, and so on 
were captured in investment in those factors of 
production, then the residual would be equal to 
zero: (dA(t) dt) (! A(t)=G. In practice, not all 
factors of production are fully accounted for. In 
particular, many natural resources lie outside the 
market and are not taken into account in produc-
tion decisions. The e1ects of changes in technical 
knowledge – especially technical knowledge due 
to publicly funded +>% – are not captured in fac-
tor prices. Nor are changes in the e2ciency of the 
allocation mechanism, or environmental condi-
tions. So even in a closed economy, the residual 
will not be zero. In an open economy there are, 
in addition, the e1ects of international technol-
ogy transfers and the e1ects of transboundary 
environmental externalities. All of these have the 
capacity to change total factor productivity.

Suppose, for example, that total factor pro-
ductivity depends on a global public good, G, 
which is influenced by the natural resource use 
decisions of all countries. To fix ideas, it might 
be thought of as a public good characterized by 

an additive supply technology, such as climate 
change mitigation through carbon sequestra-
tion. So the size of the public good at time t 
would be G(t)=Mn

i=BG(t)i, that is the sum of the 
contributions of all n countries. If total fac-
tor productivity in country i is Ai(t)=Ai(G(t),t), 
i = B,…,n, and if dVi(S(t)) dGi(t)=[TVi(Si(t))
TAi(t)][dAi(t) dGi(t)], the ith county is able to 
a1ect its /%& through its own carbon seques-
tration e1orts, Gi(t), it will internalize that 
impact. However, it will ignore any e1ects it has 
on total factor productivity in other countries. 
Intergenerational well-being in country i is now 
a function of the allocation mechanism in that 
country, the state of its capital assets, and the 
global public good:

  EQUATION A.9 

Vi(t)=Vi($i ,Si(t),G(t),t)
and the rate at which it changes is given by:

  EQUATION A.10 

dVi($i ,Si(t),G(t)) 
dt

= Ii(t)+
-Vi(Si(t)) 
-G(t)

dGi(t) 
dt

+ M
j0i 

dGj(t) 
dt

 

where

 EQUATION A.11 

I(t) =
-Vi(Si(t)) 
-Ki(t)

dKi(t) 
dt

+
-Vi(Si(t)) 
-Li(t)

dLi(t) 
dt

+
-Vi(Si(t)) 
-Ni(t)

dNi(t) 
dt

Only the quantity [TVi(Si(t)) TG(t)][dGi(t)
dt]  is part of the ith country’s decision. The 

contribution of all other countries to the well-
being of country i, given by [TVi(Si(t)) TG(t)]
[M jUidGj(t) dt] is taken as given, and the contri-
bution of country i to all other countries,  Mn

jUi, j=! 

[TVj(Sj(t)) TG(t)][TG(t) TGi(t)][dGi(t) dt], 
is ignored. But these impacts have a potentially 
important e1ect on the performance of other 
countries (positive or negative) and should be 
accounted for.
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CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 8

Ecosystem services and  

wealth accounting

Edward B. Barbier

Ecosystems should be treated as an 
important asset in an economy and, in prin-
ciple, ecosystem services should be valued in 
a similar manner as any other form of wealth. 
Quantifying these services is very challenging.

The purpose of this chapter is to review prog-
ress in economics and ecology in assessing eco-
system services and their values, and to discuss 
the resulting implications for including such 
services in a wealth accounting framework.

Understanding the relationship between 
ecosystems, their structure and functions, 
and the ecological services they generate is 
essential to determining how the structure and 
functions of an ecosystem provide valuable 
goods and services to humans. 

Since the purpose of new investment is to 
increase the quantity and quality of the econ-
omy’s total capital stock, or wealth, adjusting 
gross domestic product (/%&) for depreciation 
in this stock would measure more accurately 
whether net additions to capital are occurring. 

If net domestic product (NDP) is to serve as 
a true measure of the changes in an economy’s 
wealth, it must include any appreciation or 
depreciation to human and natural capital as 
well.

The approach developed here requires, 
first, recognizing ecosystems as a component 
of natural capital, or ecological capital; and sec-
ond, measuring these important assets in terms 
of the land area, or ecological landscape, which 
defines their boundaries.

KEY MESSAGES
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1. Introduction

The growing scarcity of ecosystem goods and 
services, or ecological scarcity, indicates that 
an important source of economic wealth, the 
world’s ecosystems, is being irreversibly lost 
or degraded (*6+*#'+ 20116). Over the past 50 
years, ecosystems have been modified more 
rapidly and extensively than in any comparable 
period in human history, largely to meet rapidly 
growing demands for food, freshwater, timber, 
fiber, and fuel. The result has been a substantial 
and largely irreversible loss in biological diver-
sity, ecosystems, and the ecological services that 
they provide. Approximately 15 out of 24 major 
global ecosystem services have been degraded 
or used unsustainably, including freshwater, 
capture fisheries, air and water purification, 
and the regulation of regional and local climate, 
natural hazards, and pests (36 2005). Over the 
next 50 years, the rate of biodiversity loss is also 
expected to accelerate, leading to the extinction 
of at least 500 or the 1,192 currently threatened 
bird species and 565 of the 1,137 mammal species 
(%#+85 6"% +6:'" 2003).

An important contribution of the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment was to define ecosys-
tem goods and services as valuable “benefits” 
to humans and to highlight the deteriorating 
state of many global ecosystems and their key 
services (36 2005). As a !.-. National Research 
Council Report points out, “the fundamental 
challenge of valuing ecosystem services lies in 
providing an explicit description and adequate 
assessment of the links between the structure 
and functions of natural systems, the benefits 
(i.e., goods and services) derived by humanity, 
and their subsequent values” ("+) 2005, &. 2). 
The main reason for this challenge is the “lack of 
multiproduct, ecological production functions 
to quantitatively map ecosystem structure and 
function to a flow of services that can then be 
valued” (&5.6-,= 6"% -'/'+-5" 2009, &. 422).

Despite these valuation problems, the con-
sensus in the literature is that ecosystems are 
assets that produce a flow of beneficial goods 

and services over time.11 For example, as Daily et 
al. (2000, &. 395) state, “the world’s ecosystems 
are capital assets. If properly managed, they 
yield a flow of vital services, including the pro-
duction of goods (such as seafood and timber), 
life support processes (such as pollination and 
water purification), and life-fulfilling condi-
tions (such as beauty and serenity).” Ecosystems 
should therefore be treated as an important 
asset in an economy and, in principle, ecosystem 
services should be valued in a similar manner as 
any other form of wealth. That is, regardless of 
whether there exists a market for the goods and 
services produced by ecosystems, they make 
contributions to current and future well-being. 
The importance of this economic contribu-
tion of ecosystems has become the focal point 
of recent international and national stud-
ies, such as the Economics of Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity (7''* 2010) and the !.,. National 
Ecosystem Assessment (2011).

As chapters in this report have stressed, 
accounting for the depreciation of ecologi-
cal assets is essential to any inclusive wealth 
accounting framework (see, especially, 3, 6, 7, 
and 9). However, a major di2culty arising in 
treating ecosystems as economic assets is in 
quantifying this form of capital and in mea-
suring the valuable benefits that it produces 
(*6+*#'+ 2008, 20116, 2011*; 3H.'+ '7 6.. 2008; 
&5.6-,= 6"% -'/'+-5" 2009). The valuation 
challenge is further exacerbated by the di2-
culty in determining the ecological production 
of many ecosystem goods and services and in 
observing values for the myriad economic ben-
efits, many of which are non-marketed. The 
purpose of this chapter is to review progress in 
economics and ecology in assessing ecosystem 
services and their values, and to discuss the 
resulting implications for including such ser-
vices in a wealth accounting framework.

1 See, for example, Barbier (2008) and (2011a); Daily 
et al. (2000); EPA (2009); MA (2005); NRC (2005); 
Polasky and Segerson (2009); TEEB (2010); and WRI 
(2001).
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The next section provides an overview of the 
wealth accounting method suggested for natural 
capital by Dasgupta and Perrings in this report 
and by Dasgupta (2009), and discusses how eco-
system services can be incorporated into this 
framework. Section 3 examines further how 
ecosystems can be characterized as economic by 
adopting ecological landscape – or land area – as 
the basic measuring unit. As Section 4 explains, 
understanding the relationship between eco-
systems, their structure and functions, and the 
ecological services they generate is essential to 
determining how the structure and functions 
of an ecosystem provide valuable goods and 
services to humans. Section 5 discusses how 
the economic concept of a “benefit” should 
be applied to ecosystem goods and services as 
a guide to their correct economic valuation 
through integrating the “ecological production” 
of ecosystem goods and services with “economic 
valuation” of these benefits. Section 6 provides 
an overview of the substantial progress that has 
been made by economists working with ecolo-
gists and other natural scientists on this “fun-
damental challenge” to improve the application 
of environmental valuation methodologies 
to non-market ecosystem services. Section 7 
focuses on the specific challenges that need to 
be overcome in correcting wealth accounts for 
ecological capital. To illustrate, Section 8 pro-
vides an example of inclusive wealth accounting 
with a case study from Thailand involving man-
grove loss, based on Barbier (2007). The conclu-
sion to this chapter o1ers some final remarks on 
how incorporating ecosystem services in wealth 
accounting can be further improved.

2. Wealth accounting and ecosystem 
services

Following the framework developed by 
Dasgupta (2009), previous chapters in this report 
suggest a common wealth accounting method-
ology for natural capital, including ecosystems 
(see Chapters 6 and 7). Such an accounting 
framework defines the aggregate wealth as the 

shadow value of the stocks of all the assets of an 
economy, and suggests that ecosystems should 
be included as an important form of “natural 
capital” in this wealth. Moreover, the aggregate 
wealth of the economy will increase over time 
only if current consumption is less than the net 
national (or domestic) product, provided that 
the latter correctly accounts for the economic 
contributions of all capital, including ecosys-
tems. The next section summarizes the basic 
wealth accounting principles arising from this 
methodology, extends it to incorporate eco-
systems and their valuable goods and services, 
and thus constructs an adjusted measure of net 
domestic product ("%&) that accounts for the 
additional contributions of ecological capital.

For most economies, the standard measure 
of economic progress is real per capita gross 
domestic product (/%&), the market value of 
all final goods and services produced within 
the economy.22 The problem with /%& as an 
economic indicator, however, is that it does 
not reflect changes in the capital stock underly-
ing the production of goods and services. /%& 
accounts for gross investment in an economy 
but not for any depreciation in existing capi-
tal. Since the purpose of new investment is to 
increase the quantity and quality of the econo-
my’s total capital stock, or wealth, adjusting /%& 
for depreciation in this stock would measure 
more accurately whether net additions to capi-
tal are occurring. And, as has been demonstrated, 
economic development is sustained if and only 
if such investment in overall wealth is non-neg-
ative over time (%6-/!&76 2009; %6-/!&76 6"% 
3H.'+ 2000; $63#.75" 6"% ).'3'"- 1999). 

2 The alternative measure to gross domestic prod-
uct is gross national product (GNP), which is the GDP 
of an economy plus net income from abroad. The lat-
ter net payments consist of the income that people 
and organizations resident in the domestic economy 
receive from abroad on account of property and other 
assets which they own in foreign countries less the 
income paid to non-residents from their holdings of 
property and assets in the domestic economy. Thus, 
GDP is the total income of an economy produced 
domestically, whereas GNP is the total gross income 
received by the residents of an economy.
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The idea of deducting capital depreciation 
from /%& to obtain a “net” domestic product 
("%&) measure is not new. Lindahl (1933) first 
provided the justification by suggesting that 
an economy’s income should exceed current 
consumption, including any consumption of 
existing capital, to prevent the economy’s total 
wealth from declining.  However, the aggre-
gate stock of economic assets should be much 
broader than conventional reproducible (or 
fixed) assets, such as roads, buildings, machin-
ery, and factories. Investments in human capital, 
such as education and skills training, are also 
essential to sustaining development. Similarly, 
an economy’s endowment of natural resources 
is an important form of “natural wealth.” Thus, 
a better indicator of an economy’s progress 
would be an expanded measure of "%& that is 

“adjusted” for real depreciation in reproducible 
and natural capital, as well as any net additions 
to human capital, such as through real educa-
tion, health, and training expenditures in the 
economy.33

In economics, and in systems of national 
accounts, “capital” is conventionally defined as 
reproducible real assets, which includes roads, 
railways, buildings, private dwellings, factories, 
machinery, equipment, and other human-
manufactured fixed assets. Thus, investment in 
the economy, or gross capital formation, is con-
ventionally measured as outlays or additions to 
these reproducible assets plus net changes in 
the level of inventories and valuables. If allow-
ance is made for any capital consumption, or 
depreciation, then the net changes in repro-
ducible assets represent net investment in the 
economy.

However, the economy does not just depend 
on reproducible assets, but also human and nat-
ural capital. Traditionally, investment in human 
capital, which can be thought of the education, 
skills, and health per person, are not included 

3 See, for example, Aronsson and Löfgren (1996); 
Dasgupta (2009) and (2012); Hamilton and Clemens 
(1999); Hartwick (1990); Mäler (1991); Pearce and 
Barbier (2000); and Perrings (2012).

in the national accounts. Similarly, additions to 
and depreciation of natural capital are excluded. 
In a true wealth accounting framework to esti-
mate the "%& of an economy, both of these 
omissions need correcting.  That is, the three 
basic assets comprising the overall wealth of an 
economy are reproducible, human and natural 
capital.

Clearly, natural capital must include those 
conventional natural resources that are the 
source of raw material, land, and energy inputs 
to the economy, such as fossil fuels, minerals, 
metals, forest resources, and arable land. But, in 
addition, natural capital should include those 
ecosystems that through their natural func-
tioning and habitats provide important goods 
and services to the economy. As suggested by 
Barbier (2007), these benefits are wide-ranging, 
which in economics would normally be classi-
fied under three di1erent categories: 

(i) “goods” (products obtained from eco-
systems, such as resource harvests, water, and 
genetic material), 

(ii) “services” (e.g., recreational and tourism 
benefits or certain ecological regulatory and 
habitat functions, such as water purification, 
climate regulation, erosion control, and habitat 
provision), and 

(iii) “cultural benefits” (e.g., spiritual and 
religious beliefs, heritage values). 

It is clear that some of these ecosystem 
goods and services contribute directly to human 
well-being, for example through enhancing rec-
reation and other direct enjoyment of the envi-
ronment, augmenting our current and future 
natural heritage, or by reducing harmful pollu-
tion and assimilating waste. But some services, 
either on their own or combined with human 
inputs, also contribute indirectly to human wel-
fare by supporting economic production (e.g., 
raw materials, food, and other harvested inputs; 
provision of freshwater, watershed protection, 
and coastal habitats for o1-shore fisheries) or 
by protecting production activities, property, 
and lives (e.g., flood control, storm protection, 
managing climate). In other words, “ecosystem 
services are the direct or indirect contributions 
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that ecosystems make to the well-being of 
human populations” ('&6 2009, &. 12). 

However, as noted in the introduction to 
this chapter, ecosystems are under threat from 
degradation and loss globally. Global land use 
change has been a major cause of the alteration 
and loss of terrestrial ecosystems, especially 
in developing economies and tropical regions 
(*6+*#'+ 20116; %#+85 6"% +6:'" 2003; 465 
2006; 36 2005). Coastal and marine ecosystems 
are also some of the most heavily used and 
threatened natural systems globally, such that 
50 percent of salt marshes, 35 percent of man-
groves, 30 percent of coral reefs, and 29 percent 
of seagrasses are either converted or degraded 
worldwide (465 2007*; 36 2005; 5+7$ '7 6.. 
2006; !"'& 2006; :6.#'.6 '7 6.. 2001; (6=)577 
'7 6.. 2009). The major reason for this loss is 
land conversion, such as the transformation 
of forests and wetlands to crop and grazing 
land, expansion of aquaculture and agricul-
ture in coastal areas, and the demand for land 
for urban and commercial development. In 
national accounting terms, the implication is 
that the depreciation of an important natural 
asset (ecosystems) is partly compensated for by 
the appreciation of another asset (more land 
for economic production and development). As 
Hartwick (1992) has illustrated with the exam-
ple of agricultural conversion of tropical for-
ests, such changes in the stock of an economy’s 
wealth must be included as capital value adjust-
ments in an accounting framework. In e1ect, 
the opportunity cost of holding on to ecosys-
tems as natural capital is the foregone benefits 
of economic development based on converting 
ecological landscape (*6+*#'+ 2008 and 20116).

In sum, ecosystems can be considered a 
component of natural capital – or ecological 
capital for short – that a1ects current economic 
well-being, either directly or indirectly through 
supporting production and protecting human 
lives and property. However, ecological capital 
is unlikely to be intact, as many ecosystems 
continue to be converted to land for economic 
development and production. 

The appendix of this chapter develops a 
formal model to show why accounting for the 
welfare contributions of reproducible human 
and natural capital – including ecological capi-
tal – is essential to determining the sustainabil-
ity of an economy. The key accounting result of 
this model is also summarized and explained in 
Box 1. The model yields the following impor-
tant insights concerning wealth accounting, 
ecosystem services, and sustainable economic 
development:

First, non-declining welfare is taken as the 
crucial criterion defining sustainable devel-
opment of an economy.44 Using this criterion, 
the model in the appendix confirms the result 
obtained by Dasgupta (2009) that investment 
in the aggregate capital stock of an economy, 
including ecological capital, determines changes 
in intergenerational well-being over time. 
That is, sustainable economic development is 
achieved if the aggregate wealth of the economy 
does not decline. Thus, the sustainability crite-
rion that “welfare does not decline over time” 
essentially “requires managing and enhancing 
a portfolio of economic assets, the total capital 
stock, such that its aggregate value does not 
decline over time,” but only if it is recognized 
that “the total stock of the economy available to 
the economy for producing goods and services, 
and ultimately well-being, consists not just of 
human and physical capital but also of natural 
capital” (&'6+)' 6"% *6+*#'+ 2000, &&. 20-21).

Second, as the appendix illustrates, the 
appropriate indicator for measuring the contri-
bution of aggregate wealth to an economy is net 
domestic product ("%&). However, this indica-
tor should not be conventionally defined "%& as 
currently measured in most national accounts 
of economies, that is the gross domestic prod-
uct (/%&) of the economy less any depreciation 
(in value terms) of previously accumulated 
reproducible capital. Instead, as summarized in 

4 For example, Pearce et al. (1989, p. 32) state: “the 
wellbeing of a defined population should be at least 
constant over time and, preferably, increasing for there 
to be sustainable development.”
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Box 1, if "%& is to serve as a true measure of the 
changes in an economy’s wealth, it must include 
any appreciation or depreciation to human 
and natural capital as well. In the case of non-
renewable resources, such as fossil fuels and 
minerals, depletion of these resources should 
be deducted from "%&. For renewable resources, 
such as forests and fisheries, "%& must include 
any depreciation (appreciation) in natural 
resource stocks if current extraction rates are 
greater (lesser) than biological growth.

Finally, we should also adjust the "%& of the 
economy to include two contributions due to 
ecological capital:

the value of the direct benefits provided 
by the current stock of ecosystems; and
any capital revaluation as a result of con-
version of ecosystems to other land uses, 
with the “price” of changes in ecological 
capital reflecting the present value of the 
future direct and indirect benefits of eco-
systems.

As discussed previously, the direct ecosystem 
benefits might include the value of ecosystems 
in providing recreational, educational and sci-
entific benefits, their value in terms of natural 
heritage or bequests to future generation or the 
value of ecosystems in reducing harmful pollu-
tion, assimilating waste, and managing climate. 
In addition, ecological capital protects or sup-
ports economic activity, property, and human 
lives. These indirect ecosystem benefits are 
broad ranging, and include raw materials, food, 
and other harvested inputs used in production 
activities, provision of freshwater, watershed 
protection, coastal habitats for o1-shore fish-
eries, flood control, storm protection, climate 
stabilization, and similar services. 

In the wealth accounting framework 
adopted here, the resource allocation mecha-
nism of the economy may not be optimal or 
even e2cient, so it is possible that ecosystem 
conversion may be taking place even though 
the capitalized value, or “price,” of developed 
land is actually less than the capitalized value 
of ecosystems. This being the case, as we have 
discussed, "%& should be adjusted for the 

depreciation in ecological capital that occurs as 
it is converted to less valuable developed land. 
But if ecosystems are an important component 
of natural capital, and if we want to adjust "%& 
to account for real depreciation in this form of 
natural wealth, then we need to find a way of, 
first, measuring such assets, and second, valu-
ing the various benefit flows that they generate 
(*6+*#'+ 2008, 20116, and 2011*). The purpose of 
the next several sections is to discuss how best to 
overcome these measurement challenges. Later 
in the chapter, the example of mangrove loss in 
Thailand is used to illustrate the practical appli-
cation of correctly adjusting "%& to account for 
the contributions of ecological capital.

3. Ecosystems as natural capital

If we are to view ecosystems as economic assets, 
and measure their economic depreciation in 
wealth accounting, then we need a way of mea-
suring this form of “ecological wealth” (3H.'+ 
'7 6.. 2008). One barrier to such an approach 
is that, in ecology, the concept of an ecosystem 
has been di2cult to define or to measure quan-
titatively (5’"'#.. 2001; &#),'77 6"% )6%'"6--5 
2002).

However, it is increasingly recognized that 
most ecological processes are influenced by the 
spatial extent, or landscape, that defines the 
boundary of the system.55 Similarly, the various 
coastal and marine ecosystems that make up 
the land-sea interface located between water-
sheds, the coast, and oceans could be desig-
nated in terms of distinct seascapes that define 
the boundaries between each type of system 
(35*'+/ 6"% +K""*H), 2003; -$6),'+544 
'7 6.. 2009). Thus, as shown by Barbier, (2008 
and 2011a), through adopting ecological land-
scape, or land area, as the basic unit, charac-
terizing the ecosystem as a natural asset is 
relatively straightforward. It also facilitates 

5 See, for example, Bockstael (1996); O’Neill (2001); 
Perry (2002); Pickett and Cadenasso (1995) and (2002); 
Turner (2005); and Zonneveld (1989).
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the examination of human transformation of 
an ecological landscape through land use con-
version, leaving the residual land for ecologi-
cal processes and habitat for species through 
relatively straightforward models of land use 
change. This then facilitates measurement of 
the physical depreciation of ecosystems, which 
is essential if we are to account for how stocks 
of such wealth change.

To illustrate why the landscape containing 
an ecosystem might serve as the basic unit for 
measuring changes in this natural asset, it is 
helpful to discuss a specific example, such as 
wetland ecosystems. These systems, which com-
prise coastal wetlands, freshwater swamps and 
marshes (including floodplains), and peatlands, 
amount to 6–8 million km2 globally (3#7-)$ 
'7 6.. 2009). The goods and services provided 
by wetlands are uniquely related to hydrologi-
cal processes. For example, seasonal soil-water 
regimes, surface inundation, and maintenance 
of water quality, critically determine wetland 
ecosystem structure and function, and thus 
influence the type ecosystem goods and ser-
vices provided. Similarly, changes in water 
regime will a1ect di1erent wetland services 
significantly, resulting in many possible trade-
o1s and synergies among these services within 
di1erent wetland scenarios and water regimes. 
The consequence is that the ecosystem services 
provided by wetlands are driven by hydrology, 
and understanding how changes in hydrologi-
cal processes a1ect the delivery of these ser-
vices is critical to determining the impact on 
human welfare (*+6!36" '7 6.. 2007; *!..5), 
6"% 6)+'36" 2003; '3'+75" 6"% *5-- 2008; 
3#7-)$ '7 6.. 2009).

Because the structure and functions of many 
wetlands can be uniquely defined by hydrologi-
cal processes, it is possible to identify the spa-
tial unit, or natural landscape, that is distinct 
to each type of wetland. In particular, di1erent 
aspects of the hydrological system underlying 
wetlands and their services operate at di1erent 
scales, for example surface inundation (flood-
ing), water quality, and biodiversity. Thus, as a 
wetland landscape varies in scale, due perhaps to 

conversion, draining, or other human-induced 
disturbances, the impact on the provision of 
and synergies between wetland services can be 
substantial. Such a landscape approach is being 
increasingly used for assessing the cumulative 
e1ects of wetland loss and degradation, charac-
terizing wetland boundaries and identifying res-
toration or mitigation opportunities (*'%45+% 
1996 and 1999; /(#" '7 6.. 1999; 3#7-)$ 6"% 
/5--'.#", 2000; "+) 1995; -#3'"-76% '7 6.. 
2006). It follows that the various goods and ser-
vices provided by a wetland will also be tied to, 
and thus defined by, its landscape extent; that is, 

“wetland values depend on the hydrogeomor-
phic location in which they are found” (3#7-)$ 
6"% /5--'.#", 2000, &. 27).

If the hydrological services of wetlands are 
related to their landscape extent, then charac-
terizing wetland ecosystems as natural assets 
is straightforward. In other words, as there are 

“reciprocal interactions between spatial pattern 
and ecological processes” (7!+"'+ 2005, &. 319), 
it is the spatially heterogeneous area of a wet-
land landscape that is the fundamental to its 
ability to provide various goods and services. It 
follows that, if for each wetland ecosystem we 
can define its corresponding landscape in terms 
of a quantifiable “land unit,” which is defined as 

“a tract of land that is ecologically homogeneous 
at the scale level concerned” (85""':'.% 1989, 
&. 68), then we have a representation of the wet-
land ecosystem as a natural asset in the form of 
this unit of land, or ecological landscape.

However, even with a well-defined ecologi-
cal landscape one must be careful to account for 
heterogeneous units within such a landscape 
and to avoid problems of double counting. For 
example, large-scale forested ecosystems can 
also contain wetlands, freshwater channels and 
rivers. Similarly, qualitative features of the land-
scape may significantly influence the ecological 
production of benefits. For example, the timber 
benefits of a forested landscape may depend not 
only on the overall size of the system but also 
the spatial distribution of trees across the land-
scape in terms age, size and species as well as 
variations in soil quality and nutrients (3H.'+ 
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'7 6.. 2008). The ability of vegetated coastal 
landscapes to attenuate storm surges and pro-
tect against damages not only varies consider-
ably at the seaward edge as opposed to further 
inland but also is a1ected by coastal geomor-
phology, elevation and topography (,5)$ '7 6.. 
2009). Finally, in a “mixed” ecological landscape, 
then it may be di2cult to determine how a par-
ticular ecosystem benefit arises from the land-
scape and to avoid problems of double counting. 
For example, outdoor recreation values may be 
enhanced by the diverse ecological features of 
a mixed landscape, including the presence of 
wetlands, forests, and river channels. How to 
separate out the specific contribution to the 
value of recreation provided by each ecological 
component of the landscape may be problem-
atic. Nor would it be correct to attribute the full 
recreational value to each of the wetland, forest 
and river components of the landscape. 

4. Ecosystems and ecosystem services

There is much confusion over the relation-
ship between ecosystems, their structure and 
functions, and the ecological services they 
generate that contribute to human welfare. 
Understanding such a relationship is essential 
in order to determine how the structure and 
functions of an ecosystem provide valuable 
goods and services to humans. 

An ecosystem has the characteristics of a 
“system,” in the sense that it includes an assem-
blage of organisms interacting with its associ-
ated physical environment in a specific place 
;5’"'#.. 2001; &#),'77 6"% )6%'"6--5 2002<. 
Thus, within its prescribed area or location, an 
ecosystem comprises its abiotic (non-living) 
environment and the biotic (living) groupings of 
plant and animal species, or communities. The 
biotic and abiotic components, and the interac-
tions between them, are often referred to as the 
ecosystem structure.

Two important ecosystem functions are car-
ried out in every ecosystem: biogeochemical 
cycling; and flow of energy. Important processes 

of biogeochemical cycling include primary pro-
duction (photosynthesis), nutrient and water 
cycling, and materials decomposition. The flow, 
storage and transformation of materials and 
energy through the system are also influenced 
by processes that link organisms with each 
other, such as the food web, which is made up 
of interlocking food chains. These food chains 
are often characterized by other important 
functions, such as pollination, predation, and 
parasitism.

The structure and functions of an ecosystem 
provide valuable goods and services to humans. 
For example, some of the living organisms found 
in an ecosystem might be harvested or hunted 
for food, collected for raw materials, or simply 
valued because they are aesthetically pleasing. 
Some of the ecosystem functions, such as nutri-
ent and water cycling, can also benefit humans 
through purifying water, controlling floods, 
recharging aquifers, reducing pollution, or sim-
ply by providing more pleasing environments for 
recreation. These various benefits provided by 
an ecosystem via its structure and functions are 
now referred to as ecosystem services. As sum-
marized in Box 2, the structure and functions 
of an ecosystem are not the same as its services. 
Ecosystem structure and functions describe the 
components of an ecosystem and its biophysi-
cal relationship regardless of whether humans 
benefit from them. Only if they contribute to 
human well-being do these components and 
relationships generate an “ecosystem service.”66

5. Assessing the value of ecosystem 
goods and services

The idea that ecosystems provide a range 
of “services” that have value to humans is an 
important step in characterizing these systems 
as “natural capital.” In order to view ecosys-
tems as a special type of capital asset – a form 

6 For more discussion, see Barbier (2011a and 2011b); 
Bockstael et al. (2000); Boyd and Banzhof (2007); EPA 
(2009); and Polasky and Segerson (2009).
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of “ecological wealth” – then just like any other 
asset or investment in the economy, ecosys-
tems must be capable of generating current and 
future flows of income or benefits. It follows 
that, in principle, ecosystems can be valued just 
like any other asset in an economy. Regardless of 
whether there exists a market for the goods and 
services produced by ecosystems, their social 
value must equal the discounted net present 
value ("&:) of these flows. However, for econo-
mists, the term “benefit” has a specific meaning. 
This section discusses how this concept of eco-
nomic benefit should be applied to ecosystem 
goods and services as a guide to their correct 
economic valuation. In addition, the section 
outlines the main approach that is required to 
integrate the “ecological production” of ecosys-
tem goods and services with “economic valua-
tion” of these benefits.

As noted previously, the literature on eco-
logical services implies that ecosystems are 
assets that produce a flow of beneficial goods 
and services over time. For example, a common 
practice in this literature is to adopt the broad 
definition of the 36 ;2005) that “ecosystem ser-
vices are the benefits people obtain from ecosys-
tems.” However, according to Mendelsohn and 
Olmstead (2009, &. 326), “(t)he economic benefit 
provided by an environmental good or service is 
the sum of what all members of society would 
be willing to pay for it.” Consequently, some 
economists argue that it is misleading to char-
acterize all ecosystem services as “benefits.” As 
explained by Boyd and Banzhaf (2007, &. 619), “as 
end-products of nature, final ecosystem services 
are not benefits nor are they necessarily the final 
product consumed. For example, recreation is 
often called an ecosystem service. It is more 
appropriately considered a benefit produced 
using both ecological services and conventional 
goods and services.” To illustrate this point, they 
consider recreational angling. It requires cer-
tain ecosystem services, such as “surface waters 
and fish populations” but also “other goods and 
services including tackle, boats, time allocation, 
and access” (*5=% 6"% *6"8$64 2007, &. 619). 
But other economists still prefer the broader 

perspective of the 36 (2005), which equates 
ecosystem services with benefits. For example, 
Polasky and Segerson (2009, &. 412) state: “We 
adopt a broad definition of the term ecosystem 
services that includes both intermediate and 
final services,” which they justify by explaining 
that “supporting services, in economic terms, 
are akin to the infrastructure that provides the 
necessary conditions under which inputs can 
be usefully combined to provide intermediate 
and final goods and services of value to society.” 
Thus, unlike Boyd and Banzhaf (2007), Polasky 
and Segerson (2009) consider recreation to be 
an ecosystem service.

Economists do agree that, in order to deter-
mine society’s willingness to pay for the benefits 
provided by ecosystem goods and services, one 
needs to measure and account for their various 
impacts on human welfare. Or, as Bockstael 
et al. (2000, &. 1385) state: “In economics, valu-
ation concepts relate to human welfare. So 
the economic value of an ecosystem function 
or service relates only to the contribution it 
makes to human welfare, where human welfare 
is measured in terms of each individual’s own 
assessment of his or her well-being.” The key is 
determining how changes in ecosystem goods 
and services a1ect an individual’s well-being, 
and then determining how much the individual 
is either willing to pay for changes that have 
a positive welfare impact or, conversely, how 
much the individual is willing to accept as com-
pensation to avoid a negative e1ect.

The starting point in identifying ecosystem 
services and their values is the consensus eco-
nomic view outlined above. As long as nature 
makes a contribution to human welfare, either 
entirely on its own or through joint use with 
other human inputs, then we can designate this 
contribution as an “ecosystem service.” In other 
words. as stated in Box 2, “ecosystem services 
are the direct or indirect contributions that eco-
systems make to the well-being of human pop-
ulations.” Although it is acceptable to use “the 
term ecosystem service to refer broadly to both 
intermediate and final end services,” “in specific 
valuation contexts…it is important to identify 
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whether the service being valued is an interme-
diate or a final service” ('&6 2009, &&. 12-3).

Following this approach, for example, recre-
ation can be considered the product of an eco-
system service. But, as pointed out by Boyd and 
Banzhaf (2007, &.619), the ecosystem provides 
only an “intermediate service” (along with “con-
ventional goods and services”) in the produc-
tion of the final benefit of recreation and tour-
ism. In estimating the value of this intermediate 
ecosystem service in producing recreational 
benefits, it is therefore important to assess only 
the e1ects of changes in the ecosystem on rec-
reation, and not the additional influence of any 
human inputs. The same approach should be 
taken for those “final” ecosystem services, such 
as coastal protection, erosion control, nutrient 
cycling, water purification, and carbon seques-
tration, which may benefit human well-being 
with or without any additional human-provided 
goods and services. Valuation should show how 
changes in these services a1ect human welfare, 
after controlling for the influence of any addi-
tional human-provided goods and services. 

Although valuing ecosystem goods and ser-
vices seems straightforward, in practice there 
are a number of challenges to overcome. These 
di2culties are key to understanding why there 
are still a large number of ecosystem goods and 
services that have yet to be valued or have very 
unreliable valuation estimates.  

The most significant problem is that very few 
are marketed. Some of the products provided 
by ecosystems, such as raw materials, food, and 
fish harvests, are bought and sold in markets. 
Given that the price and quantities of these 
marketed products are easy to observe, there 
are numerous value estimates of the contribu-
tion of the environmental input to this produc-
tion. However, this valuation can be more com-
plicated than it appears. Market conditions and 
regulatory policies for the commodity bought 
and sold will influence the values imputed 
to the environment input. For example, one 
important service of many estuarine and coastal 
ecosystems is that they serve as coastal breed-
ing and nursery habitat for o1shore fisheries. As 

many fisheries are exploited commercially, the 
inability to control fishing access and the pres-
ence of production subsidies and other market 
distortions can impact harvests, the price of 
fish sold, and ultimately, the estimated value 
of coastal habitats in supporting these fisheries 
(*6+*#'+ '7 6.. 2002; *6+*#'+ 2007; 4+''36" 
1991; -3#7$ 2007). 

However, the majority of ecosystem goods 
and services are not marketed. These include 
many services arising from ecosystem processes 
and functions that benefit human beings largely 
without any additional input from them, such 
as coastal protection, nutrient cycling, erosion 
control, water purification, and carbon seques-
tration. In recent years, substantial progress 
has been made by economists working with 
ecologists and other natural scientists in apply-
ing environmental valuation methodologies to 
assess the welfare contribution of these services. 
The various non-market valuation methods 
employed for ecosystem services are essentially 
the standard techniques that are available to 
economists.77 Later in this chapter, we discuss 
these issues further. Nevertheless, what makes 
applying these methods to estimate the value 
of a non-marketed ecosystem service especially 
di2cult is that it requires three important and 
interrelated, steps (*6+*#'+ 1994, 20116, 6"% 
2011*; '&6 2009; 4+''36" 2003; "+) 2005; 
&5.6-,= 6"% -'/'+-5" 2009).

The first step involves determining how 
best to characterize the change in ecosystem 
structure, functions and processes that gives 
rise to the change in the ecosystem service. For 
example, the change could be in the spatial 
area or quality of a particular type of ecosystem, 
such as a mangrove forest, marsh vegetation or 
watershed extent. It could also be a change in a 

7 For example, Barbier (2007, 2011a, and 2011b); 
Bateman et al. (2011); EPA (2009); Freeman (2003); 
Hanley and Barbier (2009); Mendelsohn and Olmstead 
(2009); NRC (2005); and and Pagiola et al. (2004) dis-
cuss how these standard valuation methods are best 
applied to ecosystem services, emphasizing in par-
ticular both the advantages and the shortcomings of 
the different methods and their application.
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key population, such as fish or main predator. 
Alternatively, the change could be due to varia-
tion in the flow of water, energy, or nutrients 
through the system, such as the variability in 
tidal surges due to coastal storm events or the 
influx of organic waste from pollution upstream 
from estuarine and coastal ecosystems.

The second step requires tracing how the 
changes in ecosystem structure, functions and 
processes influence the quantities and qualities 
of ecosystem service flows to people. Underlying 
each ecosystem service is a range of impor-
tant energy flow, biogeochemical, and biotic 
processes and functions. For example, water 
purification by seagrass beds is linked to the 
ecological processes of nutrient uptake and sus-
pended particle deposition (,5)$ '7 6.. 2006; 
+=*#),# 1997). However, the key ecological pro-
cess and functions that generate an ecosystem 
service are in turn controlled by certain abiotic 
and biotic components that are unique to each 
ecosystem’s structure. The various controlling 
components that may a1ect nutrient uptake 
and particle deposition by seagrass ecosystems 
include seagrass species and density, nutrient 
load, water residence time, hydrodynamic con-
ditions, and the availability of light. Only when 
these first two steps are completed is it pos-
sible to conduct the final step, which involves 
using existing economic valuation method to 
assess the impact on human well-being that 
results from the change in ecosystem goods and 
services.      

Figure 1 provides a visual summary of the key 
elements of this three-step approach. Human 
drivers of ecosystem change a1ect important 
ecosystem processes and functions and their 
controlling components. Assessing this change 
is crucial yet di2cult. However, as "+) (2005, 
&&. 2-3) points out, “making the translation from 
ecosystem structure and function to ecosystem 
goods and services (i.e., the ecological produc-
tion) is even more di2cult” and “probably the 
greatest challenge for successful valuation of 
ecosystem services is to integrate studies of the 
ecological production function with studies of 
the economic valuation function.” Similarly, 

Polasky and Segerson (2009, &. 422) maintain 
that “among the more practical di2culties that 
arise in either predicting changes in service 
flows or estimating the associated value of eco-
system services” include the “lack of multiprod-
uct, ecological production functions to quanti-
tatively map ecosystem structure and function 
to a flow of services that can then be valued.”

6. Valuing non-market ecosystem 
goods and services

One of the fundamental challenges is that many 
important ecosystem goods and services are 
non-marketed. These include many important 
services arising from ecosystem processes and 
functions, such as coastal protection, nutri-
ent cycling, erosion control, water purification, 
and carbon sequestration. In recent years sub-
stantial progress has been made by economists 
working with ecologists and other natural 
scientists on this “fundamental challenge” to 
improve the application of environmental valu-
ation methodologies to non-market ecosystem 
services. Nevertheless, a number of important 
challenges arise in applying these methods, 
which are reviewed in this section.

Human drivers of  
ecosystem change

Ecosystem 
goods and services

Values

Ecosystem structure 
and functions

Economic valuation

Ecological  
production  
function

FIGURE 1 1

Key interrelated steps in valuing ecosystem goods and 
services

Source: Adapted from NRC (2005, Figure 1-3)
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In the previous section, we discussed the 
three-step approach that is required to inte-
grate the “ecological production” of ecosystem 
goods and services with “economic valuation” 
of these benefits, which was summarized visu-
ally by Figure 1. In recent years, substantial 
progress has been made by economists working 
with ecologists and other natural scientists on 
this “fundamental challenge” to improve the 
application of environmental valuation meth-
odologies to non-market ecosystem services. 
Nevertheless, a number of important chal-
lenges arise in applying these methods. To help 
our subsequent discussion of valuation issues, it 
is useful to look at a more detailed version of 

Figure 1 that emphasizes the economic valua-
tion component of the Figure 2.

 As indicated in Figure 2, there are a number 
of di1erent ways in which humans benefit from, 
or value, ecosystem goods and services. The first 
distinction is between the use values as opposed 
to non-use values arising from these goods and 
services. Typically, use values involve some 
human “interaction” with the environment 
whereas non-use values do not, as they repre-
sent an individual valuing the pure “existence” 
of a natural habitat or ecosystem or wanting 
to “bequest it to future generations.” Direct 
use values refer to both consumptive and non-
consumptive uses that involve some form of 
direct physical interaction with environmental 
goods and services, such as recreational activi-
ties, resource harvesting, drinking clean water, 
breathing unpolluted air, and so forth. Indirect 
use values refer to those ecosystem services 
whose values can only be measured indirectly, 
since they are derived from supporting and pro-
tecting activities that have directly measurable 
values. For example, for wetlands, the indirect 
use values associated with ecosystems services 
include coastal protection, erosion control, 
flood protection, water purification, carbon 
sequestration, maintenance of temperature 
and precipitation, and habitat support for fish-
ing, hunting, and foraging activities outside the 
wetlands (*6+*#'+ 2007).88

Table 1 indicates the various non-market 
methods that can be used for valuing ecosystem 
goods and services. As shown in this table, the 
methods employed are essentially the standard 
non-market valuation techniques that are avail-
able to economists. However, the application of 
non-market valuation to ecosystem goods and 
services is not without di2culties. Here, we 
simply summarize some of the key issues.  

8 Another component of value, option value, is com-
monly referred to as a non-use value in the literature. 
However, option value arises from the difference 
between valuation under conditions of certainty and 
uncertainty, and is a numerical calculation, not a value 
held by people per se. See NRC (2005, ch. 6) for fur-
ther discussion.

Human drivers of  
ecosystem change

Ecosystem 
goods and services

Ecosystem structure 
and functions

Values

Non-use values
e.g. existence, bequest

Non-consumptive use

Use values

Consumptive use
e.g. harvesting, water supply, 

genetic material

Direct
e.g. recreation, transporta-

tion, scientific and educa-

tional opportunities

Indirect
e.g. nutrient retention and 

recycling, flood control, 

erosion control, storm 

protection, habitat support, 

carbon sequestration

FIGURE 2

Economic valuation of ecosystem goods 
and services
Source: Adapted from NRC (2005, Figure 7-1)
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 First, the application of some of the valua-
tion methods listed in Table 1 is often limited to 
specific types of ecological goods and services. 
For example, the travel cost method is used 
principally for those environmental values that 
enhance individuals’ enjoyment of recreation 
and tourism, averting behavior models are best 
applied to the health e1ects arising from envi-
ronmental pollution. Similarly, hedonic wage 
and property models are used primarily for 
assessing work-related environmental hazards 
and environmental impacts on property values, 
respectively.

In contrast, stated preference methods, 
which include contingent valuation methods 
and choice modeling, have the 
potential to be used widely 
in valuing ecosystem goods 
and services. These valuation 
methods share the common 
approach of surveying individ-
uals who benefit from an eco-
logical service or range of ser-
vices, in the hope that analysis 
of these responses will provide 
an accurate measure of the 
individuals’ willingness to pay 
for the service or services. In 
addition, stated preference 
methods can go beyond esti-
mating the value to individu-
als of single and even multiple 
benefits of ecosystems and in 
some cases elicit non-use val-
ues that individuals attach to 
ensuring that a preserved and 
well-functioning system will 
be around for future genera-
tions to enjoy. For example, a 
study of mangrove-depen-
dent coastal communities 
in Micronesia demonstrated 
through the use of contingent 
valuation techniques that the 
communities “place some 
value on the existence and eco-
system functions of mangroves 

over and above the value of mangroves’ market-
able products” ("6=.5+ 6"% %+'( 1998, &. 488). 
Similarly, choice modeling has the potential to 
elicit the relative values that individuals place 
on di1erent ecosystem services. A study of wet-
land restoration in southern Sweden revealed 
through choice experiments that individuals’ 
willingness to pay for the restoration increased 
if the result enhanced overall biodiversity but 
decreased if the restored wetlands were used 
mainly for the introduction of Swedish crayfish 
for recreational fishing ()6+.--5" '7 6.. 2003).

However, as emphasized by "+) (2005), to 
implement a stated-preference study two key 
conditions are necessary: 

TABLE 1 1

Various non-market valuation methods applied to ecosystem services

Valuation 
methoda

Types 
of value 
estimated

Common types of 
applications Ecosystem services valued

Travel cost Direct use Recreation
Maintenance of beneficial 
species, productive ecosys-
tems and biodiversity

Averting 
behavior Direct use

Environmental impacts on 
human health

Pollution control and 
detoxification

Hedonic price Direct and 
indirect use

Environmental impacts on res-
idential property and human 
morbidity and mortality

Storm protection; flood 
mitigation; maintenance of air 
quality

Production 
function Indirect use

Commercial and recreational 
fishing;
agricultural systems; control 
of invasive species; watershed 
protection; damage costs 
avoided

Maintenance of beneficial 
species; maintenance of 
arable land and agricultural 
productivity; prevention of 
damage from erosion and silt-
ation; groundwater recharge; 
drainage and natural irriga-
tion; storm protection; flood 
mitigation

Replacement 
cost Indirect use

Damage costs avoided; fresh-
water supply

Drainage and natural irriga-
tion; storm protection; flood 
mitigation

Stated 
preference

Use and 
non-use

Recreation; environmental 
impacts on human health and 
residential property; damage 
costs avoided; existence and 
bequest values of preserving 
ecosystems

All of the above

Notes: ASee Barbier (2007); Bateman et al. (2011); EPA (2009); Freeman (2003); Hanley & Barbier (2009); 

Mendelsohn & Olmstead (2009); NRC (2005); and Pagiola et al. (2004) for more discussion of these vari-

ous non-market valuation methods and their application to valuing ecosystem goods and services. 

Source: Adapted from NRC (2005), Table 4-2.
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(1) the information must be available to 
describe the change in an ecosystem in terms 
of the goods and services that people care about, 
in order to place a value on those goods and ser-
vices; and 

(2) the ecosystem change must be explained 
in the survey instrument in a manner that 
people will understand while not rejecting the 
valuation scenario. 

For many of the specific ecosystem goods 
and services listed in Table 1, one or both of 
these conditions may not hold. For instance, it 
has proven very di2cult to describe accurately 
through the hypothetical scenarios required 
by stated-preference surveys how changes in 
ecosystem processes and components a1ect 
ecosystem regulatory and habitat functions 
and thus the specific benefits arising from 
these functions that individuals value. If there 
is considerable scientific uncertainty surround-
ing these linkages, then not only is it di2cult to 
construct such hypothetical scenarios, but also 
any responses elicited from individuals from 
stated-preference surveys are likely to yield 
inaccurate measures of their willingness to pay 
for ecological services (*67'36" '7 6.. 2009). 
Valuation workshop methods may, however, 
help in terms of conveying information about 
complex ecological goods, and investigating the 
e1ects on people’s values of scientific uncer-
tainty about linkages within the system (see, for 
example, )$+#-7#' '7 6.. 2006).

In contrast to stated preference methods, 
the advantage of production function (&4) 
approaches is that they depend on only the first 
condition, and not both conditions, holding 
(see *6+*#'+ 1994 and 2007; 3))5""'.. 6"% 
*5),-76'. 2005). That is, for those ecological 
functions where there is su2cient scientific 
knowledge of how these functions link to spe-
cific ecological services that support or protect 
economic activities, then it may be possible 
to employ the &4 approach to value these ser-
vices. The basic modeling approach underlying 
&4 methods – also called “valuing the environ-
ment as input” – is similar to determining the 
additional value of a change in the supply of 

any factor input. If changes in the structure and 
functions of ecosystems a1ect the marketed 
production activities of an economy, then the 
e1ects of these changes will be transmitted to 
individuals through the price system via changes 
in the costs and prices of final good and services. 
This means that any resulting “improvements 
in the resource base or environmental qual-
ity” as a result of enhanced ecosystem services, 

“lower costs and prices and increase the quanti-
ties of marketed goods, leading to increases in 
consumers’ and perhaps producers’ surpluses” 
(4+''36" 2003, &. 259).

An adaptation of the &4 methodology is 
required in the case where ecological regulatory 
and habitat functions have a protective value, 
through various ecological services such as 
storm protection, flood mitigation, prevention 
of erosion and siltation, pollution control, and 
maintenance of beneficial species (*6+*#'+ 2007; 
3))5""'.. 6"% *5),-76'. 2005). In such cases, 
the environment may be thought of producing 
a non-marketed service, such as “protection” of 
economic activity, property, and even human 
lives, which benefits individuals through limit-
ing damages. Applying &4 approaches requires 
modelling the “production” of this protection 
service and estimating its value as an environ-
mental input in terms of the expected damages 
avoided by individuals. However, &4 methods 
have their own measurement issues and limita-
tions when they are employed to value ecosys-
tem goods and services.

For instance, applying the &4 method raises 
questions about how changes in the ecological 
service should be measured, whether market 
distortions in the final goods market are signifi-
cant, and whether current changes in ecological 
services may a1ect future productivity through 
biological “stock e1ects.”  A common approach 
in the literature is to assume that an estimate of 
ecosystem area may be included in the “produc-
tion function” of marketed output as a proxy for 
the ecological service input. For example, this 
is the standard approach adopted in coastal 
habitat-fishery &4 models, as allowing wetland 
area to be a determinant of fish catch is thought 
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by economists and ecologists to proxy some 
element of the productivity contribution of 
this important habitat function (*6+*#'+ 2000, 
2007; 4+''36" 2003, )$. 9; 3))5""'.. 6"% 
*5),-76'. 2005). In addition, as pointed out by 
Freeman (1991), market conditions and regula-
tory policies for the marketed output will influ-
ence the values imputed to the environmental 
input. For instance, in the previous example of 
coastal wetlands supporting an o1shore fish-
ery, the fishery may be subject to open access 
conditions. Under these conditions, profits 
in the fishery would be dissipated, and price 
would be equated to average and not marginal 

costs. As a consequence, producer values are 
zero and only consumer values determine the 
value of increased wetland area. Finally, a 
further measurement issue arises in the case 
where the ecological service supports a natural 
resource system, such as a fishery, forestry, or 
a wildlife population, which is then harvested 
or exploited through economic activity.  In such 
cases, the key issue is whether the e1ects on the 
natural resource stock or biological population 
of changes in the ecological service are su2-
ciently large that these stock e1ects need to be 
modelled explicitly. In the production function 
valuation literature, approaches that ignore 

BOX 1

Adjusting net domestic product (NDP) for the contributions of ecological capital

The formal model in the Appendix derives the fol-

lowing expression for net domestic product (NDP), 

which illustrates the importance of measuring 

explicitly the economic contributions of natural 

capital, and especially that of ecological capital.

 EQUATION 1 

NDP = vK[Y–%K]+vK  
h(E)

h'
–E  + vK AFR 

[G(S)–R]+UNN+(vD–vN)c

In the above expression vK(t)[Y(t)–%K(t)] is 

conventionally defined net domestic product (NDP), 

that is the gross domestic product of the economy, 

Y, less any depreciation (in value terms) of previously 

accumulated reproducible capital, #K. This is NDP 

as currently measured in most national accounts of 

economies, although of course it is usually valued 

at market prices rather than in terms of the shadow 

price of reproducible capital, vK. However, if NDP 

is to serve as a true measure of the changes in an 

economy’s wealth, it must include any appreciation 

or depreciation to human and natural capital as well. 

For instance, vK(t)(h(E(t))/h'–E(t)) is the net appreci-

ation (in value terms) in human capital, and vK(t)A(t)

FR[G(S(t))–R(t)] represents the net changes (in value 

terms) in natural resource stocks. In the case of non-

renewable resources, such as fossil fuels and min-

erals, G(S) = 0 and so –vKAFRR measures the deduc-

tion from NDP of resource depletion. For renewable 

resources, such as forests and fisheries, NDP must 

include any depreciation in natural resource stocks 

if G(S)<R. The expression UNN(t)+[vD(t)–vN(t)]c(t) 

includes both the benefits to current well-being 

provided by ecosystems, UNN, and any capital reval-

uation that occurs as ecosystems are converted by 

land use change for development, (vD–vN)c, where 

vD(t) and vN(t) are the capitalized values, or prices, 

of development and ecosystem land, respectively. 

As ecosystems are converted by land use change 

for development, (vD–vN)c is the capital apprecia-

tion (depreciation) in land that occurs if vD > vN (vD < 

vN)  . In other words, we should also adjust the NDP 

of the economy to include two contributions due to 

ecological capital:

direct benefits provided by the 

current stock of ecosystems, UNN; and

of ecosystems to other land uses, (vD–vN)c, with 

the price of changes in ecological capital, vN(t), 

reflecting the present value of the future direct 

and indirect benefits of ecosystems.
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stock e1ects are referred to as “static models” 
of environmental change on a natural resource 
production system, whereas approaches that 
take into account the intertemporal stock 
e1ects of the environmental change are referred 
to as “dynamic models” (*6+*#'+ 2000, 2007; 
4+''36" 2003, )$. 9).

Finally, measurement issues, data availability 
and other limitations can prevent the applica-
tion of standard non-market valuation methods 
to many ecosystem services. In circumstances 
where an ecological service is unique to a spe-
cific ecosystem and is di2cult to value, then 
economists have sometimes resorted to using 
the cost of replacing the service or treating the 
damages arising from the loss of the service as 
a valuation approach. However, economists 
consider that the replacement cost approach 
should be used with caution (*6+*#'+ 1994 and 
2007; '..#- 6"% 4#-$'+ 1987; 4+''36" 2003; 
3))5""'.. 6"% *5),-76'. 2005; -$6*36" 
6"% *67#' 1978). For example, a number of 
studies that have attempted to value the storm 
prevention and flood mitigation services of 
the “natural” storm barrier function of man-
grove and other coastal wetland systems have 
employed the replacement cost method by sim-
ply estimating the costs of replacing mangroves 
by constructing physical barriers to perform the 
same services ()$5"/ 2005). Shabman and Batie 
(1978) suggested that this method can provide 
a reliable valuation estimation for an ecologi-
cal service, but only if the following conditions 
are met: (1) the alternative considered provides 
the same services; (2) the alternative should be 
the least-cost alternative; and (3) there should 
be substantial evidence that the service would 
be demanded by society if it were provided by 
that least-cost alternative. Unfortunately, very 
few replacement cost studies meet all three 
conditions. 

However, one study that met these crite-
ria for valuing an ecosystem service was the 
analysis of the policy choice of providing clean 
drinking water by the Catskills Mountains for 
New York City ()$#)$#.#"-,= 6"% $'6. 1998; 
"+) 2005). Rather than value all the services of 

the Catskills watershed ecosystems; instead, it 
was su2cient simply to demonstrate that pro-
tecting and restoring the ecological integrity of 
the Catskills was less costly than replacing this 
ecosystem service with a human-constructed 
water filtration system. The total costs of build-
ing and operating the filtration system were in 
the range of !-$6–8 billion, whereas it would 
cost New York City !-$1–1.5 billion to protect 
and restore the natural ecosystem processes in 
the watershed, thus preserving the clean drink-
ing water service provided by the Catskills. A 
second case study that also met the above cri-
teria estimates the value of using wetlands for 
abatement of agricultural nitrogen load on the 
Baltic Sea coast of Sweden (*=-7+K3 2000). In 
this study, the replacement value of wetlands 
was defined and estimated as the di1erence 
between two cost-e1ective reductions of agri-
cultural nitrogen pollution: one that uses wet-
lands for nitrogen abatement, and one that does 
not. The study showed that the use of wetlands 
as nitrogen sinks can reduce by 30 percent the 
total costs of abating nitrogen pollution from 
agriculture in Sweden.

7. Correcting wealth accounts for eco-
logical capital

Overcoming measurement issues and chal-
lenges to determine the value of non-market 
ecosystem goods and services is an important, 
but there are additional considerations in using 
these values to correct wealth accounts for 
ecological capital. This section focuses on two 
important issues: double counting; and account-
ing for special properties of ecosystems, such as 
ecological stability, resilience, and collapse.

Recall that, as Box 1 indicates, the net 
domestic product ("%&) of the economy should 
be adjusted for the value of the direct benefits 
provided by the current stock of ecosystem. But 
"%& should not be adjusted for any indirect ben-
efits of this current stock through its support or 
protection of production in the economy. The 
reason for the latter omission is that it may 
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create problems of double counting in the 
wealth accounts of an economy.

As discussed in the previous section and 
outlined in Table 1, the production function 
method is an important non-market valuation 
method of measuring the economic contribu-
tion of many ecosystem goods and services that 
a1ect human welfare indirectly through their 
support or protection of production activities, 
property, or human lives. In other words, eco-
system services that arise from the regulatory 
functions of ecosystems, such as waste manage-
ment, habitat support, storm protection, flood 
mitigation, and groundwater recharge, often 

serve as intermediate inputs in economic pro-
duction activities, which are in turn often mar-
keted. Similarly, goods or products from eco-
systems, such as harvested raw materials, water 
supplies, food, fiber, and fuel, may themselves be 
marketed, or in turn are processed by industries 
into marketed products.  But if these goods and 
services produced from the current stock of eco-
systems serve as intermediate inputs into mar-
keted production, then conventionally defined 
"%& will most likely already reflect their current 
contribution. To add to "%& the marginal value 
contribution to economic production of eco-
system goods and services that are intermediate 

BOX 2

The value of ecosystem resilience in the Goulburn-Broken Catchment of southeast Australia

Using the inclusive wealth framework of Arrow et al. 

(2003), Mäler (2008) shows that it is possible to add 

a “resilience stock” to the measure of an economy’s 

wealth. Resilience is interpreted as the probability of 

the system transitioning to another state (regime). 

That is, the closer to the threshold, the lower the 

stock of resilience, and the higher is the probability 

that the system will flip to the alternative regime. The 

real value, or shadow price, of the resilience stock is 

the expected change in future social welfare from 

a marginal change in resilience today. This value 

changes as the likelihood of crossing the threshold 

into the alternative regime increases.

Walker et al. (2010) apply this approach to the 

Goulburn-Broken Catchment (GBC) in Southeast 

Australia. The GBC includes 300,000 ha in irriga-

tion, of which 80% is for dairy pasture. However, 

the removal of native vegetation for agriculture has 

led to rising water tables and increased soil salin-

ity. Once the water table rises above 2 meters (m), 

however, pasture land is radically changed, and the 

agro-ecological system shifts to a different regime 

dominated by degraded and salinized soil. Thus, the 

resilience of the GBC system is measured by the 

distance from the water table to the 2 m threshold, 

and this indicator determines the probability that 

the system will shift from the non-saline to saline 

regime. To demonstrate the impact of resilience on 

the inclusive wealth of the GBC, Walker et al. assume 

that all other economic assets are constant and 

only the stock of resilience changes. Between 1991 

and 2001, they calculate that the resilience stock 

increased by 0.5 m due to a water table fall from 3,0 

to 3.5 m. They estimate the value of this change in 

resilience under two different climate regimes: nor-

mal versus drier rainfall and evaporation conditions. 

The results are depicted in the table below. Under 

normal climate conditions, the 0.5 m change in eco-

system resilience is valued at about $23 million, or 

around 7% of the total wealth of the GBC in 1991. 

Under drier climatic conditions, resilience is worth 

$28 million, or 8.4% of total wealth.

 

Climate 
scenario

Change in wealth from 1991 
to 2001 form 0.5 m change in 
the resilience stock

Share of 
1991 inclu-
sive wealth

Normal 
conditions $22,852, 650 7.0%

Dry 
conditions $28,558,360 8.4%

Source: Walker et al. (2010, Table 2).
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inputs would result in double counting (3H.'+ 
1991; 3H.'+ '7 6.. 2008; :#")'"7 2012).

For example, if a coastal marsh or mangrove 
serves as a nursery or breeding habitat for an 
o1-shore commercial fishery, then this habitat 
will have an influence on current harvested 
and marketed output of the fishery. However, 
the harvested fish will already be included in 
conventional "%& of an economy, as it is a mar-
keted product. Similarly, if the wetlands also 
protect coastal property from storm damages, 
the value of the latter assets already accounts 
for the storm protection value of the wetlands. 
In addition, if the wetlands themselves are a 
source of currently harvested food, fiber, and 
raw materials, which are in turn sold commer-
cially, then the "%& will already include these 
marketed products. In contrast, if any harvested 
wetland products are not marketed but support 
the subsistence needs of harvesting households, 
then the value of these ecological goods will 
not appear in conventionally measured "%&. 
Because they are consumed and not marketed, 
these products are essentially direct benefits 
to households. Finally, coastal wetlands may 
generate many other non-marketed ecosystem 

services that also directly influence wel-
fare, such as filtering water pollution that 
a1ects human health, enhancing enjoy-
ment of coastal areas and recreation, and 
providing cultural benefits. Again, these 
current values of the wetlands are unlikely 
to appear in conventional "%&.

To summarize, to avoid double count-
ing, the "%& of an economy should not 
be adjusted by including the value of any 
goods and services provided currently by 
ecosystems, if they serve as intermediate 
inputs in the production of marketed final 
goods and services. However, if ecosystem 
goods and services a1ect current produc-
tion activities that are not marketed, such 
as raw materials, food, fiber, and water that 
are consumed directly by households, then 
the value of these ecological contributions 
should be assessed and added to "%&.

However, as indicated in Box 1, this 
particular double counting problem does not 
arise when adjusting "%& to account for any 
capital revaluation in the economy that occurs 
when, say, ecosystems are converted to other 
land uses. In this case, the capitalized value of 
converted ecosystems must reflect the present 
value of all foregone future benefits of these 
ecosystems, whether they influence welfare 
directly or indirectly through production of 
marketed final goods and services.

 Landscape losses and degradation of eco-
system processes and functions can also lead 
to unpredictable and sudden increases in the 
risk of ecological collapse, due to the presence 
of ecological thresholds and feedback e1ects. 
That is, large shocks or sustained disturbances 
to ecosystems lead to further interactions that 
can contravene ecological thresholds, causing 
the systems to “flip” irreversibly from one func-
tioning state to another. Thus the resilience or 
robustness of an ecosystem – its ability to absorb 
large shocks or sustained disturbances and still 
maintain internal integrity and functioning – 
may be an important attribute determining the 
extent to which landscape conversion and eco-
system degradation a1ects the risk of ecological 

FIGURE 3FIGURE 3

Estimated mangrove area, Thailand, 1961–2009

Sources: FAO (2007b) and Spalding et al. (2010).
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collapse.99 Thus, one approach to accounting 
for the resilience property of ecosystems is to 

9 See, for example, Dasgupta and Mäler (2003); 
Elmqvist et al. (2003); Folke et al. (2004); Levin (1999); 
Levin and Lubchenco (2008); Perrings (1998); Scheffer 
et al. (2001); and Walker et al. (2004).

measure directly the wealth e1ects of resilience 
(3H.'+ 2008; (6.,'+ '7 6.. 2010).

Box 2 summarizes the e1ort by Walker et 
al. (2010) to value ecosystem resilience for the 
Goulburn-Broken Catchment (/*)) in Southeast 
Australia. The /*) is prime agricultural land, 
most of which is used for dairy pasture. However, 
the agro-ecosystem is threatened by increased 

BOX 3

Valuation estimates used in accounting for mangrove wealth, Thailand

As indicated in Box 1, the net domestic product 

(NDP) of an economy must be adjusted for the direct 

benefits to current well-being provided by ecosys-

tems, UNN, and any capital revaluation that occurs 

as ecosystems are converted by land use change 

for development, (vD–vN)c . Mangrove ecosystems in 

Thailand provide four essential goods and services.  

These are the role of mangroves as natural “barriers” 

to periodic damaging coastal storm events, their role 

as nursery and breeding habitats for offshore fisher-

ies, their ability store carbon, and the exploitation 

of mangrove forests by coastal communities for a 

variety of wood and non-wood products. Estimates 

of the value of all four benefits exist for Thailand. 

For example, the value of coastal protection 

from storms is based on a marginal value per ha of 

damages avoided (in 1996 US$) of $1,879; over a 

20-year time horizon and a 10% discount rate this 

yields a net present value (NPV) of $15,997 per ha 

(Barbier, 2007). The value of habitat-fishery link-

ages is based on a net value per ha (in 1996 US$, 

assuming a price elasticity for fish of -0.5) of man-

grove habitat of $249; over a 20-year time horizon 

and a 10% discount rate this yields a NPV of $2,117 

per ha (Barbier, 2003). The value of wood and non-

wood products is based on net income per has from 

mangrove forests to local community (updated to 

1996 US$) of $101; over a 20-year time horizon and 

a 10% discount rate this yields a NPV of $864 per ha 

(Sathirathai & Barbier, 2001). Chmura et al. (2003) 

estimate permanent carbon sequestration by global 

mangroves of 2.1 metric tons per ha per year, and 

World Bank (2011) values unit carbon dioxide dam-

age at $20 per ton of carbon (1995 US$), which 

yields an annual value (in 1995 US$) of $42 per ha 

for carbon sequestration. Over a 20-year time hori-

zon and a 10% discount rate this yields a net pres-

ent value (NPV) of $413 per ha. These values are 

converted to 2000 US$ using the GDP deflator for 

Thailand (World Bank, 2011). As a result, mangroves 

in Thailand have a constant 2000 US$ capitalized 

value, vN, of $21,443 per ha.

As the main activity responsible for mangrove 

conversion in Thailand has been shrimp aquacul-

ture, the capitalized value of this activity is used for 

vD. The net present value (NPV) per ha for the com-

mercial net returns to shrimp farming over a 20-year 

time horizon and 10% discount rate is based on 

(Sathirathai & Barbier, 2001), which when updated 

to 1996 US$, amounts to a value of $9,632 per ha. 

However, many of the inputs used in shrimp pond 

operations are subsidized, below border-equivalent 

prices, thus increasing artificially the private returns 

to shrimp farming. Without these subsidies, the 

resulting economic net returns to shrimp farming 

result in a NPV of $1,220 per ha. When converted to 

2000 US$ using the GDP deflator for Thailand (World 

Bank, 2011), the capitalized value of mangroves con-

verted to shrimp farms is $1,351 per ha. Because 

the capitalized value, or “price,” of mangroves con-

verted to shrimp farming is less than the capitalized 

value of mangroves, or (vN–vN) < 0, then the NDP of 

Thailand should be adjusted for this resulting capital 

depreciation in mangrove land.
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soil salinity due to rising water tables from 
removal of native vegetation. At the 2 meter (m) 
water table threshold, the system is in danger 
of flipping to a di1erent regime dominated by 
degraded and salinized pasture. The authors 
estimate resilience as the distance from the 
current water table to the 2 m threshold. Under 
normal climate conditions, a 0.5 m change in 
ecosystem resilience is valued at about !-$23 
million, or around 7 percent of the total wealth 
of the /*) in 1991. Under drier climatic condi-
tions, resilience is worth !-$28 million, or 8.4 
percent of the total wealth of the /*). 

This example from Australia of valuing of 
ecosystem resilience suggests that this eco-
nomic contribution can be considerable. In such 
highly productive ecosystems supporting eco-
nomic activity, regime shift can be catastrophic. 
Or to put it di1erently, the value of avoiding 
regime shift by maintaining or enhancing the 
resilience of ecosystems can be a sizable com-

ponent of the total economic wealth generated 
by these systems. 

8. A case study: adjusted NDP and 
mangrove loss in Thailand 

Although the previous sections discuss the 
important issues and challenges that arise 
when attempting to value ecosystem services 
and account for their contributions to wealth, 
significant progress has been made in recent 
years. For some major ecosystems, we may be 
very close to implementing the methodology of 
adjusting "%& to reflect ecological values as well 
as the depreciation or appreciation in these key 
natural assets. 

The purpose of this section is to provide 
an example of wealth accounting with a case 
study from Thailand involving mangrove loss. 
Mangroves are various kinds of trees and shrubs 
that grow in saline coastal and estuarine habi-

tats in the tropics and subtropics. The 
case study illustrates the two adjust-
ments to "%& due to ecological capital: 
the value of the direct benefits provided 
by the current stock of ecosystems; and 
any capital revaluation that occurs as a 
result of ecosystem conversion to other 
land uses. Estimating the wealth e1ects 
of ecosystem resilience is beyond the 
scope of this case study.

Thailand is estimated to have lost 
around a third of its mangroves since the 
1960s, mainly to shrimp farming expan-
sion and other coastal development (465 
20076; -&6.%#"/ '7 6.. 2010). During this 
period, real /%& per capita in Thailand 
has increased five-fold (World Bank 2011). 
A measure of the adjusted "%&, taking 
into account human and natural capital 
loss since 1970, is constructed. Based on 
estimates of four mangrove ecosystem 
benefits – collected products, habitat-
fishery linkages, storm protection, and 
carbon sequestration – the methodol-

FIGURE 4FIGURE 4

GDP and ANDP per capita, Thailand, 1970-2009

Sources: FAO (2007b) and Spalding et al. (2010).
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ogy of adjusting "%& for the value of ecosystems 
is also included as an illustration.

In 1961, Thailand was estimated to have 
around 368,000 hectares (ha) of mangroves 
in 1961 (see Figure 3). Mangrove deforestation 
proceeded swiftly in the 1970s and 1980s, but 
since 2000, the area of mangroves seems to 
have stabilized around 240,000 to 250,000 ha. 
The main cause of mangrove loss in Thailand 
is attributed to conversion to shrimp aquacul-
ture (6,-5+",56' 6"% 75,+#-"6 2004). The 
main reason for the slowdown in mangrove loss 
is that many of the suitable sites for establish-
ing shrimp farms in the Gulf of Thailand have 
been deforested, whereas the mangrove areas 
on the Andaman Sea (Indian Ocean) coast are 
too remote and less suitable for shrimp farms 
(*6+*#'+ 6"% )5I 2004).

Box 3 outlines the valuation estimates that 
are used for accounting for the current benefits 
of mangroves as well as their capitalized values 
for Thailand over 1970 to 2009. The four princi-
pal ecosystem goods and services are the role of 
mangroves as natural “barriers” to periodic dam-
aging coastal storm events, their role as nursery 
and breeding habitats for o1shore fisheries, 
their ability store carbon, and the exploitation 

of mangrove forests by coastal communities for 
a variety of wood and non-wood products. As 
outlined in Box 3, these four benefits of man-
groves in Thailand have a constant 2000 !-$ 
capitalized value of !-$21,443 per ha. As the main 
activity responsible for mangrove conversion in 
Thailand has been shrimp aquaculture, the capi-
talized value (in 2000 !-$) of this alternative use 
of mangrove ecosystems is !-$1,351 per ha. Note 
that, because the capitalized value, or “price,” 
of mangroves converted to shrimp farming is 
less than the capitalized value of mangroves, 
the "%& of Thailand should be adjusted for this 
depreciation in mangrove capital.

However, not all the current benefits of 
mangroves impact welfare directly, but may do 
so only through support or protection of eco-
nomic activity and property. That is certainly the 
case for storm protection benefits of mangroves, 
which are estimated through an expected dam-
age approach that determines their value in 
terms of protecting economic property (*6+*#'+ 
2007). As this benefit is already accounted for in 
the current market values of property, to avoid 
double counting, the "%& of the Thai economy 
should not be adjusted to include the benefit of 
storm protection provided by the current stock 

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Wealth accounting for mangrove capital, Thailand, 1970–2009

Average annual values per capita (constant 2000 US$) 

Average 
annual 
mangrove 
loss (ha)

Storm 
protection 

Habitat-
fishery 
linkage

Wood and 
non-wood 
products

Carbon 
sequestration

Total value of 
mangroves

Mangrove 
depreciation

Net value of 
mangroves

1970–79       4,676 - 0.11 0.10          0.36 18.59 2.26 -1.69 

1980–89       2,980 - 0.08 0.07          0.25 13.00 1.16 -0.76

1990–99        610 - 0.06 0.06          0.20 10.47 0.21 0.11

2000–09         97 - 0.05 0.05          0.18 9.28 0.03 0.25

Notes: As storm protection value is based on expected damages to economic property, it is assumed that this benefit is already accounted for in the 

current market values of property. Current habitat-fishery linkages benefits are based only the imputed subsistence value, which based on a survey of 

four Thai coastal villages, is approximately 5.3 percent of total household income (Sarntisart and Sathirathai 2004, Tables 6.3 and 6.4).  Current wood 

and non-wood product benefits are based only the imputed subsistence value, which based on a survey of four Thai coastal villages, is approximately 

12.4 percent of total household income (Sarntisart and Sathirathai 2004, Tables 6.3 and 6.4).
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of mangroves. Similarly, a survey of four Thai 
villages from two coastal provinces indicates 
that only 12.4 percent of the value of collected 
wood and non-wood products from mangroves 
and 5.3 percent of the value of coastal fishery 
harvests can be attributed to subsistence pro-
duction (-6+"7#-6+7 6"% -67$#+67$6# 2004).1010  
Thus, the "%& should be adjusted only for these 
subsistence contributions of these two benefits 
of the mangroves in Thailand.

Using the data from Box 3, Table 2 depicts 
the per capita wealth accounting estimates 
for Thailand’s mangroves from 1970 to 2009. 
Average annual mangrove loss has fallen steadily 
in every decade since the 1970s (see also Figure 
3). Nevertheless, because around a third of the 
mangrove area has been deforested from 1970 to 
2009, whereas Thailand’s population has nearly 

10 The four villages are Ban Sam Chong Tai and 
Ban Bang Pat of Phang-nga Province, and Ban Gong 
Khong and Ban Bkhlong Khut in Nakhon Si Thammarat 
Province.

doubled over this period, the current per capita 
benefits of mangroves has halved since the 
1970s, from !-$0.57 to !-$0.28 per person.1111 In 
the 1970s, when mangrove loss in Thailand was 
at its highest, mangrove depreciation amounted 
to !-$2.26 per person, whereas by the 2000s, it 
had fallen to only !-$0.03 per capita. The result 
is that the net value of mangroves per capita in 
Thailand, which is the total value less mangrove 
depreciation, was actually negative in the 1970s 
and 1980s, averaging -!-$1.69 and -!-$0.76 per 
person respectively. However, in the 1990s and 
2000s, the net value was slightly positive, aver-
aging !-$0.11 and !-$0.22 respectively.    

Table 3 depicts an approximate estimate of 
adjusted net domestic product (6"%&) per capita 
for real changes in reproducible, human and 
natural capital for Thailand over 1970 to 2009. 
6"%& is /%& less consumption of fixed capital 

11 According to World Bank (2011), in 1970 Thailand’s 
population was 36.9 million and grew steadily to 68.7 
million in 2009.

TABLE 3TABLE 3

Wealth accounting, Thailand – 1970–2009

Average annual values per capita (constant 2000 US$)

GDP ANDP
Consumption of 

fixed capital
Natural resource 

depletion
Education 

expenditure
Net value of 
mangroves

1970–79 617 544 89 13 30 -1.7

1980–89 956 852 130 19 46 -0.8

1990–99 1,793 1,563 296 20 86 0.1

2000–09 2,291 2,041 280 79 109 0.3

Notes: GDP = Gross Domestic Product

ANDP = Adjusted Net Domestic Product, or GDP less consumption of fixed capital and natural resource depletion, plus educa-

tion expenditure and the net value of mangroves (estimated in Table 2).

Natural resource depletion is the sum of net forest depletion, energy depletion, and mineral depletion. Net forest depletion is 

unit resource rents times the excess of roundwood harvest over natural growth. Energy depletion is the ratio of the value of 

the stock of energy resources to the remaining reserve lifetime (capped at 25 years). It covers coal, crude oil, and natural gas. 

Mineral depletion is the ratio of the value of the stock of mineral resources to the remaining reserve lifetime (capped at 25 

years). It covers tin, gold, lead, zinc, iron, copper, nickel, silver, bauxite, and phosphate.

Source: World Bank (2011), except for net value of mangroves, which is from Table 2.
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and natural resource depletion, plus education 
expenditure and net values of mangrove deple-
tion. The latter estimate is based on the net 
value of mangroves from Table 2. Since the 
1970s, both consumption of fixed capital and 
natural resource depreciation have increased 
significantly in Thailand. The value of expand-
ing human capital, as proxied by education 
expenditures, has also increased, and because of 
the slowdown in mangrove loss, the net value of 
this ecological capital has gone from a negative 
to a positive contribution to "%&. Overall, the 
value of mangroves and expanding human capi-
tal has not kept pace with reproducible capital 
depreciation and natural resource depletion 
in Thailand. As a consequence, adjusted net 
domestic product per capita in Thailand has 
remained consistently below /%& per capita 
since the 1970s. As shown in Figure 4, since 
1990 the gap between /%& and 6"%& per capita 
in Thailand has widened significantly.

To summarize, because many of the benefits 
provided by the current stock of mangroves in 
Thailand arise through supporting or protect-
ing marketed production and property, these 
benefits should already be included in the /%& 
estimates for Thailand. However, any adjusted 
"%& measure does need to take into account the 
current direct benefits provided by mangroves 
in the form of carbon sequestration, habitat and 
breeding ground services that support any fish-
ery harvests consumed by coastal households 
and mangrove products that also comprise 
subsistence consumption. On the other hand, 
all future mangrove benefits are lost as a result 
of mangrove conversion, which has been sub-
stantial in Thailand since the 1970s. The sub-
stantial mangrove depreciation that occurred in 
the 1970s and 1980s meant that the net value 
of mangroves was actually negative in these 
decades. Although mangrove deforestation 
and thus its capital depreciation has slowed 
since, the net value of mangroves per capita, as 
an indicator of its contribution to the wealth 
of Thailand, is still extremely low. Thus, the 
Thailand mangrove case study not only provides 
an illustration of the adjusted "%& methodology 

for ecological capital but also illustrates how 
significant loss of this capital can influence its 
net value in wealth accounts. 

9. Conclusion

This chapter has explored the methodology and 
the challenges of including ecosystem goods 
and services in a wealth accounting framework. 
Following the approach developed by Dasgupta 
(2009), which is elaborated further in the chap-
ters by Dasgupta (2012) and Perrings (2012), it 
is shown how this framework can be extended 
to incorporate ecosystem and their valuable 
goods and services. The approach developed 
here requires, first, recognizing ecosystems as 
a component of natural capital, or ecological 
capital, and second, measuring these important 
assets in terms of the land area, or ecological 
landscape, which defines their boundaries.

Such an approach clarifies how we should 
value and include changes in ecological capital 
in wealth accounting, which can be proxied by 
the net domestic product ("%&) of an economy 
provided that this indicator accounts for the 
depreciation of all forms of capital – repro-
ducible, human, and natural capital. There are 
two main adjustments to "%& of the economy 
that result, if ecological capital is also to be 
considered. 

First, we should adjust "%& to include the 
value of the various goods and services provided 
by the current stock of ecosystems that derives 
from direct impacts on welfare. These direct 
ecosystem benefits might include the value of 
ecosystems in providing non-market recre-
ational, educational, and scientific benefits, their 
value in terms of natural heritage or bequests 
to future generation or the value of ecosystems 
in reducing harmful pollution and assimilat-
ing waste that a1ect human welfare and health 
directly. In addition, ecological capital protects 
or supports current economic activity and 
property. These indirect ecosystem benefits are 
broad ranging, and include raw materials, food, 
and other harvested inputs used in production 
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activities, provision of freshwater, watershed 
protection, coastal habitats for o1-shore fisher-
ies, flood control, storm protection, and man-
aging climate. However unlike direct benefits 
to current well-being, these indirect benefits 
should not be included as additional values in 
any measure of an economy’s "%&, as they are 
likely to already be reflected in the prices of final 
marketed goods and services. 

Second, conversion of ecological capital to 
other land uses requires a further adjustment to 
/%& to reflect any capital revaluation as a result 
of this land use change. As the resource alloca-
tion mechanism of the economy may not be 
optimal or even e2cient, ecosystem conversion 
may be taking place even though the capitalized 
value, or “price,” of developed land is actually 
less than the capitalized value of ecosystems. 
In which case, /%& should be adjusted for the 
depreciation in ecological capital that occurs as 
it is converted to less valuable developed land. 
The capitalized value of converted ecosystems 
must reflect the present value of all foregone 
future benefits of these ecosystems, whether 
they influence welfare directly or indirectly 
through production of marketed final goods 
and services.

The main challenges of applying such an 
approach is that there are still a large number 
of non-makreted ecosystem goods and services 
that have yet to be valued or have very unreli-
able valuation estimates. Measurement issues, 
data availability, and other limitations can pre-
vent the application of standard non-market 
valuation methods to many ecosystem services. 
Fortunately, some progress is being made, due 
to the growing collaboration between econo-
mists, ecologists and other natural scientists in 
determining how the ecological production of 
key goods and services translate into economic 
valuation of these benefits.

For some major ecosystems, we may be very 
close to implementing the methodology advo-
cated in this chapter of adjusting /%& to reflect 
ecological values as well as the depreciation or 
appreciation in these key natural assets. Using 
the example of mangroves in Thailand, this 

chapter illustrates how such an approach might 
be applied. The case study is able to show how 
valuation estimates from existing studies could 
be used for accounting for the current direct 
benefits of mangroves as well as their capital-
ized values for Thailand over 1970 to 2009. The 
per capita value of mangroves net of depre-
ciation in Thailand was actually negative in the 
1970s and 1980s due to mangrove conversion to 
development activities, and principally shrimp 
aquaculture. The net value of the wealth contri-
bution of mangroves per person was positive but 
very small in the 1990s and 2000s, only !-$0.11 
and !-$0.25 respectively. In comparison, in the 
2000s, reproducible capital depreciation was 
!-$280 per person, natural resource depletion 
of energy, minerals, and forest was !-$79 per 
capita, and human capital increased by !-$109 
per person. Thus, the case study demonstrates 
that accounting for the economic contribu-
tions and deprecations of mangrove capital is 
an important, albeit relatively small, compo-
nent of the key capital adjustments that occur 
in Thailand’s economy.

But perhaps the more important lesson 
to be learned from the example of adjusting 
Thailand’s wealth accounts for mangrove cur-
rent benefits and depreciation is that it illus-
trates that the challenges of including ecosys-
tem services in a wealth accounting framework 
can be overcome.
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APPENDIX

Formal model of wealth accounting 

and ecosystem services

Assume a closed economy with a constant pop-
ulation that is normalized to one.11 At time t, let 
K(t) be a numerical index of the economy’s stock 
of reproducible capital assets, and H(t) be a 
numerical index of the total quantity of human 
capital, that is the level of health, education and 
skills per person.  Reproducible capital depreci-
ates at the constant rate # > G, and assume that 
E(t) is investment in human capital (e.g., current 
education, health, and training expenditures). 
Denoting the real /%& of the economy at time 
t as Y(t) and aggregate consumption of goods 
and services as C(t), then net accumulation of 
reproducible capital is

 EQUATION 1 

K& = Y(t)–C(t)–#K(t)–E(t), K& = dK(t) dt

Following Hamilton and Clemens (1999), 
letting represent the rate at which education, 
health, and training investments are trans-
formed into human capital, then the latter 
accumulates according to

 EQUATION 2 

H& = h(E(t)), h’ > G, H& = dH(t) dt

Along with human and reproducible capital, 
the aggregate stock of natural capital available 
at time t is also important as the source of raw 
material, land, and energy inputs to the econ-
omy, such as fossil fuels, minerals, metals, forest 
resources, and arable land. If we represent these 
natural resource stocks as S(t), then

 EQUATION 3 

S& = G(S(t))–R(t), S& = dS(t) dt

where the function G represents the natural 
growth rate for any renewable resources, and 

1 As shown by Arrow et al. (2003) and Dasgupta (2009), the 

following model could accommodate population growth, but it is 

conceptually more difficult to do so.

R(t) is the use of any natural resource inputs by 
the economy.

But, in addition to S(t), natural capital 
should include those ecosystems that through 
their natural functioning and habitats provide 
important goods and services to the economy. 
However, ecological capital is unlikely to be 
intact, as many ecosystems continue to be con-
verted to land for economic development and 
production. It follows that the aggregate stock 
of developed land, D(t), increases at the expense 
of ecological capital N(t)

 EQUATION 4 

D& = c(t) = –N&, D& =dD(t) dt, N&=dN(t) dt

where c(t)CG represents any ecosystem conver-
sion to developed land at time t.

Following Dasgupta (2009), let A(t) be a 
combined index of publicly known ideas and 
the e1ectiveness of the economies institutions, 
which can be interpreted as total factor produc-
tivity in the economy at time t. Given equations 
(1)–(4), the economy’s real /%&, denoted as Y(t), 
can be stated as

 EQUATION 5 

Y(t) = A(t)F(K(t),H(t),R(t),D(t),N(t))
where F is a non-decreasing and twice di1eren-
tiable function, and F = G if any of its arguments 
are zero.22 Note that the production function of 
the economy should include ecological capital, 
N(t), given that many ecosystem services sup-
port and protection production activities.

Letting V(t) denote intergenerational well-
being at time t, which takes the form

 EQUATION 6 

V(t) = Qt
1U(C(#),N(#))e–$(%-t)d#

where " > G is the social rate of discount. Note 
that intergenerational welfare depends not only 
on aggregate consumption but also on the direct 
benefits of ecosystems, which are represented 

2 As Dasgupta (2009) points out, unlike a standard neo-

classical production function, F is not necessarily concave. As 

Dasgupta (2009) points out, unlike a standard neo-classical 

production function, F is not necessarily concave.
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by the inclusion of N(t) in the function for 
instantaneous well-being, or “utility,” U(t). It is 
assumed that the latter function is twice di1er-
entiable, additively separable and concave with 
respect to its two arguments.

As Dasgupta (2009) proves, regardless of 
whether the resource allocation mechanism of 
the economy is optimal or even e2cient, given 
(1)–(6), for any such mechanism it is possible to 
define a set of shadow prices at time t for the 
various assets of the economy

 EQUATION 7 

vi(t) = 'V(t) 'i(t), i = K,H,S,N,D

Given these shadow prices, the economy’s 
aggregate, or inclusive, wealth W(t) and invest-
ment I(t) at time t are, respectively

 EQUATION 8 

W(t) = vK(t)K(t)+vHH(t)+vSS(t)+vNN(t)+vDD(t)

and

 EQUATION 9 

I(t) = vK(t)K&+vHH&+vSS&+vNN&+vDD&

The current-value Hamiltonian that ensures 
intergenerational well-being (6) is at a maxi-
mum for any given resource allocation mecha-
nism of the economy is therefore

 EQUATION 10 

H(t) = U(C(t),N(t))+I(t) = "V(t)

The current-value Hamiltonian as specified 
in (10) is therefore an indicator of the return 
on intergenerational well-being, regardless of 
whether the resource allocation mechanism of 
the economy is e2cient or optimal.33 

By expressing the utility function U(t) as 
U(C(t),N(t))=UCC(t)+UNN(t), equation (10) can 
be used to define aggregate or inclusive NDP of 
the economy at time t in “utils”

 EQUATION 11 

NDP(t) = UCC(t)+UNN(t)+I(t)

3 H(t)= V(t) can be found by integrating the current-value 

Hamiltonian H(t)=U(C(t),N(t))+I(t). See Dasgupta (2009).

Equation (11) depicts "%& as the sum of 
investment in the aggregate capital stocks of 
an economy plus the value of consumption and 
ecosystem goods and services. Following an 
approach analogous to Dasgupta (2009), "%& as 
defined by (11) can also be used as an indicator 
for measuring whether intergenerational well-
being in an economy is improving over time.

Di1erentiating (6) with respect to time 
yields dV(t) dt = (V–U(C(t),N(t)). Using the 
latter expression in (10), one obtains

 EQUATION 12 

dV(t) 
dt

= I(t)

Condition (12) states that investment in the 
aggregate capital stock of an economy deter-
mines changes in intergenerational well-being 
over time, and as a result, "%& as defined by (11) 
is an exact measure of these welfare changes. 
That is, (11) and (12) yield a condition akin to 
Proposition 9 in Dasgupta (2009): dV(t) dt C 
G if and only if NDP(t)CUCC(t)+UNN(t). As long 
as "%& exceeds the value of consumption and 
ecosystem goods and services, intergenera-
tional welfare will not decline. Given that dV(t)

 dtCG also implies I(t)CG, then it follows from 
(8) that sustainable economic development will 
occur at time t if the aggregate wealth of the 
economy W(t) does not decline. 

To understand the importance of measuring 
explicitly the contributions of natural capital, 
and especially that of ecological capital, it is 
necessary to decompose NDP as defined by (11). 
Using the first-order conditions for maximizing 
the current-value Hamiltonian (10) with respect 
to C(t) and E(t), (11) can be rewritten (suppress-
ing the time arguments) as  

 EQUATION 13 

NDP = vK[C+K&+
h(E) 

h’
]+UNN+vSS&+vNN&+vDD&

= vK[Y+%K]+ vK 
h(E) 

h’
–E  + vKAFR 

      [G(S)–R]+UNN+(vD–vN)c
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In (13), the expression vK(t)[Y(t)+%K(t)] is 
conventionally defined net domestic product 
("%&), that is the /%& of the economy less any 
depreciation (in value terms) of previously accu-
mulated reproducible capital. This is "%& as 
currently measured in most national accounts 
of economies, although of course it is usually 
valued at market prices rather than in terms of 
the shadow price of reproducible capital. It is 
clear from (13) that, if "%& is to serve as a true 
measure of the changes in an economy’s wealth, 
it must include any appreciation or deprecia-
tion to human and natural capital as well. For 
instance, vK(t)(h(E(t)) h’–E(t)) is the net 
appreciation (in value terms) in human capital, 
and vK(t)A(t)FR[G(S(t))–R(t)] represents the net 
changes (in value terms) in natural resource 
stocks.44 In the case of non-renewable resources, 
such as fossil fuels and minerals, G(S) = G and 
so –vKAFRR  measures the deduction from "%& 
of resource depletion. For renewable resources, 
such as forests and fisheries, "%& must include 
any depreciation in natural resource stocks if 
G(S)<R. The expression UNN(t)+[vD(t)–vN(t)]
c(t) includes both the benefits to current well-
being provided by ecosystems, UNN, and any 
capital revaluation that occurs as ecosystems 
are converted by land use change for develop-
ment, (vD–vN)c.55 To interpret the latter term, it 
is helpful to explore further the shadow value of 

4 In (13), it is assumed that vS accounts for the marginal 

cost of resource extraction or harvesting. For example, sup-

pose that such costs can be represented by the function 

f(R), fR>0, which are in turn paid out of an economy’s gross 

domestic product, Y. It follows from the first-order condition 

for maximizing the current-value Hamiltonian (10) !H/!R=0 

that vs=vK[AFR– fr], or equivalently, vKAFR=vs+vK fr

5 In (13), it is assumed that vD accounts for the marginal costs 

of converting ecosystems to land for development. For exam-

ple, if such costs are represented by g(c), gc>0 and deducted 

from the economy’s gross domestic product, Y, then it follows 

from the first-order condition of maximizing (10) !H/!c=0 

that vD=vN+vKgc, or equivalently vD-vN=vKgc. However, as will be 

discussed presently, as the resource allocation mechanism of 

the economy may not be optimal or even efficient, ecosystem 

conversion may not take place so that the difference between 

the price of developed land and the capitalized value of eco-

systems is just equal to marginal cost of conversion.

ecological capital vN(t) and developed land vD(t), 
respectively. 

By definition, from (10), vN(t) = Qt
1(TH TN)

(#)e–$(%-t)d# and vD(t) = Qt
1(TH TD)(#)e–$(%-t)d#. It 

follows that 

 EQUATION 14 

vD(t)–vN(t)= Qt
1e–$(%-t) vK(#)A(t)FD(#)d#

–Qt
1e–$(%-t) [UN(#)+vK(#)A(#)FN (#)]d#

Thus, vD(t) is the present value of any addi-
tional production resulting from any increase in 
land for economic development land, whereas  
vN(t) is the present value of any additional eco-
system benefits due to increases in ecosystem 
land. That is, vD(t) and vN(t) are the capitalized 
values, or prices, of development and ecosystem 
land, respectively. As ecosystems are converted 
by land use change for development, (vD–vN)c is 
the capital appreciation (depreciation) in land 
that occurs if vD > vN(vD < vN) . As land is a dura-
ble and capital good, condition (13) indicates 
that "%& must be adjusted for any such capital 
revaluation. 

To summarize, although conditions (13) and 
(14) seem complicated, they help clarify how we 
should value and include changes in ecological 
capital in wealth accounting. First, we should 
adjust the "%& of the economy to include two 
contributions due to ecological capital:

the value of the direct benefits provided by the 
current stock of ecosystems, UNN, and
any capital revaluation as a result of conver-
sion of ecosystems to other land uses,  (vD–
vN)c, with the price of changes in ecological 
capital, vN(t), reflecting the present value 
of the future direct and indirect benefits of 
ecosystems.66 

6 These adjustments to NDP for ecological capital are 

similar to those for environmental resource stocks derived by 

Mäler (1991). It appears that, although ecosystems generate a 

wide variety of complex goods and services, the actual rules 

for determining how the direct and indirect benefits of eco-

logical capital should be accounted for in NDP are no different 

than for any stock that generates both affects human welfare 

directly or indirectly via supporting or protecting economic 

production.
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CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 9

Inclusive wealth accounting for  

regulating ecosystem services

Heather Tallis, Stephen Polasky, Juan Sebastian Lozano, and Stacie Wolny

Studies that have sought to value natural 
capital have typically focused on “provisioning” 
services or natural resource stocks such as oil 
and natural gas, minerals, timber, and fisheries. 
Other than the cost of CO2 emissions vis-à-vis 
climate regulation, regulating services have not 
been considered in any great depth.

Due to the high degree of uncertainty in esti-
mating the value of regulating services, it will 
be useful for policy-makers to see a range of val-
ues with lower and upper bound estimates. We 
provide such uncertainty analyses for climate 
regulation through carbon sequestration. 

The marginal net benefit of regulating ser-
vices is large enough to justify undertaking 
future research in identifying servicesheds, 
unbundling regulatory services into explicit 
benefits, and producing value estimates for 
inclusion in wealth accounts.

An important first step for including regu-
lating services in an inclusive wealth framework 
is to have well-defined individual services. The 
present typology of regulating services does 
not lend itself well to wealth accounts because 
multiple services are embedded within com-
mon regulating service category. Identifying 
individual services also simplifies the valuation 
process.

It is important to identify servicesheds in 
order to estimate the value of ecosystem ser-
vices. A serviceshed is the area that provides a 
specific benefit to a specific individual or group 
of people. It is further characterized by three 
factors: (1) ecosystem supply; (2) institutions; 
and (3) physical access.
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1.  Introduction 11

Concerns over the current trajectory of the 
global economy and sustainable development 
have led to high-profile calls for expanding the 
system of national accounts to include measures 
that better reflect natural capital and ecosystem 
services (e.g., -7#/.#78 '7 6.. 2010; (5+.% *6", 
2006). The current set of national accounts does 
a good job of measuring the value of benefits 
that flow through markets, but has done a poor 
job to date of capturing the value of benefits of 
most ecosystem services that largely do not flow 
through markets. Ignoring the value of natu-
ral capital and ecosystem services in national 
accounts and in benefit-cost assessment of spe-
cific projects causes a systematic imbalance in 
economic accounting. Without accurate pric-
ing of natural capital and ecosystem services, 
decision-makers do not have an appropriate set 
of signals and decisions may result in excessive 
depletion of natural capital with a consequent 
decline in the flow of ecosystem services. The 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (36) found 
that the majority of ecosystem services had 
declined over the past 50 years (36 2005). The 
pattern of decline matches closely with the set 
of ecosystem services without market prices 
(,#"8#/ '7 6.. 2011).

The inclusive wealth framework provides 
a theoretically grounded and comprehensive 
approach for the inclusion of natural capi-
tal, along with other forms of capital assets 
(manufactured capital, human capital), in 
assessing sustainable development (6++5( '7 
6.. 2004; %6-/!&76 6"% 3H.'+ 2000; &'6+)' 
6"% 67,#"-5" 1995). Sustainable development, 
interpreted as non-declining human well-being 
over time, is equivalent to non-declining value 
of inclusive wealth (or under certain conditions, 
non-declining value of inclusive wealth per cap-
ita, [6++5( '7 6.. 2010]). The great advantage 
of valuing assets in the inclusive wealth frame-
work is that the value of capital takes account of 

1 This work was supported by the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation.

the value of the present and future flow of ser-
vices generated by the asset. Measures of cur-
rent income like gross domestic product (/%&) 
only take into account the value of the current 
flow of services. This narrow accounting of the 
value of the current flow of services can give a 
distorted view of sustainability. For example, 
exploiting natural resources more intensively 
now can increase current income but at the 
expense of natural capital. These natural capi-
tal declines will lead to declines in the future 
flow of ecosystem services. Such unsustainable 
exploitation could register positively for cur-
rent income but would register as a decline in 
inclusive wealth. 

To implement an inclusive wealth account-
ing approach, we need to be able to account for 
the current and future value of all ecosystem 
services. Many systems have been created for 
categorizing ecosystem services (e.g., %' /+557 
'7 6.. 2002; *5=% 6"% *6"8$64 2007; 4#-$'+ 
6"% 7!+"'+ 2008). The most widely accepted 
and applied categorization of ecosystem ser-
vices is that which is laid out in the 36 (2005), 
which di1erentiates among provisioning, regu-
lating, supporting, and cultural services. In 
this chapter, we focus on regulating services. 
As defined by the 36, regulating services are 
benefits derived from regulating ecosystem 
processes and include: air quality regulation; 
climate regulation; water regulation; erosion 
regulation; water purification and waste treat-
ment; disease regulation; pest regulation; pol-
lination; and natural hazard regulation.

While there are a growing number of stud-
ies that compare the value of ecosystem services 
for alternative scenarios at the landscape level 
(e.g., "'.-5" '7 6.. 2009; &5.6-,= '7 6.. 2011), 
few studies have attempted to incorporate 
the value of ecosystem services into national 
accounts, or to incorporate the value of natural 
capital into measures of inclusive wealth. The 
studies that have attempted to do this mostly 
focus on the value of provisioning services or 
natural resource stocks such as oil and natural 
gas, minerals, timber, and fisheries (6++5( '7 
6.. 2004, 2010; (5+.% *6", 1997, 2006, 2010). 
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Regulating services have not been included 
in these studies, with the exception of factor-
ing in costs of )52 emissions as part of climate 
regulation (6++5( '7 6.. 2010). There is more 
work on the value of particular regulating ser-
vices in specific contexts such as natural hazard 
regulation (e.g., %6- 6"% :#")'"7 2009) and 
pollination (e.g., +#),'77- '7 6.. 2004; ,+'3'" 
'7 6.. 2007). A recent book on the valuation of 
regulating services that provides an overview of 
issues and summary of empirical work on spe-
cific services highlights just how far we remain 
from rigorous, comprehensive measures of the 
value of regulating services (,!36+ 6"% (55% 
2010). 

In this chapter, we discuss principles for 
including regulating services in measures of 
inclusive wealth, then focus on a few key ser-
vices to show how we can track their provision 
and value in an inclusive wealth framework. 
Finally, we give examples of what is possible at 
the national scale today from two developing 
countries, Colombia and Ecuador.

2.  Principles for including regulating 
services in inclusive wealth 

Unlike the case for provisioning services, little 
progress has been made towards including 
regulating ecosystem services into measures of 
inclusive wealth. In large part, this stems from 
the greater conceptual di2culty in valuing regu-
lating services and from significant data limita-
tions. Here we review some of the challenges of 
valuing regulating services and provide princi-
ples for successful valuation and incorporation 
into an inclusive wealth framework. 

2.1  Unbundling regulatory services for 
national accounts

Although the 36 laid out useful distinctions 
among types of services (provisioning, regulat-
ing, cultural, and supporting), some regulating 
services such as erosion regulation or water 

regulation do not represent a single service. 
Rather, these general labels bundle together 
multiple services. For example, erosion control 
encompasses soil fertility benefits to farmers; 
extended infrastructure life benefits to reservoir 
managers and hydropower producers; and fish 
habitat benefits to commercial and recreational 
fishers. Water quality regulation includes regu-
lation of bacteria and other impurities in drink-
ing water and regulation of nutrients that a1ect 
eutrophication of surface waters with poten-
tial impacts on recreation, fishing, and drink-
ing water quality. Natural hazard regulation 
includes protection of coastal property from 
storm surge and erosion, protection of inland 
property from river flooding, and protection of 
property from fire. Bundling together multiple 
services in a single name confuses issues and 
makes accounting for the value of services in an 
inclusive wealth context di2cult or impossible. 
A necessary first step for inclusion of regula-
tory ecosystem service values into an inclusive 
wealth framework is to have well-defined 
individual services. This approach will help to 
provide a more complete accounting of all regu-
lating services and will simplify and clarify the 
valuation process. 

2.2  Clarifying the distinction between 
supply and service provision 

The inclusion of regulating services in inclusive 
wealth estimation has two vital components: 
(1) calculating how much service is provided; 
and (2) identifying the value of those services to 
society in the form of improvement in human 
well-being. The first step has been hindered by 
the fact that most studies claiming to measure 
ecosystem services measure the potential of an 
ecosystem to provide the service (supply), but 
stop short of asking whether there is service 
demand (76..#- 6"% &5.6-,= 2009; 76..#- 6"% 
&5.6-,= 2011; 76..#- '7 6.. 2012*). Just as with 
other goods and services, it is the interaction of 
supply and demand that determines provision 
of the good or service. For example, consider 
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two ecosystems that each filter pollutants and 
improve water quality downstream. One eco-
system lies in a watershed with cities and towns 
downstream that rely on the watershed for 
drinking water and recreational opportunities, 
while the other ecosystem lies in an uninhab-
ited watershed that flows into the open ocean. 
Both ecosystems supply water purification, 
however only the inhabited ecosystem supplies 
ecosystem services related to water quality reg-
ulation. Analyzing provision requires assessing 
both ecosystem service supply and demand, a 
process that requires both ecological and eco-
nomic approaches.

2.3  Servicesheds

An important challenge in ecosystem services is 
to identify who benefits from regulating services 
and how much benefit people actually receive. 
Addressing this challenge requires a clear under-
standing of where regulating services are pro-
duced in an area relative to people who might 
benefits from these services. To simplify the 
accounting of these connections, we introduce 
the concept of a “serviceshed.” A serviceshed for 
an ecosystem service is simply the area where a 
specific benefit is provided to a specific individual 
or group of people. Servicesheds are character-
ized by three factors: (1) ecosystem service sup-
ply; (2) institutions; and 3) physical access. The 
configuration of servicesheds and the impor-
tance of these three factors vary by service and 
beneficiary. For example, the serviceshed for a 
coastal resident receiving benefits from inun-
dation regulation is the nearshore area where 
natural capital (e.g., mangroves, coral reefs, etc.) 
can dampen waves and reduce flood frequency 
or intensity on their property. For climate regula-
tion, the serviceshed is the entire globe because 
the atmosphere is well-mixed and there are no 
laws, social norms, or forms of infrastructure 
that limit the ability of anyone on the planet to 
enjoy the benefits of a well-regulated climate.

For water-related regulating services, ser-
vicesheds are often closely related to watersheds. 

The serviceshed for drinking water quality 
regulation is the area upstream of a person’s or 
a community’s water extraction point (Figure 1). 
For a person or community to benefit from water 
quality regulation, they must be downstream of 
an area that has natural capital that can regulate 
water quality (supply) and have physical access 
(pipes, foot paths, wells, etc.) and institutional 
access (legal rights, informal rights) to that water. 
The importance of all three factors is illustrated 
aptly by water regulatory services. In cases where 
water supply is large (i.e., no physical scarcity) but 
where a group’s access is limited by institutional 
arrangements (e.g., a water source is in a national 
protected area or poor rural farmers lack legal 
water rights for irrigation) or by a lack of physical 
access (e.g., no infrastructure), there will not be 
benefits generated for the group.

2.4  The public goods nature of regulatory 
ecosystem services

Even when the provision of a regulatory ecosys-
tem service is clear, the second task of identi-
fying the value of those services to society can 
be challenging. Many regulatory services have 
elements of public goods. For example, consider 
a watershed with two cities on the mainstem of 
the river that each rely on the river for drink-
ing water. If landowners upriver of both cities 
undertake actions that result in more filtration 
and higher quality water downstream then both 
cities will benefit. Similarly, sequestering car-
bon and reducing atmospheric greenhouse gas 
concentrations yields climate regulation that 
may have global benefits. Public goods create 
two distinct challenges for understanding both 
the provision and value of ecosystem services: 
(1) it can be di2cult to estimate the value of eco-
system service provision; and (2) it is not always 
clear a priori who the beneficiaries are.

Since many regulatory ecosystem services 
are public goods, are not traded in markets, 
and do not contribute directly to production 
of other marketed goods, methods of non-
market valuation are needed. The di2culties 
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of non-market valuation make the translation 
of biophysical estimates of service provision 
to human well-being impacts more challeng-
ing than it is for many provisioning services 
that are directly tied to marketed commodi-
ties. There are a number of non-market valu-
ation approaches including both stated and 
revealed preference methods that can be used 
to estimate the value of regulatory ecosystem 
services (see "+) @2005] for a review of stan-
dard valuation methods). Regulatory services 
often reduce the impact of potential harms 
or damages. Therefore, estimates of harms or 
damages, or estimates of the cost of alternative 
methods of reducing harm or damages (avoided 
cost), can be useful in valuation. For example, 
the value of the regulatory services contribut-
ing to water quality for drinking water for a 
number of major metropolitan areas has been 

estimated based on avoided water treatment 
costs. The value of natural hazard regulation 
is often estimated based on changes in the 
level of expected damages. For example, the 
value of mangroves or coastal wetlands for 
storm protection can be estimated by model-
ing the reduction in the probability of storm 
damage with that natural capital in place. The 
decision to use avoided cost or estimated dam-
ages should depend on what is actually done 
in each country. In developed countries, the 
appropriate approach for drinking water qual-
ity regulation is typically avoided costs because 
these countries will supply clean drinking 
water in one way or another (e.g., natural 
purification, water treatment plants, bottled 
water). In developing countries, it is less com-
mon for actions to be taken to avoid the dam-
ages from lost services so people will actually 

B

FIGURE 1FIGURE 1

Hypothetical depiction of 
servicesheds for water-
related regulating services. 
In watershed Area “0” 

(a), there is supply, but no service in 

this hypothetical case because there 

are no beneficiaries (black dots) 

downstream of that region of the 

watershed to enjoy its benefits (b). In 

watershed Area “1” (a), City B enjoys 

the benefits of the area, so supply and 

service are equal (b). In watershed Area 

“2” (a), supply is lower than watershed 

Area 1 (b) because the region is smaller, 

and biophysical processes provide less 

potential benefit, but service is higher 

than Area 1 because both City A and 

City B enjoy its benefits, doubling the 

amount of service Area 2 delivers. This 

relationship and outcome will only 

hold if City A enjoys the service non-

consumptively, or does not extract all 

available water, thus making the benefit 

unavailable for City B.
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su1er losses in well-being. For example, loss 
of drinking water quality regulation will often 
lead to higher water-borne disease and loss of 
working days. 

Because many regulatory services are public 
goods, there can be multiple groups benefiting 
from the supply of services. For example, con-
sider drinking water quality regulation with two 
cities that both rely on the same river for drink-
ing water, one in the upper part of the water-
shed (City A) and one in the middle part of the 
watershed (City B, Figure 1). The area upstream 
of both cities (Figure 1a, watershed area 2) pro-
vides water quality regulation benefits to both 
cities. The area downstream of both cities pro-
vides supply, but it does not provide any drink-
ing water quality service, as there are no down-
stream beneficiaries (Figure 1b). Calculating 
benefits requires accurate determination of the 
serviceshed for services. In this case, summa-
rizing the amount of service to be valued in an 
inclusive wealth account would show that ser-
vice is higher than supply (Figure 1b, Total). As 
this example illustrates, accurate delineation of 
servicesheds is necessary to calculate regulating 
service delivery and value. 

2.5  Providing complete accounting while 
avoiding double counting

Ecosystems provide a bundle of services, making 
it essential to provide as complete an account-
ing as possible. Leaving out important services 
can lead to poor decisions and inferior out-
comes. In the current system, many provision-
ing services lead to production of commodities 
valued in markets, but most regulatory services 
lead to public goods not valued in markets. This 
situation has led to the undervaluing of regula-
tory services by decision-makers and a decline 
in most regulatory services over time (36 2005). 

The flip side, double counting of benefits, 
can also be a problem with incorporating eco-
system services into national accounts. For 
example, pollination services are important to 
improved crop production. However, since the 

value of crops is already included in national 
accounts, including an additional value for 
pollination in the account would result in the 
double counting of benefits. The main question 
to ask before including a benefit in an inclusive 
account is whether the benefit is already being 
captured in another part of the account. As 
another example, health metrics may be used to 
represent the benefits of drinking water quality 
regulation. However, if health is already well-
captured in human capital terms (it currently 
is not), including an additional health metric in 
natural capital context would be double count-
ing. One way to avoid double counting in the 
system of accounts is to focus on final goods 
and services and not include intermediate ser-
vices (*5=% 6"% *6"8$64 2007). 

2.6  Stocks and flows: the value of ecosys-
tem services and natural capital 

Any of the valuation methods described above 
has to be tailored for use in a wealth accounting 
context. In addition to the issues already raised, 
it is important to distinguish between valuing 
stocks and flows. Much of the discussion above 
(and in the literature in general) focuses on 
valuing ecosystem services rather than valuing 
natural capital. The value of ecosystem services 
is a measure of the flow of benefits and is more 
akin to measuring income rather than wealth. 
Natural capital is an asset (stock) and measur-
ing the value of natural capital is an important 
component of measuring inclusive wealth. As 
stated in the introduction, the great advantage 
of measuring inclusive wealth, as compared 
to measuring current income, even inclusive 
income that includes the value of regulatory 
ecosystem services, relates to sustainability. 
Increases in the current value of services can be 
achieved by intensive use that degrades capital, 
which will lead to lower service provision in the 
future. To achieve a sustainable outcome, the 
proper goal for decision-makers is non-declin-
ing inclusive wealth rather than high current 
value of income. The value of natural capital 
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and the value of ecosystem services are linked. 
The value of an asset is, in principle, determined 
by the flow of benefits generated by the asset. 
So, one way to measure the value of natural 
capital that provides regulatory services is to 
predict the value of the flow of services through 
time generated by the natural capital and com-
pute a present value of these flows. In practice, 
predicting the future flow of services as a func-
tion of the presence of natural capital, the likely 
value of these services in the future, and how 
to properly discount future values of ecosystem 
services, are all problematic.

2.7  Marginal versus total value

Computing the total value of natural capital 
for inclusive wealth calculations is quite dif-
ficult and may go beyond what can currently 
be achieved. A more achievable goal might be 
to evaluate marginal value of natural capital, 
which is how a small change in natural capi-
tal will change the present value of the flow of 
services. 

The general approach of capital accounts 
aims to identify the total value of capital assets. 
This value is usually defined as the amount of 
value generated by the existence of the capital 
asset. In other words, what would be lost in 
terms of benefits created if the capital assets 
were destroyed? In addition to reasons dis-
cussed above, this approach can be problematic 
for regulating ecosystem services, especially 
those that are crucial for life-support. The total 
value of some regulating services is extremely 
large (perhaps infinite if it truly is necessary 
for life-support). As services become scarcer 
their marginal value tends to rise. Using market 
prices or estimates of marginal value when the 
service is abundant and assuming that this price 
holds when the service is scarce can lead to seri-
ous underestimates of value. 

In addition, many regulating services are 
hard to observe directly, so we will often need 
models to estimate the impact of changes in 
natural capital on the provision of ecosystem 

services and the consequent change in ben-
efits. However, large changes in environmen-
tal conditions may lead to shifts in ecosystem 
processes that alter functional relationships. It 
may be di2cult to correctly forecast the future 
provision of services when conditions are quite 
di1erent from current conditions. Finally, reg-
ularly collected data are often inadequate to 
measure values at larger spatial scales neces-
sary for national accounts. For example, water 
quality regulation cannot be observed through 
standard measures of water quality because 
the service is the amount of pollutant retained 
by the ecosystem, not the amount released 
(observed). Studies of actual pollutant cycling 
are often done at the plot or regional scale and 
are seldom connected to beneficiaries (e.g., 
)+!3&75" '7 6.. 2008; %''/6" '7 6.. 2010) 
making it di2cult to use this approach for the 
kind of annual, national scale observations 
needed for national accounts. Similarly, the 
value of keeping contaminants out of drink-
ing water cannot be observed through water 
treatment costs or human health metrics since 
contaminant loads are only one factor of many 
a1ecting treatment costs and health conditions. 
These challenges exist for most regulating ser-
vices. In these cases, we will need to identify 
the marginal contribution of the ecosystem 
to regulating services through modeling the 
core regulating processes under conditions 
with and without natural capital (76..#- 6"% 
&5.6-,= 2009; 76..#- '7 6.. 20126).

3.  Examples of the accounting process 
for key regulating services 

The principles outlined above are relevant to 
inclusive wealth accounting for any regulat-
ing ecosystem service. In reality, countries will 
likely start such accounting with a short list of 
services to reduce assessment time and costs. 
Given these probable limitations, we outline 
the accounting process for a subset of services 
that are likely to be critical in all countries and 
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whose assessment potential is relatively well-
developed.

3.1  Climate regulation through carbon 
sequestration

Many atmospheric constituents interact with 
climate regulation including nitrous oxide, 
ozone, particulate matter, methane, and carbon 
dioxide (,6+. 6"% 7+'"*'+7$ 2003). Vegetation 
and microbial organisms can regulate the flux 
of several of these, providing a suite of climate 
regulation services. The regulation of climate 
through carbon sequestration is the regulat-
ing service that has garnered the most interna-
tional attention and the only climate regulation 
service that has any sort of market developed 
around its value. To account for the wealth 
benefits provided by a country’s ecosystem ser-
vice flows, we first need to be able to estimate 
carbon stocks and sequestration rates. We can 
observe stocks and sequestration rates directly 
through biomass and growth surveys, and many 
countries have developed rigorous protocols for 
measuring this process for the purpose of trad-
ing carbon credits in markets (*+5(" 2002; 
&'6+-5" '7 6.. 2007; &'7+5,54-,= '7 6.. 2011). 
Remote sensing protocols are rapidly develop-
ing that will continue to improve the feasibil-
ity of making annual above-ground carbon 
stock and sequestration measurements at the 
national scale (6-"'+ 2009). Fully accounting 
for carbon regulation will require more practi-
cal approaches for monitoring soil carbon stor-
age and fluxes ()5"6"7 '7 6.. 2010). In cases 
where measurement at the national scale is not 
feasible, models can be used to estimate stocks 
and sequestration, with strong ground-truthing 
and validation. Many models exist for the esti-
mation of carbon stocks and sequestration rates, 
ranging from very simple (look-up table-driven 
approaches like the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change [#&))] tables or the #n:'-7 
model; )5"7' '7 6.. 20116) to complex, dynamic 
process-based models (e.g., )'"7!+=, .&?ml).

In the simplest approach, the value of the 
carbon stock would be calculated as the size 
of the stock (metric tons C) times the value of 
keeping one metric ton of carbon stored in the 
ecosystem and out of the atmosphere. In valu-
ing the change in carbon stocks through time, 
we also need to account for how the value of 
carbon storage changes. One major issue with 
accounting for the value of carbon storage is 
that there is no consensus on what is the value 
for storing a metric ton of carbon. The value of 
the physical asset – the carbon stock – is equal 
to the value of reducing emissions as both lead 
to reductions in atmospheric concentration 
of carbon. Economists measure the value of 
reduced emissions by estimating the social cost 
of carbon, which is the damage to society, in 
terms of diminished economic output, health 
costs and other impacts, caused by more intense 
climate change resulting from an additional 
unit of atmospheric )52 (75. 2009). Estimates 
of the social cost of carbon range widely, from 
near zero to well over !-$1,00022 per metric ton 
C depending on the model used, the assumed 
discount rate, atmospheric )52 concentration, 
and other factors (75. 2009). 

The existence of carbon markets, most nota-
bly the European Union Emissions Trading 
Scheme, has led some to advocate for using 
market prices rather than the social cost of 
carbon. However, existing market prices do not 
accurately reflect the social cost of carbon but 
rather the stringency of the cap under which 
trading in the market occurs. For example, in 
January 2008 the price for carbon in Europe was 
21.03V metric ton-1 (or !-$30.86 metric ton-1) 
while the price for carbon in the United States 
on the Chicago Climate Exchange, a voluntary 
program allowing commitment to very modest 
emission reductions, was !-$2.30 metric ton-1. 
Since then, the Chicago Climate Exchange has 
ceased to exist so the carbon price has dropped 
e1ectively to zero in the United States while 
future society clearly remains vulnerable to 

2 All monetary values are expressed in US$, unless 
otherwise noted.
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reductions in well-being from climate change. 
European emissions have the same potential 
for social damage as emissions from the United 
States and therefore should have the same value. 
The di1erence in market price was due to the 
di1erence in stringency of regulation not the 
value of reductions in carbon to the atmosphere. 
Given these imperfections in the market value 
of carbon, we currently strongly recommend 
the use of the social cost of carbon in estimates 
of carbon values until carbon markets more 
accurately represent the true change in human 
well-being from climate regulation.

Using the social cost of carbon has its own 
limitations. Calculations of the social cost of 
carbon represent the present value of damages 
from more intense climate change from emit-
ting a unit of )52 into the atmosphere for the 
time that the unit would likely remain in the 
atmosphere. Because it is calculated for the 
lifetime of carbon in the atmosphere, the social 
cost of carbon will undervalue the service of 
permanent carbon storage in the ecosystem. 
If, however, carbon will be released because 
of land-use change, fire, or other disturbances 

– and so is not permanently stored – then this 
change in storage must be reflected as a change 
in the amount of the asset similar to loss of 
other forms of capital assets.  

3.2  Nutrient retention for drinking water 
quality 

Water quality regulation captures the e1ects 
of natural capital on the chemical form and 
concentration of many constituents that a1ect 
human well-being. The value of natural capital 
that provides a flow of benefits from improved 
water quality over time is equal to the present 
value of change in benefits over time. Nutrients, 
primarily nitrogen and phosphorus, can cause 
algal or cyanobacterial blooms that contami-
nate drinking water if not treated. These same 
blooms can damage fisheries by decreasing 
deeper water oxygen concentrations, leading 
to “dead zones” (%#68 6"% +5-'"*!+/ 2008). 

Vegetation and microbes in soils can trans-
form these nutrients, turning them into gases 
that are then released to the atmosphere, or 
biomass that is locked away, at least for some 
period of time. These cycling and uptake pro-
cesses reduce the concentration of nutrients 
in receiving waters, reducing water treatment 
costs or human health risk or increasing fisher-
ies productivity and related nutrition or income. 
Other chemicals that a1ect human health and 
may be regulated to some degree by natural 
capital include agrochemicals, coliform bacte-
ria, dissolved organic matter and many others. 
Here, we only discuss nutrients, but the general 
approach can be applied to any chemical form, 
with any associated benefit (see the next section 
for a treatment of sediment in drinking water).

The marginal contribution of natural capi-
tal to nutrient regulation cannot be measured 
directly at large enough scales for national 
wealth accounting. Therefore, we must rely 
on models to provide useful estimates. Many 
nutrient cycle or flux models have been devel-
oped including relatively simple ones, such 
as "--&')7 ("566 2004) and #n:'-7 ()5"7' '7 
6.. 2011*), and more complex models such as 
6nn6/"&- (=5!"/ '7 6.. 1989), -(67 (6+"5.% '7 
6.. 1998), and many others. Any of these models 
can be used to assess nutrient retention rates 
but most need to be altered to some degree to 
track the retention process (instead of export) 
and to account for the actual delivery of regu-
lating services to people. Including the location 
and activities of beneficiaries allows the calcula-
tion of how much service is actually delivered, 
rather than capturing the full potential of the 
system to provide a given benefit as most of the 
listed models do. #n:'-7 accounts for demand 
in a simple way by using extraction points and 
the watershed area contributing to each point 
to estimate actual service delivery. 

An additional adjustment must be made in 
service estimation to represent any “allowed” 
or “safe” loads of nutrients. In many countries, 
drinking water quality standards establish an 
acceptable level of nutrient concentrations 
in drinking water. Retention of nutrients in a 
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system where concentrations are below this 
threshold may not actually provide a service 
if there is no damage to human well-being 
for concentrations below the threshold. For 
example, annual phosphorous loading to Lake 
Okeechobee (Florida) was 498 metric tons y-1 
from 1973 to 1999 ($6:'"- '7 6.. 2009). The 
established total maximum daily loads (73%.) 
would be achieved with an annual loading rate 
of 140 metric tons y-1. Therefore, improvements 
in natural capital that increased phosphorous 
retention could provide a maximum service rate 
of 358 metric tons y-1 (the di1erence between 
the average annual load and the allowed annual 
load). Any further reductions in phosphorus 
loading would be below the 73%. and therefore 
not provide additional service value.

Nutrient regulation benefits are not com-
monly traded in markets. In lieu of market prices, 
we can use several methods to derive a monetary 
estimate of the value of changes in service pro-
vision. First, when water is treated before use in 
industry, drinking water or other uses, we can 
use the avoided treatment cost as an estimate 
of the value of nutrient retention. Avoided cost 
has been used to estimate the value watershed 
protection to provide clean water to municipal 
water systems such as in the case of New York 
City ("+) 2000, 2005). In cases where no treat-
ment occurs before consumption, we can use 
non-market valuation techniques to estimate 
losses in benefits that people experience with 
lower quality water. A large number of studies 
have estimated losses in recreation, aesthetics, 
and other benefits in developed countries (e.g., 
)6+-5" 6"% 3#7)$'.. 1993; :6" $5!7:'" '7 
6.. 2007) and some studies have estimated the 
losses associated with health and productivity 
consequences of poor quality water in devel-
oping countries (e.g., )$5' 1996; &6776"6=6, 
2004). 

3.3  Erosion regulation for drinking water 
quality or reservoir maintenance

The erosion regulation provided by natural cap-
ital can contribute to benefits in several ways. 
Keeping soil on crop fields increases soil fertil-
ity and crop yields. In addition, keeping sedi-
ment out of rivers can increase drinking water 
quality, lengthen the lifetime of infrastructure 
by avoiding abrasion and damage or reducing 
dredge costs, contribute to flood regulation or 
help maintain commercially, recreationally, or 
culturally important fish populations. Each of 
these benefits is supported by a di1erent set of 
processes and is experienced at di1erent loca-
tions by di1erent groups of people. Here, we 
only address the role of erosion regulation in 
improving water quality and reservoir main-
tenance. Other methods would be needed to 
capture the many other benefits provided by 
erosion control. 

As with water quality regulation, it is di2cult 
to observe erosion regulation directly. Plot scale 
studies have been used extensively (36/'77' '7 
6.. 1989, ($#7' '7 6.. 2007, 8$6"/ '7 6.. 2010) 
but are di2cult to replicate annually at large 
enough scales to contribute to national account-
ing. Again, models can be a powerful tool for 
assigning the marginal contribution of natural 
capital to erosion regulation processes (3!N58-
)6+&'"6 '7 6.. 1999). Several of the models 
noted above are also widely used to model key 
erosion processes (e.g., "--&')7, #n:'-7, -(67). 
To estimate the two focal service flows, these 
models need to be applied upstream of drink-
ing water treatment facilities, direct drinking 
water extraction points, or reservoirs used for 
drinking water or hydropower production. 
When considering the contribution of erosion 
regulation to drinking water quality, the same 
allowed load principle introduced above for 
water quality regulation applies to sediment. If 
there are drinking water quality standards for 
suspended sediment loads, service is only pro-
vided by regulation of loads above that standard. 
Similarly, there is an allowed load for reservoirs 
equivalent to their engineered dead volume. 
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When building reservoirs, engineers plan for 
erosion and sedimentation that will reduce the 
volume, and therefore productive capacity of 
the reservoir over time. If sediment loads are 
at the rate considered in engineering the dead 
volume, additional erosion regulation does not 
provide a benefit.

As with the value of nutrient regulation, ero-
sion control benefits are typically not traded in 
markets so there is no market price. The value of 
erosion regulation can be estimated using gains 
in productivity or avoided cost. For example, 
preventing sediment from entering a reservoir 
can enhance the productive life of the reservoir 
for hydropower generation or reduce dredging 
costs. The value of reduced sediment then can be 
estimated by valuing the additional hydropower 
generation or the costs of dredging. If erosion 
regulation improves water quality linked to 
recreation or health benefits then methods 
discussed above for nutrient regulation are also 
applicable. As with other benefits, the value of 
natural capital is equal to the present value of 
the flow of benefits it creates through time. 

4.  Applying principles to national ac-
counting in Colombia and Ecuador 

Here, we attempt to apply the methodology 
outlined above with readily available data in 
two countries: Colombia and Ecuador. This is a 
preliminary e1ort to explore the state of science 
and key limitations for implementing inclusive 
wealth accounting in each case. We emphasize 
that our findings should in no way be seen as 
o2cial estimates as we conducted this work as a 
demonstrative, academic exercise, not as part of 
an o2cial process with either country. We also 
used the most readily available data, which may 
not be the best o2cial data. In both cases, we 
were not able to implement all of the principles 
discussed above, and highlight these limitations 
as a means of indicating where future research 
and data collection should be focused.

Colombia and Ecuador are developing 
countries in Latin America where inclusive 

wealth reporting could dramatically change 
the national view of development progress 
and influence natural resource management 
and poverty alleviation decisions. Their /%&s 
vary (Colombia /%& = !-$288.8 billion in 2010; 
Departmento Nacional de Estadística, Ecuador 
/%& = !-$108.4 billion in 2010) but both coun-
tries have high poverty rates (percentage of 
population below poverty line: Colombia = 45.5 
percent in 2009, Ecuador = 33.1 percent in 2010) 
()#6 Factbook). The potential utility of a new 
accounting approach in the region has been 
recognized by the World Bank. They have cho-
sen Colombia as one of five pilot countries for 
an e1ort to implement Wealth Accounting and 
Valuation of Ecosystem Services ((6:'-). Here, 
we attempt to apply the #n:'-7 models, as a 
demonstration of the components of the meth-
odologies described above that are feasible with 
readily available data, to four regulating services 
in each country.

4.1  Colombia

4.1.1 Climate regulation through carbon seques-
tration

Carbon sequestration is the only regulating 
service we were able to value with readily avail-
able data. We used the #n:'-7 carbon model, 
a simple look-up table of four carbon stocks 
per vegetation class ()5"7' '7 6.. 20116). This 
approach mirrors the #&)) accounting approach, 
and we used stocks derived by Peralvo (20086) 
via the #&)) methodology (#&)) 2006) for the 
land use and land cover in the country in the 
year 2000 (#%'63 '7 6.. 2007). All four standard 
carbon stocks were represented (above-ground 
biomass, below-ground biomass, soil, and dead 
organic matter), but we did not account for the 
harvested wood product pool. Carbon stocks 
in 2000 were highest in primary forest regions, 
and heavily concentrated in the Amazon basin 
(Figure 2a, c), totaling 19.3 billion metric tons C 
in the country. Assuming static physical assets, 
the value of this stock using a !-$50 metric ton 
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C-1 social cost of carbon (75. 
2009) was !-$964.06 billion. 

However, we know land conversion is likely 
to degrade this stock into the future, so we used 
a scenario for land use and land cover in 2030 
generated using the ).!'-- model (/6.#"%5 
2008) and assumed no climate change e1ects on 
vegetation distribution and no change in land 
use past that year. This scenario shows land use 
change patterns a1ecting carbon sequestration, 
primarily west of the Andes (Figure 2b). The net 
e1ect of these changes results in a national loss 
of carbon storage of approximately 507,308,000 
metric tons over the 30-year time period. We 
assumed a linear loss rate, calculated the dis-
counted value of the carbon stock lost each 
year, and deducted that value over the 30 years 
from the static asset estimate stated above. We 
also bounded our value estimate to represent 
the possibilities for high or low discount rates 
(three percent and one percent, respectively) 
and high or low annual changes in the social 

cost of carbon (one percent increase and no 
change, respectively). With this approach, the 
present value of Colombia’s national carbon 
stocks in 2000 is estimated to be between about 
!-$942.1 billion and !-$947.5 billion. The reduc-
tion in the value of carbon storage is the di1er-
ence between these amounts and the value of 
!-$964.06 billion assuming permanent storage, 
or !-$16.6 to US$22 billion. Given the uncer-
tainty in estimation of the social cost of carbon, 
we o1er two other estimates. Using a lower esti-
mate of $20 metric ton C-1, the rate commonly 
applied by the World Bank, the value of the 
2000 carbon stock is between !-$376.8 billion 
and !-$379.0 billion. Using a higher estimate of 
!-$205 metric ton C-1 (the 95th percentile value 
based on 232 published estimates of the social 
cost of carbon [75. 2009]), the value of the 2000 
carbon stock was between !-$3.862 trillion and 
!-$3.885 trillion.

This application of the #n:'-7 carbon 
sequestration model has several limitations. 
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Projected land use change, 
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The #n:'-7 Tier 1 carbon model does not repre-
sent sequestration by aging vegetation because 
carbon stocks only change if land use land cover 
types change. This means we have likely under-
represented the value of carbon stocks in the 
Amazon Basin and other forested regions and 
possibly overestimated the net loss of carbon 
nationwide over the 30-year future projection. 
However, while carbon stocks are high in old 
growth forests, carbon sequestration rates in old 
growth forests are generally low (&+'/#78'+ 6"% 
'!-,#+)$'" 2004). Another major limitation to 
using this approach for national accounting is 
the lack of regularly updated national invento-
ries of carbon stocks or national land use and 
land cover maps. As a case in point, the most 
recent land use and land cover map we could 
find for these analyses was developed in 2000. 
At least one of these data sources must be avail-
able to allow annual tracking of carbon seques-
tration and its value in an inclusive wealth 
accounting context. The lack of such data is a 
global problem and must be addressed by the 
remote sensing community before real progress 
can be made (76..#- '7 6.., #" +':#'(). Some 
e1orts are underway, but must become stan-
dardized, e2cient, and cost-e1ective before 
they can be applied in this context. 

4.1.2  Nutrient retention for drinking water quality

We were able to estimate and map nutrient 
retention for drinking water quality supply 
and service delivery, but not value. We used 
the #n:'-7 water purification: nutrient reten-
tion model ()5"7' '7 6.. 2011*; 76..#- '7 6.. 
20126). This model estimates supply based on 
the export coe2cient approach (first developed 
by +'),$5( '7 6.. 1980), where each land use 
and land cover class exports a certain amount 
of nutrient. This export is influenced by runo1 
(calculated by the #n:'-7 water yield model, a 
simple pixel-based water balance model), and 
retention by downslope vegetation and soils. 
Exported nutrients are routed across the land-
scape and each land use and land cover type 
retains nutrients in a constant, non-saturating 

function. The model outputs the total amount 
of nutrients exported by the landscape in an 
average year, and the total amount of nutrients 
retained. These outputs can be calculated at 
the pixel scale, and summarized to any larger 
unit such as political boundaries or large basins. 
Summarizing retention for the whole country 
gives an estimate of supply, or the full potential 
for nutrient retention benefits. Summarizing 
retention for servicesheds upstream of drink-
ing water extraction points gives an estimate 
of service delivery because it accounts for how 
much retention is actually providing benefit to 
a downstream user.

We applied the water purification model for 
total nitrogen (7") and summarized retention 
to the national boundary (supply) and to ser-
vicesheds delineated for all population centers 
(#"-7#7!75 /'5/+W4#)5 6/!-7J" )5%688# 2007) 
in the country (service). Maps of the locations 
of actual water extraction points or water treat-
ment facilities should be used to identify benefi-
ciaries and servicesheds, but such maps are not 
freely available for Colombia. For all cities, we 
assumed surface water use and identified the 
extraction point as the closest point on a river 
within five kilometers. We used a 250 m digital 
elevation model (46++ '7 6.. 2007), soil depth 
(#/6) 2003; *67?'- 2005), plant available water 
content ('-7+6%6 '7 6.. 2007), annual precipi-
tation according to WorldClim ($#?36"- '7 6.. 
2005), potential evapotranspiration (derived 
from (5+.%).#3 data using Hargreaves method 
[%+55/'+- 6"% 6..'" 2002]), and land use and 
land cover data (#%'63 '7 6.. 2007). For each 
land use and land cover class we defined a root 
depth, evapotranspiration coe2cient, export 
coe2cient (total amount of 7" exported ha-1 
yr-1), and retention e2ciency (percentage of 7" 
retained yr-1) based on an extensive global and 
regional literature review (76..#- 2012). 

In the year 2000, 7" retention rates were 
highest in the Andean valleys, where 7" exports 
from agricultural and pasture lands are high 
and some natural vegetation remains along 
flowpaths to provide retention (Figure 3a). In 
general, retention is potentially higher in areas 
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where there are high nutrient inputs (fertiliz-
ers, fixation, etc.) because when there is more 
nitrogen flowing across the landscape, there is 
more potential for vegetation and soils to take 

it up and provide a reduction in pollutant load. 
This is somewhat counter-intuitive, but correct. 
Pristine systems generally export little 7" rela-
tive to productive areas (e.g., crops, pastures), so 
there is little potential for downstream vegeta-
tion and soils to retain it. At the national level, 
the total supply of nitrogen retention for drink-
ing water in the year 2000 was ~785.8 million 
kg 7". Summarizing this retention within ser-
vicesheds (Figure 3b) gives us a national service 
delivery estimate of ~32.7 billion kg 7". The 
national population of ~45 million people is dis-
tributed throughout the country and drinking 
water servicesheds cover nearly the entire coun-
try (Figure 3b). Many servicesheds are overlap-
ping, making service delivery much higher than 
supply, especially in the area with the highest 
density of population centers (Figure 3b inset). 

For these ecosystem service estimates to 
enter into an inclusive wealth account, we need 
to value the well-being impact of service delivery 
with a standard net present value approach using 
any of the methods discussed above. Estimating 
the future flows of service is straightforward: we 
can simply run the #n:'-7 model on the future 
landscape as predicted in the 2030 land use and 
land cover map (/6.#"%5 2008). However, data 
and methods for valuation were limiting. Data 
on water treatment costs are not readily avail-
able for all facilities in Colombia. The alternative 
approach of estimating health and productive 
losses would require another modeling e1ort to 
extract the marginal contribution of nitrogen 
regulation to these components of well-being. 
Neither was feasible for this study, but can be 
developed in the future.

4.1.3  Erosion regulation for drinking water qual-
ity and reservoir maintenance

Of the many benefits provided by erosion regu-
lation, we were able to map and quantify the 
supply and service delivery of two services: ero-
sion regulation for drinking water quality and 
for reservoir maintenance. The supply estima-
tion process for these services is identical (and 
would apply to estimation of any other erosion 

FIGURE 3FIGURE 3

Nutrient regulation for 
drinking water quality in the 
year 2000
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regulation benefit). In both cases, we used the 
#n:'-7 sediment retention model ()5"7' '7 6.. 
2011*, 76..#- '7 6.. 20126). This model is based 
on the Universal Soil Loss Equation (!-.'; 
(#-)$3'#'+ 6"% -3#7$ 1978), where soil loss 
is driven by slope, rainfall (erosivity), soil type 
(erodibility), vegetation type, and land use prac-
tices. In the #n:'-7 model, the !-.' approach 
is improved and retention is calculated as the 
combination of two retention processes; the 
regulation of erosion from a given pixel, and 
the ability of the vegetation and management 
on that pixel to retain sediment arriving from 
upslope parts of the watershed (run-on reten-
tion). On-pixel retention is calculated by inter-
nally comparing erosion on the current land-
scape to a “no-natural-capital” baseline. As such, 
this model does the necessary calculation to 
compare the current capital asset to its absence. 
Run-on retention is calculated by routing eroded 
sediment down flowpaths and applying a land 
use and land cover-specific retention e2ciency 
(percentage retained) at each pixel. Sediment 

accumulated by these two processes is simply 
added together on each pixel to estimate how 
much sediment is retained by natural capital. 

We applied the sediment retention model for 
drinking water quality improvement as well as 
avoided reservoir sedimentation. We delineated 
servicesheds independently for each service 
since the services are enjoyed by di1erent groups 
of people in di1erent places. Servicesheds for 
drinking water quality were drawn as they were 
for nitrogen regulation (above). Servicesheds 
for reservoir maintenance were delineated as 
the contributing watershed area upstream of 
each known drinking water and hydropower 
production reservoir in the country (#"-7#7!75 
/'5/+W4#)5 6/!-7J" )5%688# 2007). We used 
the same digital elevation model, annual pre-
cipitation map, and land use and land cover map 
noted above. An erodibility map was developed 
by assigning erodibility values from Stone and 
Hilborn (2008) to textural soil classes and soil 
organic content identified by the !-%6 (2007). 
Erosivity was derived from annual WorldClim 

FIGURE 4FIGURE 4

Erosion regulation for 
drinking water quality and 
reservoir maintenance in 
2000.
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in the Andean valleys and foothills 
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precipitation data using the method in Perez and 
Mesa (2002). For each land use and land cover 
class, we defined C (vegetation) and P (manage-
ment) factors based on an extensive global and 
regional literature review (76..#- 2012). 

Following a pattern similar to nutrient reten-
tion, sediment retention in the year 2000 was 
highest in the Andean valleys (Figure 4a). At 
the national level, the total supply of sediment 
retention was ~25.9 billion tons of sediment. 
Considering demand at drinking water quality 
extraction points, this translated into a much 
higher service delivery estimate for drinking water 
quality regulation of ~1.1 trillion tons of sediment 
(Figure 4b). Again, many drinking water ser-
vicesheds are overlapping, making service delivery 
much higher than supply for this regulating ser-
vice, especially in areas of high population density. 
Given the much lower number of demand points 
for major reservoirs (Figure 4c), the service deliv-
ery estimate for reservoir maintenance in 2000 
was ~1.3 billion tons of sediment. 

As with nutrient regulation, these ecosystem 
service estimates need to be valued in terms of 
their well-being impact before they can inform 
national accounts. We can again estimate the 
future flow of services by running the #n:'-7 
model on the future landscape as predicted in 
the 2030 land use and land cover map (/6.#"%5 
2008). But as for nutrient retention, data and 
methods for valuation were limiting. For drink-
ing water quality regulation value, data or mod-
els on water treatment costs or marginal health 
impacts are not readily available. For reservoir 
maintenance, production information (produc-
tion and dredge costs, production practices, etc.) 
is generally proprietary. Additional systems of 
data collection or reporting must be developed 
before ready calculation of values can proceed 
on a regular basis. 

4.2  Ecuador

The same #n:'-7 modeling approaches were 
used in Ecuador. The land use and land cover 
map used in all analyses was produced by 36/ 

and others (2002) and represents the landscape 
in the year 2000. The land use and land cover 
map for 2030 was created by Peralvo (2008*). 
Other service-specific data sources and results 
are described below.

4.2.1 Climate regulation through carbon sequestration

Following the same approach and data sources 
described for Colombia, we estimate total car-
bon stock in 2000 of 3.9 billion metric tons C in 
Ecuador. Stocks are again concentrated in pri-
mary forest areas, especially in the Amazon basin 
on the eastern side of the country (Figure 2a, e). 
Using the same assumption of likely future loss 
of carbon from land conversion, and the esti-
mation of that conversion by 2030 according to 
Peralvo (2008*), we estimate a loss of 211,137,000 
metric tons of carbon over the 30-year period. 
Considering this likely future loss, we estimate 
the present value of carbon in Ecuador in 2000 to 
be between !-$186.2 billion and !-$188.5 billion. 
Again, considering the uncertainty in social cost 
of carbon estimates, we o1er a lower bound esti-
mate of !-$74.5 billion to !-$75.4 billion (using 
!-$20 metric ton C-1), and an upper bound esti-
mate of !-$763.6 billion to !-$772.8 billion (using 
!-$205 metric ton C-1).

4.2.2  Drinking water quality regulation and ero-
sion regulation for reservoirs

We were able to estimate supply and service for 
nutrient retention and erosion regulation for 
drinking water quality, and supply for erosion 
regulation for reservoirs in Ecuador. Data on 
the location of reservoirs were not accessible in 
the timeframe of this study, but can be added 
in the future. We applied the #n:'-7 water puri-
fication model for 7" using a 90-meter digital 
elevation model (46++ '7 6.. 2007), soil depth 
(&+5"6+'/ 1980), plant available water content 
(-6I75" 6"% +6(.- 2006), annual precipita-
tion from WorldClim ($#?36"- '7 6.. 2005), 
and potential evapotranspiration calculated 
from the WorldClim data using the Hargreaves 
method (%+55/'+- 6"% 6..'" 2002). For each 
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land use and land cover type, we defined a root 
depth, evapotranspiration coe2cient, export 
coe2cient and retention e2ciency (76..#- 
2012). We also applied the Sediment Retention 
model with additional data on erosivity (+55-' 
1996) and erodibility (&+5"6+'/ 1980; !-%6 
2007; -75"' 6"% $#.*5+" 2008). Drinking 
water servicesheds were delineated as they were 
for Colombia, assuming surface water use and 
extraction from nearby river sources.

The areas of highest 7" retention are again 
in the valleys and foothills of the Andes, and 
in the western region of the country (Figure 
3c). At a national level, total 7" retention sup-
ply in 2000 was approximately 221.5 million kg. 
Summarization to drinking water servicesheds 
showed a much higher level of service delivery, 
1.2 billion kg for the country. Service delivery is 
focused and amplified in the heavily populated 
region west of the Andes (Figure 3d). We likely 
underestimated national service delivery as 
there are inhabited areas in the Amazon basin 
that are not captured in the population center 
data we were able to access.

Sediment retention was even more strongly 
focused in the Andean valleys and foothills 
(Figure 4d), o1ering a total national sediment 
retention supply of ~3.8 billion tons of sedi-
ment. Summarizing this supply to servicesheds 
again amplified the service estimate due to over-
lapping servicesheds. The national total sedi-
ment retention service in 2000 was ~24.5 bil-
lion tons of sediment. These contributions are 
much smaller than those seen in Colombia, but 
Ecuador is a much smaller country (~113 million 
ha vs ~25 million ha, respectively). Valuation of 
these services can be done by delineating ser-
vicesheds and following the same additional 
steps noted for Colombia. However, much more 
ready access to data sources is needed for this to 
be a replicable process.

5.  Case studies vs. principles

The case studies provide a valuable opportunity 
to assess the state of the science to meet the 

principles we can define in theory. Although it 
may seem disappointing that we were unable 
to assign monetary value to three of the four 
regulating services we explored in Colombia 
and Ecuador, we were able to apply several of 
the core principles. In all cases, we were able 
to apply methods that allowed us to unbundle 
regulating services into explicit benefits to 
explicit groups. We were also able to di1erenti-
ate between supply and service delivery for all 
services, and the resulting numbers emphasize 
how critical this step is in accurately account-
ing for the benefits received by people. We were 
able to delineate servicesheds for all services, 
but with some serious limitations. Without data 
on actual extraction points, and the ability to 
di1erentiate between users who rely on surface 
or groundwater, our estimates may be largely 
skewed in space, and in terms of the national 
totals for nutrient regulation and erosion regu-
lation. Regular reporting and improved access 
to data such as land use and land cover maps, 
ecosystem service access points, water treat-
ment practices and costs and reservoir manage-
ment will be essential before we can regularly 
report on the wealth of this subset of regulating 
services.

6.  The need to continue forward

The fundamental approach for including regu-
lating services in inclusive wealth accounts has 
been detailed here and in previous works. We 
have taken the first steps towards implement-
ing the approach and find many limitations 
in data availability, especially for inputs that 
must be updated annually to provide useful 
information to decision-makers at the national 
scale. However, the magnitude of wealth that 
these preliminary analyses demonstrate is 
large enough to have significant impacts on 
the national view of social status in these two 
countries. This suggests that, while di2cult, the 
approach and principles we have proposed here 
should be pursued if we are to accurately track 
the real wealth of nations. 
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CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 10

Accounting for water:  

stocks, flows, and values

Chris Perry

As water becomes increasingly scarce, 
as sectoral competition for water intensifies, 
and as humanity increasingly interferes with 
nature’s hydrological cycle, the need to measure 
and  value water flows and stocks has increased.

Such evaluation must proceed in two dis-
crete steps: first, the construction of physical 
water accounts, designed to figure out how 
much water there is, where it is, when it is avail-
able, how accessible it is, and with what reliabil-
ity; and second, when the accounts are in place, 
the analysis can proceed towards placing a value 
on these resources. 

The UN’s System of Environmental-
Economic Accounting for Water (-''6() is an 
important step forward in understanding the 
flows and stocks of water. The flows comprise 
abstraction, consumption, and return flows; 
the stocks, which are harder to assess, look at 
groundwater resources, lakes, snowpack, and 
the like.

SEEAW has important strengths. It is multi-
sectoral; it clearly distinguishes between con-
sumptive and non-consumptive uses of water; 
it is hydrologically consistent with the law of 
conservation of mass; and it can be applied at 
various scales (project, sector, region, country, 
and basin).

While SEEAW has been promoted for a few 
years, Australia is the only country for which 
detailed implementation plans and progress 
seem to be available. The process has been 
lengthy and detailed and has resulted in many 
reports, reviews, and studies.

SEEAW accounts should be expanded to 
include the “unmanaged” natural landscape; 

“managed” areas; and rainfed agriculture.
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1. Introduction

Human, animal, and plant life all depend on 
water. Water is also an essential factor in most 
economic activities – a source of energy for 
hydro-power; the medium in which fish grow; 
a coolant for thermal power stations; a dilution 
agent for wastes and pollutants; and the critical 
constraint to food and fiber production in arid 
and semi-arid areas. 

In the early years of human intervention in 
the hydrological cycle, diversions and impound-
ments a1ected a very small proportion of natural 
flows. Impacts, though real, were of no concern 
to the human actors. Over time, populations 
expanded, living standards rose, and depen-
dence on water increased; interest developed 
in measurements and predictions of whether 
the year’s flow was likely to be scarce, adequate, 
abundant or, indeed, dangerously overabun-
dant. Thousands of years ago, as Egypt began 
to exploit the Nile as a key economic resource, 
the world’s first significant hydrological mea-
surement and prediction system began, based 
on the “Nilometer” where the depth of the Nile 
was continuously recorded and interpreted as a 
predictor of future flow patterns. 

Today, ensuring water availability for drink-
ing, sanitation, navigation, fisheries, recreation, 
irrigation, and commercial activities is accepted 
as a fundamental responsibility of governments, 
at least at the level of regulating resource allo-
cation and use. Additionally, governments are 
seen to be responsible for ensuring that the 
environment is protected, or where necessary, 
restored. 

When water is scarce, these various social, 
commercial and environmental interests inter-
sect in many ways. Should water be released 
from dams during the summer for irrigation, or 
during the winter to generate power for heating? 
Should forests be replanted to sequester carbon 
and mitigate climate change, thus increasing 
upstream water consumption and decreasing 
river flows? Are golf courses, which generate 
substantial economic activity, a higher priority 
than low-value grain crops for food security? 

Should cities have unrestricted access to water 
for domestic and sanitation purposes? If some 
groups in society have historically been disad-
vantaged in access to water, should preferential 
entitlements be established? “The environment” 
often requires a great deal of water to remain 
healthy – but to what extent is “the environ-
ment” more important than feeding people or 
providing jobs? What are the relative rights of 
upstream countries, where the rain falls and the 
rivers are fed, compared to downstream coun-
tries that have depended for millennia on the 
water in those rivers?

These and many other scenarios of com-
petition and conflict can be identified across 
the world – from high-income to the least-
developed countries, in countries with extreme 
scarcity of water and countries with relatively 
plentiful supplies. Every water situation is a 
unique combination of history, climate, social 
and economic pressures, resource endowments, 
trading opportunities, and so on. To this extent, 
the solution to every problem must be uniquely 
designed, and be the result of political pro-
cesses that allow local preferences and priori-
ties to contribute to the allocation of the scarce 
resource. 

How these conflicting demands are resolved 
fundamentally a1ects the individual, sectoral, 
and national benefits that a nation derives from 
its access to water. Underpinning these pro-
cesses and the decisions that must be made lies 
the essential foundation of a system of water 
accounting that unambiguously reports both 
the current state of water use, and the impacts 
of proposed interventions that can change that 
pattern of use. 

The prosperity of a nation is a1ected by the 
availability of water, and the contribution that 
water makes to national wealth and well-being 

– and the impact that changes in water avail-
ability might have on these parameters – appear 
to be legitimate components of any assessment 
of national wealth that goes beyond traditional 
constructs such as gross domestic product or 
capital formation.
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Such an evaluation must necessarily pro-
ceed in two discrete steps: 1) the construction 
of physical water accounts – how much water is 
there, where, when, how accessible, with what 
reliability?; and 2) with the physical accounts in 
place, the analysis can proceed towards placing 
values on these resources.

In the following sections, some of the 
issues that arise in devising meaningful water 
accounts are described: first regarding the dif-
ficult distinction between stocks of water and 
flows; second, in reporting on water use. A brief 
history of water accounting is presented, focus-
ing finally on the !" System of Environmental-
Economic Accounting for Water (-''6(), and 
identifying the extent to which that frame-
work helps understand the role of water in 
the national economy, and the limitations of 
physical water accounts – even when linked to 
economic accounts – as a basis for estimating 
water wealth.

In Section 5, some experiences with applying 
-''6( are presented, and the extent to which 
such analyses can be interpreted as measures of 
wealth at local or national levels is discussed.

2. Physical water accounting

Conflicting perspectives about water

The purpose of accounting is to provide infor-
mation in a consistent format for further analy-
sis. Any accounting system must be based on 
an agreed upon and appropriate numeraire 
(dollars, yen, barrels of oil). However, because 
the water-using sectors have operated indepen-
dently when water was plentiful, each sector 
has evolved its own perspective, and the prob-
lem of selecting a numeraire crosses disciplin-
ary boundaries.

The most critical (and most frequently mis-
understood) attribute of a particular water use 
is whether it is consumptive or non-consump-
tive. For most inputs into economic processes 

– energy, perhaps, provides a useful comparator 

– the input is consumed in the process. Electrical 
energy is generated at a power station, distrib-
uted to consumers, and used for heating, light-
ing, or to power a motor. Once the purpose has 
been achieved, the electricity has been con-
sumed (albeit converted into another form of 
energy), and if more is needed, more must be 
generated. Certainly the electricity originally 
supplied is not available for re-use. The mean-
ing of “e2ciency” (providing the same amount 
of heat or light with less electrical energy), and 

“savings” (reducing transmission losses, for 
example) are entirely clear. Using electricity is 
indistinguishable from consuming electricity.

With water, the picture is much more com-
plex. Many uses of water – domestic use, gener-
ation of hydro-power, navigation, fisheries, and 
industrial processes – are predominantly non-
consumptive. The quantity of water diverted for 
use is almost the same as the quantity of water 
returned to the hydrological system. For most 
household purposes (washing, cooking, bathing, 
()s, etc.) the purpose is generally achieved with 
only minimal conversion of water into vapour; 
hydro-power plants are entirely non-consump-
tive, unless water storage leads to extra evapora-
tion from the reservoir; and thermal plants only 
evaporate a small fraction of the vast quantities 
of water passed through the system for cooling.

Agriculture, which is often the major user 
of water in water-scarce countries, is di1er-
ent. Water is used in agriculture (rainfed and 
irrigated) to ensure that crops can transpire 
freely and grow vigorously. Biomass formation 
is a direct function of the rate of transpiration 
through the open stomata, which simultane-
ously allows the plant to assimilate carbon. If 
water supplies are inadequate, production is 
depressed. Transpired water (as well as evapo-
ration from wet soil and leaves) re-enters the 
atmosphere as water vapour, and is conse-
quently removed from the local hydrological 
cycle. In this sense, the water is “consumed” 
and available supplies for downstream users are 
reduced. This linkage between upstream use 
and consumption and downstream availability 
is the basis for the accepted need to plan water 
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TABLE 1TABLE 1

Global water distribution

Water source
Water volume
in cubic km

Percentage of 
freshwater

Percentage of
total water

Oceans, seas, and bays 1,338,000,000 -- 96.5

Ice caps, glaciers, and permanent snow 24,064,000 68.6 1.74

Groundwater: 23,400,000 -- 1.7

         Fresh 10,530,000 30.1 0.76

         Saline 12,870,000 -- 0.93

Soil moisture 16,500 0.05 0.001

Ground ice and permafrost 300,000 0.86 0.022

Lakes: 176,400 -- 0.013

         Fresh 91,000 0.26 0.007

         Saline 85,400 -- 0.007

Atmosphere 12,900 0.04 0.001

Swamp water 11,470 0.03 0.0008

Rivers 2,120 0.006 0.0002

Biological water 1,120 0.003 0.0001

Table 1 shows the distribution of the world’s total water resources. This is a statement of stocks – an instantaneous picture of 

where all the water is at any moment. The right-hand column indicates the dominance of the oceans. From the stock per-

spective, total water availability is dominated by the oceans; while freshwater availability is dominated by ice and snow, and 

groundwater. Rivers, from either perspective, are a tiny fraction of the water resource, amounting to only 350 m3 per capita – 

significantly less than Falkenmark’s (1989) water stress indicator of 1,000 m3 per capita per year. 

Viewed from a flow perspective the water resource looks rather different. Annual evaporation and transpiration from the 

earth’s surface (land and oceans) is about 485 km3; precipitation on land is some 111,000 km3, of which 71,000 km3 evaporates 

or transpires in situ, and 40,000 km3 runs off to rivers. Thus, the flow in rivers is some 20 times larger than the water in a river 

at any moment, and on average the water availability per capita per year comfortably exceeds Falkenmark’s stress indicator. The 

distribution of this average is of course highly skewed.

Given that some of water’s contributions to human well-being depend on flows (power generation, irrigation) while others 

depend on stocks (fisheries, amenity value of lakes), and others depend on both (wetland health requires that water be present 

in abundance, and that it is continuously refreshed) we already see that water is rather more difficult to describe, account for, 

and value than most other natural resources. Sectoral perspectives add further complications. 

Source: Igor Shiklomanov’s chapter “World fresh water resources” in Peter H. Gleick (editor), 1993, Water in Crisis: A Guide to the 

World’s Fresh Water Resources (Oxford University Press, New York).
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use from a basin perspective – the basin being 
the integrating hydrological unit of account.

Planners wish to assess water consumption, 
losses, and e2ciency, and to understand how 
water is currently allocated and how new allo-
cations will impact on current use. Sectoral spe-
cialists, however, have a di1erent understanding 
of water consumption. 

Water utilities supplying households and 
commercial users pay attention to “unaccount-
ed-for water,” meaning either leakage, or unau-
thorized extraction from the delivery system. 
The consequences of addressing these quite 
separate issues are likely to be di1erent. Leakage 
from pipes will typically contribute to recharge 
of any underlying aquifer if the leaking pipe is 
buried. If the pipe is at or near the surface, water 
may evaporate and is thus consumptively used. 
Repairing leaks may thus reduce total abstrac-
tion (to the benefit of downstream users), but 
reduce the rate of recharge of a local aquifer. 

The consequences of reducing unauthorized 
abstraction, on the other hand, will be a mixture 
of increased revenues and decreased demand as 
previously unauthorized users decide whether 
to continue using and paying, or reduce their 
use. In sum, in the simple case where water 
supplied to households is collected, treated, and 
returned to the system for reuse downstream, 
the impact of demand-reduction measures on 
actual water consumption is small. The picture 
changes dramatically, of course, if the domestic 
or industrial user is located close to the coast 
where the potential for downstream use is min-
imal. Water supplies may not be “consumed,” 
but are lost to further use in the system.

The impact of thermal power stations is also 
complex: stations that draw water from a river, 
pass it through the cooling system, and return 
it to the river use very large quantities of water 

– but typically only consume 2 percent or so of 
the water abstracted. On the other hand, closed-
loop systems (where water is only abstracted 
to “top up” leakage and evaporation) use much 
less water but consume 2–3 times more water 
per unit of electricity generated. An “e2cient” 
design for a power station would thus have to 

consider the quantity and continuity of water 
availability as well as its scarcity.

Turning now to agriculture, when an irriga-
tion specialist aims to improve “e2ciency,” the 
first objective – as in the domestic sector – is 
to maximize the proportion of abstracted water 
that is delivered to the user (ultimately, the 
plant). But just as leaks from water supply pipes 
can contribute to aquifer recharge or to non-
productive evaporation, so irrigation systems 
are often major sources of aquifer recharge. 

“Losses” must therefore be carefully evaluated at 
a broader scale than the field, canal, or project 
to fully understand the impact of interventions.

The second aim of improved irrigation e2-
ciency is to maximize the proportion of water 
delivered that is consumed by the plant and 
converted from liquid water to water vapour by 
crop transpiration. Broadly speaking, biomass 
production (and hence yield) has a linear rela-
tionship with transpiration, so maximizing crop 
production implies maximizing transpiration. 
Here, and indeed in agriculture more gener-
ally, the implications of increased e2ciency are 
quite di1erent from most other sectors, directly 
implying a reduction in water availability for 
other users.

Water harvesting for rainfed agriculture 
provides another complex example: the objec-
tive is to minimize runo1 so that local crops 
can transpire more and hence increase produc-
tion. Without knowing whether the natural 
runo1 would have evaporated unproductively, 
or reached a possibly more productive down-
stream use, it is impossible to be sure whether 
the harvesting was a net benefit, neutral, or a 
net loss to the economy.

As a final example, forestry and other forms 
of catchment protection and development pres-
ent similar complexities. A thriving healthy for-
est will certainly transpire more water than a 
degraded catchment, but the reduced quantity 
of water that arrives downstream will be a more 
steady flow with less silt. Timing and quantity 
are of concern in assessing whether the impact 
is positive or negative. 
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TABLE 2TABLE 2

Water supply and use statement, Denmark

Physical use table (Million cubic metres)

Industries by ISIC category
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From the 
environment

1. Total abstraction (= 1.a+1.b, =1.i+1.ii) 108 115 404 429 100 2 1,158 11 1,169

1.a Abstraction for own use 108 115 404 23 100 2 752 11 763

1.b Abstraction for distribution 406 406 406

1.i From water resources: 108 115 404 429 100 2 1,158 11 1,169

     1.i.1 Surface water 55 80 301 5 441 441

     1.i.2 Groundwater 3 35 3 423 2 466 10 476

     1.i.3 Soil water 50 50 50

1.ii From other sources 100 1 100 201 1 202

     1.ii.1 Collection of precipitation 100 100 1 101

     1.ii.2 Abstraction from the sea 100 1 101 101

Within the 
economy

2. Use of water received from other 
economic units, of which:

51 86 4 427 51 619 240 859

2.a Reused water 12 41 53 53

3. Total use of water (=1+2) 159 201 408 429 527 53 1,777 251 2,028

Physical supply table

Within the economy

4. Supply of water to other economic 
units of which:

18 128 6 380 43 49 624 236 860

     4.a Reused water 10 43 53 53

     4.b Wastewater to sewerage 18 118 6 1 49 192 236 428

     4.c Desalinated water 1 1 1

To the environment

5. Total returns (=5.a+5.b) 65 29 400 47 484 1 1,026 5 1,031

     5.a To water resources 
           (=5.a.1+5.a.2+5.a.3) 

65 23 300 47 228 1 664 5 669

          5.a.1 Surface water 300 53 353 1 354

          5.a.2 Groundwater 65 23 47 175 1 311 4 315

          5.a.3 Soil water

     5.b To other sources (e.g. Seawater) 5 100 256 361 361

6. Total supply of water (= 4+5) 83 157 406 427 527 50 1,650 241 1,891

7. Consumption (=3-6) 76 44 2 2 3 127 10 137
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These stylized examples demonstrate that 
losses, savings, and e2ciency are not unam-
biguous, having di1erent meanings in di1erent 
sectors. None of this is to argue that reducing 
household demand (and consequently reducing 
the costs of water treatment, pumping, invest-
ment in capacity expansion, etc.) is not a good 
idea, nor that improving the delivery of water 
to crops so that yields increase is not a benefit, 
or that improving the forests does not stabi-
lize catchments. Rather it is to point out that 
in conditions of scarcity and competition, the 
hydrological context is critical, and simplistic 
statements about saving water, reducing losses, 
and increasing e2ciency do not translate across 
sectors. Each sounds desirable, because the 
terms are value-laden, but within the overall 
basin or aquifer context, actual physical flows 
and the law of conservation of mass must be the 
basis of any sound analysis.

3. Closing the inter-sectoral divide: at-
tempts to “unify” terminology

The di2culties and contradictions surround-
ing the measurement of water stocks and flows 
have led to a number of attempts to establish a 
water accounting terminology that can be uni-
formly applied across sectors without confusion. 
The history is long. Irrigation e2ciency was the 
topic of research in the 1940s (#-+6'.-'" 1950), 
while in the 1960s a !.-. Inter-Agency Task force 
on water allocation noted that interventions 
that improved irrigation e2ciency should be 
evaluated very carefully before assuming that 
water would actual be saved. But in the decades 
that followed, the dominant approaches to 
water scarcity continued to be dominated by a 
discourse based on value-laden, terminology of 
savings, losses, and e2ciency.

Several authors and agencies have, in recent 
years, set out to address these issues. Specifically 
in the agricultural sector, Jensen (1967; 1993) 
and Willardson et al. (1994) led the way in 
addressing the confusion around “e2ciency.” 
The International Water Management Institute 

(35.%'" 2007) and the 
International Commission on 
Irrigation and Drainage (#)#%) 
(&'++= 2007) made broadly 
similar recommendations, the 
last after an extensive process 
of consultation across #)#%’s 
international membership. 
The Food and Agriculture 
Organization (465<, through a 
variety of publications related 
to agriculture in general and 
irrigation in particular, has 
developed a wide (and par-
ticularly well documented) 
set of terms. Most recently, 
the United Nations, follow-
ing a lengthy consultation 
process, has adopted a System 
of Environmental-Economic 
Accounting for Water (-''6(), 
and associated International 
Recommendations for Water 
Statistics.

-''6( has important strengths. It is multi-
sectoral; it clearly distinguishes between con-
sumptive and non-consumptive uses; it is 
hydrologically consistent with the law of con-
servation of mass; and it can be applied at vari-
ous scales (sector, region, country, and basin). 
Its approach to water quality is pragmatic – first 
proposing that the physical accounts (of vol-
umes and flows) can usefully be constructed 
independently of quality, while noting that 
water quality is an important issue. The dif-
ficulty with water quality accounting (as also 
acknowledged in the #)#% approach) is that the 
significance of any particular form of pollution 
depends entirely on the proposed use. E-coli 
bacteria have no relevance to hydro-power or 
navigation, but are exceptionally important for 
human uses. Quality accounting, in the current 
-''6( document, is thus something to be fur-
ther considered “at a later date.”

The nomenclature of -''6( is not imme-
diately transparent for most sectoral special-
ists, which is unsurprising as this is where 

NOTES TO TABLE 2NOTES TO TABLE 2

The water supply sector illustrates the 

key elements of how SEEAW works. In 

Denmark, total water abstraction is 429 

Mm3 of which 23 Mm3 are for “own use” 

and the rest for distribution to custom-

ers. The actual quantity of water sup-

plied to customers (Item 4) is only 380 

Mm3, because 47 Mm3 are lost through 

leakage to groundwater (Item 5.a.2) 

while consumption (Item 7) accounts 

for the balance of 2 Mm3 – less than 

0.5 percent of total abstraction. By 

comparison, in agriculture, forests, and 

fisheries, total water use is 159 units, 

of which 76 units are consumed (48 

percent of the total supply) while the 

household sector consumes only 4 

percent of the total supplied (10 units 

out of 251). 

Source: based on SEEAW Table 3.3
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compromises must be made. Four points are 
critical:

 “The environment” is simply the source 
from which water is abstracted (rivers 
and aquifers), and the sink to which 
some or all of the abstracted water 
returns as surface runo1 or infiltration. 
 In -''6(, “the environment” has no par-
ticular connotation of a natural system 
requiring protection from intervention. 
 -''6( distinguishes between water 
abstracted for “own use” and water ab-
stracted for distribution to other users – 
thus allowing proper analysis of utilities 
that withdraw, treat, and distribute wa-
ter to consumers, and collect, treat, and 
return sewerage to “the environment.”
 The accounts distinguish between water 
flows from and to “the environment,” 
and water flows “within the economy.” 
Thus utilities abstract water from the 
environment and deliver the water to 
households (a transaction “within the 
economy”); the household then returns 
the water to a sewage treatment agency 
(again, “within the economy”) which in 
turn treats the eOuent and returns it to 

“the environment.”

3.1 SEEAW flow accounts

The sample tabulation of national annual flow 
data included in the -''6( report is shown 
below (Table 2). The data refer to Denmark – a 
country for which comprehensive data were 
available, though even here some estimation 
was required to complete the tables.

The water supply sector illustrates the key 
elements of how -''6( works. In Denmark, 
total water abstraction is 429 Mm3 of which 
23 Mm3 are for “own use” and the rest for dis-
tribution to customers. The actual quantity of 
water supplied to customers (Item 4) is only 380 
Mm3, because 47 Mm3 are lost through leakage 
to groundwater (Item 5.a.2) while consumption 
(Item 7) accounts for the balance of 2 Mm3 – less 

than 0.5 percent of total abstraction. By com-
parison, in agriculture, forests, and fisheries, 
total water use is 159 units, of which 76 units are 
consumed (48 percent of the total supply) while 
the household sector consumes only 4 percent 
of the total supplied (10 units out of 251). 

3.2 SEEAW stock accounts

Imbalances between inflows and outflows over 
a given time period cause a change in stocks. 
Some such changes are easily observed: river 
flows (and rainfall) enter a reservoir, and are 
released for power generation, irrigation, or 
other uses. In high-rainfall years, the inflows 
will be high, so that at the end of the hydrologi-
cal reporting period the reservoir will contain 
more water than at the beginning. Observation 
of the depth of water in the reservoir allows esti-
mation of the opening stock, the closing stock, 
and thus the change in stock. Such informa-
tion is of great importance to water managers 
who must plan in advance to protect supplies 
if severe shortages are anticipated, or to guard 
against downstream flooding if high inflows are 
expected while the reservoir is full.

Other water stocks are much less easy to 
measure or monitor. In the case of snowpacks 
it is very di2cult to estimate opening and clos-
ing stocks, because they rest on rock forma-
tions whose precise topography is hidden from 
view, but it is possible to monitor trends over 
time that indicate whether the stock is increas-
ing, decreasing, or stable. Similarly, aquifers 
are complex structures, with varying porosity 
and poorly documented linkages between shal-
low and deep components – so that translat-
ing changes in depth at sample locations into 
volumes is di2cult, though the trend is a clear 
indicator of whether the aquifer is gaining or 
losing storage over time. 

Table 3 presents -''6(’s reporting format for 
stocks.

This example already has some obvious 
“round number” estimates – indeed all the 
opening stock items are rounded to one or two 
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significant figures, while the changes in stock 
are expressed with great precision (up to five 
significant figures).

Soil water (-() is of some interest, and was 
contentious during the process of formulating 
-''6(  (,. 4+'",'", &'+-5"6. )533!"#)67#5", 
6!/!-7 15, 2011.<11 We note first that the reported 
change in stock over the reporting period (53 
Mm3, closing stock-opening stock in Table 3) is 
0.22 percent of annual flow through the soil, or 
the typical flow for one day. Heavy rain the day 
before, or after, the time of evaluation of this 
variable would substantially a1ect the actual 
value of stock, but the facilities to record such 
data at the national level do not exist.

1 Karen Franken is Co-ordinator of the AQUASTAT 
Program and a Senior Water Resources Management 
Officer with the FAO.

Technically, -( is that quantity of water 
stored in the upper profile of the soil that is 
available for crop transpiration, or can evapo-
rate directly. This apparently simple definition 
is, however, complicated by several factors. 

First, the quantity that can be stored depends 
on the soil type and depth, so the potential for 
-( storage must be mapped, and then con-
verted to an actual level depending on previous 
precipitation and/or irrigation events. 

Second, a deep-rooted plant can obviously 
draw on more water than a shallow-rooted 
plant – so the estimate of -( obtained in the 
first step, above must be further adjusted for 
actual plant cover.

Third, whether -( actually becomes evapo-
ration, transpiration, or something else depends 
on factors totally outside the control of manag-
ers – in particular, whether it rains “on top of” 

TABLE 3TABLE 3

Statement of stocks (Mm3)

 

Surface water

Ground 
water Soil water TotalReservoirs Lakes Rivers

Snow, ice, 
glaciers

1. Opening stocks 1,500 2,700 5,000 100,000 500 109,700

Increases in stocks

2. Returns 300 53 315 669

3. Precipitation 124 246 50 23,015 23,435

4. Inflows 1,054 339 20,137 437 21,967

4.a From upstream territories 17,650 17,650

4.b From other resources in the territory 1,054 339 2,487 437 4,317

Decreases in stock

5. Abstraction 280 20 141 476 50 967

6. Evaporation/actual evapotranspiration 80 215 54 21,125 21,474

7. Outflows

7.a To downstream territories 9,430 9,430

7.b To the sea 10,000 10,000

8. Other

9. Closing stocks 1,618 2,950 4,272 100,189 553 109,583

Source: based on SEEAW table 6.1
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the existing -(. For any given combination of 
current -(, soil type, and plant cover, addi-
tional rainfall or irrigation will result in some 
combination of: (a) additional infiltration to the 
groundwater if the soil profile exceeds its water-
holding capacity; (b) additional runo1 if the 
profile becomes saturated or the rate of delivery 
of additional water exceeds the maximum rate 
of infiltration for the soil type/topography; (c) 
additional evaporation if the soil surface was 
not fully wet; and/or (d) additional transpira-
tion if the crop was water-stressed prior to the 
arrival of extra water.

Viewed from this perspective, -( has the 
characteristics of a contingent asset: an asset 
whose value will be determined by events out-
side the control of the owner of the asset. A 
specific volume of -( will contribute to one 
or another of the above outflows depending 
on subsequent rainfall events. Converting this 
already uncertain scenario from a physical to 
a financial indicator adds the dimension that 
the ultimate value of plant transpiration from 
today’s soil moisture depends on future sup-
plies to ensure that the crop reaches maturity.

3.3 SEEAW accounts: an evaluation

The -''6( approach is an e1ective way to sum-
marize hydrological flow data in a consistent 
format. The framework is hydrologically sound 

– distinguishing between consumptive and non-
consumptive uses, and respecting the law of 
conservation of mass.

The stock accounts are problematic – not 
because of conceptual limitations, but rather 
because key data are unlikely ever to be 
available.

One aspect of the -''6( accounts as pre-
sented in the manual relates directly to the 
question of valuing natural wealth: the manual 
does not address the traditional construct of 

“the environment” (i.e., the largely unmanaged 
collection of ecosystems, plant and animal life, 
habitats, etc., that both enrich life for all and 
provide crucial services for human well-being). 

This issue is easily remedied by a simple 
extension of -''6(’s reporting format that does 
not conflict with the principles on which -''6( 
is formulated. Additional columns for areas of 
interest (rainfed agriculture, natural forests, 
rangelands, wetlands, etc.) are added to the 
table, and the relevant flows are reported. The 
-''6( accounts already include “households,” 
which have no #-#) classification but are essen-
tial to documenting the financial flows in the 
economy. Adding columns for the main actors 
in the water economy is similarly consistent 
with -''6(’s logic. 

These comments and suggested amend-
ments to the physical accounts proposed in 
the -''6( manual do not yet tackle valuation 
of those elements of the “natural” economy, or 
indeed deriving value-of-water estimates (finan-
cial, economic, and social) from the relationship 
between water flows and financial flows in the 
economic sectors. 

4. From physical water accounting to 
valuing water

At the beginning of this chapter, some of the 
problems and challenges involved in describing 
physical water use consistently across sectors 
were identified. Valuing water is also problem-
atic both for “water-specific” reasons and for 
reasons that apply to the valuation of any input 
into economic processes. The “water-specific” 
reasons are outlined below.

The fundamental role of water to human 
life – we die of thirst in its absence – suggests 
a near infinite value for the first few liters per 
capita per day. Since plants require water to 
grow, our next fundamental need, for food, is 
also extremely valuable and typically several 
orders of magnitude greater in terms of volume: 
a kilogram of grain typically involves transpira-
tion of a metric ton of water, or one thousand 
liters. Further economic activities (as clearly 
set out in -''6() also involve water use and/
or consumption, and what we can learn about 
value from those accounts will be discussed 
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below. First, though, we should note that add-
ing more water to “the economy” rather quickly 
progresses from high value (as scarcity is alle-
viated), to no value (excess rainfall that drains 
away naturally), to negative value when floods 
occur. Thus the value of water cannot be disag-
gregated from time, location, quantity, and the 
precedent conditions: it may rain heavily in one 
part of the country, causing floods and negative 
value added, while a few hundred kilometers 
away an area in drought would have benefited 
greatly from the incremental water supply; 
heavy rains after a period of drought bring relief, 
while the same quantity of rain following earlier 
rainfall brings floods.

Additionally, while most components of 
natural wealth exist predominantly as stocks 
that change slowly over time (forests, mineral 
reserves, ecosystems, etc.), water, except in the 
polar icecaps, is predominantly a flow. A nation’s 
water assets are predominantly the rainfall that 
supports natural vegetation, and the associ-
ated river flows that can, to some extent at 
least, be harnessed for economic exploitation. 
The exception to this is groundwater stored in 
aquifers. Depletion of the aquifer occurs when 
abstractions exceed recharge, which may be an 
occasional aberration, or a long-term imbal-
ance. In some countries, aquifers deposited over 
millennia are (rather like a coal deposit) being 
continuously depleted.

While it may be possible to estimate the 
value that can be derived from the storage in an 
aquifer (one kilogram of grain per cubic meter 
stored, for example), assessing the value of rain-
fall is a far more complicated and uncertain pro-
cess – continuous rainfall for 80 percent of the 
cropping season will have no value at all if fol-
lowed by complete drought for the final 20 per-
cent; excess rainfall will damage crops, and so 
on. And to add to this complexity, when there is 
a widespread drought (as in 2008, for example) 
the prices of grains and other agricultural com-
modities rise sharply so that the total value of 
production may not change significantly. One 
interpretation of that phenomenon might be 
that the unit value of water increased while the 

total value remained constant. An alternative 
view is that water is such a fundamental input 
into life that it cannot be evaluated “locally” 
without knowing what is happening every-
where else.

Turning now to the general di2culties of 
placing a value on one input into an economic 
activity, even the fullest and most accurate set 
of -''6( accounts gives only the most super-
ficial indicator of the value of water. If, for 
example, we know that an industry uses I units 
of water and produces = units of economic 
activity, we still do not know  whether adding 
or subtracting a unit of water would proportion-
ately impact on the economic outcome. If the 
use is predominantly non-consumptive, such 
as household use, where consumption is say 4 
percent of water supplied, then the water could, 
with suitable treatment, be recycled indefinitely 
and “water use” as measured by abstractions 
from the environment would fall by 96 percent 
without loss of economic benefit, but at the cost 
of investment in on-site treatment. Similarly, 
industries can often recycle water, and the case 
of alternative technologies for cooling thermal 
power plants has already been discussed above. 
Di1erent technologies have vastly di1erent co-
e2cients of water use and consumption for the 
same economic result.

In agriculture particularly, the productiv-
ity of water (and hence the estimate of “water 
wealth”) implied by the ratio of economic out-
put to water use depends substantially on other 
factors of production. The green revolution 
e1ectively doubled grain yields per unit of water 
consumed. Did the “water wealth” of countries 
that benefited from the green revolution double 
during that period? How can the incremental 
production over the green revolution period 
be allocated among research into high yielding 
varieties, technology, management, increased 
use of chemicals, and the water, soil, and sun-
shine that nature provided? Only for produc-
ers who are at the production frontier can we 
be sure that reduced supplies of one input will 
impact on the economic outcome, and even 
there the marginal productivity is not equal to 
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the average productivity implied by the simple 
division of output by total input.

Finally, there is the problem of aggregation 
in space and time. Most countries, even small, 
temperate ones such as the !.,., have areas that 
have enough rainfall that agricultural produc-
tion and ecosystem stability are rarely con-
strained by water (the southwest), and other 
areas where precipitation is frequently exces-
sive (Wales), or in deficit (East Anglia). In such 
circumstances, analysis at the regional/annual 
level will identify whether there is a prob-
lem, and perhaps point to regional solutions. 
However, aggregating the average water supply 
to a national level will reduce the information 
available because the surplus from Wales will 
o1set the scarcity in East Anglia. Such varia-
tions are far more extreme in large countries, 
such as India, which includes both the wettest 
location in the world and some of the driest. 
These issues are recognized in -''6(:

Regarding problems of spatial aggregation:
9.51. Water availability and demand, as 

well as water quality, can vary a great deal 

over time and space. It is di2cult to address 

sustainability on a national level when sus-

tainability of water use is determined on a 

local or regional basis.

Source: SEEAW, p.152.

And regarding temporal aggregation:
9.60. A first possibility is to reduce the 

duration of the accounting period: in many 

countries, quarterly national accounts are 

already built. Quarterly water accounts may 

be useful in some countries; for example, sea-

sonal water accounts for Spain would reveal 

higher pressure on water in summer com-

pared to winter.

Source: SEEAW, p.154.

An alternative source of information about 
the value of water is evidence from financial 
transactions involving water. The potential of 
markets and water pricing to provide incentives 
for better allocation of water, and indicators 
of its value have attracted substantial inter-
est in recent years. The number of theoretical 
demonstrations of the potential benefits of 

such mechanisms exceeds the examples “on 
the ground” by at least one order of magnitude, 
and more likely by two or three. Representative 
examples of the evidence from the field include 
groundwater markets (e.g., Eastern India); rising 
block tari1s (e.g., Israel); and the water rights 
trading system in the Murray-Darling basin in 
Australia.

The first of these – groundwater markets – 
while widely reported and studied, o1er little 
information about the value of water, because in 
fact the market is in pumping services drawing 
from a common pool resource. As newer, bigger, 
deeper, more e2cient wells are installed, the price 
of water tends to be driven down towards the 
costs of the most e2cient pumper, while telling 
us nothing about what the price of water would 
be if constrained to the sustainable supply.

Rising block tari1s, which allow provision of 
a basic supply at a low unit price with successive 
increments being progressively more expensive, 
might o1er more insights, but even where used 
e1ectively, such as in Israel, additional factors 
conspire to obscure the prospect of deriving a 
comprehensive valuation of the water resource 
(-. 6+.5-5+544,22 &'+-5"6. )533!"#)67#5", 
4'*+!6+= 25, 2003<.

The allocation of water among sectors is 
determined by government decree based 
on recent hydrological data. 
A market-based system has been dis-
cussed, but resisted by politicians and 
farmers. State lawyers objected strongly 
against this, arguing mainly that you 
cannot trade with a commodity that 
does not belong to you, and to do so 
would undermine the basis of the water 
law and the public ownership of water.
Within agriculture, the rising block tari1 
is basically set so as to encourage water 
demand at a particular level: the price 
per unit is below the likely benefits of 
use up to the target demand level, and 

2 Saul Arlosoroff is the former Chair of the Israeli 
Water Commission. Interpretations are the responsi-
bility of the author.
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substantially higher than that price for 
supplies in excess of the target demand. 

The information about the value of water 
that can be derived from these data is lim-
ited – all we know is that the marginal value 
of water to a sector whose total allocation has 
been administratively set is between the two 
prices at the target consumption level. We learn 
nothing about the average productivity of water 
and nothing about the prices that would have 
prevailed if trade between sectors had been 
allowed, or trade within the sector (which hap-
pens, but informally), or the average benefits 
derived from water use.

5. Application of SEEAW

-''6( has been actively promoted through 
workshops and training programs for some 
years, but Australia is the only country for 
which detailed implementation plans and prog-
ress seem to be available. The process has been 
lengthy and detailed and has resulted in many 
reports, reviews, and studies. This brief sum-
mary tries only to capture key issues that have 
arisen during that process, to document the 
current implementation of -''6(, and to sum-
marize ongoing advances in preparing water 
accounts in Australia.

The initial step was to review data avail-
ability nationwide, and test the extent to which 
water accounts could be formulated on a stan-
dardized basis.  This “discovery phase” reported 
the following:33

[A]s part of the Water Accounting Project, 

information was sought on the availability of 

the data that, desirably, would be used to con-

struct the water balances. It was found that 

for several items either no data or limited 

data existed. These items were:

Volume of water in soil moisture store  —

(no data);

Volume of water in snowpack (no  —

data);

3 Australian National Water Commission 2005

Volume of water in river channels  —

(data available in New South Wales).

Although these items continue to be 

shown in the water balance it is not expected 

that any data could be shown against them. 

They remain in the water balance sheet as a 

reminder of their existence and that in some 

instances they should not be overlooked. In 

all water balances the data components have 

been listed even when data was not available 

to highlight data availability issues and reli-

ability of the water balances....

Key areas of water diversion and use that 

are generally excluded from accounting of 

water resources [include] forestry. The a1or-

estation of catchments has the potential to 

reduce catchment runo1, to reduce recharge 

to groundwater, and to extract water directly 

from groundwater. Many of the states and ter-

ritories are aware of this impact, but none has 

considered increased forestry development in 

their water resource planning frameworks.

South Australia has introduced a system 

of “water e1ecting permits” to account for the 

impact of plantation forestry on groundwater 

recharge in the south east of the state.

These observations – on the di2culty of 
estimating soil moisture and other elements of 
the asset accounts – and the impacts of changes 
in land use on runo1 – are noteworthy.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics had 
already in 2006 issued guidelines referencing 
the !"--''6( system,44 which was to be applied 
to the reporting of the 2004–05 national water 
accounts.

However, the following statement from 
the introduction to Chapter 4 of the 2004–05 
National Water Accounts for Australia55 is 
apparently at variance with one critical ele-
ment of the -''6( approach – namely the 
distinction between consumptive and non-
consumptive uses:

4 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006), Proposed 
Methodology for Producing Regional Water Use 
Estimates, 2004-05, cat. no. 4610.0.55.001, 1-4

5 National Water Accounts for Australia (2004–05)
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This chapter examines the use of water within 

the agriculture industry in Australia. Water 

used by this industry includes stock drinking 

water and water applied through irrigation 

to crops and pastures.... Since the agriculture 

industry does not use water in-stream, or 

supply water to other users, total water use 

is equal to water consumption. (emphasis 

added)

Nevertheless, the accounts produced by 
Australia are the most comprehensive avail-
able application of the -''6( approach. Table 4, 
assembles data from the 2004–05 accounts.

This table shows the wide variation across 
the country in the pattern and intensity of 
resource use. The table is entirely based on 
abstracted water, and thus masks the important 
contribution that rainfall makes to rainfed agri-
culture and the natural environment. 

It also demonstrates the uncertain impact 
of aggregating regional accounts into a national 
account – which applies to many large countries 
like Australia – where transfers of water between 
regions are not economically feasible. While the 
national picture shows that only 6 percent of 

the annual water resource is consumed, this fig-
ure masks variations from less than 1 percent of 
the available resource (Northern Territories) to 
32 percent in South Australia, which is a severely 
water-stressed area, and where extensive gov-
ernment interventions to restore ecosystem 
health are underway.

Underlying these summary tables are many 
more detailed reports – agriculture broken 
down by crop; regions by basin; resources bro-
ken down into surface and groundwater; etc. 

In many countries, rainfed agriculture is 
often a much more significant water user than 
irrigated agriculture; forestry may be larger still, 
and some countries have vast areas of rainfed 
land that provide the basic resource for tourism 
and recreational activities (for example, game 
parks in Africa and wilderness areas in the 
United States).

E1orts to translate these physical data into 
financial information are quite limited. Data 
from the Murray-Darling show returns from 
various crops varying by a factor of almost 10 
between rice and vegetables – confirming the 
di2culty of placing a value on “water” even in a 

TABLE 4TABLE 4

Water accounts for Australia, 2004–05

 

Water Consumption in 2004–05 (GL)

ACT1 NSW2 NT3 QLD4 SA5 TAS6 VIC7 WA8 Australia

Agriculture 1 4,133 47 2,916 1,020 258 3,281 535 12,191

Forestry and fishing <1 11 <1 3 <1 4 8 25 52

Mining <1 63 17 83 19 16 32 183 413

Manufacturing <1 126 6 158 55 49 114 81 589

Elec and gas - 76 1 81 3 <1 99 13 271

Water supply 5 631 8 426 71 20 793 128 2,083

Other 17 310 30 201 52 18 262 168 1,059

Household 31 573 31 493 144 69 405 362 2,108

Total 56 5,922 141 4,361 1365 434 4,993 1495 18,767

Total resource con-
sumption %

256 45,369 55,784 112,905 4,321 47,056 21,332 49,094 336,117

Australian Capital 1. 

Territory 

New South Wales2. 

Northern Territory3. 

Queensland4. 

South Australia5. 

Tasmania6. 

Victoria7. 

Western Australia8. 
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single sector when divorced from the associated 
risks, management requirements, input costs, 
perishability, etc. 

 

6. Conclusions

The terminology of the physical accounts pre-
sented by -''6( is well defined, and allows 
a country to report annual flows of water in 
relation to economic sectors in a meaningful 
way. Such data can assist national planning and 
the formulation of approaches to scarcity and 
competition. Certainly, the availability of such 
analysis will improve inter-sectoral understand-
ing of water issues. 

In application, the -''6( approach has 
proved di2cult, even in a sophisticated and 
highly developed water economy such as 
Australia. Especially in the stock accounts, key 
data are not available – volume stored in ice-
caps, volume in streams, and volume in soil 
moisture. 

Since the -''6( accounts are formulated 
on the basis of industrial sectors for which 
financial data are collected separately, it is rela-
tively easy to link the accounts and provide first 
indications of the role of water in each sector 
and, by inference, the significance of water to 
the economy. Already at this stage, however, 
the interpretation can become problematic: 
the fact that an industry generates $I of value 
added and consumes $= units of water cannot 
be interpreted as indicating a value of $I9= per 
unit of water for a number of reasons:

If water is plentiful for the industry in 
question, it may well be that usage could 
be curtailed significantly without addi-
tional investment or reduction in value 
added.
Even where water is scarce, the relation-
ship between the marginal value of water 
and the average value is uncertain.
Financial prices, which are generally what 
we have available for this type of analysis, 
will often diverge from economic prices 

(which adjust financial prices for distor-
tions caused by subsidies, quota restric-
tions and taxes), and even more from 
prices that reflect social issues and “ex-
ternalities” such as damage to the envi-
ronment.

Taken together, these issues suggest that 
we very rarely know the precise relationship 
between aggregate water availability and physi-
cal output; we know even less about the mar-
ginal relationship between water availability 
and economic output, and we typically know 
still less about the price that should properly be 
assigned to the non-financial impacts of water 
use and consumption.

Finally, it is clear that aggregating “water” 
over time and space will entirely mask the vari-
ability that so profoundly a1ects the value of 
water to a country.

While these points cast significant, perhaps 
insurmountable doubts on the possibility to 
construct a meaningful statement of a nation’s 
water wealth, the first step of assembling data 
on the sources and uses of water within the 
economy can only help move important politi-
cal debates forward as competition increases, 
and point to areas where interventions will be 
most appropriate. 

To meet this need, and also to link water to 
the broader ecological and environmental sta-
tus of a nation, -''6( accounts should include 
the “unmanaged” natural landscape, includ-
ing forests, rainfed rangelands, and wetlands, 
which are major features of the water economy 
and potential components of the financial econ-
omy; “managed” areas including rainfed agri-
culture feature in the financial economy as well 
as the water economy; and irrigated agriculture 
is a dominant feature of the water economy in 
many countries, as well as an important part of 
the financial economy.
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CHAPTER 11CHAPTER 11

Safeguarding the future of the  

wealth of nature

Sustainability, substitutability, measurement, thresholds, and aggre-

gation issues in natural capital accounting for human well-being

Paul Ekins

Nature is very different from human, social, 
and manufactured capital stocks in that it pre-
dates humanity and it operates through its own 
complex laws and systems.

Most accounting for natural capital involves 
assigning monetary values to the flows of bene-
fits from that capital. A monetary measure sug-
gests that one capital stock can be substituted 
for another when trying to measure a country’s 
total wealth in a multi-capital model. For natu-
ral capital, there is an emerging body of opin-
ion that such substitutability is not complete, 
therefore accounting for it in this way could be 
seriously misleading. 

The assumption of more or less complete 
substitutability between natural capital and 
other capital stocks is sometimes referred to as 
the “weak sustainability” assumption; while an 
assumption of limited substitutability is termed 
the “strong sustainability” assumption. 

The assumption of strong sustainability in 
respect of certain important aspects of natural 
capital would seem more consistent with the 
scientific evidence. Starting with this assump-
tion when trying to understand the interac-
tions between di1erent forms of capital allows 
substitutability to be considered to the extent 
appropriate. Starting with an assumption of 
complete substitutability (the weak sustain-
ability perspective), and proceeding directly to 
monetary valuation, tends to obscure those 
situations where this assumption is not valid.

While consumption is important to well-
being, it is also a1ected by a number of other 
important factors. The contribution of natural 
capital to well-being has not been widely rec-
ognized in the literature, but that has started 
to change in recent years as diverse contribu-
tions have been revealed through ecosystem 
assessments.
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1. Introduction

This chapter reviews a number of actual or 
potentially problematic issues that have arisen 
in relation to wealth accounting, which can 
supplement or modify the overall picture of 
wealth accounting as described in this report, 
and that need to be taken into account in the 
practice of it.

All the issues explored here (as is true for 
wealth accounting as a whole) can be clearly 
related to, and in this chapter are based on, a 
four-capitals model of wealth creation. The 
model is described in Section 2, followed by def-
initions and discussions of human, social, and, 
in more length, natural capital – the three capi-
tals usually given the least attention in wealth 
accounting because of the emphasis given 
to manufactured capital. As noted in earlier 
chapters, the concept of capital is well suited 
to framing a discussion of sustainability and 
sustainable development, and the four-capitals 
framework enables these subjects to be treated 
in an integrated way.

Most accounting for natural capital, includ-
ing what is described in other chapters of this 
report, proceeds by assigning monetary values 
to the flows of benefits from that capital and 
thereby inferring the value of the natural capi-
tal stock. This assumes that, in a multi-capital 
model such as that presented here, there is 
complete substitutability between the capital 
stocks11 that are being thus valued. For natural 
capital, there is now a considerable amount of 
literature giving reasons as to why such substi-
tutability is incomplete, and therefore account-
ing for it by this method is also likely to be 
incomplete. Section 3 gives a brief overview of 
these reasons and discusses in the light of them 
the various methods by which natural capital 

1 An assumption of substitutability between natural 
capital and other capital stocks is sometimes referred 
to as the “weak sustainability” assumption, while an 
assumption of limited substitutability is termed the 

“strong sustainability” assumption. This distinction is 
further explored below.

has been measured, and the advantages and dis-
advantages of these methods.

The concept of environmental sustainabil-
ity has been developed largely to address issues 
involving what has been called “critical natural 
capital” ;',#"- '7 6.. 2003), when strong rather 
than weak sustainability seems a more appro-
priate starting assumption. This is the subject of 
Section 4, which starts by introducing the idea 
of environmental functions. Environmental sus-
tainability is then defined as the maintenance of 
the minimum thresholds of natural capital that 
are required to sustain important environmen-
tal functions, and principles of environmental 
sustainability as well as sustainability standards, 
are articulated on this basis. This permits the 
definition of an indicator of environmental sus-
tainability that shows the “gap” between current 
uses of the environment and the sustainability 
standard. The final part of this section describes 
the main, recently developed method of mea-
suring the flows of resources through the econ-
omy with a view to identifying whether they are 
being used sustainably, and relates this to the 
concepts of resource e2ciency and dematerial-
ization, the achievement of which are important 
if sustainable resource use is to be achieved in a 
context of continuing economic growth.

If substitutability is one assumption at 
the heart of most natural capital accounting, 
another is that wealth is the stock that provides 
the flow of future consumption (the value of 
which then needs to be discounted to arrive 
at its present value). However, as shown in the 
four-capitals model, the purpose of wealth cre-
ation is not consumption per se, but the mainte-
nance and increase of human welfare. There is 
now a considerable body of literature to show 
that there are many more influences on human 
welfare than material consumption. Section 5 
briefly explores this literature, in which vari-
ous terms for welfare (for example, well-being), 
tend to be used interchangeably. The literature 
surprisingly places very little emphasis on the 
influence of the environment on human well-
being, despite the fact that it is intuitively obvi-
ous that environmental functions, or ecosystem 
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goods and services as they have also been called, 
are clearly crucial for both human survival and 
human welfare. This emerges clearly from the 
ecosystem assessments that have so far been 
carried out, and the section closes with esti-
mates of some values delivered by ecosystem 
goods and services in the !.,. Section 6 con-
cludes by briefly drawing together the various 
strands of the chapter.

2. The four-capitals model of wealth 
creation

In order to treat these issues adequately, it is 
necessary to be clear about the definition of 
wealth that is being employed and to locate 
the issues within a comprehensive theoreti-
cal framework that identifies the relationship 
between wealth and human welfare and shows 
how wealth can be created and destroyed. Such 
a framework was set out in Ekins (2000, &.53), 
and is illustrated here in Figure 1. 

There is no space to elabo-
rate the theory fully here, but 
Figure 1 suggests that wealth 
creation is the product of the 
joint application for produc-
tive purposes of di1erent 
kinds of capital, where capital 
is a stock, or asset, that has the 
characteristic of producing a 
flow of income or some other 
benefit. The four-capitals 
model distinguishes between 
four di1erent types of capital: 
manufactured (or physical) capital (e.g., build-
ings, built infrastructure); human capital (e.g., 
knowledge, skills, health); social capital (rela-
tionships and institutions); and natural (or envi-
ronmental, ecological) capital.22 The four capitals 

2  It may be noted that in this formulation, financial 
capital is a form of social capital with the power to 
mobilize other forms of social capital and the other 
three capitals.

Welfare, utility,
U

Natural capital, EC

Environmental services, ES

Human capital, HC

Social/organizational capi-
tal, SC

Production process/  
national economy, P

Manufactured capital, KC

Intermediate produc-
tion, M

Investment, I

Consumption, CO

Wastes, pollution, W

Depreciation, D

Kp

Sp

Hp

Mp
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Capital feedback effects
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Wu
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COu

Wc

Dc

Ees
Stocks of capital, C
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Esu

Pu

Hu, SOu
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FIGURE 1FIGURE 1

A four-capitals model of 
wealth creation through a 
process of production

Note: In the flow descriptors, the upper 

case letters denote the source of the 

flow; lower case letters denote the 

destination. Those relating to the vari-

ous capital stocks have the C omitted 

for simplicity. 

Source: Ekins (2000), p.53.
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generally need to be combined in a production 
process in order to generate their benefits (this 
is least true of natural capital, which generates 
many benefits independently of humans). 

Inclusive wealth accounting requires that 
the stocks of the four capitals, and changes in 
the stocks, be measured over time. This means 
that the forms of capital themselves need to be 
defined in terms of indicators that are subject 
to measurement. Indicators of manufactured 
capital, both monetary and non-monetary, are 
routinely used and need no further discussion 
here. Because most attention in the rest of this 
chapter will be paid to natural capital, human 
and social/organizational capital are discussed 
briefly first, and will then not be discussed 
further. 

2.1 Human capital

Human capital is a well-established concept in 
economics, with a large literature (8!.6 6"% 
)$'+36), @2007] provide a brief overview), 
often associated with the name of Gary Becker 
(*'),'+ 1993). There has been considerable 
interest in the relationship between human 
capital and productivity (see, for example, -7#.'- 
6"% ,!.:#-6')$6"6 [".%., *!7 647'+ 2003] for 
a literature review), and in how it might be 
measured.

In 2001, the 5')% produced a publication 
specifically on human and social capital, in 
which it discusses measurement issues and the 
evidence that stocks of these types of capital are 
related to economic performance and personal 
well-being (as shown in Figure 1). Human capi-
tal was defined as “the knowledge, skills, com-
petencies and attributes embodied in individu-
als that facilitate the creation of personal, social 
and economic well-being” (5')% 20016, &.18). 

The key function in the creation of human 
capital is learning. This may be learning within 
the family and early childcare settings, formal 
education and training, workplace training 
and informal learning at work, or in daily life. 
There is much evidence that learning is greatly 

influenced by “cultural capital” – “the collec-
tion of family-based resources such as parental 
education levels, social class, and family habits, 
norms and practices which influence academic 
success” (5')% 20016, &.23<. Major specific 
influences include work habits of the family; 
academic aspirations and expectations and the 
support and guidance to help achieve them; and 
a stimulating environment for thinking, imagi-
nation, and discussion of ideas and events.

Learning is negatively a1ected by social 
disadvantage, but can be positively a1ected by 
aspects of social capital to be discussed further 
in the next section: “The potential for school, 
community and family partnerships to support 
learning is especially relevant to families from 
disadvantaged areas and backgrounds where 
they can at a treble disadvantage of poor access 
to income and employment as well as social 
networks” (5')% 20016, &.92). Putnam (2000) 
found that learning outcomes were strongly 
and significantly correlated with a composite 
measure of social capital comprised of the fol-
lowing indicators:

Intensity of involvement in community 
and organizational life.
Public engagement (e.g., voting).
Community volunteering.
Informal sociability (e.g., visiting 
friends).
Reported levels of trust.

There is substantial evidence that human 
capital levels are positively related to wages, 
employment, and economic growth. Indeed, 
one would expect these to be the principal 
economic benefits to flow from human capital. 
There is also substantial evidence that human 
capital is positively related to non-economic 
social and personal well-being, which may in 
turn feed back into economic growth. In fact, 

“the indirect impact of education of economic 
growth via social benefits may be as large as 
the direct impacts” (5')% 20016, &.33), where 
the social benefits include better health, lower 
crime, political and community participa-
tion, social cohesion, more volunteering and 
charitable giving, and better educated children. 
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There is a case for regarding health itself as an 
element of human capital, because it is clearly 
related positively to productivity. These other 
social benefits of education may be regarded as 
elements of social capital, to be discussed in the 
next section, so that human and social capital 
are obviously closely inter-related.

Human capital, the benefits flowing from it, 
or proxies for these may be measured in a num-
ber of di1erent ways, all of them more or less 
problematic:

Education spending, or other expendi-
tures such as on research and develop-
ment. These are input measures. There 
is no guarantee that they result in hu-
man capital and corresponding output 
benefits.
Educational credentials (e.g., years of 
schooling or other education at various 
levels, or enrolment rates) and qualifi-
cations. These are output measures but 
there is no guarantee that these outputs 
are actually being put to productive use 
(i.e., they may be a stock of human capi-
tal in theory, but they may not be leading 
to a flow of benefits).
Various measures of training and the 
higher skill levels to which they lead. It 
is likely that employment-based training, 
although an input measure, leads to its 
intended outputs and benefits because 
those qualified in this way often move 
into more advanced employment in a 
related field.
Surveys of student achievements or adult 
skills, of which easily the most common-
ly investigated is various forms of literacy 
(e.g., prose, document, quantitative lit-
eracy).
Health status.
Indicators of motivation and productiv-
ity, such as absenteeism (for health or 
other reasons) from work.
Employment, unemployment, and wages. 
All jobs presuppose a certain level of hu-
man capital, and the level of this should 
be related to wages.

Indicators of disadvantage, leading to 
educational and learning disadvantages, 
or of the outcomes of measures and poli-
cies to reduce it.
Levels of invention or entrepreneurship, 
as shown for example in numbers of pat-
ents or new business start-ups.

Some of these indicators are already mea-
sured in money terms, most obviously the first 
of the bullet points above, and it is therefore not 
surprising that this is the indicator most often 
used in accounts of human capital creation (e.g., 
(5+.% *6", 2000). In chapter 2 of this report, 
human capital estimates are mainly driven by 
the years of total schooling of the population, 
which is subsequently weighted by its shadow 
price.33 E1orts to improve the measurement of 
human capital have continued (see .' '7 6.. 
@2005A for a review) and, because of the impor-
tance of human capital to business success, 
many business organizations have their own 
systems of indicators to measure their human 
capital, although there seems to be little stan-
dardization of these (+5*#"-5" '7 6.. 2008). 
Further exploration of human capital measure-
ment and related issues is beyond the scope of 
this chapter.

2.2 Social capital

In an early treatment of social capital Coleman 
(1988) defined it as aspects of social structure that 
facilitate action, in terms of the importance of 
obligations and expectations, information chan-
nels, and social norms to education and linked 
it explicitly to human capital, writing: “Social 
capital inheres in the structure of relations 
between actors and among actors.” ()5.'36" 
1988, &.-98). In essence, therefore, social capi-
tal derives from relationships. Distinctions in 
the literature include those between “bonding,” 

3  In this study, the human capital shadow price is 
represented by the present value of the labor com-
pensation received by workers over an entire working 
life.
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“bridging,” and “linking” relationships, where 
bonding relationships relate to the close ties 
mainly between kin and ethnic groups; bridging 
relationships to those that allow individuals to 
transcend those groups; while linking relation-
ships connect individuals and groups to other 
groups and institutions. It should be noted 
that, unlike other forms of capital, the attitudes 
and activities generated by social capital may 
not necessarily be in the broad social interest: 
closely bonded groups may be exclusive; the 
activities of some closely bonded groups may 
be anti-social (e.g., criminal gangs); and other 
groups may pursue their own narrow interests 
at the expense of society at large (e.g., business 
associations or trade unions). 

The definition of social capital in 5')% 
(20016, &.41) is “networks together with shared 
norms, values, and understandings that facili-
tate co-operation within or among groups.” 
However, this seems to be an unnecessarily 
narrow definition, and social capital could also 
be taken to include various other social arrange-
ments that are recognized by the 5')% as being 
closely related to their preferred concept:

Organizational capital, which “reflects 
the shared knowledge, teamwork and 
norms of behavior, and interaction with-
in organisations” (5')% 20016, &.19).
Cultural capital, which are “the habits or 
cultural practices based on knowledge 
and demeanours learned through ex-
posure to role models in the family and 
other environments” (5')% 20016, &.23). 
Political, institutional, and legal arrange-
ments, including the financial system.

Social capital is discussed in some detail in 
World Bank (1997, &&.7744.). This publication 
notes that there are broadly three views on what 
forms social capital: informal and local hori-
zontal associations; hierarchical organizations, 
such as firms and professional associations; and 
formalized national structures, such as govern-
ment and its agencies and legal arrangements. 
These three descriptions of social capital share 
several common features: 

“All link the economic, social, and political 

spheres. They share the belief that social 
relationships a1ect economic outcomes 
and are a1ected by them.
All focus on relationships among eco-
nomic agents and how the formal or in-
formal organization of those can improve 
the e2ciency of economic activities.
All imply that “desirable” social relation-
ships and institutions have positive ex-
ternalities. Because these cannot be ap-
propriated by any one individual, each 
agent has a tendency to under-invest in 
social capital; hence, there is a role for 
public support of social capital building.
All recognize the potential created by 
social relationships for improving devel-
opment outcomes but also recognize the 
danger for negative e1ects. Which out-
come prevails depends on the nature of 
the relationship (horizontal versus hier-
archical) and the wider legal and political 
context” ((5+.% *6", 1997, &.79).

Based on these definitions of social capital, 
the World Bank (1997, &.88) suggests a number 
of indicators of social capital. Table 1 compares 
the headings for social capital given in 5')% 
;20016) and World Bank (1997).

In the intervening years, publications have 
further explored the policy implications of 
the social capital concept (e.g., &+5%!)7#:#7= 
)533#--#5" 2003); the health implications (e.g., 
.5)$"'+ '7 6.. 2003); what kinds of social capi-
tal do most to increase productivity or other 
benefits (e.g., ('.8'. '7 6.. 2005); as well as tak-
ing forward the discussion about appropriate 
indicators (e.g., )6:6=' 2004). These issues are 
outside the scope of this paper, but are clearly 
relevant to any comprehensive articulation of 
the four-capitals framework.

As with human capital, inclusive wealth 
accounting should ideally seek to compute 
changes in quantities of social capital in mone-
tary terms. For human capital, as already noted, 
education spending is often used. For social 
capital, the obvious di2culties of expressing 
relationships in monetary terms have so far 
ruled out this approach.
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2.3 Environmental/natural capital 

From Figure 1, a broad definition of natural 
capital might be everything in nature (biotic 
and abiotic) capable of contributing to human 
well-being, either through the production pro-
cess or directly. As is discussed further below, 
because natural capital has featured regularly 
in various definitions of sustainability and sus-
tainable development (see, for an early example, 
&'88'= 1992, &&.5544.), more attention has been 
paid to the concept as sustainable development 
has risen up the public policy agenda. In this 
context, considerable e1orts have been invested 
in developing and making environmental indi-
cators operational. For example, '!+5-767 pro-
duced a set of environmental indicators, based 
on a major expert consultation ('!+5-767 
20016), while the European Environment 
Agency regularly publishes its “Environmental 
Signals” report (most recently ''6 2011<.  

The 5')%’s main source of environmentally 
relevant data is published as a compendium of 
indicators (5')% 2011).44 It is structured accord-
ing to a Pressure-State-Response (&-+) frame-
work, where Pressures include both direct envi-
ronmental pressures and the indirect pressure 
of the human activities producing the direct 
pressures; the States refer to various environ-
mental conditions; and the Responses relate 
to societal intentions and actions in respect 
to the environmental conditions, and include 
general data. The compendium has been pub-
lished roughly every two years since 1993 and is 
used as the indicator framework for the 5')%’s 
country environmental performance reviews. 
In 2001, 10 headline indicators were selected 
from this compendium (5')% 2001*), and the 
indicators were also selected or combined to 
form the environmental indicators of the 5')% 
sustainable development indicator set (5')% 
1998, 2001)).

4  In 2011, the compendium has different chapters in 
separate pdf files, with data in different chapters from 
different years, the latest being 2008.

The frameworks of environmental indica-
tors produced by '!+5-767 and the 5')% are 
listed in Table 2. There is substantial overlap, 
but also a few di1erences. 

A relatively early attempt to define trends in 
the stock of capital through what were called 
resource indicators was made by the 5')% (2001c, 
&&.6944.). This was an early precursor for natural 
capital of the kind of inclusive wealth account-
ing approaches that have been developed since 
then and that are described in this report. The 
5')% indicators were:

changes in air quality (changes in emis-
sions of )52 or /$/, "5x, and -5x); 
changes in water resources (intensity of 
water use);
changes in land and ecosystems (changes 
in land use); 
changes in biodiversity (protected areas); 
changes in use of energy resources 
(growth in consumption of energy re-
sources); 
net changes in produced assets (change 
in value of the net [manufactured] capi-
tal stock); 
net changes in financial assets (current 
account balance to /%& ratio); 
technological change (multi-factor pro-
ductivity growth rate); 
changes in the stock of human capital 
(changes in the proportion of the popu-
lation with upper secondary/tertiary 

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Headings for indicators of social capital

OECD 
(OECD, 2001a)

World Bank 
(World Bank, 1997)

Context indicators Horizontal associations

Self-sufficiency Civil and political society

Equity Social integration

Health 
Legal and governance 
aspects

Social cohesion
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qualifications); 
investment in human capital (growth in 
expenditure on education); and 
depreciation of human capital (standard-
ized unemployment rates).

5')% ;2001)< also defines a number of out-
come indicators, which are related more to the 
right hand side of Figure 1, from which they may 
contribute to human welfare (e.g., consump-
tion) or feed back into the stocks of capital in 
a positive (e.g., health) or negative (e.g., waste 
generation) way. These indicators are:

consumption (household final consump-
tion expenditure per capita); 
sustainable consumption (waste genera-
tion intensities); 
income distribution (%9/%1 decile ratio/
Gini coe2cient); 
health (life expectancy/disability-free life 
expectancy, environment-related health 

expenditure); 
work status/employment (employment-
to-population ratio); and
education (enrolment rates).

3. Sustainability and sustainable devel-
opment

Conceiving of wealth creation in terms of the 
interaction between di1erent capital stocks 
allows the ideas of sustainability and sustain-
able development to be formulated in robust 
terms. Sustainability itself simply means that 
whatever is being considered has the capacity 
for continuance. As discussed in Ekins (2003), 
the literature on sustainable development has 
come to a broad consensus that sustainable 
development entails meeting human needs and 
increasing quality of life now and in the future, 
the multi-dimensional nature of which has led 
to sustainable development being regarded as 
having economic, social, and environmental 

“pillars,” or dimensions. 
With regard to the economic dimension (as 

is also true for the idea of manufactured capital), 
the sustainable development concept has con-
tributed little that is new. Economists have long 
had guidelines as to whether economic growth 
and development should be regarded as sus-
tainable. The rate of inflation, public sector net 
credit requirement, and balance of payments, 
among others, are all considered to be impor-
tant indicators of economic sustainability. 

The idea of social sustainability, in contrast, 
is both far less developed and seems much more 
intractable. It is true that social sustainability is 
a1ected by such conditions as poverty, inequal-
ity, unemployment, social exclusion, and the 
corruption or breakdown of social institutions. 
But the relationship between sustainability 
and these conditions is clearly very complex 
and quite di1erent between di1erent societ-
ies. It seems unlikely that a social sustainabil-
ity threshold for unemployment or inequality, 
comparable for example to the target rate of 
inflation for economic sustainability, will be 

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Structure of the environmental indicator sets of 
EUROSTAT and OECD

EUROSTAT OECD

Themes (pollution)
Climate change
Ozone depletion
Air pollution
Waste
Water pollution
Dispersion of toxic substances

Themes and indicators 
(resource depletion)
Water consumption
Timber balance
Urbanization of land
Energy use
Fishing pressure
Loss of biodiversity

Mixed resource and pollution 
themes
Marine environment and 
coastal zones
Urban environmental problems

Pollution issues
Climate change
Ozone layer depletion
Air quality
Waste
Water quality

Resource issues
Water resources
Forest resources
Land resources
Energy resources
Fish resources
Biodiversity (and wildlife)
Mineral resources

Key sectors
Energy, transport, industry, 
agriculture

Other issues
Risks
Environmental expenditure and 
taxes
Multilateral environmental 
agreements
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identified. What seems more important in this 
case, is to ensure that the direction of change 
is toward what is considered necessary for sus-
tainability, rather than the attainment of some 
particular number. 

Environmental sustainability is related to 
natural capital, which is the main concern of 
this chapter, and this concept is discussed and 
developed in some detail in Section 4. However, 
if sustainable development entails, at a mini-
mum, sustaining the flows of benefits that give 
rise to human welfare and therefore the capital 
stock that produces the benefits, the issues that 
immediately arise are whether there is substi-
tutability between capitals (in the literature, the 
di1erence between weak and strong sustain-
ability); whether the flows from the capitals 
can be valued in monetary terms (especially 
problematic for natural capital) and, if so, how 
(valuation of the capital stocks depends on valu-
ation of the flows from them); and the di1er-
ence between the economic, social, and envi-
ronmental dimensions of sustainability. These 
issues are explored briefly here (and in more 
detail in ',#"- 2000), and lead naturally into a 
discussion as to how sustainable development 
and progress toward it, should be measured. 

3.1 Weak and strong sustainability

It has been noted above that sustainable devel-
opment is intended to deliver benefits across 
economic, social, and environmental dimen-
sions of human life. The first point to be made 
about this combination of objectives is that 
their simultaneous achievement by an indus-
trial economy across all major environmental 
dimensions would be unprecedented. In fact, 
if industrial production can be characterized 
as above as the judicious combination of four 
kinds of capital stock, then one of the main 
discernible aspects of this process in the history 
of industrialism is the systematic depletion of 
natural capital in favor of manufactured and 
human capital.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the purpose of pro-
duction is to satisfy human needs and increase 
human welfare and quality of life. Sustainable 
production and, therefore, sustainable develop-
ment require that the capital stocks from which 
the satisfaction of human needs and increased 
quality of life derive are maintained or increased 
over time.

This immediately raises the question as 
to whether it is the total stock of capital that 
must be maintained, with substitution allowed 
between various parts of it, or whether certain 
components of capital are non-substitutable, 
that is they contribute to welfare in a unique 
way that cannot be replicated by another 
capital component. With regard to natural 
capital, Turner (1993, &&.9–15) identifies four 
di1erent kinds of sustainability, ranging from 
very weak (which assumes complete substitut-
ability between this and other capital types) to 
very strong (which assumes no substitutability 
so that all natural capital must be conserved). 
Few would contend that all natural capital is 
substitutable, while very strong sustainability 
has been called “absurdly strong sustainabil-
ity” (%6.= 1995, &.49) in order to dismiss it from 
practical consideration. Turner’s more interest-
ing intermediate categories are:

Weak environmental sustainability, 
which derives from a perception that 
welfare is not normally dependent on a 
specific form of capital and can be main-
tained by substituting manufactured for 
natural capital, though with exceptions. 
Strong environmental sustainability, 
which derives from a di1erent percep-
tion that substitutability of manufac-
tured for natural capital is seriously 
limited by such environmental charac-
teristics as: irreversibility, uncertainty 
and the existence of “critical” compo-
nents of natural capital, which make a 
unique contribution to welfare. An even 
greater importance is placed on natural 
capital by those who regard it in many 
instances as a complement to man-made 
capital (%6.= 1992, &&.2744.<.
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The point at issue is which perception most 
validly describes reality. Resolving this point 
should be an empirical rather than a theoretical 
or ideological matter. However, if weak sustain-
ability is assumed a priori, it is impossible to 
show ex post whether the assumption was justi-
fied or not, for the following reason:

The assumption underlying weak sustain-
ability is that there is no essential di1erence 
between di1erent forms of capital, or between 
the kinds of welfare that they generate. This 
enables, theoretically at least, all types of capital 
and the services and welfare generated by them 
to be expressed in the same monetary unit. In 
practice, there may be insuperable di2culties 
in performing the necessary monetization and 
aggregation across the range of issues involved, 
but the theoretical position is clear and strenu-
ous e1orts are being made to make it opera-
tional. But the numbers that emerge from these 
e1orts can only show if weak sustainability has 
been achieved, that is whether overall welfare 
has been maintained. They cannot shed any 
light on the question as to whether the assump-
tion of commensurable and substitutable capi-
tals was justified in the first place.

By keeping di1erent kinds of capital dis-
tinct from each other, the strong sustainabil-
ity assumption, in contrast, can examine each 
type’s particular contribution to welfare. The 
examination may reveal that, in some cases, the 
welfare derived from one type of capital is fully 
commensurable with other welfare from pro-
duction. It can be expressed in monetary form so 
that, in these cases, substitutability with other 
forms of capital exists, and the weak sustain-
ability condition of a non-declining aggregate 
capital stock is su2cient to maintain welfare. 
In other cases, the outcome of the examination 
may be di1erent. The important point is that 
starting from a strong sustainability assumption 
of non-substitutability in general, it is possible 
to shift to a weak sustainability position where 
that is shown to be appropriate. But starting 
from a weak sustainability assumption permits 
no such insights to enable exceptions to be 
identified. In terms of scientific methodology, 

strong sustainability is therefore greatly pre-
ferred as the a priori position.

In respect to natural capital, there are other 
theoretical reasons for choosing the strong sus-
tainability assumption, in addition to the prac-
tical reason of the sheer di2culty of carrying 
out the necessary weak sustainability calcula-
tions for complex environmental e1ects. Victor 
(1991, &&.210–211) notes that there is a recogni-
tion in economics going back to Marshall that 
manufactured capital is fundamentally di1er-
ent from environmental resources. The former 
is human-made and reproducible in the quanti-
ties desired, the latter is the “free gift of nature” 
and in many categories is in fixed or limited sup-
ply. The destruction of manufactured capital is 
very rarely irreversible (this would only occur if 
the human capital, or knowledge, that created 
the manufactured capital had also been lost), 
whereas irreversibility is common in the con-
sumption of natural capital with such e1ects 
as species extinction, climate change, or even 
the combustion of fossil fuels. Moreover, to the 
extent that manufactured capital requires natu-
ral capital for its production, it can never be a 
complete substitute for resources. 

Victor et al. (1998, &.206) identify the ele-
ments of natural capital that are essential for 
life as we know it as: water, air, minerals, energy, 
space, and genetic materials, to which might be 
added the stratospheric ozone layer and the 
relationships and interactions between these 
elements that sustain ecosystems and the bio-
sphere. Some substitution of these essential ele-
ments by manufactured and human capital can 
be envisaged, but their wholesale substitutabil-
ity as assumed by weak sustainability, appears 
improbable, certainly with present knowledge 
and technologies. In fact, if the process of 
industrialization is viewed as the application 
of human, social, and manufactured capital to 
natural capital to transform it into more human 
and manufactured capital, as suggested above, 
then it is possible to view current environmen-
tal problems as evidence that such substitutabil-
ity is not complete. If our current development 
is unsustainable, it is because it is depleting 
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some critical, non-substitutable components 
of the capital base on which it depends. This 
has important implications for how sustainable 
development, and progress toward it can and 
should be measured.

Summarizing this literature, Dietz and 
Neumayer (2007, &.619) list four reasons why 
the strong approach to sustainability may be 
preferred to the weak: risk and uncertainty; 
irreversibility; risk aversion; and the ethical 
non-substitutability of consumption for natu-
ral capital.

3.2 Measurement and indicators of sus-
tainable development

Since the !" Conference on Environment and 
Development in 1992, which established the 
idea of sustainable development as an overarch-
ing policy objective, there has been an explosion 
of activity to develop sustainable development 
indicators (-%#s) in order to determine whether 
sustainable development is actually being 
achieved. Because the meaning of sustainable 
development was not particularly clear (and is 
still often the source of some confusion), this 
activity was characterized by much experimen-
tation. Many indicator sets were put forward 
by di1erent bodies at di1erent levels (interna-
tional, national, regional, local), and substantial 
e1orts have since been invested in seeking to 
rationalize these into “core” sets that can be 
used for comparison and benchmarking, while 
the development of particular sets of indicators 
for specific purposes has continued to flourish. 

There are two main approaches to construct-
ing indicators of sustainable development: the 
framework approach which sets out a range of 
indicators intended the cover the main issues 
and concerns related to sustainable develop-
ment; and the aggregation approach, which 
seeks to express development-related changes 
in a common unit (normally money), so that 
they can be aggregated. A limitation of the first 
approach is that unless all the indicators in the 
framework are moving in the same direction (i.e., 

all making development more or less sustain-
able), it is not possible to say whether, in total, 
sustainable development is being approached. 
In respect to the second approach, Kumar (2010) 
recently exposed the issues that arise with the 
economic valuation of the environment, while 
Foster (1997) explored many of the same issues 
more than 10 years earlier. While such valua-
tion can be both meaningful and important, a 
major limitation is that it is often impossible, 
very di2cult or very controversial to convert 
all changes of interest to money values, or any 
other common numeraire, and this limitation 
applies most strongly to precisely the largest 
environmental e1ects that are therefore of most 
policy interest. With the valuation approach, 
therefore, the change in respect of sustainable 
development may be expressed as a single num-
ber, but the number may lack credibility.

A third approach, confined to assessing envi-
ronmental sustainability, involves establishing 
standards of environmental sustainability and 
calculating the “gap” between current environ-
mental situations and the standards.

The first two of these approaches are now 
described briefly. The third is described in 
Section 4.

Frameworks of indicators for sustainable develop-
ment

In 1996 the !")-% published its first set of -%#s, 
comprising 134 economic, social, and environ-
mental indicators (!" 1996). The indicators 
were structured in a matrix that related Driving 
Force, State, and Response indicators to the 
chapters in Agenda 21.55 Because it felt that not 
all the indicators were relevant for the European 
Union, '!+5-767 carried out a study using a 
subset of 36 of these indicators, publishing the 
results of the study in 1997 ('!+5-767 1997). 
!")-% subsequently produced a “core” set of 
59 -%#s based on its original set, and '!+5-767 
(2001*) did another study involving 63 indicators, 

5  Agenda 21 was the ‘Plan of Action’ that was agreed 
at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992
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which related closely to the !")-% core set and 
showed the very wide range of issues that sus-
tainable development is considered to cover.

There are many other frameworks of -%#s. 
Internationally, one of the best known is that 
produced by the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (5')%). The 
5')% was given a mandate to work on sustain-
able development in 1998. Pursuant to this its 
work has resulted in theoretical, methodologi-
cal, and policy- and indicator-oriented publica-
tions (5')% 1998; 20006,*; 2001),%,'). The first 
publication in this field (5')% 1998) was largely 
environmentally focused, but this was followed 
by a conference on sustainable development 
indicators in 1999, the proceedings of which 
were published in 2000 (5')% 20006). This 
contained a set of “possible core sustainable 
development indicators,” a number of country 
case studies on di1erent aspects of sustainable 
development indicators, and sectoral/environ-
ment indicators for the major environmentally 
significant sectors. It also contained a new set 
of social indicators, with context indicators and 
structured according to the themes: promoting 
autonomy (or self-su2ciency), equity, healthy 
living (or just health), and social cohesion. 
Within the themes the indicators were grouped 
according to social status and societal response 
(similar to the Pressure-State-Response frame-
work it had used for environmental indicators). 

Two other indicator frameworks should also 
be described:

Those related to the '! Sustainable De-
velopment Strategy, adopted in 2006 and 
reviewed in 2009,66 and Sixth Environ-
mental Action Programme (6'6&), which 
was adopted to run for 10 years from 
2002.77 The priorities of the former were:

Combating poverty and social exclu- —
sion
Dealing with the economic and social  —
implications of an ageing society

6 See http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/

7 EC, 2001, also see http://ec.europa.eu/
environment/newprg/

Climate change and the use of clean  —
energy
Addressing threats to public health in  —
relation to hazardous chemicals and 
food safety
Managing natural resources more re- —
sponsibly
Improving the transport system and  —
land-use management

The main themes of the 6'6& are:
Climate change —
Nature and biodiversity —
Environment and human health —
Waste and resources —

In December 2001 the '! Council of 
Ministers agreed a set of seven headline 
indicators to measure progress in rela-
tion to the 6'6& and the last four of the 
priorities of the '! Sustainable Develop-
ment Strategy, and an “open list” of a fur-
ther 33 indicators.
The indicators related to the !.,. Sustain-
able Development Strategy, which were 
published as %'7+ ;1999*<. The frame-
work contained 152 indicators, of which 
15 were identified as Headline indicators. 
Regional and local versions of the indi-
cators were produced (%'7+ 20006,*) for 
use at the relevant levels.

Aggregations of indicators for sustainable devel-
opment

An advantage of the framework approach to 
indicators of sustainable development is that 
each of the many aspects of sustainable devel-
opment can be specifically reported on in its 
own terms, and trends for the separate aspects 
can be identified. However, a disadvantage is 
that without combining the indicators in some 
way, it is not possible to draw any overall con-
clusions about progress towards sustainable 
development unless all the indicators happen 
to be moving in the same direction in relation 
to that progress. This is most unlikely to be the 
case.
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A number of methods have been developed 
for the aggregation of indicators so that overall 
impacts can be assessed:

Aggregation into environmental themes 
This was the approach underlying the 
Netherlands National Environmental Policy 
Plan process. It is described in Adriaanse (1993).

Aggregation across environmental themes 
One method of doing this is to weight the dif-
ferent themes according to perceptions of envi-
ronmental performance. An example of this 
method is the Ecopoints system developed by 
*+' (*+' 2008). Another method depends on 
the setting of sustainability standards for the 
themes, and then aggregating them according 
to the distance from the standard. An example 
of this approach based on the concept of the 

“sustainability gap” is given in Section 4.

Aggregating across environmental and other 
themes 
This can be implemented by using multi-crite-
ria analysis, or relating the themes to some con-
cept such as quality of life or human develop-
ment. The annual United Nations Development 
Programme’s Human Development Index is an 
example of this approach.

An innovative application of this method 
was implemented by the Consultative Group 
on Sustainable Development Indicators ()/-%# 
2007), which was established in 1996 and is an 
Internet-based working group drawing mem-
bers from many di1erent institutions and coun-
tries. Their Dashboard of Sustainability is not 
a specific selection of indicators as such, but a 
way of presenting sustainability indicators in 
an aggregated form, with the aim of providing 
an informative and easily grasped and commu-
nicated overview of the complex relationships 
among the social, environmental, and eco-
nomic dimensions of sustainable development 
issues. Indicators from the three sustainability 
dimensions form the basis for aggregated social, 
environmental, and economic indices, which 
are then further aggregated into one “policy 

performance index” and presented as a pie chart 
organized in three concentric circles. The outer 
circle contains the actual indicators, the next 
level circle contains the three sub-indices, and 
the inner circle contains the overall policy per-
formance index. Clearly, the Index is only as 
good as the indicators used for it and the pro-
ponents of this methodology stress the contin-
ued need for improved and broadened indica-
tors. However, the methodology is being quite 
widely used at the local and regional as well as 
the national level.

Another use of indices to measures progress 
towards environmental sustainability is the cal-
culation of the “sustainability gap,” as described 
in the next section.

Expressing the di!erent environmental im-
pacts in monetary form
Starting from an assumption of weak sustain-
ability, and using techniques of environmental 
valuation, environmental indicators can be 
expressed in monetary form and, once expressed 
in this form, they can be added them up accord-
ing to some theoretical position. Some calcu-
lations are based on economic welfare theory 
(see "5+%$6!- 6"% 75*#" @1972A for an early 
example), and these have been developed into 
proposals for the calculation of a Green /%& (see 
',#"- @2001] for a discussion of the theoretical 
problems associated with this). The Index of 
Sustainable Economic Welfare (#-'() (first pro-
posed by %6.= 6"% )5** @1989]) starts from con-
sumer expenditure and then adds various social 
or environmental impacts (which can be posi-
tive or negative) to arrive at a supposedly more 
realistic assessment of changes in human wel-
fare than represented by changes in /%&. #-'( 
has been calculated for a number of countries 
(see &5-"'+ 6"% )5-76"86 @2011, &.1973A for a list 
of studies), while the Friends of the Earth web-
site called Measuring Progress enables people 
to calculate their own #-'(.88 #-'( was further 
developed into the Genuine Progress Indicator 

8 See http://www.foe.co.uk/community/tools/isew/
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(/&#),99 which has been calculated for a number 
of countries, !.-. states, and other sub-national 
entities (again, see &5-"'+ 6"% )5-76"86 @2011] 
for a list). All the methods based on giving mon-
etary values to di1erent impacts essentially 
take the weak sustainability approach in the 
terms discussed earlier, assuming that the dif-
ferent aspects of sustainable development, and 
the di1erent forms of welfare associated with 
them, are commensurable and can therefore be 
expressed in the same numeraire. As was noted 
earlier, the implementation of this assumption 
does not permit any subsequent attempt to 
assess whether it was justified, except in terms 
of the plausibility of the results and conclusions 
to which it leads.

The situation is well-illustrated by the World 
Bank’s genuine savings indicator ((5+.% *6", 
2000), which is one of the best known methods 
to express di1erent aspects of sustainable devel-
opment in monetary terms. The indicator is 
explicitly based on a capitals methodology such 
as that described above. It is computed from the 
figure for net domestic savings (assumed to com-
prise net additions to, or investment in, physical 
capital), plus education expenditures (assumed 
to comprise net additions to, or investment in, 
human capital minus depletion of energy, min-
eral, and forest resources, and damages from 
)52 emissions (assumed to comprise net loss of 
natural capital). All the loss of natural capital 
has been computed in money terms, to enable 
the relevant calculation to be made. In addi-
tion to assuming weak sustainability, such an 
approach assumes that all education expendi-
tures are converted into productive human cap-
ital, which may not be the case, and covers only 
a relatively small range of environmental issues 
compared to those assessed in frameworks of 
environmental indicators such as those pre-
sented above. Moreover, no attempt in this pub-
lication is made to incorporate changes in social 
capital in this indicator. More recent work by 
the World Bank (2006) incorporates a number 

9 ee for some background to the GPI http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genuine_progress_indicator

of changes to the genuine savings calculations, 
while preserving its essential methodology. For 
example, intangible (human and social capital) 
is now estimated through regression analysis of 
a residual once other aspects of wealth (natu-
ral, and produced [“manufactured” in Figure 
1 above] capital) have been accounted for. A 
functioning justice system emerges as making 
a particularly important contribution to wealth 
creation (&.I:###).

According to the calculations of genuine 
savings in World Bank (2000, 76*.' 61, &.10), all 
5')% countries and the great majority of devel-
oping countries have positive genuine savings. 
This picture is broadly confirmed in the follow 
up genuine savings calculations by the World 
Bank (2006, &.41), with in addition the East 
Asian countries showing strongly positive genu-
ine savings rates and Latin America and the 
Caribbean also showing positive rates (except 
for a brief period in the 1980s). Only North 
Africa and the Middle East emerges as a region 
with consistently negative genuine savings 
rates “reflecting high dependence on petroleum 
extraction,” with the extent of this result being 
of course highly dependent on the oil price (the 
higher the price, the higher the calculated cost 
of oil depletion to be subtracted from other sav-
ings categories).

While a negative genuine savings rate is 
a clear sign of unsustainability, World Bank 
(2006) advocates caution in the interpretation 
of a positive genuine savings rate (&.38). This is 
because a number of important environmen-
tal issues are not included in the calculations 
of natural capital, because of a lack of data. 
Notwithstanding this, if the genuine savings 
rate truly is “a sustainability indicator,” as both 
World Bank 2000 (&.2) and World Bank 2006 
(&.36) appear to claim, this would seem to indi-
cate that most countries, and all 5')% countries, 
are sustainable. If this is true, then the issue of 
sustainability is much less important than often 
seems to be supposed in policy-making (it is not 
clear, for example, why the '! needs a “sustain-
able development strategy,” if all '! countries 
are already sustainable, as the genuine savings 
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indicator in this publication suggests). This 
appears to put in question either the weak sus-
tainability assumption on which the indicator is 
based, or the methodology by which it has been 
computed. 

As noted earlier, the indicator itself cannot 
help to address these questions, although World 
Bank (2006) does seek to address the issue at the 
heart of the weak/strong sustainability debate 
outlined earlier: the substitutability between 
natural and other kinds of capital. In Chapter 
8 it uses a constant elasticity of substitution 
()'-< production to estimate the elasticities of 
substitutions between land, labor, and capital. 
It is encouraging to find that these appear to be 
quite high, suggesting that other capitals can 
indeed substitute for natural capital, at least 
in some cases. However, it also acknowledges 
that this is preliminary work which omits many 
important environmental functions so that the 
results are by no means definitive.

One other fairly strong conclusion from 
World Bank (2006) is also questionable from 
a strong sustainability perspective, namely: 

“The level of natural wealth per capita actually 
rises with income. This contradicts the com-
mon assumption, that development necessarily 
entails the depletion of the environment and 
natural resources” (&.32). But the level of natural 
wealth is the product of the quantity of natural 
wealth and its value. If its value increases at a 
faster rate than its quantity declines, then its 
level will increase even as the physical quantity 
declines (which is what is normally meant by 
the word “depletion”). Of course, if the natural 
wealth can be completely substituted by other 
wealth (as is assumed under weak sustainability 
and the very act of valuation), then depletion of 
it may not matter, but that is not the same as 
saying that depletion has not taken place.

Those who wish to start from a strong 
sustainability approach will therefore wish to 
go beyond the genuine savings indicator and 
assess sustainability separately across the di1er-
ent capitals to see whether the broad sustain-
ability conclusions of the genuine saving indi-
cator are justified. The next section describes 

such an approach in respect of environmental 
sustainability.

There is also one other area in which World 
Bank (2006) seems to tell an incomplete story, in 
its treatment of wealth, welfare and consump-
tion. Wealth is presented as “the present value 
of future consumption” (&.I#:), while under 
certain conditions “wealth per capita is the 
correct measure of social welfare” (&.17). This 
means that “current net saving should equal 
the change in future well-being, specifically the 
present value of future changes in consumption” 
(&.I:##). This is standard economic practice, 
with a detailed theoretical justification given in 
Box 1.1. (&&.15–17), but it is at variance with the 
increasing literature on well-being that identi-
fies many factors apart from consumption that 
are important to this condition. Outlining a dif-
ferent perspective on human welfare and well-
being is the purpose of Section 5.

Finally, it is clear that the methodology 
of World Bank (2006) is not the last word on 
comprehensive wealth accounting. Arrow et al. 
(2010), building on the theoretical foundations 
of Arrow et al. (2003), significantly changes 
several aspects of the methodology, in the cal-
culation of comprehensive wealth and of sev-
eral components of comprehensive investment 
(see &.14). They also extend the methodology 
to account for population growth, technologi-
cal change, di1erent aspects of human capital 
(including health) and environmental quality. 
However, the approach remains rooted in weak 
sustainability. In empirical analysis of the U.S., 
China, India, Brazil, and Venezuela, all the coun-
tries except the U.S. showed net natural capital 
depletion. But only with Venezuela was this not 
o1set by investment in other kinds of capital (in 
China, in reproducible [manufactured] capital; 
in the other countries human capital). Only 
Venezuela therefore clearly emerges as “unsus-
tainable” by this metric. Chapter 3, which relies 
methodologically on Arrow et al. (2010) reports 
a decrease of  natural capital for  17 out of 20 
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countries1010 studied (the three exceptions are 
Japan, France, and Kenya). Nonetheless, when 
looking at the di1erent capital forms together, 
it is only Russia that has a decrease in inclusive 
wealth. It is also worth remarking that another 
five countries go into negative growth rates in 
wealth when changes are measured at a per 
capita level.

Those who feel that such a result fails to 
reflect the evidence from environmental science 
of great and increasingly threatening environ-
mental dislocation will be inclined to turn to a 
stronger notion of sustainability for conceptual 
underpinning and associated indicators. This is 
the subject of the next section.

10 Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, 
Ecuador, France, Germany, India, Japan, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Norway, Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, United Kingdom, United States of America, and 
Venezuela.

4. Environmental sustainability

4.1 Understanding environmental sustain-
ability

As noted at the beginning of the previous sec-
tion, sustainability itself simply means that 
whatever is being considered has the capac-
ity for continuance. Its interpretation when 
applied to the environment must define what 
needs to be sustained for environmental sus-
tainability to be achieved. In line with the over-
all capitals approach taken here, what needs to 
be sustained from the environment conceived 
as natural capital is the flow of benefits that 
humans derive from it.

The key contribution of the environment (in 
Figure 2 shown in total as the biosphere, or just 
natural capital) to the human economy, and to 
human life in general, can be envisaged to take 
place through the operation of a wide range of 

“environmental functions.” This concept was 
first employed in economic analysis by Hueting, 
who defined environmental functions as “pos-
sible uses” of the environment ($!'7#"/ 1980, 
&.95). De Groot has subsequently defined them 
as “the capacity of natural processes and com-
ponents to provide goods and services that sat-
isfy human needs” (%' /+557 1992, &.7). Linking 
with the discussion of capital above, these 

“natural processes and components” can in turn 
be identified as the flows from and stocks of 
natural capital. The flows may also be called 
ecosystem goods and services, some of which 
flow into the production process, and others of 
which contribute directly to human welfare, as 
shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, the functions may be 
seen as being of three broad kinds: the provi-
sion of resources, the absorption and neutral-
ization of wastes, and the generation of services 
ranging from life-support services (such as the 
maintenance of a stable climate) to amenity 
and recreation services (see &'6+)' 6"% 7!+"'+ 
@1990, &&.3544.] for more detail on this categori-
zation). These three sets of functions collectively 
both maintain the biosphere itself (the positive 

Human 
benefits

Economy, 
health, 
welfare

Environmental 
functions

Ecosystem goods and 
services, including
Resources, waste 
absorption
services (life-support, 
amenities, etc.)

Biosphere
Natural capital

FIGURE 2FIGURE 2

The relationship between 
environmental functions 
and human benefits
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feedback on the left of the diagram), and con-
tribute to the human economy, human health, 
and human welfare. However, the economy’s 
use of the environment can impact negatively 
on the biosphere, which can in turn impair its 
ability to perform its environmental functions. 

In terms of Figure 2, environmental sus-
tainability requires the maintenance of impor-
tant environmental functions and the natural 
capital which generates them, where important 
environmental functions may be considered 
to be those that are not substitutable, those 
whose loss is irreversible and is likely to lead 
to “immoderate” losses (i.e., those considerably 
greater than the costs of maintaining the func-
tions), and those that are crucial for the mainte-
nance of health, for the avoidance of substantial 
threats (such as climate stability), and for eco-
nomic sustainability. 

The interactions in Figure 2 also draw atten-
tion to a further distinction between environ-
mental functions that needs to be emphasized, 
a distinction between “functions for” and “func-
tions of” (',#"- '7 6.. 2003). The “functions for” 
are those environmental functions that provide 
direct benefits for humans. These are the func-
tions which are generally most easily perceived 
and appreciated, and towards the maintenance 
of which most environmental policy is directed.

The “functions of” the environment are 
those which maintain the basic integrity of nat-
ural systems in general and ecosystems in par-
ticular (shown in Figure 2 as the positive feed-
back to the biosphere). These functions are not 
easily perceived, and scientific knowledge about 
them is still uncertain and incomplete. What 
may be said with certainty, however, is that 
whether science understands these functions or 
not, and whether people value or are ignorant 
about them or not, the continued operation of 
the “functions of” the environment is a pre-req-
uisite for the continued performance of many of 
the “functions for” humans. Looked at in isola-
tion, these “functions of” the environment may 
appear useless in human terms, and therefore 
dispensable. Considered as part of a complex 
natural system, these functions may be essential 

for the continued operation of other functions 
of much more obvious importance to humans. 
The danger is that the isolated view, or scientific 
ignorance about the natural complexity, may 
result in “functions of” being sacrificed for eco-
nomic or social benefits, without appreciation 
of the wider implications. It is these “functions 
of” the environment that present some of the 
greatest challenges for valuation, because there 
is no discrete flow of benefits to humans that 
can be identified from them.

The situation is made more complex still by 
the fact that there is clearly an impact from the 
performance of the “functions for,” especially 
when they are enhanced by human interven-
tion, on the “functions of” (shown in Figure 2 
by the negative feedback to the biosphere). As 
an example, increases in agricultural productiv-
ity, perhaps through intensification, may have 
serious negative e1ects on the functions of 
ecosystems, as may the disposal of wastes above 
ecosystems’ critical loads. Scientific uncertainty 
about these e1ects, and about thresholds of 
resilience for the “functions of,” argues for cau-
tion over activities which may threaten them. 

Thus, environmental sustainability in this 
characterization entails the maintenance of the 
environmental functions at such a level that 
they will be able both to sustain their contribu-
tion to human benefits (the economy, health. 
and welfare) and to maintain the biosphere 
from which they derive. The requisite level 
across di1erent environmental functions may 
be estimated using both environmental sci-
ence and social preferences for environmental 
quality. The environmental dimension of sus-
tainability is therefore di1erent from both the 
economic and social dimensions, in that it is 
possible to articulate principles of sustainability, 
and thence to derive thresholds and standards 
for environmental sustainability, as discussed 
below, according to which it is possible to dis-
tinguish between sustainable and unsustain-
able use of the environment and the functions 
which it performs for people. 
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4.2 Principles of environmental sustain-
ability

Considerations of environmental sustainability 
must start from the recognition of the need for 
the sustainable use of resources and ecosystems, 
and be rooted in basic laws of physical science, 
which hold that indefinite physical expansion 
of the human economy (in terms of its use of 
materials and resources) on a finite planet is 
impossible; and that all use of non-solar forms 
of energy creates disorder, and potential disrup-
tion, in the natural world. The laws of thermo-
dynamics mean that, at a certain physical scale, 
further physical growth becomes uneconomic 
(in the sense that the marginal environmental 
costs of this growth exceed the marginal ben-
efits of the increased production), and there is 
now substantial evidence that, except from a 
very short-term perspective (involving high dis-
count rates), there is little doubt that this scale 
has now been exceeded in respect of certain 
environmental e1ects. Rockström et al. (2009) 
characterize acceptable human impacts on 
the environment across di1erent issues, tak-
ing risks into account, as “the safe operating 
space for humanity,”1111 and their work suggests, 
as shown in Figure 3, that human activities are 
already outside this space in respect of biodiver-
sity loss, climate change, and the nitrogen cycle, 
with the phosphorus cycle also fast approaching 
the limit. 

In the terms set out earlier, environmental 
sustainability requires that important environ-
mental functions are sustained, which in turn 
requires that the capital stock which produces 
these functions, sometimes called “critical nat-
ural capital” ()")) (',#"- '7 6.. 2003), should 
also be maintained, although it may well not be 
possible to identify )") as particular elements 
of natural capital. The complexity of natural 
systems is such that environmental functions 

11 The concept is very similar to the concept of ‘safe 
minimum standards’ related to resource conserva-
tion over 50 years ago by Ciriacy-Wantrup (1952), and 
significantly developed since. See Ekins (2000) for a 
discussion.

may be enabled or performed by processes 
resulting from the interactions between ele-
ments of natural capital as much as from the 
elements themselves. These interactions derive 
from certain characteristics of the natural 
capital stock, and it is these characteristics that 
need to be safeguarded if the functions are to 
be maintained. Thus it is important always to 
consider functions in relation to the interacting 
characteristics of natural capital as well as to 
the natural capital itself. 

The major factor in the operationalization 
of this definition of environmental sustainabil-
ity is the process for identifying environmental 
functions as “important.” The conventional 
economic approach to such a process is to 
assign a monetary value to the benefit accruing 
from the function, which should then be main-
tained unless a larger monetary value would 
accrue from an activity which resulted in its 
necessary destruction. It may also be noted that 
the consistent application of even this conven-
tional economic approach would result in far 
less environmental degradation than at present, 
because so much environmental damage is still 
given no value at all.

However, given the problems entailed in 
computing monetary valuations for complex 
environmental functions, as briefly mentioned 
above, it seems preferable instead to define 
the importance of environmental functions in 
more fundamental ways. De Groot et al. (2003) 
put forward the following criteria:

Maintenance of human health: functions 
should be maintained at a level to avoid 
negative e1ects on human health. These 
e1ects may be physical or psychological, 
resulting from the loss of environmental 
quality or amenity.
Avoidance of threat: functions should be 
maintained if there is any possibility that 
their loss would entail unpredictably 
large costs. This criterion is even stron-
ger if there is any risk that the loss of the 
function would be irreversible. It is most 
obviously applicable to considerations 
of climate stability, biodiversity and the 
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maintenance of ecosys-
tem integrity.
Economic sustainability: 
functions that provide 
resources for, or servic-
es to, economic activi-
ties should be used on 
a sustainable basis (i.e., 
one that can be project-
ed to continue into the 
long-term future).

Brand (2009, &.608) identi-
fies six “domains” that emerge 
from the literature as relevant 
to the categorization of critical 
natural capital: socio-cultural; 
ecological; sustainability; 
ethical; economic; and human 
survival. Clearly in the attribu-
tion of criticality to particular 
manifestations of natural cap-
ital, all the domains will need 
to be considered. Brand (2009, 
&.609) also develops a concept 
of ecological resilience to add 
to De Groot et al. (2003)’s three 
criteria above.

On the basis of these 
broad criteria, which establish in general terms 
whether an environmental function should be 
considered important, a number of principles 
of environmental sustainability may be derived, 
related to current environmental issues of con-
cern. The principles spring from the perception 
that, in order for the environment to be able to 
continue to perform its functions, the impacts 
of human activities on it must be limited in 
some ways: 

At the global level it would seem impor-1. 
tant not to disrupt the climate, or
deplete the ozone layer or 2. 
significantly reduce biodiversity. 3. 
For pollution generally, emissions should 4. 
not exceed levels at which they cause 
damage to human health, or the critical 
loads of receiving ecosystems. 
Renewable resources should be renewed, 5. 

and the development of renewable sub-
stitutes should accompany the depletion 
of non-renewable resources. 
Given the great uncertainty attached to 6. 
many environmental impacts, and the 
possibility that some of these may give 
rise to very large costs, the Precaution-
ary Principle should also be used as a 
sustainability principle, to limit environ-
mental risks.
Precious landscapes and elements of the 7. 
human-made environment should be 
preserved. 

The first five of the above principles are fairly 
straightforward conceptually. For one, two, and 
four, relating to pollution, quantitative stan-
dards describing the environmental states (e.g., 
concentrations of pollutants) and pressures (e.g., 
emissions of pollutants) that are consistent with 

FIGURE 3FIGURE 3

A safe operating space for 
humanity
Source: Rockström et al. 2009
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them may be readily derived (though not with-
out a broad range of uncertainty in some cases) 
from environmental science. For resources, it 
is depletion (or non-renewal) of renewable 
resources that is currently giving most cause for 
concern. For single, discrete resources, the idea 
of depletion may be unproblematic to apply, but 
this will not be the case in respect of biodiver-
sity, especially related to more complex ecosys-
tems, and there are many aspects of biodiversity 
which cannot readily be reduced to the idea of 

“resources” at all. Identifying sustainability stan-
dards for biodiversity is likely, therefore, to be 
especially challenging. 

The sixth principle, a statement of adher-
ence to the Precautionary Principle, acknowl-
edges that an environmentally sustainable soci-
ety will choose to forgo even quite large benefits 
rather than run even a very small risk of incur-
ring potentially catastrophic costs in the future. 
Again, environmental science is the best source 
of insight into the existence of such risks, and 
the standards of environmental quality which 
are necessary to avoid them.

The seventh principle is rooted entirely in 
ethical, aesthetic and socio-cultural consider-
ations, which are present to some extent too in 
the other principles, but which are outside the 
realm of environmental science. It is not there-
fore possible to specify in general terms which 
landscapes should, or should not, be conserved. 
On the other hand, it is also not possible to 
conceive, in the contemporary context, of an 
environmentally sustainable society that makes 
no attempt to identify outstandingly valuable 
landscapes (however value may be construed 
in these contexts), or to conserve the ones that 
had been identified. Most countries have now 
enacted landscape designations of various kinds, 
internationally, nationally, and at sub-national 
levels. Standards under this principle would 
assess the extent of these designations, and the 
rigor with which they were observed.

The ideas of critical natural capital and strong 
sustainability are intended to avoid the routine 
trade-o1s associated with weak sustainability, 
yet even within this concept trade-o1s need to 

be confronted and choices made. Pearson et al. 
(2012), building explicitly on Brand (2009) and 
Spash et al. (2009), distinguish between the 
utilitarian (based on consequentialist reason-
ing) and “protected” (based on deontological 
reasoning) motivations that may be di1erently 
reflected in the principles. They usefully di1er-
entiate between tragic decisions, which involve 
trade-o1s between protected values; taboo 
decisions, which involves a trade-o1 between 
protected and utilitarian values; and routine 
decisions, where the trade-o1 only involves 
utilitarian values. As environmental damages 
become more serious, and environmental prog-
noses become more threatening, trade-o1 deci-
sions of all three kinds, even related to critical 
natural capital, are likely to become more fre-
quent and unavoidable. 1212

4.3 The sustainability gap

Once the standards according to these prin-
ciples and criteria have been defined, then the 
di1erence between these standards and the 
environmental state or pressure indicator show-
ing the current situation may be described as 
the “sustainability gap” (-/6&), in physical terms, 
between the current and a sustainable situa-
tion (',#"- 6"% -#35" 1999). -/6& indicates the 
degree of consumption of natural capital, either 
in the past or present, which is in excess of what 
is required for environmental sustainability. For 
the state indicators, the gap indicates the extent 
to which natural resource stocks are too low, or 
pollution stocks are too high. For pressure indi-
cators, the gap indicates the extent to which the 
flows of energy and materials which contribute 
to environmental depletion and degradation are 
too high. -/6& indicates in physical terms the 
extent to which economic activity is resulting 

12 A simple example related to energy is the dispute 
between those who advocate low-carbon energy 
sources – such as wind turbines or nuclear power – to 
protect climate stability, and those who reject these 
energy sources because of their landscape impacts or 
generation of radioactive wastes.
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in unsustainable impacts on important envi-
ronmental functions. 

The -/6& idea can be developed further to 
give an indication of the time that would be 
taken, on present trends, to reach the standards 
of environmental sustainability. Thus Ekins and 
Simon (2001, &&.1144.) use calculations of vari-
ous stresses across seven environmental themes 
in the Netherlands for two years, 1980 and 1991, 
measured in various “theme equivalent” units 
(taken from 6%+#66"-' 1993), to derive both 
-/6&s and Years-to-Sustainability indicators for 
each theme.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 show Adriaanse’s 
environmental stresses, and Column 3 gives his 
sustainability standards. The next two columns 
calculate the -/6& for each theme for each year, 
where -/6& is the distance in theme equivalent 
units between current conditions and the sus-
tainability standard. Thus in the -/6& columns 
the standard is subtracted from the stress for 
each year. The next two columns normalize 

this -/6& ("-/6&) as shown. It can be seen that 
the "-/6& for climate change, for example, was 
reduced by 17 percent from 1980–91, while that 
for disturbance increased by 30 percent. The 
total "-/6& was reduced by 18 percent over 
this period. The final column gives the years 
required to reach the sustainability standard (to 
reduce -/6& and "-/6& to zero) given the trend 
established from 1980–91. It can be seen that 
the total "-/6& will be reduced to zero after 51 
years, although individually climate change, 
eutrophication, dispersion and waste disposal 
will still not have reached their sustainability 
level by then. 

It may also be noted from Table 3 that the 
various measures cannot all be derived for all 
the environmental themes. For ozone deple-
tion, the sustainability standard of 0 means 
that no figure for normalized -/6& can be 
derived, although there is no problem comput-
ing the years to sustainability. For disturbance 
the increasing trend from 1980 to 1991 means 

TABLE 3TABLE 3

Various sustainability measures for the Netherlands

Environmental stress
(ES)

Sustainability 
standard

(SS)

Sustainability gap 
(SGAP) (ES-SS)

Normalized SGAP
(100*SGAP/SS), EPeq

Years to 
sustain-

ability
1980 1991 1980 1991 1980 1991

Climate change, Ceq 286 239 10 276 229
2760
1001

2290
83

54

Ozone depletion, Oeq 20000 8721 0 20000 8721 na na 8.5

Acidification, Aeq 6700 4100 400 6300 3700
1575
100

925
59

16

Eutrophication, Eeq 302 273 86 216 187
251
100

217
86

71

Dispersion, Deq 251 222 12 239 210
1992

100
1750

88
80

Waste disposal, Weq 15.3 14.1 3 12.3 11.1
410
100

370
90

102

Disturbance, Neq 46 57 9 37 48
411

100
533
130

Never

TOTAL na na na na na
7399

100
6085

82
51

Source: Ekins and Simon 2001, Table 4, p.14

The second entry in this column has converted the NSGAP to index numbers, with 1980=100.1. 
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that no figure for =- can be given. However, in 
this case there is no problem with normalizing 
the stress, and the increasing trend is factored 
into the total normalized figures, increasing 
the length of time before sustainability overall 
will be reached (removing disturbance from the 
total actually reduces the time before sustain-
ability is reached to 43 years). Both the normal-
ized -/6& ("-/6&) and Years-to-Sustainability 
(=-) indicators give useful information on the 
achievement of sustainable development. The 
-/6& indicator can also be expressed as a ratio of 
output to show the “unsustainability intensity” 
(similar to the energy intensity) of economic 
activity. Ekins and Simon (1999) also show how 
maintenance and restoration costs can be used 
to convert the -/6& into a monetary figure, 
which may be directly compared with /%&. 

While all such aggregate indicators have 
limitations, the -/6& avoids the main ones iden-
tified by Pillarisetti and van den Bergh (2010) in 
their analysis of the Genuine Savings (/-) indi-
cator, the Ecological Sustainability Index ('-#), 
and the Ecological Footprint ('4)1313. -/6& takes 
explicit account of critical natural capital and 
does not make inappropriate assumptions of 
substitutability by setting sustainability stan-
dards for each environmental theme (unlike /-) 
and it is related to the carrying capacity of the 
Earth (unlike '-#), but without the methodolog-
ical problems of '4. If the problem of environ-
mental unsustainability is to increase its public 
profile and awareness, some way of simplifying 
and presenting the complexity of the issue is 
likely to be necessary. 

4.4 Material flows, resource efficiency, 
and dematerialization

The sustainable use of resources in line with the 
fifth sustainability principle above will require, 

13 The latter two are aggregate environmental/eco-
logical indicators not discussed here for reasons of 
space. Further details can be found at YCELP (2005) 
(ESI) and WWF et al. 2006 (EF).

firstly, that the flow of resources (materials with 
economic value) through the economy is mea-
sured and secondly, for those resources whose 
use is excessive and unsustainable, that use will 
need to be reduced. 

New methods for measuring material flows 
have resulted in much information, organized 
through concepts such as Domestic or Total 
Material Consumption (%3)/73)), Direct 
and Total Material Input (%3#973#) and Total 
Material Requirement (73+), which includes 
Hidden Flows.1414 Through such studies as that 
for the !.,. by Bringezu and Schütz (2001), 
which utilize these concepts, it is increasingly 
possible to characterize material flows, making 
it possible for the first time to assess whether 
or not any reduction in resource use, or dema-
terialization, is taking or has taken place. For 
example, Bringezu et al. 2004 (&.120) found 
that for 26 countries, with the exception only 
of the Czech Republic, “no significant absolute 
decline of direct material input per capita has 
been observed so far in the course of economic 
growth.” If incomes are to be simultaneously 
increased as resource use is reduced, the e2-
ciency of resource use will have to increase. 
There are a number of related e2ciency con-
cepts, which need to be distinguished: material 
e2ciency (which is some ratio of useful material 
output to material resource input and which 
may argue, for example, for increased recycling 
over the economy as a whole); and economic 
e2ciency (which would argue for recycling to 
the extent that the marginal cost of recycling 
equaled its marginal benefit). The term resource 
e&ciency may be applied to either of these 
concepts. Distinct is the more rigorous idea of 
resource productivity, which is some measure of 
economic output or value added per some unit 
of resources.

Resource e2ciency is also important for 
reducing environmental impacts. The use of 
such indicators as 73+ and 735 as sustain-
ability indicators by themselves is obviously 

14 For definitions of these and other terms used in 
material flow analysis (MFA), see EC/EUROSTAT 2001
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problematic, because di1er-
ent materials have such dif-
ferent environmental impacts 
per unit of weight (%#'78 
6"% "'!36='+ 2007, &.623). 
However, as Bringezu et al. 
(2009, &.30) point out, there 
is an intrinsic relationship 
between material flows and 
environmental impacts. It is 
in fact hard to think of an 
environmental impact that is 
not in some way or another 
linked to the flow of materials 
through the socio-industrial 
metabolism. Greater e2ciency 
in the production and use of 
materials therefore helps to 
reduce environmental impacts. 
Environmental impacts may 
also be reduced by reducing 
most of those materials and 
resources with high negative 
impacts, or by replacing them 
with those with a lower envi-
ronmental impact.

This is the thinking behind 
the European Commission’s 

“Resource E2ciency Roadmap” 
(') 2011), using a classification 
of resources and environmen-
tal impacts as set out in Table 
4. Policy analysis must find ways of evaluating 
any trade o1 between the di1erent resources 
and environmental impacts in Table 4 (e.g., 
recycling may entail greater energy use, trans-
port emissions) throughout supply chains and 
product life-cycles.

Dematerialization is an absolute decrease in 
the quantity of resources, measured by mass, 
being used by an economy. It is clearly related 
to but is distinct from the concept of decoupling, 
which is a decline in the ratio of the amount 
used of a certain resource, or of the environmen-
tal impact, to the value generated or otherwise 
involved. The unit of decoupling is therefore 
a weight per unit of value. Relative decoupling 

means that productivity/e2ciency improve-
ments have been realized, but total inputs, or 
pollution outputs, continue to increase as eco-
nomic output increases. Absolute decoupling 
refers to the situation in which there is an over-
all reduction in required material inputs or pol-
lution outputs, even while the economy grows, 
whether through productivity improvements or 
through a decrease in pollution, or a combina-
tion of the two. 

If dematerialization occurs in a growing 
economy, then it is indicative of absolute decou-
pling. If it occurs in a shrinking economy, its rela-
tionship to decoupling is unclear. Decoupling 
may be defined in terms of emissions and other 

TABLE 4TABLE 4

A classification of resources and their indicators

Indicator

Resources Unit Home Abroad

Materials: abiotic (inc. 
fossil fuels), biotic (land, 
freshwater, marine)

Tonnes
Components of DMC/
DMI/TMI (inc. HF2)

Components of TMC/ 
TMR (inc. HF2)

Water Liters
Water exploitation 
index (WEI)

Embodied water in EU 
imports

Land: not built up1 Hectares Protected areas Protected areas

Land: built up Hectares Built-up area
Land use from EU 
imports

Marine area Hectares MPAs MPAs

Energy MJ/MWh
Energy productivity
Absolute energy use
Renewable energy use

Embodied energy in EU 
imports

Environment

Greenhouse gases
Tonnes 
CO2e

Emissions Emissions

Air: non-GHG emissions, 
Water: emissions, Land: 
emissions

Tonnes 
various

Emissions Emissions

This could be broken down by habitat (e.g., from the U.K. National Ecosystem Assessment, referred to 1. 

below: Mountains, Moorlands and Heaths, Semi-natural Grasslands, Enclosed Farmland, Woodlands, 

Freshwaters [Openwaters, Wetlands and Floodplains], Coastal Margins; Urban included in Built up, 

Marine included separately)

Hidden flows2. 
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environmental impacts as well as resource use. 
Dematerialization is usually only defined in 
terms of resource use, although, especially in 
mass balance studies, there is no over-riding 
reason why this should be so. Obviously both 
resource use and emissions may lead to envi-
ronmental impacts, although these impacts are 
normally considered as an extension to, rather 
than as part of, the dematerialization concept.

Three kinds of materials may be defined in 
an economy. There are virgin resources, those 
which enter the economy for the first time 
after their extraction from the natural environ-
ment; recycled resources, which circulate in the 
economy through multiple uses; and materials 
for disposal (not resources at this stage because 
they have no economic value). The demateri-
alization concept may be applied to any or all 
of these stages of resource and material use, 
depending on whether it is the use of virgin 
resources, the circulation of resources in the 
economy, or the disposal of materials, that has 
been reduced. The distinction between these 
stages of resource and material use is important, 
because the policies to a1ect the di1erent stages 
may be very di1erent.

Dematerialization, as opposed to decou-
pling, is not a concept that has received much 
explicit policy attention. In fact it is not easy to 
think of any policies that have been introduced 
with the explicit purpose of “dematerialization.” 
It is therefore important, in thinking about poli-
cies that might achieve dematerialization, to be 
clear about the purpose of dematerialization. 
This may include one or more of the following 
objectives, associated with the di1erent stages 
of resource and material use:

To reduce the depletion, and therefore 1. 
extend the period of availability, of a 
scarce resource;
 To reduce the environmental impacts as-2. 
sociated with the extraction, transport, 
processing or use of the resource;
 To reduce the environmental impacts of 3. 
the disposal of the material at the end of 
its useful life.

Most economists would suggest that the 
main policy used to achieve dematerialization 
should be an economic instrument that explic-
itly increases the prices associated with resource 
use and environmental impacts.

Clearly di1erent materials have very di1er-
ent environmental impacts ;:6" %'+ :5'7 '7 
6.. 2003). In order to reduce environmental 
impacts, dematerialization needs to focus on 
the materials producing the greatest impacts, 
as well as reducing their quantity mobilized by 
the economy. However, the mobilization of any 
material by the economy is the source of some 
environmental impact, especially its mobiliza-
tion in bulk, and if the related energy use and 
the whole life cycle of the material is taken into 
account. For example, bulk aggregates may be 
inert in environmental terms, but their mining 
and transport can be energy intensive and result 
in very great environmental disturbance in the 
location of the mine. This is the rationale for 
calling for the dematerialization of the economy 
in general, as well as seeking special control of 
substances with particularly harmful impacts. 

Moll et al. ;2003) provide a limited disag-
gregation of material flows into the four main 
materials by mass to flow through the economy 
(excluding water): biomass, construction min-
erals, industrial minerals and ores, and fossil 
fuels. The flow of these materials through the 
economies of the '!-15 countries since 1980 has 
been remarkably constant (35.. '7 6.. 2003, 
4#/.4-4, &.35). This confirms that, while techni-
cal progress tends continuously to improve the 
e2ciency or productivity with which resources 
are employed, the decoupling has mainly been 
relative rather than absolute. The productiv-
ity or e2ciency gains have overall been out-
weighed by growth in the scale of the economy, 
and there has been a small absolute increase in 
a number of both resource inputs and emission 
and waste outputs. It is clear that if absolute 
decoupling (dematerialization) is required to 
reduce the physical scale of the economy such 
that it becomes environmentally sustainable, 
then either current environmental policies 
will have to be applied much more stringently, 
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or new, more e1ective, policies will have to be 
found.

5. The environment, the economy, and 
human well-being1515

5.1 Influences on human well-being

Figure 1 shows that the purpose of economic 
activity is to contribute to human welfare or 
well-being, and that human welfare derives 
from a number of sources. It is obvious from 
any consideration of the issue that some level 
of output/income is clearly vital for well-being, 
and for prosperity, but the declining marginal 
utility of income is a well accepted notion in 
economics, and this means that, at some (high) 
level of income, economic growth may not be 
important for well-being and may, indeed, add 
a rather small increment to it. Notwithstanding, 
it is conventional to assume that the level of 
economic output is positively related to human 
well-being and that therefore the growth in that 
output, called economic growth and measured 
in money terms, will increase human well-be-
ing. Figures 1 and 2 already cast some doubt on 
the general validity of this assumption, because 
if economic growth results in the depletion of 
environmental resources and negative environ-
mental impacts, as is the case in the absence 
of absolute decoupling, then any well-being 
increase from increased incomes may be o1set 
by reductions in well-being from environmen-
tal damage. In economic parlance, if the gen-
eration of economic output has had a negative 
impact on some of the other arguments in the 
utility function (for example, work-life balance, 
or relationships, or income distribution, or the 
environment), which is entirely possible, then 
economic growth at high levels of income may 
actually reduce well-being.

Substantial recent empirical research on 
human happiness has in fact cast doubt on the 

15 This section draws substantially on Ekins and Venn 
2009

presumed positive relationship between eco-
nomic growth beyond a certain level of output 
and human well-being for reasons apart from 
environmental impacts. The issue has recently 
entered the mainstream, exemplified by the 
Stiglitz-Sen report (2009) commissioned by the 
French Government, the “Beyond /%&” confer-
ence (2007) and Communication1616 (2009) of the 
European Commission, and the ongoing initia-
tive that also involves the 5')%, Club of Rome, 
and ((4.1717 In the !.,., at the Prime Minister’s 
request, the O2ce for National Statistics has 
produced a discussion paper on measuring 
well-being (*'6!35"7 2011). This section will 
very briefly review this research and its implica-
tions for accounting for natural capital.

The notion that human happiness is an 
important objective of human life goes back con-
siderably further than the 1776 !.-. Declaration 
of Independence which famously identified 
its pursuit as one of “inalienable rights” given 
to human by their Creator. As Nettle (2005) 
notes, the ancient Greek philosopher Aristippus 
argued in the fourth century *.). that the goal 
of life is to maximize the totality of one’s plea-
sures. However it was not until the 1960s that 
psychologists began to investigate happiness in 
a scientific manner. Further, it was not until the 
1970s that economists looked into the notion of 
happiness and its relationship with economic 
growth. 

One of the first conclusions from this work 
is that the concept of well-being/happiness 
is not easy to define. Often di1erent words 
are used to try to explain the concept. Indeed 
Easterlin (2003:11176< states that he takes the 
terms “happiness, utility, well-being, life sat-
isfaction, and welfare to be interchangeable.” 
However, despite di1erent definitions of well-
being, McAllister (2005) argues that there does 
appear to be common ground between the 
di1erent descriptions and resulting measure-
ments of well-being, although these may be 

16 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2009:0433:FIN:EN:PDF

17 http://www.beyond-gdp.eu/
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di1erentiated as to whether the measurements 
are subjective or objective. Most researchers 
agree about the elements that make up well-
being: physical well-being; material well-being; 
social well-being; development and activity; 
and emotional well-being. The elements can 
be paraphrased as physical health, income and 
wealth, relationships, meaningful work and lei-
sure, personal stability and (lack o0) depression. 
Mental health is increasingly seen as funda-
mental to overall health and well-being. These 
elements are sometimes viewed as “drivers” of 
well-being. As is discussed further below, it is 
interesting and remarkable that the natural 
environment per se is absent from this list. 

With regard to the influence on well-being 
of economic growth, one of the earliest and 
most influential papers was by Easterlin (1974), 
who found that, firstly, individual happiness 
appears to be the same across poor countries 
and rich countries, and secondly, economic 
growth does not appear to raise well-being. 
Rather Easterlin proposed that people compare 
themselves to their peers, and it is their rela-
tive income in respect of this group that deliv-
ers well-being, rather than its absolute level. 
Therefore, raising the income of all does not 

increase the well-being of all ('6-7'+.#" 1995). 
Similar lines of investigation were taken up by 
Hirsch (1976), Scitvosky (1976), and Frank (1985), 
with similar conclusions, and although a later 
study ;5-(6.% 1997) criticized the approach 
taken, it also found that “it seems extra income 
is not contributing dramatically to the quality 
of people’s lives” (5-(6.% 1997:1818). 

Income, relative or absolute, is however 
usually included in lists of factors which a1ect 
well-being. For example, Dolan et al. (2007, &.33) 
reviewed 150 peer reviewed papers and grouped 
their contributory factors to well-being under 
seven broad headings: 1) income; 2) personal 
characteristics: who we are, our genetic makeup; 
3) socially developed characteristics: our health 
and education; 4) how we spend our time: the 
work we do, and activities we engage in; 5) atti-
tudes and beliefs towards self/others/life: how 
we interpret the world; 6) relationships: the 
way we connect with others; and 7) the wider 
economic, social and political environment: the 
place we live. Again, the natural environment is 
at best implicit in this list.

Although measurements of well-being tend 
to be one of two types, subjective or objec-
tive, empirical work has shown that economic 
conditions, like unemployment, inflation and 
income, have a strong impact on people’s sub-
jective well-being. Clark and Oswald (1994) 
showed that unemployed people are signifi-
cantly less happy than those with a job (see also 
(#",'.36"" 6"% (#",'.36"" 1998; %# 7'..6 
'7 6.. 2001; 5!('"''. 2002). 

At best, the relationship between happiness 
and income seems to be nonlinear. Over time, 
happiness appears to be relatively unrelated to 
income. Research by Diener and Seligman (2012 
45+7$)53#"/) and Layard (2005) has found, as 
shown for the U.S. in Figure 4, that substantial 
real per capita income growth in developed 
countries over the last decades has led to no 
significant increases in subjective well-being – 
despite massive increases in purchasing power, 
people in developed nations seem no happier 
than they were fifty years ago. Figure 4 shows 
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Income and happiness in 
the United States
Source: Layard 2005, p.30
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very much the same relationship between 
income and “mean life satisfaction” in the !.-.

Figure 5 shows that once average income in 
a country exceeds $20,000 per head, increases 
in income are no longer associated strongly, if 
at all, with increases in happiness. 

Along with Easterlin, Layard (2005) argues 
that relative income is more important in 
explaining well-being than absolute wealth, 
explaining this through a process known as the 

“hedonic treadmill.” As individuals and societies 
grow wealthier, they adapt to new and higher liv-
ing standards and adjust expectations upwards. 
This means that aspirations are never satisfied, 
and that at higher income levels increases in 
income make less di1erence, as basic needs are 
satisfied but consumption desires remain. On 
the basis of his research, Layard also identifies 
seven main factors that influence the well-
being of people: family relationships, financial 
situation, work, community and friends, health, 
personal freedom and personal values (.6=6+% 
2005, &.63). Again, the natural environment is 
conspicuous by its absence from this list. 

5.2 Human well-being and the environ-
ment

Notwithstanding the near total absence of the 
environment from the well-being literature, as 
noted above, the landmark study of the natu-
ral environment, the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (36 2005) is in no doubt of the 
(intuitively fairly obvious) fact that human well-
being is fundamentally dependent on the “eco-
system goods and services” (the same concept as 
the environmental “functions for” humans dis-
cussed above), the production of which depends 
on the continued functioning of basic environ-
mental processes.

Carried out between 2001 and 2005, the 36 
sought to assess the consequences of ecosystem 
change for human well-being and to estab-
lish the scientific basis for actions needed to 
enhance the conservation and sustainable use 
of ecosystems. It resulted in one of the most 

comprehensive assessments to date, at the 
conceptual level, of the multiple inter-linkages 
between the environment and human well-be-
ing. Ecosystem services as defined by 36 com-
prise provisioning services such as food, water, 
timber and genetic resources; regulating services 
that a1ect climate, floods, disease, wastes and 
water quality; cultural services that provide rec-
reational, aesthetic, and spiritual benefits; and 
supporting services such as soil formation, polli-
nation, and nutrient cycling. Supporting services 
are included as an overarching category as it is 
perceived that they are essential for sustaining 
each of the other three ecosystem services. The 
link between supporting services and human 
well-being is therefore crucial but indirect. 

Human well-being is assumed to have mul-
tiple constituents (36 2005, &.:), including the 
basic material for a good life, such as secure 
and adequate livelihoods, enough food at all 
times, shelter, clothing, and access to goods; 
health, including feeling well and having a 
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healthy physical environment, such as clean air 
and access to clean water; good social relations, 
including social cohesion, mutual respect, and 
the ability to help others and provide for chil-
dren; security, including secure access to natural 
and other resources, personal safety, and secu-
rity from natural and human-made disasters; 
and freedom of choice and action, including the 
opportunity to achieve what an individual val-
ues doing and being. 

One of the rare studies to have investigated 
explicitly the relationship between natural capi-
tal (and manufactured, social and human capi-
tal) and human life satisfaction is Vemuri and 
Costanza (2006). They computed an “ecosystem 
services product ('-&)” from the land-cover 
dataset of the International Geosphere and 
Biosphere Programme (#/*&) and unit ecosys-
tem service values from Costanza et al. (1997). To 
represent manufactured and human capital they 
used the Human Development Index (which 
combines measures of income, health, and edu-
cation). Social capital was represented by a press 
freedom rating but was then excluded from the 

analysis because of its correlation with both 
$%# and '-&. Regressing life satisfaction against 
$%# and '-& for 56 countries found a significant 
relationship for both variables, with $%# having 
the stronger e1ect. Excluding six outlier coun-
tries (which, included both China and India) 
greatly improved the fit of the regression. They 
conclude that natural capital has a “significant 
impact” (:'3!+# 6"% )5-76"86 2006, &.131) on 
life satisfaction, although the paper earlier said 

“we cannot conclude causal implications from 
this type of model” (#*#%., &.128). However, it is 
at least intuitively plausible that natural capital 
and life satisfaction have a positive relationship.

It is clear that the 36 approach to human 
well-being is close to those discussed above. 
Building on its classifications the 36 (2005) 
maps ecosystem services onto human well-
being as in Figure 6, with the arrows indicating 
the strength as well as the nature of the link-
ages, and their colors indicating of the extent 
to which it is possible for socioeconomic fac-
tors to mediate the linkage (for example, if it is 
possible to purchase a substitute for a degraded 
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ecosystem service, then there is a high potential 
for mediation).

The 36 argues that both the strength of the 
linkages and the potential for mediation di1er 
in di1erent ecosystems and regions. The 36 
additionally identifies non-ecosystem factors 
which have the potential to influence human 
well-being (classified into economic, social, 
technological, and cultural factors), and notes 
that, as in Figure 2, these can feed back into the 
environment and a1ect ecosystem services, but 
these interactions are not shown in Figure 6. 

All this suggests that well-being is the prod-
uct of a range of di1erent factors or conditions 
that include the environment. Two lists of these 
factors or conditions from the economics litera-
ture, to complement those above, but which in 
contrast do include environmental resources, 
are:

Real income per capita; health and nutri-
tional status; educational achievement; 
access to resources; income distribu-
tion; basic freedoms (&'6+)' '7 6.. 1990, 
&&.2–3)

Income; income distribution; employ-
ment; working conditions; leisure 
[“work-life balance”]; environment; re-
lationships; safety of the future/security 
($!'7#"/ 1986, &&.24344.)

While it is clear from the review of Dolan et 
al. (2007) that there are remarkably few stud-
ies that investigate environment-well-being 
relationships, or seek empirically to assess the 
strength of the linkages identified in Figure 
6; and while both Dolan et al. (2007) and 
36 (2005:6) also note there is also a limited 
amount of information available to assess the 
consequences of changes in ecosystem services 
for human well-being; more recent research, 
including The Economics of Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity (7''* 2010) and the !.,.’s recent 
National Ecosystem Assessment (!,"'6 2011) 
have produced clearer evidence that ecosystems, 
and the services they produce for humans, are 
valuable. Some of their value appears directly in 
marketed products. Some of it is not marketed, 
but can, with some di2culty and reservations, 
be expressed in monetary terms. The 36 and 
!,"'6 in particular have also shown that in past 
years pressure on many ecosystems has grown, 
a number of them have been lost or degraded, 
and the flow of ecosystem services has declined. 
In some cases this decline continues, with prob-
able negative consequences for social well-being 
in the future. Figures from the economic analy-
sis in !,"'6 illustrate the possible scale of these 
consequences.

Natural capital in the !,"'6 includes the 
eight kinds of ecosystems that are explored in 
detail in the !,"'6 (Mountains, Moorlands 
and Heaths, Semi-natural Grasslands, Enclosed 
Farmland, Woodlands, Freshwaters [Openwaters, 
Wetlands and Floodplains], Urban, Coastal 
Margins, Marine). These ecosystems produce 
services which are involved in the production 
of both monetary and non-monetary output, 
and which contribute directly to human well-
being. When ecosystems decline, so normally 
does their level of service production, thereby 
reducing their level of contribution to mon-
etary and non-monetary output and their direct 
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contribution to human well-being. Where their 
decline has been the result of other economic 
activity, then the value of the production attrib-
uted to this activity should be reduced by the 
value of the ecosystem service decline. In the 
extreme it may be that the value of the lost eco-
system services exceeds the value created by the 
so-called economic activity, so-called because 
such activity is not really economic activity at 
all, but wealth destroying activity. An example 
of such a wealth destroying activity might be a 
forestry business that clear fells a productive for-
est ecosystem for its timber, where the lost eco-
system services from the forest (many of which 
might have been non-monetary and therefore 
not taken properly into account) were more 
valuable than the timber that was produced.

The valuation work on the scenarios con-
structed for the !,"'6 (see !,"'6 2011, &.14 
4#/!+' 8; the scenarios are called Green and 
Pleasant Land [/&.], Nature at Work ["(], 
Local Stewardship [.-], Go with the Flow [/4], 
National Security ["-] and World Markets 
[(3]) explored precisely such trade-o1s as 
these, where developments in (High and Low) 
marketed agricultural output and in the value 
of three non-marketed ecosystem services (/$/ 
emissions, recreation, and urban greenspace) 
were compared. Table 5 shows a summary of 
these values. 

The three non-marketed ecosystem services 
are explicitly represented in the categories of 
Hueting’s utility function above: /$/ emis-
sions (safety of the future); recreation (leisure), 
urban greenspace (environment), and of course 
it is their presence in people’s utility functions 
that causes people to value them. At the same 
time, these values are highly dependent on con-
text and circumstance, and it is not di2cult to 
imagine situations in which they would change 
markedly, so that any estimated values should be 
taken as a snapshot from present perspectives, 
and are most unlikely to be the same in 2060, 
which is the year of the scenarios’ projections.

In the scenarios with both high and low cli-
mate change, on the basis of the issues consid-
ered, the two scenarios ;"-, (3) that give the 

most emphasis to marketed agricultural output 
have the highest increase over the Baseline in 
terms of marketed money values, but these 
two scenarios represent the worst social value 
in terms of total output. It might be surmised 
from this that "- would have the highest /%& 
of all the scenarios, followed by (3, but this 
would be wrong for two reasons. 

First, agriculture is a relatively small sector 
of the monetized economy, and the scenarios 
could be expected to show very di1erent out-
comes for other sectors. For example, (3 from 
its description would probably have the highest 
growth in other industries. Second, and more 
importantly here, there is no allowance made 
for the possible contribution of the increased 
natural capital in other scenarios to other sec-
tors. For example, those scenarios with better 
protected ecosystems might have more devel-
oped !.,. tourism and leisure sectors, which 
have not been evaluated here. Third, there is 
no assessment of possible feedback between 
natural capital and other forms of capital. For 
example, the greater availability in some sce-
narios of urban greenspace may improve urban 
health and therefore increase human capital. All 
such considerations emphasize the desirability 
in any whole-economy assessment of such sce-
narios, even if only considering the scenarios’ 
/%& outcomes, of carrying out an economy-
wide assessment with a well specified national 
environment-economy model.

The work of 7''*, 36, and !,"'6, among 
others, seem now to have established indicators 
of the natural environment, or natural capital, 
as an important component of well-being mea-
sures. For example, the new framework being 
adopted by the !.,. Government (*'6!35"7 
2011) to assess trends in human well-being, 
and social progress more widely, includes the 
natural environment as one of three “contex-
tual domains” (along with governance and the 
economy) contributing to human well-being. 
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TABLE 5TABLE 5

Summary impacts for the change from the 2000 baseline to 2060 under each of the NEA scenarios: 
Great Britain. All values given in £Million per annum. 

Source: UKNEA, 2011, Chapter 26, Table 26.23

GF 
High

GF  
Low

GPL 
High

GPL 
Low

LS 
High

LS  
Low

NS 
High

NS 
Low

NW 
High

NW 
Low

WM 
High

WM  
Low

£ millions pa (real values, £ 2010)

Market agricultural output values1 590 220 -30 -290 430 350 1,200 680 -110 -510 880 420

Non-market GHG emissions2 -810 -800 2410 2410 570 -100 3400 3590 4570 4590 -1680 -2130

Non-market recreation3 4120 5710 5160 6100 1100 1540 3340 4490 23910 24170 -820 5040

Non-market urban greenspace4 -1960 -1960 2350 2350 2160 2160 -9940 -9940 4730 4730 -24000 -24000

Total monetized values5 1940 3170 9890 10570 4260 3950 -2000 -1180 33100 32980 -25620 -20670

Non-monetized impacts6

Change in farmland bird species7 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0

Bird diversity (all species)8 ++ ++ ++ ++ - - ++ +++ ++ ++ - - +

Rank: Market values only 4 8 9 11 5 7 1 3 10 12 2 6

Rank: All monetary values 8 7 4 3 5 6 10 9 1 2 12 11

Rank: +ve monetary values and  
no farmland bird losses

6 5 2 1 3 4

Rank: +ve monetary values and   
biodiversity gains

4 3 2 1

Notes: Scenarios are as follows: BAU = Business as Usual; GPL = Green and Pleasant Land; LS = Local Stewardship; NS = National Security; NW = 

Nature at Work; WM = World Markets.

Change in total GB farm gross margin.1. 

Change from baseline year (2000) in annual costs of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from GB terrestrial ecosystems in 2060 under the NEA 2. 

Scenarios (millions £/yr); negative values represent increases in annual costs of GHG emissions

Annual value change for all of Great Britain. 3. 

Annuity value; negative values indicate losses of urban greenspace amenity value. 4. 

There is some double counting between urban recreation and urban greenspace amenity values. Further data is needed to correct for this. 5. 

Note that some commentators prefer to use monetized values for biodiversity. See discussion in NEA Economics chapter. 6. 

Expected impact on the mean number of species in the seeds and invertebrates guild (including many farmland bird species) present in each 10km 7. 

square in England and Wales from 1988 to 2060 (rounded to the nearest whole number). Note that the 2000 Baseline has 19 species in this guild. 

Based on relative diversity scores for all species.8. 
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6. Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed a number of issues 
relating to wealth accounting with a view 
to extending and complementing the main 
approaches to the subject that have been dis-
cussed in this report, always in the context of 
a multi-capital framework for understanding 
wealth creation.

The most important of these issues are the 
distinction between weak and strong sustain-
ability; and the identification of influences on 
human well-being beyond conventional mea-
sures of wealth as the discounted future flow of 
consumption.

The fact that some natural capital may be 
non-substitutable by other forms of capital shifts 
attention to ways of measuring such capital that 
take account of thresholds and minimum stan-
dards for its conservation to ensure the sustain-
ability of the environmental functions which it 
generates. The main section of this chapter has 
identified principles of environmental sustain-
ability that are particularly relevant to critical 
natural capital and shown how sustainability 
standards in relation to these standards may be 
formulated. This then permits an indicator to 
be derived that shows the “gap” between cur-
rent use of the environment and its resources 
and the sustainability standard, showing in 
easily communicable form the extent to which 
current activities are sustainable, and the time 
that will be taken on current trends before the 
sustainability standards will be achieved. New 
methods of measuring the flows of resources 
through the economy have been developed, 
both to facilitate analysis of the sustainability 
of these flows, and to permit the construc-
tion of economic-environmental indicators 
of resource e2ciency and dematerialization, 
which can provide further guidance to policy-
makers on the joint achievement of economic 
and environmental objectives.

The maintenance and increase of human 
well-being is the purpose of economic activity. 
There is little doubt of the importance of con-
sumption to such well-being, but equally there 

is little doubt of the importance of a number 
of other factors and influences. The substan-
tial literature on this subject has surprisingly 
underplayed the importance of natural capi-
tal as one of these factors and influences, but 
the balance here has started to be corrected 
through the various ecosystem assessments 
that have been produced in recent years, with 
their focus on the importance to human well-
being of a whole range of ecosystem goods and 
services. Even the limited valuation of those 
that have been shown to be possible in these 
assessments suggests that it is beyond time that 
inclusive accounting for natural capital, both as 
suggested in other chapters of this report, and 
in the broader approaches outlined here, is long 
overdue.
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Lessons, findings, and 

recommendations

Anantha Duraiappah and Pablo Fuentenebro

For decades, economists and governments have used conven-
tional production indicators such as per capita gross domestic 
product (/%&) or, more recently, the Human Development Index 
($%#) to measure societies’ overall “well-being.” 

The reliance on /%& per capita is understandable. It is easy to 
compute, and it is based on a rigorous and well-tested economic 
theory. Moreover, the data needed to compute /%& were rela-
tively easy to compile and countries were quick to adopt this sys-
tem of national accounts. However, as illustrated in this report, 
neither /%& per capita nor the $%# reflect the state of the natural 
environment and both focus on the short term, with no indica-
tion of whether current well-being can be sustained. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that we continue to see a degradation of the 
natural environment. It should also not come as a surprise if we 
continuously hear of the growth-versus-environment debate. We 
are basically using the wrong measurement approach to guide 
policy-making. 

The Inclusive Wealth Report (#(+) provides a metric of mea-
surement for sustainable development. While /%& and the $%# 
are based on a flow concept, inclusive wealth relies on the stocks 
of di1erent assets: natural capital (natural resources, land, and 
ecosystem services, etc.); produced capital (machinery, buildings, 
etc.); and human capital (education, health, skills, etc.), which 
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make up the productive base of a country. The Inclusive Wealth 
Index (#(#< is not intended to answer all of a decision-maker’s 
questions, but it can lend insights about the use of assets over 
time. 

In this report, the focus is on natural capital. Although it is 
true that many developing countries have been depleting their 
natural resources over the past several decades, we are not sug-
gesting that countries should stop using their natural capital 
assets to achieve improvements in well-being; rather, we o1er 
more sustainable solutions for achieving these improvements 
(e.g., making larger investments in other parts of the economy, 
such as human capital). In this sense, what the 2012 #(+ puts on 
the table is the foundation for a more holistic approach to eco-
nomic development than is currently practised. 

To be clear, the #(# is an important step forward in under-
standing human well-being, the economy, wealth, and sustain-
ability. Indeed, it’s an enormously valuable input into decision-
making. That said, as a nascent index, it should not be seen as the 
exclusive source of information and insight. For now, it is advised 
that the #(# be used in conjunction with /%&, the $%# and some 
of the specific environmental indicators such as the ecological 
footprint and the ecological sustainability index among others to 
gain the most comprehensive perspective possible.

Lessons learned

A number of key lessons emerge from this first report, including: 
1. substitutions among the di1erent capital assets; 2. the impor-
tance of not just one capital but the emphasis on a basket of inter-
dependent capital assets; 3. population changes and their impact 
on the returns to a nation’s productive base; 4. interconnected 
externalities that accrue, particularly from the degradation and 
decline of the natural capital base; and 5. estimation of shadow 
prices, which are so critical in computing the inclusive wealth of 
a country. These are elaborated in the following sections. 

1. Substitution

The inclusive wealth framework allows substitution across the 
di1erent forms of capital and refrains from asserting any specific 
interest of any particular constituency. Therefore, natural capi-
tal is not preserved for its own sake, but for its contribution to 
the overall productive base of a country. For example, a country 
with extensive commercially available forest stocks will, accord-
ing to the inclusive wealth measure, be able to convert some of 
these forest stocks to other forms of capital assets that it might 
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need to increase the well-being of its citizens and to maintain 
a sustainable path. The degree of substitutability is determined 
by the ratio of the shadow prices of the capitals in question. The 
shadow prices hold the key to the degree of substitution and/or 
transformation in the country. 

2. Health and other forms of capital

One of the crucial features of the inclusive wealth framework is 
the emphasis on the importance of not just one form of capital, 
but all capitals, for ensuring sustainability and improvement of 
human well-being. Among the results is the importance of health 
and education in wealth accounts. However, the use of health 
through the value of a statistical life (:-.) does bring with it a 
number of issues related to morality and ethics. The fact that the 
report finds this dimension to be significantly larger than the rest 
of the other capitals is not surprising. Yet, if the authors were 
to extend the equation on health to include it as a function of 
the other capitals, specifically natural capital, this would likely 
have changed the results. This feedback loop between the dif-
ferent forms of capital can be captured to a certain extent by the 
shadow prices of the respective capital assets. We do understand 
that the report states that the shadow prices of an asset are a 
function of the stocks of all assets. That being the case, we would 
have expected higher shadow prices in natural capital, which 
might not be reflected in the proxy prices used in computing the 
values in this report. Examples of how the mental health of popu-
lations has changed with the state of natural capital can be used 
in computing the shadow price of nature. This shows again the 
importance of the shadow prices in making the inclusive wealth 
framework functional.

3. Population change

The other useful and important inclusion in the inclusive wealth 
framework is the explicit treatment of population. By including 
population, the framework acknowledges growing population 
as an important variable in determining a country’s sustainable 
track. This is demonstrated strongly by comparing the results of 
changes in the #(# and the Natural Capital Index as illustrated 
clearly in Chapters 2 and 3. For instance, Saudi Arabia, which 
had a positive average growth rate in #(# of 1.57 percent over the 
period under study, showed a negative growth rate of 1.12 percent 
when population growth was factored in. Another example is 
the rapid decline in #(# per capita seen in Nigeria which was not 
compensated adequately by increases in the other capital assets 
and had a negative growth rate of 1.87 percent in its inclusive 
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wealth per capita. This highlights the need for policy-makers to 
introduce strategies for increasing the marginal rate of trans-
formation of natural capital to human and produced capital, to 
ensure the country is on a sustainable track. These are important 
investment guidelines that the inclusive wealth framework pro-
vides not only for national policy-makers, but also the interna-
tional organizations responsible for development. 

4. Interconnected externalities

The growing frequency of global environmental problems such 
as climate change, nitrogen deposition, and biodiversity loss, 
among others, has impacts on a country’s wealth prospects and 
its ability to adopt a sustainable path. Therefore, even if a coun-
try adopts all the right measures to follow a sustainable path in 
order to maintain or increase its productive base, there are some 
external variables beyond its control that can either increase or 
reduce its inclusive wealth. This report takes climate change as 
one key externality and makes an important point about the 
impact of negative externalities on the inclusive wealth of a 
nation. Information on these transboundary externalities might 
also be useful in determining international compensations either 
in the form of financial or technology transfers, which has been 
a controversial issue in the international negotiations on climate 
change. The analysis on climate change can be extended to other 
externalities such as biodiversity loss, acidification of oceans, and 
the loss of fisheries. The report clearly highlights a need for a sys-
tematic research program on addressing these externalities. 

5. Shadow prices

Shadow prices are both the strength and the Achilles heel of the 
inclusive wealth framework. On one hand, The shadow price 
captures the degree of substitution across the di1erent forms 
of capital. It also reflects the contribution to inter-generational 
well-being at each time period by each capital asset. The shadow 
price also reflects expected future scarcities and captures the 
externalities produced in the use of the capital. For example, the 
shadow price of manufactured capital also reflects, in principle, 
the environmental externalities it caused in the transformation 
process. 

On the other hand, just as the shadow price is the strength of 
the framework, it is also its Achilles heel. This is when we have to 
move from theory to practice. In many cases, the market prices 
we observe for many of the capitals are adequate for the exercise. 
However, in many other cases, as the report rightly highlights, 
it becomes a bit more problematic, especially for natural capital 
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and, to a lesser extent, human and social capital. The fact that 
many of the prices are not observable suggests using di1erent 
approaches to finding the shadow prices of these capitals. 

Findings

A number of key findings are presented in this section. These are 
based on the material presented in the earlier chapters of the 
report. 

KEY FINDING 1

70 percent of countries assessed in the 2012 Inclusive Wealth 
Report present a positive Inclusive Wealth Index ("#") per 
capita growth, indicating sustainability.

14 countries of the 20 accessed in this report were found to have 
positive #(# growth rates. The 6 that experienced negative #(# 
growth rates were Colombia, Nigeria, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South 
Africa, and Venezuela. Of the 14 countries having positive growth 
rates, only China returned a growth rate above 2 percent over 
the past 19 years, while Chile, France, and Germany were in the 
second tier of countries having growth rates above 1 percent. The 
remaining 10 showed growth rates of between 0.1 and 1 percent. 
Therefore, although many of the countries in this first report had 
positive growth rates, many were at the margin and have a high 
probability of moving to an unsustainable trajectory. This was 
especially true for Kenya, with a growth rate of 0.06 percent.

KEY FINDING 2

High population growth with respect to "#" growth rates 
caused 25 percent of countries assessed to become unsustain-
able.

One of the primary reasons five of the six countries experienced 
negative growth rates were relatively high population growth 
rates with respect to their #(# growth rates. The five coun-
tries were Colombia, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and 
Venezuela. Russia was the exception to the sample of 20 coun-
tries that were used in this report. It had a negative population 
growth rate, but was also the only country to have a negative #(# 
growth rate before population dynamics were included in the 
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computations. This example illustrates how a negative popula-
tion growth rate can counter a declining growth rate of #(# to 
return better growth rates of #(# on a per capita basis.

KEY FINDING 3

While 19 out of the 20 countries experienced a decline in natu-
ral capital, six of them also saw a decline in their inclusive 
wealth, thus following an unsustainable track.

Japan was the only country that experienced an increase in its 
natural capital. This was from an increase in forest cover. But 
for 12 countries, a decline in natural capital did not automati-
cally translate to a decrease in the #(# growth rate. However, for 
six countries – Colombia, Nigeria, South Africa, Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, and Venezuela – decreases in their natural capital base 
did contribute to the negative #(# growth rate. Yet, for most of 
these countries, in particular South Africa, a major cause in the 
decrease of their natural capital came from the rapid drawdown 
of their fossil fuel asset base. 

KEY FINDING 4

Human capital has increased in every country, being the 
prime capital form that o!sets the decline in natural capital 
in most economies. 

Brazil, in particular, has had success in increasing its human 
capital by over 1.2 percent as compared to its #(# growth rate of 
0.4 percent. Much of that increase, however, has come from the 
drawdown of its natural capital base which has decreased at an 
average of 0.7 percent, with very little increase in its manufac-
tured capital. The key inference to be derived from this finding 
is that the rate of changes of the three capital asset bases and the 
corresponding increase or decrease in the #(# growth rate, both 
at an absolute and a per capita basis, have to be analyzed in an 
integrated manner. 

KEY FINDING 5

There are clear signs of trade-o! e!ects among di!erent 
forms of capital (manufactured, human, and natural capital) 
as witnessed by increases and declines of capital stocks for 20 
countries over 19 years.

A clear picture of trade-o1s across the di1erent forms of capi-
tal emerges from the results presented in the report. In many 
countries, as highlighted in Key Finding 4, human capital has 
increased from the reduction in natural capital. The more 
important question to answer is if the transformation from one 
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capital to another has been done in a manner as e2cient as in the 
example of Brazil. However, there are examples such as Nigeria, 
where the massive drawdown of natural capital (primarily fos-
sil fuels) has hardly been compensated by increases in human or 
manufactured capital. 

KEY FINDING 6

Technological innovation and/or oil capital gains outweigh 
declines in natural capital and damages from climate change, 
moving a number of countries from an unsustainable to a 
sustainable trajectory. 

Total factor productivity (74&) and, for some countries, the capital 
gains from oil price fluctuations were found to play a key role in 
moving them from an unsustainable trajectory to a sustainable 
one. These countries included Russia, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and 
Venezuela. At the same time, Kenya, which had returned a posi-
tive #(# – albeit at a very low rate of 0.06 percent – returned neg-
ative #(# rates after adjustment for oil capital losses. This finding 
demonstrates the sensitivity of some countries to market price 
fluctuations of key commodities (such as oil) towards achieving 
sustainability in the long run. 

KEY FINDING 7

25 percent of assessed countries, which showed a positive 
trend when measured by $%& per capita and the '%", were 
found to have a negative "#".

Colombia, Nigeria, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela showed 
positive growth rates for the $%# and /%& per capita, but returned 
negative #(# growth rates. South Africa was the only country that 
had positive /%& per capita growth rates but returned negative 
growth rates for both the $%# and the #(# per capita. The biggest 
discrepancies were found in the cases of Nigeria, South Africa, 
and Venezuela. These results demonstrate how /%& per capita 
focuses purely on the present income and production flow while 
the #(# concentrates on the stocks of assets and their changes 
over time. 

KEY FINDING 8

The primary driver of the di!erence in performance was the 
decline in natural capital.

The main factor for the di1erences between the /%& per capita 
and the $%# with the #(# per capita was the decline in natural cap-
ital. Prime examples of countries falling in this category include 
Australia, Brazil, China, India, and Canada where the di1erences 
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between /%& per capita and the #(# per capita ranged between 
75 percent in the case of Canada to 95 percent for Australia. 
Countries that performed better based on the #(# per capita were 
France and Germany. Main reasons for this were an increase in 
human capital and, in the case of France, some contribution of 
increase in natural capital.

KEY FINDING 9

Estimates of inclusive wealth can be improved significantly 
with better data on the stocks of natural, human, and social 
capital and their values for human well-being. 

The results presented in this report are based on a partial set of 
data on the various categories of capital. For example, social capi-
tal was not included in the analysis and there is some the pos-
sibility that the results might change when this capital category 
is added. This, of course, has to be evaluated in more detail both 
on the theoretical foundations and the empirical estimates. The 
biggest gaps in data were found to be in the stocks of the di1er-
ent categories of natural capital and their corresponding values. 
Many of the challenges in addressing and filling these gaps were 
discussed in detail in Part II of this report. The task is not trivial, 
but it is not impossible either. 

Recommendations

Inclusive wealth o1ers policy-makers a comprehensive account-
ing tool for measuring the assets available in the economy. The 
understanding of such asset portfolios and their changes over 
time has important implications for sustaining the consumption 
needs of present and future generations. 

RECOMMENDATION 1

Countries witnessing diminishing returns in their natural 
capital should build up their investments in renewable natu-
ral capital to increase their inclusive wealth and the well-
being of their citizens. 

The majority of countries have been drawing down their natu-
ral capital base to increase their #(# per capita growth. However, 
the declining natural capital asset base cannot be continued 
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indefinitely, and evidence from the #(# suggests that #(# can be 
increased substantially if more investment is directed at building 
up renewable natural capital assets in countries where #(# growth 
rates are low. Examples of investment in renewable natural capi-
tal include reforestation (+'%%+ programs), agro-biodiversity 
landscapes, and seascapes. 

RECOMMENDATION 2

Countries should mainstream the Inclusive Wealth Index 
within their planning and development ministries so that 
projects and activities are evaluated based on a balanced 
portfolio approach that includes natural, human, and manu-
factured capital. 

Economic planning, poverty reduction, and conservation strate-
gies are typically designed to meet their specific objectives and 
are evaluated on their project level targets. This is a necessary 
condition but not su2cient to ensure sustainability of the out-
comes due to the high inter-dependency among the various 
social, economic, and environmental components. Trade-o1s 
are inevitable, but not recognizing them can cause unintended 
consequences that might result in unwarranted overall decreases 
in well-being. In order to avert this outcome, governments 
might require all projects to be evaluated at the sectoral level of 
the impacts they have on the three capital asset bases and the 
changes that might occur as well as the overall change in the #(#. 
This might require some tweaking of the #(# if it is to be used at 
a sectoral level, but the benefits from getting a more inclusive 
view of the final consequences on some common denominator, 
such as the capital assets, might provide guidance in the transi-
tion toward sustainability. 

RECOMMENDATION 3

Countries should support/speed up the process of moving 
from an income-based accounting framework to a wealth ac-
counting framework.

/%&, as highlighted many times in this report, is a flow and is 
based on production and income. The present accounting sys-
tems used at the national level are based on economic production 
and geared towards computing /%&. There is limited information 
on the capital stocks and most of these are focused on manufac-
tured capital. There is very little or no information on the human 
and natural capital assets within an integrated framework that 
can track the changes simultaneously to capture the inter-de-
pendencies. There is work underway to revise the accounts to 
include environmental dimensions, but they are still conducted 
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within an income-driven framework and the #(# suggests a move 
towards a wealth-based framework to give a fuller account of the 
changing productive base of a country and its change over time. 

RECOMMENDATION 4

Governments should move away from $%& per capita and 
instead evaluate their macroeconomic policies – such as fiscal 
and monetary policies – based on their contribution to the "#" 
of the country.

Governments use a combination of fiscal and monetary policies 
to guide and steer an economy. The objective of these policies 
has traditionally been to increase economic growth as measured 
by /%&, keep inflation low, and, to some extent, generate employ-
ment. This would by conventional terms suggest a drawdown of 
the natural and human capital asset base, and sometimes even 
manufactured capital, if the outlook is myopic and seeking quick 
gains. The solution to the problem is to target increasing the #(# 
and therefore focus on the investment in the di1erent capital 
asset bases to facilitate human development on a sustainable 
basis. 

RECOMMENDATION 5

Governments and international organizations should estab-
lish research programs for valuing key components of natural 
capital, particularly ecosystem services.

The usefulness of the #(# will be fully realized once we have a set 
of functioning wealth accounts. The accounts developed in this 
report are only in their infancy with big data gaps in the natural 
and human capital categories. Although much progress has been 
made in developing a typology for the natural capital accounts, 
there is still much work to be done, both theoretically and 
empirically, to make them fully operational so that they become 
mainstream instruments in government policy-making. This can 
be achieved to a large extent if governments and international 
organizations form partnerships to design and fund research 
programs in order to get better estimates of natural capital stocks 
and their values. 
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The way forward 

The #(+ should not be a one-o1 report, but instead should be insti-
tutionalized as a periodic publication providing timely updates 
on the changes in the capital assets and the overall changes in the 
productive base of nations. The #(+ 2012 should be seen as the 
beginning of a series of reports that will be produced every two 
years in order to monitor the well-being of countries. In the long 
term, we expect inclusive wealth to become an important crite-
rion in assessments of societal progress. Each of the capital asset 
categories will be updated as described below. In addition, new 
theoretical insights and empirical data on total factor productiv-
ity, trade, and inequality with respect to the #(# will be further 
developed and presented in future reports. 

Natural capital

E1orts will be made to link existing research networks investi-
gating the valuation of ecosystem services to explore ways and 
means to get better estimates of the flows and stocks of ecosys-
tem services. In parallel, valuation of these stocks will be under-
taken using both monetary and non-monetary techniques. This 
meta-network will oversee the filling of the gaps identified in 
this report and also increase the number of countries in the data 
set from the existing 20 to a more representative sample of the 
global condition. 

Human capital

Human capital presented in this report is limited to literacy rates 
and the wage rates prevalent in the various countries. Although 
there were estimates for health to be included in the human 
capital category, they were not included in the final computa-
tions because of their relative dominance in influencing the rate 
of change in the final levels of inclusive wealth. The use of the 
value of a statistical life (:-.) as an additional indicator within the 
human capital component caused the human capital contribu-
tion to dominate the overall Inclusive Wealth Index, making the 
other categories relatively small and insignificant. A number of 
revisions can be made to address this dominance. A significant 
modification that might address this issue will be making health 
dependent in part on the relative changes in natural capital. A 
well-documented example is the decline in water purification 
ecosystem services and the impacts on human health. Actual 
numerical estimates of this relationship are scarce, however, and 
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need to be improved and presented in the next Inclusive Wealth 
Report.

Produced capital

The produced capital category is well documented due to the 
availability of data for many of the individual categories. These 
will be updated automatically. 

Social capital

One of the most promising concepts that has emerged in recent 
times is without doubt that of social capital. Inspired by the work 
of Robert Putnam and other authors, the wealth accounting lit-
erature has picked up on this idea as one of the capital assets that 
could contribute to the well-being of any given nation. 

Although first developed as a sociological term to address the 
value of human relationships for civil society and community-
building, more recently the concept of social capital has taken 
a new dimension as it has become increasingly clear that social 
relationships and networks – and trust in individuals and institu-
tions – play a decisive role for sustainable development and the 
well-being of nations.

The IWR 2014

The next publication of the Inclusive Wealth Report is expected 
in 2014. It is envisaged that the #(+ 2014 will present updates on 
the various capital assets but with a specific emphasis on social 
capital. Participating organizations that focused on aspects of the 
natural capital for this #(+ will continue collecting and improv-
ing the natural capital asset categories and expanding the list of 
ecosystem services covered by the wealth accounts. However, at 
the same time, e1orts to improve the theoretical and empirical 
basis for including social capital will be pursued.
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Methodological  
annex

This annex aims to elaborate upon the meth-
odological and data issues regarding the wealth 
accounts presented in Chapters 2 and 3. We 
focus here on the three capital forms (human, 
manufactured, natural capital); also health capi-
tal; and the three adjustments to them: carbon 
damages, total factor productivity, and oil capi-
tal gains.

1. Human capital

For human capital calculations, we followed 
Arrow et al. (2012) and Klenow and Rodríguez-
Clare (1997). According to the method employed 
in these works, human capital per individual 
(“h”) can be defined as a function of educational 
attainment (“A”) and the additional compensa-
tion over time of this training, which is assumed 
to be equivalent to the interest rate, (“&”), which 
was fixed at 8.5 percent in this case. It is addition-
ally assumed that the amount of human capital 
per person increases exponentially with the 
interest rate and the average educational attain-
ment per person – consistent with an economy 
in steady state. Thus it is obtained that:

 EQUATION 1 

h=e(&·A)

“A” is represented here by the average years 
of total schooling per person and it is obtained 
from such sources as Barro and Lee (2011), where 
data are presented every five years for our time 
period of study  (i.e., 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005 and 
2010). This implied that we were forced to use 
linear interpolations for estimating the years of 
total schooling on an annual basis. There were, 
however, no estimates for Nigeria in the Barro 
and Lee (2010) dataset. In this case we mod-
eled this country by combining educational 

attainment parameters from Nigeria, which 
were available in the Human Development 
Index database, and the progress made in this 
regard by other African countries, particularly 
Ghana, South Africa and Kenya using Barro 
and Lee (2010). Readers should particularly be 
cautious when interpreting the human capital 
trends for this country. Human capital per cap-
ita is further extended considering the popula-
tion of the country who reach the year of total 
education, “P”. For simplicity we have assumed 
that to be the age of 15. Therefore, the total 
amount of human capital is: 

 EQUATION 2 

H=hP

As the interest rate (“&”) is constant over 
time, changes in human capital are basically 
caused by either the change in the number of 
people educated, or an increase (decrease) in the 
years of education. 

Regarding the shadow price per unit of 
human capital, Pkhuman, it is obtained by com-
puting the present value of the average labor 
compensation per unit of human capital, “r”, 
received by workers over an entire life’s working 
period, “T”, i.e.:

 EQUATION 3 

Pkhuman=Q
T

t=0
r·e-"tdt

With regard to “T”, this parameter is 
obtained by using various demographic inputs 
such as population and mortality rates by age 
and gender, as well as other parameters related 
to the labor market, particularly the partici-
pation of the population in the labor force by 
age and gender. In our case, for each nation we 
computed these shadow prices for every year 
within the time period 1990–2008. Concerning 
the discount rate, “"”, it was fixed in 8.5 percent. 
Subsequently we used the average of this rental 
price of one unit of human capital over time as 
the representative weight for entering human 
capital into the wealth accounting framework. 
For further details, see Arrow et al. (2012).
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2. Manufactured capital

With regard to manufactured capital, we fol-
lowed the method developed in King and 
Levine (1994), who based their calculations on 
the perpetual inventory method (&#3< by setting 
an initial capital estimate. Regarding the initial 
estimate, “K0”, it is assumed that the economy is 
in a steady-state, implying this that the capital-
output ratio is constant in the long term, and 
can be derived as follows:

 EQUATION 4 

k=
I/y 

((+)+n)

where “k” is the capital-output ratio; “I” is 
investment; “y” is the output of the economy; 
“)” is the steady-state growth rate of the econ-
omy, estimated as a weighted average growth 
rate of the economy under study, and that of the 
global economy (see King and Levine [1994]); “"” 
is the depreciation rate of the capital (here is set 
at 7 percent, and it is additionally assumed to be 
constant across countries and time); and “n” is 
the population growth rate.

Once this ratio is measured, it is subsequently 
multiplied by the output of the economy under 
study, in order to obtain a first estimate of the 
manufactured capital stock in the initial period, 
K0. Subsequently, the &#3 allows capturing of 
the dynamics in the manufactured capital accu-
mulation by looking at the annual changes in 
investment. The corresponding formula of the 
&#3 combined with the initial estimate is: 

 EQUATION 5 

Kt = M
j=!  

t     

Ij (B–))t-j+(B–))tK%

Finally, regarding the lifetimes of the assets, 
we have assumed indefinite depreciation peri-
ods. As mentioned in Chapter 2, we carried 
out our initial estimate in 1970 in order to 
minimize errors in the time period under study 
(1990–2008). As capital depreciates over time, 
the initial capital estimate retained in 1990 
would be about 22 percent and only 5 percent in 
2008. This means that any potential error in the 
departure point (year 1970) would be attenuated 
in the relevant period under analysis. For fur-
ther details on this method, see King and Levine 
(1994).

TABLE 1TABLE 1

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of human capital

Variables Data sources

Population by age 
and gender

United Nations Population 
Division (2011)

Mortality probability 
by age and gender

World Health Organization 
(2012)

Discount rate
Klenow and Rodríguez-Clare 
(1997)

Employment Conference Board (2012)

Educational 
attainment

Barro and Lee (2010)

Employment 
compensation

Conference Board (2012);  
United Nations Statistics 
Division (2011a)

Labour force by age 
and gender

International Labour 
Organization (2011)

TABLE 2TABLE 2

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of manufactured capital 

Variables Data sources

Investment
United Nations Statistics 
Division (2011b)

Depreciation rate It is assumed a rate of 7%

Assets lifetime
It is assumed  indefinite 
depreciation periods

Output growth
Conference Board (2012);  
United Nations Statistics 
Division (2011b)

Population
United Nations Population 
Division (2011)

Productivity

United Nations Statistics 
Division (2011b); Conference 
Board (2012); and United 
Nations Population Division 
(2011)
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3. Natural capital

3.1 Agricultural land

3.1.1 Cropland

Regarding the inclusion of this natural capital 
asset, we primarily obtained this by analyzing 
the physical amount of cropland area available 
every year, and its corresponding shadow price. 
We used cropland data from 465 for calculat-
ing the physical changes over the time span in 
study, 1990–2008. Concerning the valuing of 
this asset, we appealed conceptually to the net 
present value ("&:) of future rental flows. We 
applied this evaluation on an annual basis so 
as to obtain, subsequently, the average wealth 
value per hectare for the entire period of analy-
sis. Once this later wealth value per hectare was 
obtained, we multiplied this by the total num-
ber of hectares available in the country for crop-
land. This method is also used in other studies, 
such as the World Bank (20116). In our method, 
however, we introduce minor modifications by 
analyzing a vast number of crops (159) in order 
to arrive at a representative rental price per 
hectare for a specific year. 

Concretely, we estimated the average rental 
price per hectare (RPA) for country “i” in the 
year “j” as follows: 

 EQUATION 6 

RPAij=
1

A
M
k=! 

B[\

 Rik · Pijk · Qijk

where “Q”, “P” and “R” are the quantity of 
production of crop “k”, (with k=B,F,..,B[\), price 
per amount of crop k and the rental rate of crop 
k respectively; “j” is the year of analysis, with “j” 
running from 1990 to 2008; and “A” is the total 
area harvested. To estimate the rent by crop 
we map 465 crop classification ($-) with those 
sectoral rental rates provided by Narayanan and 
Walmsley (2008) in order to get the rental rate 
by crop group. 

To calculate the value of total wealth per 
hectare (Wha) we estimated the present value 
of future rental flows, as follows: 

 EQUATION 7 

Whaij=M
t=G 

R

    
RPAij

(B+r)t

where “r” is the discount rate, assumed to be 
equal to 5 percent and “t” is the planning hori-
zon, here assumed up to infinity. Subsequently, 
we used the average wealth values per hectare 
(Wha i) over the study period as a proxy of the 
shadow price:

 EQUATION 8 

Whai =
1

B\
M
t=B  

B\

 Whaij

Finally, the total wealth in cropland land 
(().) for country “i” in year “j” is derived as 
follows: 

 EQUATION 9 

WCLij=Whai · CLAj

where “CLA” is the physical amount of total 
crop land area of country “i” and in the year “j”, 
while “WCL” is the total wealth in cropland in 
the corresponding year.  

3.1.2 Pastureland

For pastureland, we applied a similar meth-
odology as with cropland in that we aimed 
at obtaining the total wealth per hectare of 
pastureland and the corresponding physical 
quantity available during the period of analysis. 
However, while it is possible to find data of pro-
duction, prices, and rental rates of the products 
stemming from this kind of land, it is hard to 
link such rents to a particular amount of land 
involved in the production process (unlike crop-
land). Given this limitation, we assumed that 
the rents per hectare in pastureland are equal 
to that of the cropland. This also means that the 
total wealth per hectare in pastureland is identi-
cal to the estimates in the previous section for 
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cropland. Therefore the total wealth in pasture 
land (WPL) was estimated as follows: 

 EQUATION 10 

WPLij=Whai · PLAj

where “PLA” is the physical amount of pas-
ture land area available in the period “j” and 
country “i”.

3.2 Forest resources

3.2.1 Timber

In order to value forest timber stocks, we fol-
lowed the methodology developed by Arrow et 
al. (2012), which di1ers to some extent from that 
of the World Bank (2006, 20116). As a starting 
point, we estimated the volume of timber com-
mercially available. This first measure basically 
stems from the multiplication of the forest area, 
timber density per area, and the percentage of 
such total volume that is commercially avail-
able – all these parameters are country-specific 
and were obtained from the Forest Resources 
Assessment (465, 2010; 465, 2006; 465, 2001; 
465, 1995). Unfortunately, parameters regarding 
the volume, area, and density of forest are only 
available for the following years: 1990, 2000, 
2005, and 2010. We therefore carried out lin-
ear interpolations to derive estimates for those 
years where data is not available. 

With regard to the stumpage price, we fol-
lowed the World Bank’s (2006) method by 
adopting a weighted average price of two dif-
ferent commodities: industrial roundwood 
and fuelwood, which are also country-specific 
parameters. The weight attached to the di1er-
ent prices is based on the quantity of the com-
modity manufactured, while industrial round-
wood and fuelwood prices are obtained from 
the value and quantity exported and produced 
respectively. Three further steps were applied 
regarding the rental price estimates: (1) we con-
verted the annual estimated values from cur-
rent to constant prices by using each country-
specific /%& deflator; (2) subsequently, we used 

TABLE 3.1TABLE 3.1

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of agricultural land

Variables Data sources

Quantity of crops 
produced

FAO (2011)

Price of crops 
produced

FAO (2011)

Rental Rate
Narayanan and Walmsley 
(2008)

Harvested area in 
crops

FAO (2011)

Discount rate It is assumed a rate of 5%

Permant crops land 
area

FAO (2011)

Permanent pasture 
land area

FAO (2011)

TABLE 3.2TABLE 3.2

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of forest wealth

Variables Data sources

Forest stocks
FAO (2010); FAO (2006); FAO 
(2001); FAO (1995)

Forest stock com-
mercially available

FAO (2006)

Wood production FAO (2011)

Value of wood 
production

FAO (2011)

Rental rate Bolt et al. (2002)

Forest area FAO (2011)

Value of non-timber 
forest benefits 
(NTFB)

Lampietti and Dixon (1995)

Percentage of forest 
area used for the 
extraction of NTFB

World Bank (2006)

Discount rate It is assumed a rate of 5%
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information on the regional rental rates for tim-
ber estimated by Bolt et al. (2002). Such rates are 
assumed to be constant over time; and (3) lastly, 
we estimated the average price over the entire 
study period (1990–2008), thereby obtaining 
our proxy value for the shadow price of timber. 

Concerning the estimates of total timber 
wealth, we multiplied the constant rental price 
over time obtained in the last step by the total 
volume of timber commercially available every 
year. 

3.2.2 Non-timber forest resources

Consistent with the studies of Arrow et al. 
(2012) and the World Bank (2006, 2011*), we val-
ued non-timber forest benefits ("74*) following 
the work of Lampietti and Dixon (1995). These 
authors estimated the economic benefits of 
"74+ as !-$190 per hectare for developed coun-
tries and as !-$145 per hectare for developing 
countries. We then multiplied these coe2cients 
by the forest area that is accessed by the popula-
tion, which is assumed to be 10 percent of the 
total forest area. For the data on forest area, we 
used 465 (2012). Finally, the total wealth of "74+ 
was calculated as the present value of future 
benefits assuming an infinite time horizon and 
a discount rate of 5 percent. 

3.3 Fisheries

We valued the wealth of fisheries for four coun-
tries: Australia, Canada, South Africa, and the 
United States. We restricted our analysis to only 
these countries due to lack of data in the other 
regions of interest. In this regard, we obtained 
the available stock of fisheries within these 
countries’ fishing areas from the +63 Legacy 
Stock Assessment Database (+#)$6+% '7 6.., 
#" &+'--). From this database, we were able to 
obtain the total biomass expressed in tonnes 
for several species which number vary accord-
ing to the country. In the case of the above four 
countries, the +63 Legacy Stock Assessment 
Database reports 12 species for Australia; nine 

species for Canada; 10 in South Africa; and 80 
in the !.-. However, data on fisheries and prices 
were not found for the years 2007 and 2008. 
Therefore, we carried out our own estimates 
based on linear trends for these two years to be 
consistent with the rest of the wealth accounts. 

Regarding the valuation of fisheries, our 
starting point was to derive prices per tonne 
from the total landing value and quantity of the 
Sea Around Us Project (-6!& 2011), which are 
available for the time period 1990–2006. It was 
however only possible to obtain such prices for 
20 species in the case United states; 7 species for 
South Africa; 6 for Canada; and 20 for Australia. 
Given that the mapping between the stock 
assessed and the corresponding prices of such 
species was rather low, we opted for estimating 
a representative price per tonne of fisheries for 
each of the four countries. This was done by esti-
mating a weighted (by extracted quantity) price 
of those species reported by the Sea Around Us 
Project, and using this as a proxy price for all the 
physical stocks. We subsequently averaged these 
weighted prices over time, and multiplied them 
by the fisheries rental rate from Narayanan and 
Walmsley (2008), thereby arriving at the average 
rental price for fisheries and country. 

The last step for obtaining the wealth of fish-
eries consisted in multiplying the average rental 
price by the total stock of biomass available in 
each of the years under analysis. 

TABLE 3.3TABLE 3.3

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of fisheries

Variables Data sources

Fishery stocks Richard et al. (in press)

Value of capture 
fishery

SAUP (2011)

Quantity of capture 
fishery

SAUP (2011) and Sumaila et 
al. (2005)

Rental rate
Narayanan and Walmsley 
(2008)
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3.4 Fossil fuels

In our analysis, we followed the approach used 
by Arrow et al. (2012). As noted in Chapter 2, 
fossil fuels consist of three main components: 
coal, natural gas, and oil. The methodology of 
valuing the wealth of these stated components 
largely follows the same procedure. 

We referred to *& Statistical Review of World 
Energy (*& 2011) for prices of coal, natural gas, 
and oil. For coal, we averaged prices from four 
sources: the !.-., Northwest Europe, Japan 
Coking; and Japan Steam. For natural gas, we also 
averaged prices from five sources: the European 
Union ('!), United Kingdom, the !.-., Japan, 
and Canada. Lastly, we averaged the prices of 
four types of oil grades: Dubai, Brent, Nigerian 
Forcados, and West Texas Intermediate. We 
adjusted for inflation before averaging over time 

by using the !.-. /%& deflator. We obtained the 
rental prices by multiplying the above estimated 
prices and the corresponding sectoral rental 
rates from Narayanan and Walmsley (2008).

We set the end of year reserves of coal, 
natural gas and oil to 2008 and obtained this 
dataset from the !.-. Energy Information 
Administration (2011). 

The stocks of natural gas, oil, and coal for 
a previous year to 2008, were estimated as 
follows:

 EQUATION 11 

Stock t-! = Stockt + Productiont 

where the corresponding stock under study 
in the year t-B is derived from the production 
and stock in year “t”. Finally, we computed the 
wealth coal, natural gas, and oil by multiplying 
the stocks and the unit rental price for each of 
our 20 countries for the period under study.

3.5 Metals and minerals

In order to value metals and minerals, we fol-
lowed the method used by Arrow et al. (2012).
We set the reserves base to 2008 and obtained 
reserves data from the United States Geological 
Survey published in their Mineral Commodity 
Summaries and/or Minerals Yearbooks (!.-. 
Geological Survey 2011). We focused on 10 
mineral types: bauxite, copper, gold, iron, 
lead, nickel, phosphate, silver, tin, and zinc. 
As explained in Chapter 2 we only obtained 
reserves data for 12 countries: Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, India, Japan, 
Russia, South Africa, the !.-., and Venezuela.

Production data are based on United States 
Geological Survey numbers published in 
their Mineral Commodity Summaries and/or 
Minerals Yearbook (!.-. Geological Survey 2011). 
We filled in the missing years by extrapolating 
linearly.

We calculated previous years’ stocks by using 
the following equation:

TABLE 3.4TABLE 3.4

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of fossil fuels

Variables Data sources

Reserves
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Production
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Prices
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Rental rate
Narayanan and Walmsley 
(2008)

TABLE 3.5TABLE 3.5

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of minerals

Variables Data sources

Reserves U.S. Geological Survey (2011)

Production U.S. Geological Survey (2011)

Prices
U.S. Geological Survey (2011)) 
and World Bank (2011b)

Rental rate
Narayanan and Walmsley 
(2008)
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 EQUATION 12 

Stockt-! = Stockt + Productiont 

where the production and stock in year 
“t”are used to compute the amount of the min-
eral available in the year “t-B”.

As far as prices are concerned, we obtained 
world annual market prices for the 10 mineral 
commodities from the World Bank (2011*) and 
!.-. Geological Survey (2011) for the period 
1990–2008. We converted to year 2000 con-
stant prices and computed average prices for 
each mineral. As with fossil fuels, we retrieved 
sectoral rental rates of di1erent mineral indus-
tries from Narayanan and Walmsley (2008) and 
multiplied by the corresponding prices. 

We finally valued minerals by multiplying 
mineral stocks by rental prices to obtain the 
total mineral wealth for each of the 12 countries 
for the period under study.

4. Health Capital

As discussed in chapter 2, our health capital 
estimates rely on the methodology developed in 
Arrow et al. (2012). In this work, the total value 
of health capital (VHeC) stems from multiply-
ing the value of the total expected discounted 
years of life remaining of a country’s popula-
tion (HeC) and the value of a statistical life year 
(VSLY), which is the constant shadow price of a 
unit of health capital. In other words: 

As far as HeC is concerned, it is estimated 
as follows:

 EQUATION 13 

VHeC =HeC x VSLY

where:

 EQUATION 14 

HeC= M
a=% 

BGG

P (a )[M
t=a 

BGG 

f (t|t$a)(M
u=% 

t-a 

(B-")u)]

“P(a)” is the population of age “a” available 
in the country. Years of life reaming are trun-
cated at the age of 100. 

“f(t)=f(t|tCa)” is the conditional density of 
age of death given survival to age “a” that results 

from computing the density of age of death, 
“f(t)” – “t” being the year of death – and the 
cumulative distribution of age of death, “F(a)”, 
in the following way: 

 EQUATION 15 

f(t|t$a)=[B-F(a)]-Bf(t)

“"” is the rate at which future years are dis-
counted, assuming that the value of an addi-
tional year is independent of age. 

“u” is time expressed in years.
Regarding the estimates of VSLY, these were 

obtained by dividing the value of the statistical 
life (:-.) and the average expected discounted 
years of life remaining per person. 

Probability of dying, by age group, was 
obtained by the life tables of the World Health 
Organization (2012). The ($5 life tables report 
the probability of death for five-year age groups. 
For our estimates, we additionally smoothed 
the data between age groups in order to get the 
parameter for every age. Moreover, as the ($5 
life tables are only available for the years 1990, 
2000, and 2009, we used linear interpolations 
for obtaining all the years of interest, 1990–2008. 
Concerning the :-., we used the value reported 
by '&6 of !-$6.3 million in 2000 in the case of 
the !.-. For the remaining countries, we utilized 
an implied value of :-. estimated by multiplying 
the !-$6.3 million value for the !.-. and the /%& 
(per capita) ratio of the country under analysis 
to the !.-.  at the power of 0.6, as suggested by 
Viscusi and Aldy (2003) and applied in Arrow et 
al. (2012). Finally, we applied a discount rate of 
5 percent. 

5. Adjustments

5.1 Carbon damages

Carbon damage estimates are based on the 
method developed in Arrow et al. (2012). The 
key methodological steps can be described as 
follows: (1) obtain the total global carbon emis-
sions for the period under analysis, 1990–2008; 
(2) derive the total global damages as a function 
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of the emissions; and (3) allocate the global dam-
ages to the countries according to the potential 
e1ect of global warming in their economies. 

Global carbon emissions: Two sources of 
carbon emissions were taken into account: (i) 
carbon emissions stemming from fuel consump-
tion and cement, which were obtained from the 
Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center 
(*5%'" '7 6.. 2011); and (ii) emissions resulting 
from global deforestation. In this case, we used 
465 (2011) data on the changes in annual global 
forest land. It is further estimated that the aver-
age carbon release per hectare is equal to 100 
tonnes of carbon (.63&#'77# 6"% %#I5" 1995).

Global carbon damages: The damages per 
tonne of carbon released to the atmosphere 
are estimated at !-$50 (see 75. '7 6.., 2009). 
Multiplying the total global tonnes of carbon 
released to the atmosphere by the price per 
tonne, we obtain the total global carbon dam-
ages. Notice that this parameter is constant over 
time. 

Assigning carbon damages to countries: to 
calculate the distribution of the damages that 
each region will su1er, we referred to the study 
of Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). This study pres-
ents the distribution of damages that di1erent 
regions and the global economy as a whole will 
su1er as a percentage of the corresponding 
regional and global /%&. By using country and 
global /%& information, we were able to re-
estimate regional percentage damages in terms 
of the total global /%& – and not related to the 
country /%& – as initially presented in Nordhaus 
and Boyer (2000). Finally, we apportioned the 
global damages estimated in step 2 according to 
this later percentage. 

5.2 Oil capital gains

As noted in Chapter 2, gains in oil prices are sep-
arately accounted for in the wealth accounts. In 
order to include this adjustment, we assumed an 
annual increase of 5 percent in the rental price 
of oil, which corresponds to the annual average 
oil price increase during the years 1990–2008 

TABLE 5.2TABLE 5.2

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of oil capital gains

Variables Data sources

Carbon emission Boden et al. (2011) 

Reserves
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Oil production
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Oil consumption
U.S. Energy Information 
Administration (2011)

Prices BP (2011)

Rental rate
Narayanan and Walmsley 
(2008) 

TABLE 4TABLE 4

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of health capital

Variables Data sources

Population by age
United Nations Population 
Division (2011)

Probability of dying 
by age 

World Health Organization 
(2012)

Value of statistical 
life

U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (2000)

Discount rate It is assumed a rate of 5%

TABLE 5.1TABLE 5.1

Key variables and data sources used in the 
measurement of carbon damages

Variables Data sources

Carbon emission Boden et al. (2011) 

Forest area FAO (2011)

carbon release per 
hectare of forest

Lampietti and Dixon 1995

Carbon cost Tol (2009)

Climate change 
impacts 

Nordhaus and Boyer (2000)

GDP
 United Nations Statistics 
Division (2011b)
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(BP 2011). These increments in the rental price 
of oil are multiplied by the stock of oil available 
in each period. Data on oil stock rely on the 
method presented above in Section 3.4. 

Conversely, other countries that depend 
on oil imports may be negatively a1ected as 
their capacity to build other capital forms is 
frustrated by these higher prices. We therefore 
allocate those gains in oil prices to those nations 
that consume the commodity. To do so, we used 
data on oil consumption from our country sam-
ple as well as total world oil consumption. We 
were thus able to estimate the way in which the 
oil capital gains have to be distributed among 
each of the 20 countries in this study, as well as 
the rest of the world. Finally, we subtracted the 
oil capital gains from the losses due to oil con-
sumption, thereby obtaining the net oil capital 
gains/losses.

5.3 Total factor productivity (TFP)

Country estimates on total factor productiv-
ity were obtained from the Total Economy 
Database (Conference Board, 2012). The cor-
responding values for all countries are listed in 
Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3TABLE 5.3

Total factor productivity estimates

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Australia

Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Ecuador
France
Germany
India
Japan
Kenya
Nigeria
Norway
Russia*
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela

*Note: The average TFP presented in Section 5 of Chapter 2 for the case of Russia is computed considering only the years 1993–2008.

Source: Conference Board (2012).
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Data annex: wealth by country

292 Australia

294 Brazil

296 Canada

298 Chile

300 China

302 Colombia

304 Ecuador

306 France

308 Germany

310 India

312 Japan

314 Kenya

316 Nigeria

318 Norway

320 Russia

322 Saudi Arabia

324 South Africa

326 United Kingdom

328 United States

330 Venezuela
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292 INCLUSIVE WEALTH REPORT

UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Australia
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

1
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Brazil
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

31  34,937 

32  7,088 

33  19,228 

34  8,621 

35

36

37
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Canada
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

31  306,204 

32  40,737 

33  147,095 

34  118,372 

35

36

37
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Chile

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

China
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Colombia
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Ecuador
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

France
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Germany
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

India
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Japan
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Kenya
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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19
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21
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Nigeria
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Norway
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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19
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Russia
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Saudi Arabia
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

South Africa
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

United Kingdom
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

United States
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000

Data for TFP and population was obtained from Conference Board (2012), and United Nations Population Division (2011) respectively.

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

1 Inclusive Wealth Index, rows 2 + 3 + 4

2 Produced capital 

3 Human capital

4 Natural capital, rows 5 + 8 + 11 + 12 + 16

5 Agricultural land, rows 6 + 7

6 Cropland 

7 Pastureland 

8 Forest resources, rows 9 + 10

9 Timber 

10 Non-timber forest resources

11 Fisheries 

12 Fossil fuels, rows 13 + 14 + 15

13 Oil

14 Natural gas

15 Coal

16 Minerals, rows 17 + 18 +…+ 26

17 Bauxite

18 Appendix

19 Gold

20 Iron

21 Lead

22 Nickel

23 Phosphate

24 Silver

25 Tin

26 Zinc

27 Health capital

28 IWI adjustments excluding TFP, rows 29 + 30

29 Carbon damages (annual change)

30 Oil capital gains (annual change)

Per Capita Values 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

31 Per capita Inclusive Wealth Index

32 Per capita produced capital 

33 Per capita human capital

34 Per capita natural capital

35 Per capita health capital

36 TFP (in percentage)

37 Population

DATA ANNEX: WEALTH BY COUNTRY

Venezuela
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UNIT: millions of constant US$ of year 2000
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Absolute decoupling: refers to a situation in 
which there is an overall reduction in required 
material inputs or pollution outputs, even while 
the economy grows, whether through produc-
tivity improvements or through a decrease in 
pollution, or a combination of the two.

Adjusted net savings: a measure of net change 
in the value of a country’s capital stocks, includ-
ing produced, human, and at least some stocks 
of natural capital.

Adjusted Inclusive Wealth Index (IWIadj) : an 
index that reflects when a country’s capital 
assets are corrected for specific factors that 
a1ect the size of its productive base. In this 
report we take into account the following three 
components: carbon damages; oil capital gains 
and; total factor productivity. 

Biodiversity : the variability among living organ-
isms from all sources and the ecological com-
plexes of which they are part, including diver-
sity within species, between species, and of 
ecosystems.

Biosphere: a limited space made up of air, earth, 
and water and in which life is possible.

Carbon emissions: the release of carbon dioxide 
gas into the atmosphere.

Comprehensive wealth: the shadow value of 
all the capital assets in a country. See inclusive 
wealth.

Decoupling: a decline in the ratio of the amount 
used of a certain resource, or of the environmen-
tal impact, to the value generated or otherwise 

involved in the resource use or environmental 
impact.

Dematerialization: an absolute decrease in the 
quantity of resources, measured by mass, being 
used by an economy.

Ecosystem: a mesh of human and natural 
resources interacting with one another at a 
multitude of speeds and across often overlap-
ping spatial scales.

Ecosystem services: provisioning services such 
as food, water, timber, and genetic resources; 
regulating services that a1ect climate, floods, 
disease, wastes, and water quality; cultural ser-
vices that provide recreational, aesthetic, and 
spiritual benefits; and supporting services such 
as soil formation, pollination, and nutrient 
cycling.

Environmental sustainability: the maintenance 
of the minimum thresholds of natural capital 
that are required to sustain important environ-
mental functions.

Externalities: the e1ects of activities on the 
well-being of people who have not been parties 
to the negotiations that led to those activities.

Fossil fuels: fuels such as natural gas, coal, and 
petroleum that are formed in the earth from 
plant or animal remains.

Global genuine saving rate: the world’s gross 
savings plus educational expenditures minus 
produced capital depreciation and the val-
ues of natural resource depletion and carbon 
emissions.

Glossary of terms
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Gross domestic product: the market value of 
all final goods and services produced within an 
economy.

Health capital: measured here essentially by the 
extensions (reductions) in the individual’s life 
expectancy. Such changes are basically analyzed 
by calculating the expected discounted years of 
life remaining of a given population. 

Human capital: the knowledge, skills, compe-
tencies, and attributes embodied in individuals 
that facilitate the creation of personal, social, 
and economic well-being. 

Human Development Index: a measure of devel-
opment designed by the United Nations that 
combines indicators of life expectancy, educa-
tional attainment, and income.

Inclusive investment: the measurement of the 
physical changes in the assets of the economy, 
while holding shadow prices constant.

Inclusive wealth: the shadow value of all the 
capital assets in a country. In this report com-
prehensive wealth and inclusive wealth are used 
interchangeably. 

Manufactured capital: includes roads, build-
ings, ports, machinery, and equipment. In com-
mon parlance, including national accounts, this 
category pretty much exhausts the list of capital 
assets. When national income accountants and 
international organizations speak of invest-
ment, they usually mean the accumulation of 
manufactured capital, also known as produced 
capital.

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment: a pioneer-
ing study from 2005 of the services humanity 
enjoys from ecosystems.

Natural capital: everything in nature (biotic 
and abiotic) capable of providing human beings 
with well-being, either directly or through the 
production process.

Non-renewable resources: Natural resources 
that cannot be regenerated or grown at a sus-
tainable rate to meet demand, including fossil 
fuels, metals, and minerals. 

Oil capital gains: measure of a change in wealth 
due to changes in price given a fixed quantity 
of oil.

Produced capital: see manufactured capital.

Relative decoupling: refers to a situation where 
productivity/e2ciency improvements have 
been realized but total inputs, or pollution out-
puts, continue to increase as economic output 
increases.

Renewable resources: natural resources whose 
supply can essentially never be exhausted, usu-
ally because they are continuously produced.

Rental prices: market prices minus production 
costs of resources.

Shadow price: the shadow price of a capital 
asset is the contribution a marginal unit of the 
asset is forecast to make to human well-being.

Social capital: aspects of social structure that 
facilitate action, in terms of the importance 
of obligations and expectations, information 
channels, and social norms to education.

Strong sustainability: perception that substi-
tutability of manufactured for natural capital is 
seriously limited by such environmental char-
acteristics as irreversibility, uncertainty, and the 
existence of “critical” components of natural 
capital, which make a unique contribution to 
welfare.

Sustainable development: development that 
meets the needs of the present without com-
promising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs.
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Sustainability gap: indicates the degree of con-
sumption of natural capital, either in the past or 
present, that is in excess of what is required for 
environmental sustainability.

Total factor productivity: the proportion of 
output not explained by the amount of inputs 
used in production, and captures the e1ect of 
technical progress, the e2ciency with which 
inputs are used, institutional conditions, and 
the impact of environmental factors such as 
climate.

Value of statistical life: an approach measuring 
a society’s willingness to pay to avoid additional 
occurrences of death.

Weak sustainability: the perception that welfare 
is not normally dependent on a specific form of 
capital and can be maintained by substituting 
manufactured for natural capital, though with 
exceptions.
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The #(+ is a joint initiative of the United Nations University 
International Human Dimensions Programme on Global 
Environmental Change (!"!-#$%&) and the United Nations 
Environment Programme (!"'&), in collaboration with the 
!"-Water Decade Programme on Capacity Development (!"(-
%&))  and the Natural Capital Project. 

UNU-IHDP
The International Human Dimensions Programme on Global 
Environmental Change (#$%&) is an interdisciplinary science 
program, working towards a better understanding of the interac-
tions of humans with and within their natural environment. #$%& 
advances interdisciplinary research and collaborates with the 
natural and social sciences. It enhances the capacities of science 
and policy communities through a large network and furthers 
a shared understanding of the social causes and implications of 
global change. The program facilitates dialogue between science 
and policy to ensure that research results feed into policy-plan-
ning and law-making processes, and o1ers education and train-
ing to future leaders in the field.

#$%& was founded by the International Council for Science 
(#)-!) and the International Social Science Council (#--)) of 
!"'-)5 in 1996. The #$%& Secretariat is hosted by the United 
Nations University (!"!) in Bonn who joined as third sponsor 
in 2007. #$%&’s research is guided by an international Scientific 
Committee comprised of renowned scientists from various dis-
ciplinary and regional backgrounds. Visit www.ihdp.unu.edu  for 
more information.

UNEP
The United Nations Environment Programme (!"'&) is the voice 
for the environment in the !" system. Established in 1972, !"'&’s 
mission is to provide leadership and encourage partnership in 
caring for the environment by inspiring, informing, and enabling 
nations and peoples to improve their quality of life without 
compromising that of future generations. !"'& is an advocate, 
educator, catalyst and facilitator promoting the wise use of the 
planet’s natural assets for sustainable development. It works with 
many partners, !" entities, international organizations, national 

Contributing organizations
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governments, non-governmental organizations, business, indus-
try, the media and civil society. !"'&’s work involves providing 
support for: environmental assessment and reporting; legal and 
institutional strengthening and environmental policy develop-
ment; sustainable use and management of natural resources; 
integration of economic development and environmental pro-
tection; and promoting public participation in environmental 
management. For more information, please visit: www.unep.org

UNW-DPC
The !"-Water Decade Programme on Capacity Development 
(!"(-%&)), established in 2007, is a joint program of !"-Water, 
the interagency mechanism formed by the United Nations High 
Level Committee on Programmes in 2003. !"(-%&)’s mission is 
to enhance the coherence and e1ectiveness of the capacity devel-
opment activities of !"-Water and seeks to strengthen the abil-
ity of the !"-Water members and partners to support Member 
States to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (3%/s) 
related to freshwater and sanitation. !"(-%&) is funded by the 
German Federal Government, located in Bonn, Germany, and 
hosted by the United Nations University.

Natural Capital Project
People all over the world rely on functioning ecosystems to live 
healthy and productive lives. One e1ective strategy to protect our 
environment and human well-being is to focus conservation on the 
protection of ecosystem services. The Natural Capital Project works 
to develop and provide practical ecosystem services concepts and 
tools, apply these tools in select areas around the world in order to 
demonstrate the impact of ecosystem service approaches in policy 
and decision outcomes, and engage and educate influential lead-
ers and practitioners to advance change in policy and practice. The 
Natural Capital Project is an innovative partnership among Stanford 
University, The Nature Conservancy, University of Minnesota, and 
World Wildlife Fund aimed at aligning economic forces with conser-
vation. Its vision is a world in which people and institutions recog-
nize natural systems as capital assets, appreciate the vital roles they 
play in supporting human well-being and incorporate the intrinsic 
and economic values of natural capital into decision making.








